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Message
From
The Vice Chancellor, Gujarat University

Dear Friends,
Happy new year to all of you. We meet through this
journal for the first time. I am happy that our journal is making
good and steady progress. Please accept my compliments.
A university is known by the achievements of students
in examinations and by achievements of its faculty in research.
We wish that our journal should establish itself beyond its
present sphere and spread its wings on national level. Although
it will be premature to wish that it would become an
internationally respected journal, it is my dream. Step by step,
I am sure, it would be true.
I am confident that in coming months all will put in the
best of their efforts in research and publishing their valuable
work. Through personal progress of every teacher University
would progress and shine out.
With best regards,
Dr. Parimal Trivedi
Vice Chancellor,
Gujarat University

❑

Albert Einstein
The Smartest Person in History 50 years after his Death
Dr. Parimal Trivedi*

Einstein said, “The supreme task of the physicist is
to arrive at those universal elementary laws from which the
cosmos can be build up by pure deduction.”
As we know in 1905 Einstein gave birth to Modern
physics with his work on special relativity, Brownian motion
and quantum mechanics. In 2005 the physics community will
celebrate the centenary of 1905.
Einstein has clearly shown us the path. We have to find
out the elementary laws from which the cosmos can be build
up by pure deduction. Nature follows certain laws and the
whole universe follows these laws.
There is one simple belief that when there is a design,
there must be a designer, and we have created a word for this
great designer – It is God. We have branded him Almighty,
because he is the supreme, almost a dictator. He is almost
like Robinson Crusoe. He says “I am the monarch of all I
survey” – But our god is a male, and masculine. Here we limit
our selves–in the imagination of the supreme. But he is a
physicist. He is a science lover. He follows the laws of Nature,
which he himself has created. He is asking his best creation –
human beings to seek the basic truths, the fundamental
secrets, that is responsible for the whole macro and micro
universe.

1

Einstein was the first genius who found out great secrets
of nature through his special relativity, Brownian motion and
quantum mechanics. In 1922 he was awarded 1921 Nobel
Prize for Physics for his ‘services to the oretical physics and
in particular for his discovery of the law of the photoelectric
effect. He got the prize money of 32,000 dollars.
He wrote a letter to president Rousevelt in 1939, warning
him of dangers of atomic-bombs. He retired at the age of 65.

* Dr. Parimal Trivedi is the Vice Chancellor of Gujarat University, Ahmedabad-380 009.
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He wrote by hand his original 1905 paper on special relativity for auction, raising six
million dollars for US war effort. In 1952 he turned down an offer to be the President
of Israel. In 1955 he signed Russel – Einstein manifesto on 11th April urging nations
to renounce nuclear weapons. He died in Princeton at 1-10 a.m. on 18th April, 1955
from abdomi-nal aorta : His brain was removed by pathologist Thomas Harvey and
his body was cremated at the Ewing Crematorium.
Einstein’s life itself is a wonderful story. He was born on 14th March, 1879 at
Bahnhofstra Be 135, Ulm, germany. In 1880 his family moved to Munich, where his
father found a firm manufacturing electrical equipment. In 1884 his family move to
Italy, while Albert stayed in Munich, but got depressed without his family and did not
complete schooling. In 1895 he moved to Italy, and failed entrance exam for the
ETH, Zurich. Then he moved to Aaran Switzerland and obtained diploma, scoring 5
out of 6 for theoretical physics, experimental physics and astronomy and 5.5 for
theory of functions.
In 1901 he became a swiss citizen but was declared unfit for military service
due to flat feet and vericose veins. Then he got temporary school teaching jobs. In
1902 he was appointed technical expert ( third class ) at the patent office in Bern with
a salary of 3500 swiss Franks. He was engaged with Mileva Maric, a fellow student
from Zurich, who gave birth to illegitimate daughter Lieserl. In 1903 he married Mileva
on 6th January. In 1904, 14th May his first son Hans Albert was born.
In 1905 he submitted Ph.D. thesis on molecular dimensions to university of
Zurich, as well as two papers on special relativity , one on quantum theory and
another on Brownian motion. In 1915 completed theory of general relativity.
In 1940 he had become US citizen but retained his swiss citizenship.
This rapid biodata represents the man who has become a milestone in the
entire evolution of mankind. We call him a milestone only because there are many
more Einstein to come and many more to become milestones and then pass away.
That is the destiny of every great figure. But Einstein was so dazzling in his life time
that world’s greatest thinkers desired to see him in person and talk with him. One of
such great thinkers was Indian poet Rabindranath Tagore, a Nobel-prize winner, who
met him in 1930. Today 50 years after Einstein’s death, the world community in
general and the science community in particular remembers him with gratitude and
pays him warmest tribute for his immortal contributions. To physicists and nonphysicists, Einstein has become a byword for genius.
In 1905 within 8 months he completed five papers that would change the
world for ever, spanning three quite topics – relativity, the photo-electric effect and
Brownian motion. He overturned our view of space and time, and laid the foundation
for the discovery of atoms.
He had a rare instinct to think independently and uniqly and was bold enough
to declare his thoughts openly. He proved that ‘pure thought can change our
understanding of nature’. The greatest surprize for everyone of us to know is that he
discovered all his greatest secrets in his ‘spare-time’.
In the 200 or so years before 1905, physics had been built on Newton’s laws
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of motion. Newton was wrong. Einstein proved that light is a fundamental constant of
nature that cannot be exceeded.
Einstein was finally given the title of ‘Herr Doktor’ from the university of
Zurich in January 1906, but he remained at the patent office for a further two and a
half years before taking up his first academic position at Zurich. But his crowning
achievement – the general theory of relativity – was still to come.
Einstein shot to fame in 1919 when a team of astronomers led by Arthur
Eddington found that the light from a distant star can be bent by the Sun, as
predicted by relativity.
Eddington was one of the few voices that continued to argue for scientific
internationalism. As a Quaker he was a pacifist and believed strongly that international
co-operation was critical to good science, particularly astronomy. He worked furiously
and unsuccessfully to push back the emerging jingoism of British science, and he
seized on relativity as a tool to break down wartime barriers. Eddington became
known as the relativity theory’s primary defender. He was Einstein’s bulldog. However,
nationalistic considerations, in addition to the technical difficulty and metaphysical
strangrness of general relativity, limited the number of Einstein’s supporters in
Britain. Thanks to Eddington, we have adopted scientific internationalism.
Einstein’s special and general theories of relativity altered the course of
science. They were triumphs of the imagination and of theory, with experiment
playing a secondary role.
Apart from science, Einstein was a keen and talented violinist. Music was
his life-long passion. But his tastes were distinctly conservative. The physics
revolutionary who overturned the classical universe of Newton was nonetheless
deeply conservative in his musical tastes. He adored Mozart and worshipped Bach.
Einstein was named “Person of the century” by Time magazine, and the
greatest physicist of all time by physics world at the turn of the millennium.
But he was a not a demigod nor an icon. He had his weaknesses and flows
and sometimes he became too common. Those who attacked him had their own
reasons and arguments but he overcame all hurdles and stood above all as a great
scientist.
Let us pay homage to this man as one who changed the world and gave it a
new direction. There are two Einsteins. One grew up worked and died, but there is
also the Einstein who became the public face of science. In his classic work The
king’s Two Bodies : A study in Medieval political Theology the historian Ernest
Kantorowicz distinguished between a monarch’s natural body is mortal – it lives,
breathes, becomes ill and dies – the political body, which is the representative of the
state, is immortal. Yet somehow the two bodies comprise a single unit. The
paradoxical expression was born- ‘The king is dead long live the king’. Einstein had a
natural body that emerged into the world one day in March 1879, matured and passed
out of the world in April 1955, his ashes dispersed by the currents of the Delaware
river. But Einstein also has another kind of body. That is as alive as ever half a
century after his death. It features in magazines, movies, novels the arts,
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advertisements, commercials, cartoons and in just about every niche of popular
culture, including “Baby Einstein” toys.
The public is not content to separate two bodies, and is endlessly fascinated
by information about Einstein’s private body and its relation to his political one.
Where did Einstein get his ideas ? How did he treat women ? Vegetarianism ? world
peace ?
Einstein has become a symbol of science, likes the flag of a country. But
that is over simplification of science. But he is a congener, a means through which
scientific and popular culture interact. Science and public need such more congeners.

❑
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Philosophy, Social Philosophy
and World Peace
Dr. Yajneshwar S. Shastri*

2

Members of this scholarly gathering and friends,
At the outset, I want to thank and express my gratitude
to the organizers of the Fifth conference of the International
Congress of Social Philosophy, especially, to Prof. Dr. Basavaraj
Siddhashrama, President of ICSP for giving me this opportunity
of speaking before this august gathering. This is great honour
conferred on me. This International Conference is going to cover
various subjects and topics related to global peace.
The quest for peace has always been the innermost urge
of human mind and heart. Peace is must for survival, progress
and prosperity. It is something positive, which includes
calmness or tranquility of mind and heart. It is that state of
mind which brings perfect understanding between two
individuals or even to oneself, with full faith and belief and
feeling of joy in the course of interaction with any individual
and which gives complete happiness and satisfaction to one
another or to oneself, and remains undeterred, uninfluenced
and unbiased by the surrounding circumstances. Peace is the
necessary requirement for the people, society and nations to
grow and reach the height of their potential. Without peace of
mind or peaceful atmosphere neither individual nor society can
make any progress or positive contribution. Peace is the primary
objective of every society and national and international life.
Everybody wants peace and talks about peace, but it has
remained an elusive goal or distant dream, rare thing or a mirage
in our times.
See the present world scenario. Today, the entire world is

* Director, Uni. School of Psy. Edu. And Philosophy, Head, Dept. of Philosophy, Gujarat
University, President, World Peace Foundation (Gujarat)
+ Presidential address for 5th International conference of International congress of Social
Philosophy.
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passing through a tense and chaotic situation. The world is witnessing almost every
day, terrorists’ attack and killing of the innocent people enmasse indiscriminately.
Terrorism is shaking the moral fiber of the world community. Violent clashes, communal
violence, racial conflicts, assassinations, massacre, clashes between nations, civil
wars, and guerrilla warfare are going on in some part of the globe. There is an ecological,
political, economic, social, religious and moral crisis, which endanger the vitality and
quality of life and future of the world. At present, whole world talks about the peace
and at the same time prepares for the war. This is the tragic reality or the paradox of
modem world. It is a fact that, at the surface the whole world has become a global
village, because of scientific and technological advancements. But, human hearts
and mind have drifted in the deep valleys of doubts and fear. These fears and doubts
have created impermeable walls among different races, religions, creeds and castes,
even among individuals. The scientific and technological advancements,apart from
providing the materialistic comforts, could have helped the world in preserving the
human values. But they seem to have failed to do so. Instead of helping mankind to
establish peace, they have created deadly weapons of mass destruction. The single
nuclear warhead packs explosive power equal to 1000 of the bombs that obliterated
Hiroshima and Nagasaki. We all know that twentieth century has been called the
bloodiest century in human history. It has seen the two world wars. After the experience
of these two devastating world wars and on account of the apprehension of a third
even more devastating war, every rational and thoughtful human being started believing
that peace is indispensable and necessary for individual as well as social and collective
personality, progress and general well-being. But genuine efforts have not been made
to bring peace. It has remained in talk of the world leaders. The world has not learnt
any lesson from previous wars and conflicts. The bygone century and beginning of
present century have surpassed all records of violence, killing and maiming more
human beings than in the last ten centuries put together. In such situation, if humanity
has to survive, and promotion of peace has to be given top priority. Academicians,
intellectuals, religious leaders, statesmen, professionals and every human being
ought to be concerned about peace promotion.
Peace cannot be established from single angle, because different factors have
deeply affected peace on earth. The factors threatening the world peace are cognized
to be Ecological, political, socio-economic, religious, and relating to human psyche.
Peace is not just absence of war or violence. Many times concept of world
peace is mistaken for absence of war or violence or with the scraping of nuclear,
chemical and biological weapons.These may be one of the important prerequisites
for establishing world peace, but by themselves are temporary phases.
Human society has become too much materialistic and highly ambitious. The
material gains and comforts are the driving force behind the reckless exploitation of
natural resources. The nature has enough to cater to our needs, but not our greed.
The natural resources are limited and have been exploited to their limit. The forests
are disappearing fast all over the world and with them disappear many species of
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flora and fauna. Himalayan landslides are the outcome of reckless cutting of the
trees. Industrial and chemical wastes are polluting our air, water, soil and even our
bodies. Many rivers carry the industrial effluents in them instead of water. Increasing
use of chemicals, pesticides and fertilizers have poisoned the mother Earth and
endangered entire food chain. The mother Earth is looked upon as merely a ball of
mud to be manipulated at will. Today conservation of nature and maintaining is ecological
balance is not only the question of gaining spiritual merit or self-satisfaction, but of a
sheer survival of our generations yet unborn. The rules in the Smritis like, if a person
pollutes water by taking bath or defecating in it, he was fined and if he cut the branch
of important tree, his hand was cut; show the utmost care taken of the environment.
Moreover, those generations of the yore must have faced the problems we are facing
today or even more grave than we think. There is only two percent of drinking water
on this planet and the atmospheric phenomena like AI Nino etc. delay the rains. This
year already the rains are scarce and delayed. The grave situation emerging from
that is already before us. The farmers are committing suicide due to the paucity of
rain. Countries like India, which are dependent on agriculture, have to think collectively
and seriously as how to fight water scarcity and revitalize the parching fields. The
efforts to fight this catastrophe are to be made from the grass root level to government
level. The united efforts comprise of finding the solutions and reasons. If the same
exploitation of nature continues, the time may come when this earth / planet will
become unfit to hold any kind of life.
Political dimension is very important from the point of view of establishing
world peace. Political leaders take all kinds of decisions concerning the nation. Narrow
nationalism some times lead to violence and war with others. Ego, jealousy and high
ambitions of leaders lead to conflict and wars. Peace can be established by the
principle of co-existence. If great powers fail to exist with small powers out of sheer
arrogance of power, the world can never be safe. At present owing to the scientific
development, mankind possesses new destructive weapons and new methods of
finding still more. The global security does not lie in natural science and technology.
It is in the hands of political leaders. These circumstances have created a situation
where leaders should make a choice between peace and total destruction. Gandhiji
rightly pointed out that “If the recognized leaders of mankind who have control over
the engines of destruction, where wholly to renounce their use, with full knowledge of
its implications, permanent peace can be obtained.” [Harijan, 18-6-1938, p. 153.] He
further said, “ I reiterate my conviction that there will be no peace for the allies or the
world unless they shed their belief in the efficacy of war and its accompanying terrible
deception and fraud and are determine to hammer out real peace based on freedom
and equality of all races and nations.” [Ibid.18-4-1945].
Economic factors determine our actions and reactions very much. To maintain
social harmony, removal of economic inequality is very important. Economic equality
means providing equal opportunity to every one to come up in society. Economic
disparity is one of the major causes for social disharmony.

12
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In the society, there is illiteracy, unemployment and social disparity. There is a
lot of violence, discrimination, and injustice against women. Molestation and rape
cases are increasing day by day. In work place also women are subject to mental and
some times even physical torture. Male dominated society is indulging in violent
practices like female foeticide and amniocentesis. The girl child is discriminated in
the family, because society in general prefers male child. The evil practice of dowry
system seems to have been accepted by the society as a custom. To create culture
of peace, we have to give importance in removing these social evils. Women must
be educated and made economically self dependent and socially strong by providing
equal opportunity in every sphere, including in decision-making.
All the religions of the world extol peace. With admirable unanimity, all the
religions preach golden rulelove thy neighbour as your self. Do not do to others,
which is painful to you’. The practice of this golden rule is key foundation for peace.
Unfortunately, the prevalent religious dogmas have become serious hurdles in the
path of world peace. Instead of bringing human society together, religion has become
a major source of friction and violent conflicts. It has given rise to group and state
terrorism. Bloodshed and massacre are taking place in the name of religion. Though,
religions cannot be blamed for all these evils, which are practiced or carried out by its
followers. All religions of the world, down from the very ancient Vedic religion to the
latest Bahaism, teach love, brotherhood, compassion and peace. Peace is possible
through religion only when each religion is understood in its true sense and golden
rule taught by it, is sincerely practiced. Again, it is also very important that tolerance
and equal respect towards all religions must be cultivated and wrong propaganda
against other religions to be stopped.
The worst thing is that each act of violence leaves behind fractured memories,
unhappy consciousness and relational bitterness. These have long term and serious
implications for human personalities and intercommunity relations. Many contemporary
thinkers opine that the world is moving towards another `war of religions’ or `clash of
civilizations’. There is a need to think out ways and means of resolving these conflicts.
There are as many means of peace as there are causes of unrest. Neither lack
of peace is due to a single cause, nor peace can be established only by single cause.
Some of the causes are external. Some of them are internal or emotional. Nonsatiation of the desires, cravings, non-fulfillment of basic needs and suspicion, fear,
apprehension are some of the important causes. The problem of unrest created by
non-satiation of desires cannot be cleared by mere fulfillment of basic needs of life.
The problem of restlessness owing to the suspicion, fear etc. cannot be solved even
by satiation of desires. The problem that is created due to emotional disorder is the
most complex of all. This entails us to concentrate on the means to solve the problem
of emotional imbalance together with the effects to solve the economic problems.
Unfortunately, not even a fraction of efforts put into solving the economic and material
problems by the world trend is directed towards solving these emotional imbalances.
Although, the external circumstances play a significant role in creating the world
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unrest, we should not overlook the factor that external circumstances do so only by
affecting the mental and emotional systems of human being. So, let us march forward
in the direction of world peace by bringing about necessary modifications in the
fundamental mechanisms of mental and emotional processes. For this, we have to
take help of various branches of knowledge, such as spiritual science, Yoga, human
physiology, anatomy, psychology, endocrinology and biochemistry.
Again, it is necessary to deliberate over the technique of imparting training in
all these subjects for developing the concept of peace, for it is not possible to solve
the problem of restlessness merely through theoretical discussions. Special training
in non-violence, honesty, sincerity, integrity, compassion, is the need of today. If the
effective techniques for such training are developed, the combination of spiritual
science and modern science, they would go a long way in solving the most dreadful
cause of unrest- the disorder in the emotional system.
Peace has to come from within. Peace within self leads to peace within family
and eventually it spreads in the society. If someone is not having peace within oneself,
then the person cannot help the interpersonal peace as well. One may possibly think
that the concept of world peace and harmony is something which is very hypothetical
or idealistic in nature. It is not so. We can say that global peace is state of geopolitical and social equilibrium, whereby the prefect understanding with full faith in
others is possible, a sense of universal brotherhood, co-existence and mutual care
prevails in the minds of all the people beyond any barriers.
We live in an increasingly diverse and multicultural world, where each segment
of society tends to regard its own value as sacrosanct and its own needs as paramount.
Though, we belong to different cultures, ethnic, religious and linguistic groups, we
share one planet and common humanity. We have to live in peace fostering mutual
understanding. In this direction educational system has a fundamental responsibility
to promote moral values such as- a sense of respect for others, a sense of social
responsibility and importance of interconnectedness of this world. There is an urgent
need to develop new advocates for peace education. The challenge for universe is to
develop a peace education programme. The development of new advocates for peace
education should not only be the students, but should also be the business and
corporate leaders, politicians, journalists, print media, parents and non-governmental
organizations, who after proper education will be able to speak with authority to
political leaders about the ways to achieve the world peace. First of all education in
peace should begin with the individuals and with families and then with educational
institutions, larger social groups leading up to the national bodies.
Peace-making has to be done through simultaneous movements from micro to
macro, that is from individual to family and from family to wider units of human
society and from macro to micro, that is from the international community through
UNO to the nations and to smaller social groupings. The micro to macro movement
for peace implies personal transformation, individual freedom and demands for human
rights and justice, whereas, the macro to micro movement implies international
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protocols through UNO to regional or continental agreements. UN General Assembly
has declared year 2000 as the International Year for the Culture of Peace. It gave a
number of enlightening and inspiring suggestions under the following six headings to
promote mutual understanding and world peace, viz., 1. Rediscover solidarity, 2.
Respect for life, 3. Reject violence, 4. Share with others, 5. Listen to understand and
6. Preserve the planet. Peace and peaceful co-existence is more concerned with the
individual and his nature in totality and better understanding of other people and world
at large. Peaceful society is not possible till there is harmony amongst the races and
globalization promoting ‘living together’ are recognized, which in turn needs man to
understand man and his nature to have a positive, constructive and productive norms
and values.
When we speak of peace, we do not mean only absence of war or overt violence,
but also eradication of roots of overt violence, such as, social and economic
exploitation, corruption, injustice, political domination and manipulation. According to
Gandhiji, cultivating and practicing the non-violence is one of the important factors in
establishing the world peace. According to him, violence means, exploitation,
centralization of power and dominance and all that retards free expression and
development of a person and institutions. Non-violence is antonym of all these. He
argued that, if an individual can practice non-violence why not whole groups of
individuals? And the whole nations as well? He believed that one must make a
beginning and the rest would follow.
Man is becoming more self-centered. Man’s desires and demands are increasing
day-by-day. He is trying to grab all the pleasures from all the sources for himself. The
selfishness of the man has become cause of unrest in the family, clashes in the
society and wars in the world. Man has become a puppet in the hands of uncontrollable
desires, internal enemies, such as, lust, anger, greed, delusion, pride and jealousy.
History tells that all the wars were fought due to selfishness of the man. The
Ramayana war took place on account of Ravana’s lust and ego. The Mahabharata
war was fought due to vanity, ego and jealousy of Duryodhana and too much attachment
of Dhritarashtra towards his sons. Bismarck and Hitler were responsible for world
wars. It was due to their ego, vanity, too much ambition and lust for power. These
internal enemies are elements of minds. War begins in the minds of men. Therefore,
one should control the mind to avoid the wars and violence. If every man of the world
controls his mind, then, violent conflicts and war will not take place. Our ancestors
knew the root cause of unrest within the man. Controlling the mind elements, all
things can be controlled. Therefore, they emphasized on control of mind. Once man
controls his mind, he will be able to control his senses. The control of senses will
conquer his internal enemies. Therefore, there will be no chance of clashes.
The concept of Dharma was preached to established peace in the society.
Dharma basically means the principle, the discipline; the way which helps to sustain
the life of individual and life of society. It is fundamental universal principle, which
upholds the people, brings people together irrespective of their religion, race, sex and
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creed. It is a path of righteousness and rightful behaviour. Duties, obligations, justice,
rules of conduct and guidelines for actions come under the Dharma since they are
essential to the protection and perpetuation of the individual towards himself and the
society. As a path it consists of non- violence, truthfulness, non-stealing, nonpossession, austerity, compassion, charity, etc. It was practiced and preached for
the welfare of the mankind.
Today, individual is puzzled in practicing the Dharma. Internal struggle continues.
He is walking on the path of Duryodhana. Duryodhana in Mahabharata gives expression
to his inner struggle in the following words, “I know the path of righteousness (Dharma),
but I do not have inclination towards it. I know what is path of unrighteousness
(Adharma), but I cannot deter from it” (Janami dharma na ca me pravrttih, janami
adharmam na ca me nivrttih.). The selfish animal instincts are behind it. Saint Paul
gives similar expression to this inner struggle of man when he says, “ I do not do the
good, I want to do, instead, I do the evil that I do not want to do” (Bible, VII. 19).
Entire social and political system has become self centered and corrupt. Common
man follows that path what leaders follow. Bhagavad Gita rightly says, “whatever
action a great person performs, common man follows. Whatever standard he sets by
exemplary acts, all the world pursues.” (III. 21).
The Spirituality is one of the important attempts to achieve world peace.
Spirituality means a belief that the same spirit, which exists within oneself, also
exists everywhere and in everything. It teaches that, all beings are one. It reiterates
universal oneness. Though, one individual is distinguishable by external stature from
another, but inseparable by their inner divinity. It also means self-study, which reveals
the truth that self-centeredness and egoism are the root causes of suffering, because
of these two prominent feelings man runs endlessly after the fulfillment of his endless
desires. Result is dissatisfaction, frustration.
Spirituality is multi-dimensional. It incorporates code of conduct to transform
personal lives and to revere universal self. It is recognition that we are all interconnected
with everything around us. Arnold Toynbee, the great historian of our time, states
that, ‘the spiritual gift that makes man human, is still alive in Indian soil. Go on giving
to the world Indian examples of it. Nothing else can do so mush to help mankind to
save it from self destruction.’
‘Man has learnt to fly like a bird in the sky, in the air and swim like a fish in the
water, but he has forgotten how to walk on the earth like a man’deplores Dr.
Radhakrishnan. Due to what he calls, ‘spiritual waywardness’the world has become
morally invalid which requires drastic treatment. The remedy lies in reforming ourselves
through holistic values and the truths of inner life formulated and prescribed by the
seers of India who are both philosophers and mystics. As philosophers they explain
how and why philosophy must be closely associated with the life and as a mystic
they emphasize why we have to go beyond theories like ontology, theology and logic.
Peace generates from expansion of thought, individual consciousness, one’s
own being. Higher the degree of universality of thought, higher the state of mental
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tranquility, higher the degree of peace. Therefore, ancient Indian philosophers advocated
the universality of thought. They demonstrated that the entire universe is unitary truth
and it is the manifestation of the same. Plurality owes its origin in singularity. This
universality of thought helps in erasing the barriers of ‘mine’ and ‘thine’ and in
establishing the relationship of identity with one and all, removing all mental agitations
and contributing to a sense of fulfillment and peace. Our ancient seers have planted
the seeds in the form of ethical values, which certainly attempt to unite mankind as
the members of a family. This gesture points out the spiritual globalization visualized
by our great sages. This vision of whole universe as one family presents a solution to
problem of world peace and harmony.
Aim of philosophy and religion must be establishment of universal love,
brotherhood, essential unity of all beings and compassion towards all. It is the true
spirit within which man has to realize and be given prominent place to it in one’s life.
Universal love, brotherhood, compassion and life of selfless service constitute
spirituality. These are real spirit or essential nature of soul. One should love and
respect all forms of life since all forms of life are precious abode of divinity. Hatred is
born of self-interest, which has in turn its basis in the sense of separateness. It is
only a sense of unity, love and kindness, which can annihilate hatred. By loving
others we love ourselves, by hating others we hate ourselves, because same divine
consciousness inheres in all. This should be realized by one and all. How it can be
achieved? Our philosophy says, universal brotherhood should be maintained by coming
together, by talking and acting together with one mind for the benefit of society.
In India, Philosophy, social philosophy, Moral philosophy are interconnected,
they are not independent branches of knowledge. Philosophy is defined as the love
of wisdom. This word wisdom does not mean theoretical knowledge, but knowledge
combined with actual experience of truth. Thus, Philosophy is called ‘Darshana’ the
vision - that is the direct spiritual perception of truth, realizing the unity of all existence.
It is not mere intellectual gymnastics, analysis of concepts and way of thinking, but
it is the way of life. Philosophy should aid human beings in the realizing the basic
ends of human life, must have practical application and work as a guide to eradicate
the sufferings of man. A philosophy which makes no difference to the quality and
style of our life, is not the philosophy but empty intellectual construction. It may
quench the thirst of the curious, but is otherwise irrelevant. Our saints and sages
lived with those philosophical principles and showed us how to lead an enlightened
life.
Philosophy in India conceives man as spiritual in nature, is interestedprimarily
in his spiritual destiny and relates him in some way to a universe, which is also
spiritual in essential character. The close relation of the spiritual and moral life resulted
in the unity of philosophy and religion in India. They are inseparable in Indian life.
Philosophy is the theoretical aspect and the religion is the practical side of the same.
Philosophy with its scientific and rational analysis elucidates the way and wherefore
of life and the universe and contains a coherent system of thought for interpreting the
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reality. The religion, which consists of worship, meditation, rituals, rites and ceremonies,
deals with the practical side. Religious injunctions lay down the spiritual practices to
be followed for reaching the ultimate goal of life. Philosophy satisfies the curiosity of
man or mind with reason and religion takes him nearer to the truth. Philosophy without
practice is tantamount to utopian myth; religion divorced from philosophy becomes a
bundle of superstitions. Thus, in India, religion is an endeavor to translate the high
philosophical principles, values and virtues of life to practical living.
From the beginning of its history, Indian society took guidance from the
philosophers to lead a good life. The idea of Plato that philosophers must be the
rulers and the directors of the society is being practice in India since the time
immemorial. True philosophers are revered and admired as ideal men in society. The
real philosopher is a living example of knowledge, peace, freedom, simplicity, tranquility
and wisdom. In this connection, Heinrich Zimmer rightly points out that, ‘the real
attainment is only what finds confirmation in one’s own life. The worth of man’s
writings depends on the degree to which his life is itself an example of his teaching.
In India, philosopher is not respected merely for his subtle dialectical powers and
vast theoretical knowledge, he respected and looked up to as an inspiration because
of the wisdom his life reflects’ (Philosophies of India, p 50).
Indian philosophy in general and Upanisadic philosophy in particular teaches
that everything originates from one divine consciousness. Living and so called nonliving objects are rooted in and pervaded by the one divine power. Same divine power
is called by different names. It is called or termed as the Brahman, which means allpervading reality. It is absolute existence, absolute consciousness and absolute
bliss. It is inside and outside of all. There is spiritual unity of all existence. Everything
in the universe is connected together to one common whole i.e. to pure consciousness.
The great absolutist sage Yajnavalkya in Brhadaranyaka Upanisad beautifully
describes the common thread to which everything is connected in the universe:
‘everything exists in space or unmanifested ether, the space exists in imperishable
Brahman- the ocean of consciousness. This Reality, O Gargi, has interpenetrated the
whole universe; everything exists in this imperishable Brahman [Sa hovaca
yadurdhvam Gargi divo yadavak prthivya yadantara dyavaprthivi ime yad bhutam ca
bhavacca bhavisyaccaetyacaksate

Akase tadotam ca protam ceti. .. Etadaksaram gargyadrstam drastrsrutam
Srotramatam mantravijnatam vijnatr nanyadato asti drastr nanyadato asti srotr,
nanyadatosti mantr, nanyadatosti vijnatr, etasminnu khalu aksare Gargi! Akasah
otasca protasca. [III.8.4, 6-9]. The great forces of the universe- the sky, the wind, the
fire, the water, the earth, mountains and rivers, as well as various orders of life
including human beings, plants, trees, forests, animals and birds, all are bound to
each other within the great rhythm of this One Pure Consciousness [Mundaka
Upanisad.II. 1.4; Taittriya Upanisad.II. 1; Svetasvatara Upanisad.IV. 2-3.].
It is the same consciousness, which indwells in the cosmos as a whole and in
each being and in the force or object. It is One Supreme Consciousness, which
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pulsates in human beings, animals, birds, plants and trees and so-called non-living
things. This consciousness is active in living organisms and dormant in so-called
non-living things. The distinction between living and non-living ceases to exist for a
person, who has attained the ultimate vision of this truth. The statement like, ‘Even
the world of the non-living have within them the dormant of feeling of sorrow and joy’,
testifies to this highest state of mystic realization [Antah sanjnah bhavantyete sukhaduhkhasaimanvitah.] There is close relationship, close kinship, between the nature,
human beings and the divinity. This idea is beautifully described in Taittiriya Upanisad.
It is said that’ From the Atman or Brahman [Pure consciousness] first arose subtle
element ether; from the ether the air; from air the fire and from fire the water, from
water came the earth, from earth plants, trees, and from these food and from food
[from mixture of all] human beings [ II. 1]
Another important conclusion can be drawn from these Vedantic statements
that, there is a fundamental unity behind everything. Though the diversity is the felt
fact, it is not ultimate. There is unity behind diversity. All are knit together as parts of
the same undivided universe. Upanisads emphatically tell us that,’ he goes from
death to death [Passes through cycle of birth and death], who takes diversity as
ultimate truth [a. Brhadaranyaka Upanisad.IV.4.19; b. Katha Upanisad. II.4. 10-11;
Katha Upanisad says that,’ Eternal peace belongs to them who see unity behind
diversity.
Everything in this creation is manifestation of this divine consciousness.
Therefore, each soul is divine. Nature of each soul or individual is consciousness.
Divinity is inherent in every human being. There is essential unity of all human beings.
The divine power, which permeates the entire universe, is found in the heart of every
human being . Lord Krsna says in the Gita that God resides in the heart of every
human being. [Gita. XVIII.61] Essentially, there is no difference between individual to
individual, because same divine consciousness flows in all. Similarly, there is no
difference between individual self and universal self, ultimately, because, essential
nature of both is pure consciousness and the same divine power is inside and outside
of all. The Upanisadic statements, such as, ‘That thou art’, ‘This soul is Brahman’, ‘I
am that’, ‘I am the Brahman’; make it very clear that at the spiritual height there is no
difference between individual self and universal self.
The holistic attitude towards the universe and all living beings naturally lead the
Indian philosophy to conceive the idea that the whole world is an extended family.
Manu clearly says that ‘To the large hearted entire universe is one family
[Udaracaritanam tu Vasudhaiva kutumbakam. -Manusmrti.]. All living beings are the
members of a single world family on account of common spirituality.]. We are all
children of that glorious One Supreme Consciousness [Amrtasya putrah.]. We are all
brothers and sisters in blood. Entire universe is a nest to live in [Visvam
Bhavatyekaneedam. -Rgvedal]. This idea of belonging to one whole family eliminates
the possibility of sense of separateness or duality, which is root cause of fear, conflict
and hatred [dvitiyadvai bhayam bhavati]. Feeling of unity, feeling of oneness generates
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love and brotherhood and brings everlasting peace. This is the reason why one of the
oldest Upanisadic texts- Isavasya Upanisad asks us to see one’s own self in
everything and everything in one’s own self. Once this unity is realized, there is no
sorrow, no grief, no delusion and no hatred. Peace prevails in the heart of every
being. [Yastu sarvani bhutani atmanyevanupasyati. Sarvabhutesu catmanam tato nu
vijugupsate. Yasmin sarvani bhutani atmaivabhud vijanatah. Tatra ko mohah kah sokah
ekatvamanupasyatah. -Isavasya Upanisad-6-7.]. Indian philosophy tells us to love
all beings; by loving others we love ourselves, by hating others we hate ourselves,
because same divinity, same divine consciousness resides in every being and
everything. ‘The real seer is he, who sees all as his own self, says the Bhagavadgita
[V1.32; XIII.2.]. The golden rule taught by Indian philosophy is: ‘One should never do
that to another which one considers undesirable for oneself [Atmanah pratikulani
paresam na samacharet. -Mahabharata.V.XV. 17]. Still, the picture in this world is
paradoxically opposite to the highest ideals of the scriptures. People know the fruit of
merit is good, even then they commit sin and though they know that the fruit of sin is
bad and punishment in the world hereafter, still, they knowingly commit sin. Therefore,
the Vaidika religion has tried to reach the mind of each individual through the system
of education combined with samskaras, the code of conduct.
The concept of spiritual unity of all existence, led the Indian cuture to consider
welfare of all and happiness of all. Its daily prayer is.
‘May all be happy in this universe,
May all see auspicious things, and
May no one suffer’.
[Sarve atra sukhinah santu sarve santu niramayah. Sarve bhadrani pasyantu
ma kascid duhkhabhag bhavet. - Prayers. - Dr.Y. S.Shastri.p.72.]. The peace invocation
of Vedic tradition reveals that it keeps whole universe in the picture even while praying
to Almighty. It talks about peace in all directions of the Universe. Ancient Vedic
prayer is:
“Peaceful be heaven, peaceful be the earth,
Peaceful be the broad space between,
Peaceful be for us the running waters,
Peaceful be the plants and herbs,
Peaceful be all the diving beings,
Peaceful be the Brahman [Supreme Being],
Peaceful be entire universe,
May peace and only peace prevail and,
May that peace come unto me.
Peace, Peace, Peace.”
[Dyauh santih antariksagun santih...-Atharvaveda.XIX.9].
The Indian Philosophy, keeping whole mankind in the mind, preaches ethical
virtues and moral values. From the Indian philosophical point of view the physical,
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the mental, the intellectual and the spiritual personality constitute human being. Moral
values are prescribed for regulating these aspects of human personality. The cardinal
virtues such as non-violence, truthfulness, non-stealing, control of senses, nonacquisition, purity, charity, compassion, tolerance, courage, honesty, rectitude, fellowfeelings are universal virtues which are to be cultivated and practiced by one and all
irrespective of distinctions of caste, creed, race, sex and religion for the creation of
healthy, cultured and peaceful society [Ahimsa-satyarn-asteya-brahmacaryaaprigrahah niyamah. -Yogasutra. -II.30-32. Dhrtih ksama damo asteyam
saucamindriyanifahah. Dhirvidya satyamakrdho dasakaim dharmalaksanam. Manusmrti.VI.92; Ahimsa satyamasteyam saucamindriyanigrahah. Danam damo
dayaksantih sarvesam dharma sandhanaim. -Yajnavalkya Smrti I. 122.]. One has to
avoid vicious and sinful acts, bad intensions, abusing and falsehood, gambling debt,
egoistic enjoyment, cruelty and adultery. Scriptures of India Philisophy mention six
main evils or enemies of human beings, which are to be avoided or to be controlled.
Too much sleep, indolence, fear, anger, softness, procrastination and such other
habit-forming evils should be avoided [Nidra-alasya- bhaya- krodha-mardavadirghasutrata. -Salient Features of Hinduism. - Y.S.Shastri.p.35.].
Mahabharata gives list of twelve positive virtues to be cultivated, twelve defects
to be avoided and seven pitfalls of human mind to be abandoned. Twelve positive
virtues are: 1.knowledge, 2.truth and 3.selfcontrol. 4. Scholarship, 5.tolerance, 6.shame
for vices, 7.patience, 8.absence of jealousy, 9.sacrifice, 10.charity, 11.courage, and
12. Calmness. Twelve vices to be avoided: 1.Wrath, 2.lust, 3.greed, 4.delusion, 5.too
much desire for Worldly pleasure, 6.non-compassion, 7.jealousy, 8. Shamelessness,
9.sorrow, 10.excessive desire, 11.envy, and 12.disgust. Seven pitfalls of human
mind to be abandoned: 1.Seeking only sensual pleasure, 2.being immersed in
trivialities, 3.regreting after giving, 4.miserliness, and 5.feeling of weakness, 6.vanity
about lineage, and 7.hate or distrust for women. [Mahabharata.Sanatsujatiya.Ibid.p.35.]. The listing of all these virtues and vices is not given in
vain. All these virtues, to certain extent, are required to live normally in the society.
It is obvious that, nobody can become a perfect human being just by reading the list
of virtues, nor can one become bad by knowing the names of vices. A person having
only vices is not fit to live in a normal society, because his mental inclinations are
faulty and harmful to the society.. Repeated instructions of virtues is to keep a
person on the right track and imbibe the definition of right and wrong behaviour on his
mind.
The Bhagavadgita, keeping in mind the entire humanity, talks about divine and
demonic qualities and asks us to develop divine qualities. No individual is bad by
origin or by birth. Divine and demonic qualities are in the person only and it is a
matter of developing either of them. It is completely in human hands to become
godlike or demon. It enumerates twenty-six divine qualities and six demonic qualities
in human beings. The divine qualities which are to be cultivated and practiced are:
fearlessness, mental purity, persistence in the practice of knowledge, charity, control
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of senses, sacrifice, self study, penance [austerity], uprightness, non-violence,
truthfulness, non-anger, renunciation, tranquility, absence of envy, compassion for
all living beings, uncovetousness, gentleness, modesty, dignity, splendor, patience,
vigor or courage, cleanliness or purity, benevolence and non egoity.
[Abhayam sattvasamsuddhih jnanayogavyavasthitih.
Danam damasca yajnasca svadhyayastapa arjavam.
Ahimsa satyamakrodhah tyaga santih apaisunam.
Daya bhutesvaloluptvam mardavam hriracapalam.
Tejah ksama dhrtih saucam adroho natimanita.
Bhavanti sampadam daivim abhijatasya bharata.
[Bhagavadgita.XVI. 1-3.].
These divine qualities are universal and not restricted to any particular religious
community or people. These virtues humanize men/ women. Hypocrisy, arrogance,
pride, anger, harshness, and ignorance are the demonic qualities [Dambho
darpabhimansca krodhah parusyameva ca.
Ajnanam cabhijatasya partha sampadamasurim. [Bhagavadgita.XVI.4.am. One
has to develop divine qualities detrimental to demonic qualities. These immortal
values make one’s life, the Life of human being. They save the human being from
degenerating into animalism and also help him/her to prepare his/her personality for
the higher pursuits of life. In fact edifice of or life must be based on these principles.
These values are the life force of Indian Philosophy.
The holistic approach of the Indian philosophy, if properly understood and
practiced will certainly make healthy and beneficial changes in the attitude and outlook
of an individual towards his /her fellow beings and entire animate and inanimate
environment. The individual will start realizing unity with all, oneness with all. This
feeling of unity will help reduce or eliminate possible cause of conflict between
individual-to-individual, individual and animals, individual and nature. Once, an
individual realizes that whatever he does, for or against others, he will be doing for or
against himself, because, he, together with all those other things are knit together as
parts of the same undivided universe. He will loose his aggressive nature against his
fellow beings and nature. His/her vision will be widened. Once, this holistic attitude of
the universe is developed in a person, and he/ she begins realizing it in his/ her mind,
thought and action, which will lead to his/her inner transformation of broader perspective
with love, sympathy, and feeling of equality towards all.
In nutshell, the essence of Indian philosophy is that: each living being inheres
divinity within. So, unity of all living beings, oneness of mankind and of all existence
must be main aim of every one. This essential unity of all beings gives rise to the
sense of whole world as one family. When, we rise to this higher level of oneness of
humanity, and then only true peace will prevail in individual as well as in human
society.
Western philosophy also provides philosophical and ethical theories related to
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man, society and peace, but no clear-cut techniques are prescribed by it to follow the
principles. So, it mostly remained on the intellectual level. Socrates, Plato, Aristotle,
Locks, Spinoza, Kant, Hegel and many other great philophers of the west and postmodern thinkers, such as, Foucault, Habermass, Levinas and Derrida all gave
philosophical and moral theories to solve the world problems. Emmanuel Kant’s thesis
on permanent peace is one of the most important treatises which attempt to introduce
an ideal model of a security and peace oriented world, with the background knowledge
about equality and freedom.. Postmodern thinkers say that to establish social harmony
the globalization should motivate us towards consensus. Globalization should not
exclude any group, region and nation. It must assist those who are violently oppressed
and resist the regime that oppressed them. Everyone should be allowed to take
control of their lives, should be allowed to formulate and practice their own way of
living. This praxis will incorporate peace to the globe. These postmodern thinkers talk
about some kind of ethical theory, which treats ‘other’ as ‘me’. The world community
should follow this.
According to post-modern thinkers under the present global panorama, the
question is, how social philosophy with a spiritual praxis can be instrumental for the
establishment of the world peace. There are three things, globalization, and limits of
globalization and vision of the present. Limits of globalization demand a search in the
field of philosophy. Here, social philosophy is not an abstract congregation of ideas
or cherishing a kind of utopia, but it requires true social imagination of the existing
reality, which can guide and pursue action. Social philosophy, which escapes
imagination and praxis and vision of the present, should not be considered as social
philosophy. It is inevitable; a social philosophy must take into consideration the social
imagination about the individual society and its relation.
Man’s concrete being is in the society, so he is societal animal. He lives and
thinks in the society. His abstract thoughts must cover and confirm social life. A
philosophy, which avoids society, is irrelevant. Social philosophical ideals are to be
lived and practiced in the society. This insight provides that social philosophy must
provide a social performance; social praxis must guide and govern our individual and
global action. This global action is not possible without capturing the existing world
order. Therefore, vision of the present must be encountered by social philosophy
because the grasp of the present will determine the future. If one has to sustain
future and prepare the humanity for the crisis of the future, the total grasp of the
present is inevitable. What is needed for the better society is, a harmonious macro
and micro level construction, which can be achieved through spirituality. Only the
spiritual culture can harmonize individual and institution.
In short, modern thinkers critically view the conditions of modernity and guide
us for the future actions of a society, which would meaningfully communicate, share,
and construct a society, which demands the agenda of the action without oppression
or exclusion. Under the frame of any ideological construct, it would be an open society,
which would care and share ‘the other’ as ‘me’. The other is not to be alienated, but as
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part of my own being, ‘the other’ should be treated. This shareability will lead the
world to least violence, least oppression and will take care of well being of the globe
as the first responsibility. This kind of ethics as a core mode of behaviour will provide
concrete action for harmonious social being which is global. Hence,peace is not the
demand, but a mode of society at large.
Lester Pearson, a Candian diplomat and Prime Minister and winner of the 1957
Nobel Prize wrote in his book’ Democracy in the world politics [1955]: “ Humans are
moving into an age when different civilizations will have to learn to live side by side
in peaceful interchange, learning from each other, studying each other’s history, ideals
and art and culture, mutually enriching each other’s lives. The alternative in this
overcrowded world is misunderstanding, tension and catastrophe. (p 10)
Let me say, it is very difficult time for our planet. We are very fragile as individual
and societies. Yet we must find ways to build a better, more secure and peaceful
society, a society that compassionate and tolerant, that recognizes the common
condition of the human being, that emphasizes the concept of being human rather
tan using religions, racial, ethnic, gender or nationalistic attributes as the major,
source of identification and that cherishes equality, justice, freedom, human rights
and peace. Let us be partners and join hands together to work incessantly and learn
to devote all our resources, energy and strength for the welfare of all living beings
and respect for life on the earth and try to develop a culture of universal brotherhood,
tolerance and peace. Let me conclude by the immortal prayer of the Rgveda:
Meet together, talk together,
May your minds comprehend alike.
Common be your actions and achievements,
Common be your thoughts and intentions,
Common be wishes of your hearts.
SO, may there be union amongst you”
[Sam gacchadhvam sam vadadhvam
Sam vo manansjanatam. And,
Samani va akutih samana hrdayani vah.
Saimananamastu vo mano
Yathavahsusahasati. [Rgveda.X.191.2-4.1]
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ABSTRACT
Most significant inherent characteristic of corporate form
of business is separate existence of owners and management
unlike non-corporate form of business. The transfer of accounting
information from private domain to public domain is direct
result of above-mentioned special quality of corporate form of
business. This transfer of information is known as disclosures
in annual corporate reports. These disclosures are being
presented in two forms i.e. (i) Mandatory form and (ii) Non
mandatory (voluntary) form.
The legal compulsion of disclosure is called mandatory
and in India three sides influence this disclosure i.e. By
government, By Regulatory bodies and By professional bodies.
Every country has its own norms for mandatory disclosure.
Different studies are carried out at international level and
national level shows that companies do not skip any legal
prescribed information to disclose. On the other hand in
addition to mandatory details companies provide non-mandatory
information (voluntary disclosure) to the stakeholders. This
information may be quantitative and qualitative in nature. This
disclosure has utility from the viewpoint of companies and
users of it. It will be interesting to investigate areas of voluntary
disclosure and to examine their relevance in present context.
This study is basically based on these objectives. And this
areas are identified and described with their significance.
The disclosure level of voluntary items conveys the attitude
of management to give additional details to the users. From
this psychological and philosophical attitude of management
can be examined. The recognition of those issues which lie in
voluntary to be transferred to mandatory due to increasing
importance, this work also can be undertaken for investigation
purpose. In this study discussed issues of voluntary disclosure
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is not complete set. This study will be useful to the readers to be acquainted with new
issues of disclosures and their significance.
Introduction
The direct or indirect intervention of the government in the corporate form of
business is the result of main characteristic of the corporate form of business and
that is disassociation between owners and the management. To protect the interest
of the shareholders and to keep the management on prescribed legitimate track the
direct or indirect control of the government over activities of the corporate is essential.
In India for the corporate sector, central government exercises direct control in the
form different acts like Companies act 1956, Income tax act 1961 etc. and on the
other hand indirect control by forming regulatory bodies like SEBI, IRDA etc. In
addition to this for certain technical issues professional bodies like ICAI, ICWA etc.
are authorized by the government. It can be said that Indian corporate sector is
regulated from three sides to protect the interest of the stakeholders. This triangular
force compels Indian corporate to disclose legitimate prescribed accounting and nonaccounting information to the shareholders in specified form and time. This presentation
given by the companies is known as mandatory disclosure. Several studies at
national and international level are carried out in the context of mandatory disclosure.
In majority studies it has been found that in India and at international level all
companies provide prescribed mandatory information to the stakeholders. Zezhong
Xlao (1999) undertook an analysis of corporate annual reports of the listed companies
in China. The objective was to examine the level of compliance by listed companies
keeping in mind the prevailing legal requirements with regard to accounting disclosures.
He found that most of the legal requirements prevailing at that time represented
efforts to build up a market-oriented economy. The most neglected area in these
requirements was the users' information needs. The compliance level with regard to
mandatory items was high probably due to the legal implications. The coverage under
voluntary disclosures was very meager. Naser and Nuseibeh (2003) made an
extensive study of non-financial companies listed on Saudi Stock exchange between
the years 1992 and 1999. A weighted index of disclosures on the basis of mean and
median responses from seven users of annual reports was constructed. The outcome
of the analysis indicated relatively high compliance with the mandatory requirements,
in all industries covered by the study the creation of the organization of certified public
accountants was not found to have any significant impact on mandatory disclosures.
Sardar (2004) analysed the annual reports of five years of 50 ‘A’ group companies and
found that Indian companies have disclosed mandatory information as per norms.
The facts that default a mandatory disclosures carry a penalty high adherence to
mandatory disclosures do not necessitate much research in the present context.
Another form of giving information is voluntary form. This form is purely subjective
because no standard format is available for disclosure purpose. Disclosures in annual
corporate reports are the acts of transferring information from the private domain to
the public domain by a company. The importance of voluntary disclosure can be
viewed from two sides’ i.e. one from the side of the company and other from the side
of the uses of the reports.
The development of voluntary disclosure is highly influenced by several factors.
Cut throat competition, users awareness, object to perform social responsibilities,
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liberalization, and recent trends in global reporting - are important factors that have
got significant impact on the development of voluntary disclosure. Characteristics of
voluntary disclosure: (i) It is not obligatory. (ii) It is not required to meet any legal
requirement (iii) No prescribed format is available for the disclosure. (iv) It contains
both quantitative and qualitative information, which is useful to the several users. (v)
Neither time period is fixed nor repetition is required under this disclosure. (vi) It is
supplementary to mandatory disclosure.
Importance: For company
Mandatory items of disclosures are limited and have to be reported in definite
format. They give very little scope to a company for communicating with the public.
Therefore for a company voluntary disclosures are important on the following accounts:
(i) They give more freedom to the company with regard to coverage. (ii) Both
accounting and non-accounting information can be given. (iii) It will increase the
transparency in reporting. (iv)There is larger scope for using non-textual and nonfinancial means of communication such as picture and graphs etc. (v) They can be
used as supplement to mandatory disclosures.
For users
There are several categories of users of corporate reports. They are regulatory
bodies, existing shareholders, lenders and borrowers, the financial markets,
competitions and collaborators, prospective investors, researchers and academicians
etc. All these users would find the utility of voluntary disclosure in various ways. By
and large these would be some common usage of voluntary disclosure by all these
users, which are listed below :
(i) Additional information about the company would be available. (ii) The
additional information would be in more easily understood format as all the users may
not be competent enough to be able to interpret the mandatory information properly.
(iii) The visual presentation would have a deeper and more lasting impact on the
users. (iv) It would enable the establishment of closer ties between the company and
these categories of users.
Need for research
The above-mentioned discussion clearly establishes following reasons for
research on voluntary disclosure:
(i)They are quite different from mandatory disclosure. (ii) There is a remarkable
growing trend in voluntary disclosures both in terms of coverage and in terms of
percentage of companies giving them. (iii) They are of vital importance to both the
company as well as the users of these disclosures. (iv) There is no specified format
available for them. Hence a wide variation can be observed across the companies
with regard to made of transmission of information, the contents and the frequency of
transmission of information. (v) They are complementary to mandatory disclosure.
Hence they fulfill an important function. (vi) They enable a company to fulfill its social
and developmental roles, apart from the financial ones. (vii) Since voluntary disclosures
have increased in the recent years only, researches on them are still insufficient.
Even a few of the points listed above would justify an immediate use for research on
voluntary disclosures.
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Objectives
(i) To recognize various components of quantitative and qualitative voluntary
disclosure. (ii) To examine the significance of these issues from the viewpoint of
different stakeholders.
Methodology
With consideration of expanding trend to give additional details about the
activities of the company the recognition of different voluntary components is inevitable.
In this study an attempt is made to recognize various components of voluntary
disclosure. These components are categorized in to two section : (a) 16 Quantitative
components and (b) 13 Qualitative components. It is not complete set of items; there
may be other components. The elaborations of items are purely theoretical hence
only research results are used as basis of information.
An attempt is made to explain the meaning of selected components of voluntary
disclosure, which are being, used Indian companies. The utility of these issues from
the viewpoint of different stakeholders is also described.
VOLUNTARY QUANTITATIVE DISCLOSURE
(1) Inflation accounting (2 ) Human resource accounting (3) Value added
statement (4) Economic value added (5) Performance ratios (6) Tax savings (7)
Disclosure for capacity management (8) Contribution for foreign exchange (9) Expenses
in foreign exchange (10) Report preparation cost (11) Brand valuation (12) Balance
score card (13) Reports required as per norms of other countries (14) Accounts as
per US GAAP (15) Reconciliation statement of profit of US and Indian GAAP (16)
Social profit and loss account and Balance sheet.
VOLUNTARY QUALITATIVE DISCLOSURE
(1) Environmental reporting (2) Social development (responsibility) (3) Product
segment (4) Shareholders’ information (5) Geographical segments (6) Cost audit (7)
Management audit (8) Management structure (9) Managing directors’/ Chairman
report (10) Budgetary control (11) Employee welfare measures (12) International
accountants and auditors report (1 3) Research and development.
VOLUNTARY QUANTITAITVE DISCLOSURE
There are a lot of financial details relating to the activities of a company that are
not required to be disclosed on mandatory basis but convey very useful information to
the various stakeholders. Amongst these, the items, which can be quantified, are
described below.
1 Inflation accounting
Ghosh P.K. (1985) stated that one of the basic assumptions in conventional
accounting has been that of stable money unit. Now this assumption is unrealistic.
Price fluctuation has been a common phenomenon all over the world for a long period
of time. It has come to be widely recognized now that financial statements, which are
prepared on the basis of historical records, suffer from a number of misleading
features during a period of rising prices. Improvement in historical cost accounting by
the way of adjustment for changing prices has therefore engaged the attention of
professional accountants as well as government.
Purpose
The purpose of inflation-adjusted accounting is to restore the principles of
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matching current revenues with current costs or current purchasing power to the profit
and loss account. Thus removing the inflationary element from historic cost profit and
for allowing the concept of physical capital maintenance to be adopted. An economic
environment where prices are consistently rising does not allow historical cost based
accounting in the usual form. The historical cost based accounting has got certain
limitations; hence the incorporation of price changes is very essential to maintain the
principle and convention of the accounting subject. Due to non-existence of universally
accepted method of preparation of financial statement it is considered as voluntary
item of disclosure.
2 Human Resource Accounting (HRA)
The investments done by the business organization, that is to be done in two
ways: (i) capital investment and (ii) non-capital investment. The performance of these
investments is to be evaluated and to be disclosed in annual financial report, to
provide information for evaluating the effectiveness of the management of the resources
in achieving organizational goals. FASB (1985) ‘‘Performance measures should be
quantified in terms of identified goals.’’ The disclosure of Human Resource Accounting
is of great importance. Ravi Kishore (1997) ‘‘However the recognition of importance of
people in organizations as productive resources by the accountants is a recent
origin. It was in 1960’s that the behavioral scientists attacked the conventional
accounting practices for its future to value the human resources of the organization
along with other productive resources. They pointed out the failure of accountants of
value human resources were serious handicap for effective management. As a
consequences, valuation of human resources has received widespread recognition.’’
Brummet (1969) ’’The process of developing financial assessment for people with
organization and society and the monitoring of these assessment through time. It
deals with investments in people and with economic results of these investments.” In
conventional accounting system the mandatory inclusion in accounts does not exist.
According to HRA the expenses incurred in the selection, recruitment, training, etc.
are considered as current revenue expenses rather than an investment for this
purpose of being amortized over its useful economic service life. Sinha (1989) stated
Traditional balance sheet fail to represent the value of HRA. Flamholtz (1974) HRA
generally provides information essential for management to perform the functions of
acquiring, developing, allocating, conserving, utilizing and evaluating and rewarding
human resources. This statement conveyed that data derived from HRA could be
used as a tool in the hands of management for effective control of the organization.
Only shareholders are not the users of financial reports and for any disclosure. There
are some other users those who have direct or indirect stake in the disclosure.
Rensislikert (1967) stated that “Bankers making loans, investment houses and
others, who are interested in the earnings and success of the enterprise, should be
just as interested as Board of Directors and seminar officers having these periodic
measurement of the casual and intervening variables.” From the disclosure of HRA,
the information about efficient HRA can be measured. This disclosure is useful as
Indicator of prospective profits. It has got qualitative benefit like to build up confidence
of the employee, through their recognition in final accounts. It is useful for comparative
analysis and decision-making. Finally this would helps in efficient utilization of
human resources.
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3 Value added statement
Value added is a measure of wealth contributed by employees who provide
skills, finance and owners who provide capital and governments, which provide
facilities and conductive environment to carry on the business. Thus the value added
is the result of joint efforts of owners, employees and governments. Value added is
not only a measure of wealth created by business enterprise, but also a parameter to
measure the socio-economic efficiency of a business unit. Roger (1978) ‘‘The
simplest and most effective way putting profit into proper perspective vis- a-vis, the
whole enterprise as collective effort by capital, management and employees is by
presentation of value added i.e. the wealth, the reporting entity has been able to
create by its own and its employees’ efforts. The statement would show how value
added has been used to pay those contributing to its creation.”
Value added computation:
(i) value added = value after alteration - value before alteration (ii) value added =
(value of output + income from other sources) - (cost of materials and services
purchased from outsiders)
4 Economic value added:
To examine the real economic value addition to the business unit, all conventional
measurement techniques fails to demonstrate it to the users of corporate report.
Conventional measures such as EPS and RE on In (ROI) have ignored firm’s risk
adjusted cost of capital. Thus in modern time, this cannot be used as a tooll to
measure corporate investment performance. Thus M/S Stem Steward & Co. has
developed new method for performance evaluation that is EVA. This was introduced in
the early eighties. Stem J (1990) stated thus: “As a performance measure economic
value added comes to closer than any other tool to capture true economic profit of an
enterprise. It is directly linked to the creation of the shareholders wealth over the time.
EVA based financial management and incentive system gives manager superior
information and motivation to make decision that will create the greatest shareholder
private enterprise.” Ruggiero, A W (1 996) stated that “The EVA approach revealed
many insights about the performance of business units which had been unnoticed or
obscured by the more traditional measures of profit growth, profit margin, revenue
growth and EPS growth.’ The computation of economic value added can be done as
follows: EVA = operating profit - (capital employed * ko) This calculation shows the
surplus of operating profit with the company after giving return to all those parties who
have provided funds to the company. It is more rational and logical measurement of
retained earnings compared to conventional retained earnings hence this is useful
investor to decide whether to retained or not with company.
5 Ratio analysis:
Ratio analysis is used as one of the conventional but principal techniques of
analysis of financial statements. It is an attempt to present the information of the
financial statements in simplified, systematical and summarized form by establishing
the quantitative relationship of the items or groups of items of financial statements. J.
Batty (1978) stated “ratio can also assist management in its basic functions of
forecasting, planning, co-ordination, control and communication.” Sometime
accounting information fails to communicate. Ratio simplifies the information making
useful to users. This is used to measure liquidity and solvency of the business
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organization. At the same time it assisting to examine the operation efficiency and
profitability. Trend analysis of ratios reveals whether financial position of the firm is
improving or deteriorating over years.
6 Tax savings
For development and welfare of the society the collection of tax is inevitable for
any government. But at the same time, the government had declared certain tax
savings schemes for individual as well as for the corporate sector. Tax benefits may
be available to certain geographical area, for certain industries, for certain products,
for occurrence of certain events. Any declaration of tax benefits is applicable to the
company - whether respective company has availed this benefit or not? If yes, what
benefits they managed for the company. If no, justification should be given by the
management to the shareholders. This would maintain indirect control over the
management and it can be used as measurement tool for the efficiency of the
management.
7 Disclosure for capacity management
During the preparation of corporate annual reports, as per the requirement of
schedule VI of the companies act 1956, the particulars relating to licensed capacity
installed capacity and actual production are to be furnished. The simple presentation
of this capacity alone does not serve any useful purpose. Along with these maximum
capacities, practical capacity, normal capacity, capacity based on sales expectancy,
actual capacity and idle capacity should also be disclosed. With the help of
additional capacity various ratios of performance efficiency as well as ratios of
wastage or loss can be determined. This can be compared with the actual ratios. This
information helps stakeholders to examine the operational efficiency of the company.
8 Contribution of foreign exchange
As mentioned earlier that due to liberalization the business horizons of Indian
markets are extended to various foreign countries previously where business dealings
were remote. But generally for better economy instead of inflow of product and
services from other countries outflow is always desirable. How far respective company
is able to generate positive foreign exchange to the country to be shown. What is its
share to the total foreign exchange and trend of last five years also should be given.
This can be shown in the form of ratio as follows.
Positive ratio = Excess of exports over imports
*100,
(in %)
Total Exports
Negative ratio =Excess of imports over exports
*100
(in %)
Total Exports
9 Expenses in foreign exchange
The recognition of expenses as revenue expense or capital expense can be
done of the basis of established postulates and principles. Expenses in foreign
exchange also can be of any one type.
But what amount has been spent in foreign currency for revenue purpose as well
as capital purpose should be disclosed in the annual reports. Total payment amount
in a year and its trend over the years can be ascertained. What is the proportion of
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revenue expenses and capital expenses? After having these expenses what is
generated out of it, to be brought to the notice of the shareholders and the users.
What is the life of capital expenditure incurred? What was the necessity to incur such
expenses is to be justified by the management to the shareholders.
10 Report preparation cost
There has been hot discussion about disclosure aspect, what is to be disclosed
and not? Full disclosure versus abridged disclosure. All discussion was carried out
with reference to the quantum of annual report. Companies use environmental friendly
papers, simple papers and glossy papers for their annual reports. They disclose
voluntary information along with mandatory disclosure. Sometimes the proportion of
coverage of voluntary disclosure is noteworthy compared to the mandatory one. But it
is very interesting to note that no company has the tendency to give separate
information about preparation cost of the annual reports. Companies might include
this cost of printing and stationary.
Significance
The disclosure of these expenses can give an idea to analyst, researchers or to
academicians. They might take intensive research work to eliminate certain items of
corporate disclosure, which have no relevance in present context or summary of
certain items instead of detailed information. Users of the annual reports can
compare this cost for over a period of time. The trend of this expense can be
examined.
11 Brand Valuations
It is interesting to note that, in the late 1980s, the corporate raiders began
targeting brand-rich companies and ended up with huge goodwill values, which
acceded to be accounted for.
Significance
(a) Investors and others: Existing and potential shareholders and analysts use
the valuation to assess the worth of the company. (b) Management: For managerial
decision, especially for measurement of performance, this valuation is useful. In
addition to this in the event of an acquision, mergers, de mergers and disposal this is
significant. (c) Lenders: In recent days, the recognition and valuation of intangible
assets as security for loans has proved its relevance from the viewpoint of accounts.
In brief financial Institutes are considering the valuation of brand as their security to
lend the funds.
Jain and Mangal (2002) stated, ‘‘As long as balance sheet continues to be
presented on historical cost basis, managers and investors should be satisfied with
supplementary information regarding brand value which can be shown below the
financial statements.”
12 Balance score card
The various tools and techniques are used to evaluate performance of the
business enterprises. The most conventional form of evaluation is Ratio analysis ROI
is used as an indicator of business success. Then from mid 20th, century, budgets
occupied center place for financial measurement and now companies have accepted
the financial framework that correlated better with shareholder’s value, lending to
economic value added. But all these are basically financial measurement tools in
nature. Hence new concept was required which would consider both financial and
non-financial aspects to be performed to achieve predetermined goods.
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Dr. Robert Kaplan (Harvard Business School) and David Norton (BSC collaborative)
developed a new approach to strategic management in the early 1990s. The BSC
approach provides a clear insight as to what companies should measure in order to
‘balance’ the financial perspective. It is an attempt to balance financial and nonfinancial performance measures to evaluate both short-run and long run performance.
It focuses along with financial objectives focus on non-financial objectives that an
organization must achieve in order to meet its financial objectives. It measures an
organization’s performance from four key perspectives: (i) Financial, (ii) Customer,
(iii) Internal business process, (iv) Learning and growth. A Company’s strategy
influences the measures used in each perspective.
13 Reports required as per norms of other countries
After 1991, the Indian commercial and service markets are open to the foreign
countries. The Indian companies have considerable share in export market. Not only
that they have their branches in foreign countries. They have collaboration with
companies of other countries. They are listed in foreign stock exchanges also. All
these argument shows the development of Indian companies of international level. In
specific circumstances the Indian companies are supposed to prepare their accounts
as per the legislative provisions of other countries. If it is not mandatory to disclose by
the Indian companies, they should disclose as a voluntary disclosure to in the
corporate reports of the company. It provides ground to maintain trust of existing
shareholders that their company is performing at international level. This will be useful
to attract the potential investors in the company. It allows to the accounting
community to be acquainted with the norms of other countries. It helps to the analyst
and academician to undertake comparative analysis. It helps to enhance the moral
and loyalty of the workers and employees of the organization. It can be used as a
performance measurement tool.
14 Accounts as per US GAAP
Ramesh P.R. and Venkatesh N. (2000) “The US is the leader in financial
reporting and the US Securities and Exchange Commission is respected for its role
in formulating and implementing US GAAP. The adoption of US GAAP by a company
seeking finance in the US market allows it to benchmark against global peers and go
in for full disclosure.’’ The concept of global harmonization of accounting standards is
the result of lack of comparability of financial statements through out the world. A
company has to follow generally accepted accounting principles of that country in
which it functions. The copy of accounts, which are prepared under US GAAP, should
be provided to the users of the report. This disclosure will be useful to the researchers,
analyst and academician to examine the various aspects of US GAAP and Indian
GAAP, which might lead to constructive suggestions and by which the entire world
can be benefited.
15 Reconciliation of profit as per US GAAP and Indian GAAP
The preparation of reconciliation is the result of disagreements of certain items
by two similar parties. The reconciliation statement is a memorandum reconciliation
account to determine the items to bring the identical results of financial statements of
two countries. Even if it is not mandatory to prepare accounts as per US GAAP, for
knowledge purpose it should be prepared. This would help to find out gaps between
two GAAP and could be issue of research for researcher or academician.
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16 Social P&L and B/S
Batra (1997) “Social accounting means identification, measurement, recording
and reporting of corporate activities which way permit information as regards decisionmaking with respect to social activities of the firm having direct or indirect effect on
the very fabric of the society at large. Actually, social accounting measures report the
corporate social performance. Thus the measurement and reporting of the social
performance terms the basis of corporate social performance.”
Almost all the companies give these details in non-numerical form. But the
presentation of this item in accounting firm is always easily understandable. Thus for
this element income statement to be prepared where both the sides of this statement
are to be categorized in different categories like employee, government, shareholders,
general public. Companies should disclose recurring incomes for these heads as well
as recurring expenses thereof. Along with this income statement social balance
sheet should also be prepared where contribution of the company for social capital
and other means from where this capital is created and disclosure of application of
this capital should be shown.
VOLUNTARY QUALITATIVE DISCLOSURE
Considerable information related to a company cannot be quantified such as its
policies related to various areas. Further it is advantageous for the company as well
as the stakeholders to share such information. Disclosures, which come under this
category of voluntary qualitative, are described below.
1 Environmental reporting
BSES Ltd. (69th, annual report 1997-98) believes in sustainable development. It
aims at preservation and promotion of environment with the following basic tenets: (i)
Development of power projects in complete harmony with the environment. (ii)
Adoption of operational practices for achieving stringent environment norms. (iii)
Implementation of environment policy to encourage enrichment of ecology and
community development. To prepare report of this year company has used environmental
friendly paper. The natural resources are exhaustible in nature. The use of natural
resources has got two-way effects i.e. positive and negative. The use of natural
resources creates two important problems (i) formation of pollution i.e. water, air,
noise, etc. which affect the living community and (ii) a day will come and natural
resources will be exhausted and nothing will remain from the resources for the next
coming generation. All these natural resources are used by the business organization.
Hence their rational use, its cost benefit analysis, its reporting are crucial issues to
which appropriate consideration should be given by the business organizations. An
early attempt was made by the chartered Association of Certified Accountant
(ACCA) of UK to develop a system of external environmental reporting.
2 Social development (responsibility)
Cadbury (India) Limited (annual report 1998) what is good for the shareholders
are also good for other stakeholders. A prosperous company generates opportunities
for employees, customers, suppliers and the communities in which it operates
managing for value is not only about creating value for shareholders. But it is creating
value for all the business constituents with ultimate growth in value for the shareholders.
The operations of business enterprises affect a wide spectrum. The shareholders, the
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supplier of the resources, the customers, the employees, the local community and
the society at large are affected by the way enterprise functions. Thus there has been
growing recognition that business should be socially responsible; that the business
enterprise which makes use of the resources of the society and depends on the
society for its functioning should discharge its duties and responsibilities in enhancing
the welfare of the society of which it is a part and parcel. It is essential to note that the
high powered expert committee in Companies and MRTP acts (Sachhar committee)
in its report submitted to the government long back in August 1978 observe that “in
the development of corporate ethics, we have reached a stage where the question of
social responsibility of business to the community can no longer be scoffed at or
taken lightly.” The committee further pointed out that “in the environment of modern
economic development, corporate sector no longer functions in isolation. If the plea of
the companies that they are performing a social purpose in the development of the
country is to be accepted, it can only be judged by the test of social responsiveness
shown to the needs of the community by the companies’’. ‘‘The declaration issued by
the international seminar on social responsibility of business held in India in 1965
correlated the Gandhian concept of trusteeship with social responsibility of business.
The seminar defined social responsibility of business as “Responsibility to customers,
workers, shareholders and the community.”
The disclosure of activities carried by the companies for social development
carries equal importance for the sociologist. They also like to make evaluation of
contribution of the corporate sector to the society, Beneficiaries of social responsibility
are government shareholders, employees, customers, public at large, business and
industry itself.
3 Product segment
Philip Kotler (1986) “A product is anything that can be offered to a market for
attention, acquisition, use or consumption that might satisfy a want or need. It
includes physical objects, persons, places organizations and ideas.’’ This definition
clarifies the various characteristics of the product. In most of the cases the investors
are not familiar with product or products and for service/services provided by the
company. E.g. Nirma company Ltd. Most of the investors believed that this company
is engaged in detergent activities only. But they may not be acquainted with various
products and services, which are provided by the company. Being a shareholder
everybody would like to buy the products of own company, if it is affordable. This
would help the investor to maintain its investment in the company.
4 Shareholders information
The real owners of the company are the equity shareholders. Previously their
liability was unlimited. But now their liability is confined to face the value of equity
share. During the payment of dividend, first of all the other parties are to be given their
predetermined return and then through the decision of the board of directors return is
allowed to the shareholders. At the time of the liquidation of the company, they will be
paid at the last. In real sense, they are the risk takers. Another important characteristic
of the shareholders is that, they are scattered. Any Indian citizen can be the
shareholder of any Indian company. Company should collect the information about
shareholders and can be divided into four-broad regions. They are East, West, North
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and South. Again in each region state-wise classification should also be provided.
From such an analysis the domination of each region and each state can be
ascertained. The region, which has contributed at high quantum, some important
plan of social responsibility should be from that area only.
5 Geo-segment
The horizons of the business activities of the Indian companies are not to
certain locality or state in India. They have got equal rights throughout the country to
sell their products and services. But sometimes the demand of the product or service
may not be identical in the territory where products and services are being sold. The
classification and analysis of market (demand) should be made on the geographical
basis in which territory demands is more or moderate or less. There are very few
companies who provide such information to the users.
6 Cost audit
Gupta Kamal (1995) the audit, which is to be undertaken for cost records, is
known as cost audit. The term true and fair view is not confined to financial accounts.
“A cost auditor checks the cost accounting records to verify that the cost statements
are properly drawn up as per the records and that they represent a true and fair view
of cost of the production.” In the Companies act 1956, under section 209, the central
government has got power to make it compulsory in case of the specified classes of
companies to maintain cost records. And maintenance of cost records would lead to
cost audit. Cost audit report carries equal importance like audit of annual reports.
This brings trust of investors in companies.
7 Management audit
The original purpose of the audit is to verify accounting information for examining
the accuracy and reliability of financial statements. But audit work is not confined to
this purpose only. There are some other types of audit which have got equal
importance like internal audit, management audit, cost audit, efficiency audit,
propriety audit, etc. Under the concept of management audit the performance of the
management itself is appraised. It is an audit to examine, review and appraise the
various policies and actions of the management on the basis of certain standards. It
goes beyond the conventional audit, which involves a scrutiny of final transactions
and the books of account. It is a comprehensive and critical review of all aspects of
management performance. This disclosure will be of great help to the users of
corporate annual report. This report should be prepared and disclosed.
8 Management structure
The disclosure of the management structure shows the hierarchy of top
management and sometimes upto the middle level management. The additional
information about the management structure provides ground to the literate and
educated investors to evaluate the entire top management system. This would help
the potential investors to judge the probable overall performance of the company. The
disclosure of the management structure of various companies of same industry can
be issue of future research work, where comparative study of the performance level
informs of profitability and economic soundness, can be undertaken with management
structure, which gives constructive observation. Sometimes the name and involvement
of some personality (entrepreneur) gives rise to profitability and economic stability of
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the business with their capacity of visualization of future events. It could be interesting
study, if study of management structure of lnfosys Ltd. And WIPRO is undertaken. It
may be study of personalities like those of Krishna Narayan Murthy and Aziz Premji.
So disclosure of management structure provides base to undertake qualitative and
quantitative researches.
9 MD/Chairman report
Under the leadership of managing director or chairman, the entire business
enterprise works with integration. They are morally responsible to establish environment
for best co-operation and co-ordination amongst the various segments of management.
The address of the managing director or the chairman carries value from the viewpoint
of the users apart from the report of board of directors. Generally the report of the
board of directors carries formal, legitimate and prescribed information about the
activities of the company. While the report of MD/chairman along with the reports of
the board of directors give informal details of the company to the shareholders and
other users of the corporate report. These posts are enjoyed by the versatile
personality like Dhirubhai, Krishnamurthy, Aziz premji, etc. who have visionary power
to see future. With this they can select the right way to proceed for development. This
would help to attract potential users.
10 Budgetary control
The scope of business has spread significantly. In any business unit the
achievement of targeted goal is primary duty for the management. In order to achieve
these goals planning and control system is to be adopted. In accounting there are
two important methods by which both planning and control functions can be done at
a time (i) through variance analysis (ii) through budgetary control. Nigam and Jain
(2000) ‘‘The primary focus of the budgeting system is the provision of prior information
for direction and control of activities. These two aspects could be called budgetary
planning and budgetary control. The former spells out the expected level of performance
during a future period. It predetermines the course of action. The later compares the
actual results against the planned target results. The deviations so found are
investigated for corrective action. Budgeting therefore in essence is budgetary
control.”
Generally the disclosure about budgetary control being an internal matter is not
made. But if the entire information were not possible, then company would determine
the success rate of budgetary control and should bring to the notice of the shareholders.
This success rate can be calculated as follows.
Success rate = achieved targets * 100
Total targets
This would help to the users of the company to evaluate the performance of
management in reference to budgetary control policy.
11 Employee welfare measures
The real wealth of any organization is its employees. Higher the productivity of
the employee, better the performance of business organization in terms of profitability
and solvency. It is very rightly said that the pace of economic and social development
of a particular country largely depends upon the quality of its workforce. The various
facilities should be provided to the employees and some business organizations
provide these facilities. Educational facilities, medical facilities, transport facilities,
recreation facilities, housing facilities or any other facilities which can be planned for
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betterment of the employees. The availability of this information helps sociologist to
evaluate the attitude of management.
12 International accountants and auditors report
If Company is listed at the foreign stock exchange; company has to follow the
norms of a particular stock exchange of foreign country. To fulfill these requirements,
they have to take assistance from accountant of that particular country. The certificate
of this accountant also should be attached with annual reports of the company. Not
only that but the copy of auditors report should also be enclosed. The needs of
various users can be met and potential investors can be attracted.
13 Research and development
The accounting aspect of research and development is dealt under schedule VI,
part 1 of the companies act 1956. Now it will be dealt under provision of AS 26, which
is effective from April 1, 2003. But the details about various activities, which are taken
by the company for betterment of the company, are not available from this provision.
It is acceptable that research and development expenses are the lifeblood of an
industry. Without research and development the healthy existence of the industry
may be in danger. It is desired that from time to time each, medium size and big
industry must have its own research development. It is further stressed that we
should not depend upon the foreign technical know how, but should develop this
knowledge within the country itself. A Company should disclose that what types of
researches are carried on? What are the areas of researches? What are the
expectations from the researches? What will be the success rate of these researches?
When the company will start to get benefits? What are the adverse effects of this
research to the company in form of cost-benefit analysis? How far it is useful to the
customers and society as a whole? Are they going to create any adverse impact on
society in terms of pollution, excess use of natural resources, etc? The answers of
these questions can be obtained through this disclosure. Of course it is not
comprehensive but would provide some useful information to the users.
Conclusion
This study has academic as well as practical relevance in the present context.
All readers of annual corporate reports may not be familiar with new coming up issues
of disclosures. An attempt is made to trace out significant non-mandatory issues of
disclosure, which have importance from the viewpoint of different stakeholders, but
not known to them. How these components can be useful to the readers is also
explained. This study will be useful to the readers to be acquainted with new issues
of disclosures and their significance. The level disclosure of voluntary items conveys
the attitude of management to give additional details to the users. From this
psychological and philosophical attitude of management can be examined. The
recognition of those issues which lie in voluntary to be transferred to mandatory due
to increasing importance, this work also can be undertaken for investing purpose. In
this study discussed issues of voluntary disclosure is not complete set. There may
be some other non-traceable elements.
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∫…∆O…ΩÙ…Â ®…Â - v……Ã®…EÚ ∫…∆∫EfiÚ i…™……Â EÚ… ∫…∆M…®…, ΩÙ®……Æ“ ®…ΩÙ…x… {…Æ∆{…Æ…, ¶……Æi…“™… ±……‰EÚi…∆j… +…ËÆ
∫…∆∫EfiÚ i…, ®…v™…™…÷M…“x… ¶……Æi…“™… ∫…∆∫EfiÚ i… +…ËÆ ΩÙxn˘“, ¶……Æi…“™… ∫…∆∫EfiÚ i… EÚ“ n‰˘x…, ¶……Æi… ¥…π…« EÚ“
∫……∆∫EfiÚ i…EÚ ∫…®…∫™……, ΩÙ®……Æ“ ∫…∆∫EfiÚ i… +…ËÆ ∫…… ΩÙi™… EÚ… ∫…∆§…∆v…, ¶……Æi…“™… S…xi…x…v……Æ& ∫…… ΩÙi™…
E‰Ú I…‰j… ®…Â, Æ…®…S… Æi… ®……x…∫… n˘¥™… |…‰Æh…… EÚ“ +|… i…®… EfiÚ i…, ¶……Æi…“™… ∫…∆∫EfiÚ i…, ¶……Æi…“™… ®…‰±…‰
i…l…… +…®……n‰˘Æ ∂……∆ i… x…E‰Úi…x… +… n˘ x…§…∆v……Â ®…Â ∂…“π…«EÚ E‰Ú u˘…Æ… ΩÙ“ ∫{…π]Ùi…& ∫…∆∫EfiÚ i… ¥…π…™…EÚ
ÀS…i…x… EÚ“ |…i…“ i… ΩÙ…‰i…“ ΩËÙ * <∫…E‰Ú ={…Æ…∆i… ¶…“ =x…E‰Ú +x™… + v…EÚ…∆∂… x…§…∆v……Â ®…Â x……x…… ¥…v…
∞Ò{… ®…Â ∫…∆∫EfiÚ i… ÀS…i…x… V…M…ΩÙ-V…M…ΩÙ {…Æ |…EÚ]Ù ΩÙ…‰i…… ΩËÙ *
x… E‰Ú¥…±… x…§…∆v…, EÚxi…÷ u˘¥…‰n˘“V…“ E‰Ú ∫…®…O… ∫…… ΩÙi™… ∫…‰ M…÷V…Æx…‰ {…Æ ΩÙÆ EÚ∫…“
∫…÷v…“Ú{……`ÙEÚ EÚ…‰ <∫… i…l™… EÚ“ |…i…“ i… +¥…∂™… ΩÙ…‰i…“ ΩËÙ EÚ {…∆ bi…V…“ ¶……Æi…“™… ∫…∆∫EfiÚ i… E‰Ú
+x…x™… {…⁄V……Æ“ ΩÈÙ * ¥…±…I…h… ∫…∆∫EfiÚ i… |…‰®… +…ËÆ =∫…EÚ“ ∫…]Ù“EÚ ¥™……J™…… ΩÙ“ =x…EÚ… ÆS…x…… ¥…Ë¶…¥…
ΩËÙ * =x…EÚ… ∫…®…⁄S…… ∫…V…«x… ∫…∆∫EfiÚ i…-+…Æ…v…x…… EÚ… ∫…°Ú±… |…™……∫… ΩËÙ * =x…E‰Ú S…k… {…Æ ¶……Æi…“™…
∫…∆∫EfiÚ i… EÚ“ M…ΩÙx… UÙ…{… +…Æ∆¶… ∫…‰ ΩÙ“ n˘J……<« n‰˘i…“ ΩËÙ * ¥…Ë∫…‰ <∫… i…l™… ®…Â l……‰b√… +…ËÆ V……‰b√EÚÆ
EÚΩÙx…… ¶…“ ∫…¥…«l…… = S…i… ΩÙ…‰M…… EÚ ∂……∆ i… x…E‰Úi…x… ®…Â M…÷ØÒn‰˘¥… Æ¥…“xp˘x……l… `Ù…E÷ÚÆ E‰Ú x…EÚ]Ù
∫…®{…E«Ú ®…Â ÆΩÙx…‰ E‰Ú EÚ…Æh… {…∆. u˘¥…‰n˘“V…“ E‰Ú ¶……¥……Â B¥…∆ ¥…S……Æ…Â {…Æ ∫……∆∫EfiÚ i…EÚ ¥…S……Æv……Æ… EÚ…
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+…S……™…« ΩÙV……Æ“|…∫……n˘V…“ EÚ… ÀS…i…x… BEÚ @Ò π… EÚ… ÀS…i…x… l…… * ∫…∆∫EfiÚ i… ¥…π…™…EÚ =x…E‰Ú ÀS…i…x…
i…l…… ∫…V…«x… ®…Â BEÚ §……i… ∫{…π]Ù& =¶…Æi…“ ΩËÙ EÚ u˘¥…‰n˘“V…“ ∫…nË˘¥… ∫…®……V…, v…®…«, x…“ i…, EÚ±…… +…ËÆ
∫…… ΩÙi™… EÚ…‰ ±……‰EÚ®…∆M…±… EÚ“ nfi˘ π]Ù ∫…‰ {…ÆJ…i…‰ ΩÈÙ * =x…EÚ“ nfi˘ π]Ù ®…Â ¥…∫i…÷i…& ¶……Æi…“™… ∫…∆∫EfiÚ i…
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®…Â u˘¥…‰n˘“ V…“ +i™…∆i… ∫{…π]Ù ΩÈÙ * ¥…‰ EÚΩÙi…‰ ΩÈÙ - ‘‘®…È V…§… ‘¶……Æi…“™…’ ∂…§n˘ V……‰b√EÚÆ E‰Ú ∫…∆∫EfiÚ i…
∂…§n˘ EÚ… |…™……‰M… EÚÆi…… Ω⁄Ùƒ, i……‰ ®…È ¶……Æi…¥…π…« u˘…Æ… + v…M…i… +…ËÆ ∫……I……iEfiÚi… + ¥…Æ…‰v…“ v…®…« EÚ“
ΩÙ“ §……i… EÚÆi…… Ω⁄Ùƒ *’’
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§…Ω÷Ùi… {…÷Æ…x…… ΩËÙ * ™…t {… ΩÙ®……Æ… ∫…… ΩÙ i™…EÚ < i…ΩÙ…∫… +…™……Á ∫…‰ +…Æ∆¶… ΩÙ…‰i…… ΩËÙ, i…l…… {… <∫…E‰Ú
{…⁄¥…« ™…ΩÙ…ƒ p˘ ¥…b√ ∫…¶™…i…… ¥…t®……x… l…“ * V…∫… ∫…®…™… +…™…« ±……‰ΩÙ™…÷M… ®…Â l…‰, p˘ ¥…b√ {……π……h…™…÷M… ®…Â
V…“ ÆΩ‰Ù l…‰ * <∫… +l…« ®…Â p˘ ¥…b√…‰∆ EÚ“ +{…‰I…… +…™…« + v…EÚ ∫…¶™… l…‰ * +…™……Á E‰Ú {…∂S……i…¬ ¶…“ ™…ΩÙ…ƒ
x……M…, ™…I…, M…∆v…¥…«, ∂…EÚ, Ω⁄Ùh…, §…§…«Æ +… n˘ V…Ë∫…“ +x…‰EÚ V…… i…™……ƒ ∫…®…™…-∫…®…™… {…Æ +…i…“ ÆΩÙ”
+…ËÆ +{…x…‰ |…¶……¥……Â EÚ…‰ +∆ EÚi… EÚÆi…“ S…±…“ M…™…” * ¥…∫i…÷i…& <x… ∫…¶…“ V…… i…™……Â E‰Ú §……ΩÙÆ“ +…ËÆ
¶…“i…Æ“ Æ“ i…- Æ¥……V……Â, ∫…∆∫EÚ…Æ…Â +…ËÆ +…S……Æ…Â ∫…‰ V……‰ +…V… BEÚ ∫¥…∞Ò{… =¶…Æ… ΩËÙ, =∫…“ EÚ…‰ ΩÙ®…
¶……Æi…“™… ∫…∆∫EfiÚ i… E‰Ú x……®… ∫…‰ V……x…i…‰ ΩÈÙ *’’ u˘¥…‰n˘“V…“ EÚ“ nfi˘ π]Ù ®…Â ∫…∆∫EfiÚ i… ®……j… < i…ΩÙ…∫… x…ΩÙ”
ΩËÙ * E‰Ú¥…±… §…“i…… Ω÷Ù+… ‘®…fii…’ x… ΩÙ…‰EÚÆ E‰Ú ¥…ΩÙ BEÚ V…“¥…∆i… v……Æ… ΩËÙ, M… i…∂…“±… {…Æ∆{…Æ… ΩËÙ, V…∫…‰
±……‰EÚ E‰Ú ®……v™…®… ∫…‰ ∫…¥……« v…EÚ ¥…∑…∫…x…“™… ∞Ò{… ®…Â V……x…… V…… ∫…EÚi…… ΩËÙ *
‘∫…∆∫EfiÚ i…™……Â EÚ… ∫…∆M…®…’ x…§…∆v… ®…Â {…∆ bi…V…“ x…‰ ¥…i…«®……x… ¶……Æi…“™… ∫…∆∫EfiÚ i… EÚ…‰ x…Ã®…i…
EÚÆx…‰¥……±…‰ +x…‰EÚ P…]ÙEÚ i…k¥……Â i…l…… B‰ i…ΩÙ… ∫…EÚ GÚ®… ®…Â P… ]Ùi… ¥…EÚ…∫… |… GÚ™…… EÚ… ¥…ËY…… x…EÚ
¥…∂±…‰π…h… |…∫i…÷i… EÚ™…… ΩËÙ * {…÷Æ…i…k¥…, < i…ΩÙ…∫… B¥…∆ ±……‰EÚ ¥…∏…÷i… +…J™……x……Â E‰Ú +…v……Æ…Â {…Æ
|……S…“x… ¶……Æi…“™… ∫…∆∫EfiÚ i…, +x™… ∫…¶™…i……+…‰∆ E‰Ú ∫……l… =∫…EÚ… ∫…∆§…∆v…, +…n˘…x…-|…n˘…x… EÚ“ |… GÚ™……
®…Â {…Æ∫{…Æ |…¶……¥… i…l…… +x…‰EÚ V…… i…™……Â E‰Ú ®…∏…h… ∫…‰ x…<« V…… i…™……Â E‰Ú x…®……«h… EÚ… ¥…∫i…fii…
+…±…‰J… |…∫i…÷i… EÚ™…… M…™…… ΩËÙ * =x…E‰Ú ¥…S……Æ +…ËÆ ¥™……J™…… E‰Ú +x…÷∫……Æ V……‰ +x…‰EÚ V…… i…™……ƒ
¶……Æi… ¥…π…« ®…Â +…™…”, =x… ∫…§…E‰Ú ∫… ®®… ±…i… |…™…ix… ∫…‰ ¥…ΩÙ ®… ΩÙ®……∂…… ±…x…“ ∫…∆∫EfiÚ i… =i{…z… Ω÷Ù<«,
V…∫…‰ ΩÙ®… ¶……Æi…“™… ∫…∆∫EfiÚ i… EÚΩÙi…‰ ΩÈÙ *
‘v…®…«∫™… i…k¥…∆ x… ΩÙi…∆ M…÷ΩÙ…™……∆’ x……®…EÚ x…§…∆v… ®…Â ΩÙV……Æ“|…∫……n˘V…“ x…‰ +…™…« ∫…¶™…i…… ∫…‰
{…⁄¥…« ∫…‰ ±…‰EÚÆ +v…÷x……i…x… v……Ã®…EÚ {… Æh… i…™……Â E‰Ú ¥…∂±…‰π…h… GÚ®… ®…Â ®……x…¥… E‰Ú =il……x… +…ËÆ {…i…x…
EÚ“ ¥…∫i…fii… EÚΩÙ…x…“ |…∫i…÷i… EÚ“ ΩËÙ * ¥…Ë n˘EÚ ∫…∆∫EfiÚ i…, p˘ ¥…b√ ∫…∆∫EfiÚ i…, ∏…®…h… ∫…∆∫EfiÚ i… +… n˘
EÚ… ¥…∫i…fii… ¥…∂±…‰π…h… EÚÆi…‰ Ω÷ÙB ∫…∆∫EfiÚ i…™……Â E‰Ú {…Æ∫{…Æ ∫…∆v……x……Â i…l…… ¥… ¥…v… {… Æh… i…™……Â EÚ…‰
|…∫i…÷i… EÚ™…… M…™…… ΩËÙ * ¶……Æi…“™… ∫…∆∫EfiÚ i… E‰Ú ®…⁄±… ®…Â +v™……i®… +…ËÆ n˘∂…«x… EÚ… |…¶……¥… +{…‰I……EfiÚi…
+ v…EÚ {……™…… V……i…… ΩËÙ * <∫…EÚ… ¥…∫i…fii… B¥…∆ ∫…]Ù“E x…∞Ò{…h… - u˘¥…‰n˘“V…“ E‰Ú ‘+…±……‰EÚ{…¥…«’ EÚ“
V™……‰ i…®…«™…“ n‰˘¥…“, ∂……HÚ ®…i… EÚ… ±…I™…& +uË˘i…, ∫…∆ ¥…n¬˘∞Ò{…… ®…ΩÙ…®……™……, ∫…÷∆n˘Æ®… h…∫…∆n˘¶…« i…l……
S…Ëi…x™…-®… ΩÙ®…… EÚ“ |… i…π`Ù… +… n˘ x…§…∆v……Â ®…Â {……™…… V……i…… ΩËÙ *
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|……EfiÚ i…EÚ ={……n˘…x… +{…x…… BEÚ ¥…∂…‰π… ®…Ωk¥… ÆJ…i…‰ ΩÈÙ * <∫… ±…B ΩÙ®……±…™…, M…∆M……, ™…®…÷x……,
EÚ…¥…‰Æ“, n‰˘¥…n˘…ØÒ, +∑…il…, E÷Ú]ÙV… i…l…… +∂……‰EÚ E‰Ú °⁄Ú±… V…Ë∫…‰ |……EfiÚ i…EÚ i…k¥……Â EÚ…‰ {…∆ bi…V…“x…‰
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ΩÙ…‰i…“ ΩËÙ * +∂……‰EÚ ™…I……Â EÚ“ n‰˘x… ΩËÙ +…ËÆ =∫…EÚ… + v…π`Ùi…… n‰˘¥…i…… E∆Ún˘{…« ΩËÙ * {… Æh……®…∫¥…∞Ò{…
¥…ΩÙ ∫…∆i……x… EÚ… ®… x…™……Â EÚ“ x…i™…{…⁄V…… {……i…… ÆΩÙ… ΩËÙ +i…& +∂……‰EÚ =¥…«Æi…… EÚ… |…i…“EÚ ¶…“ EÚΩÙ…
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|…EÚ…Æ ™…ΩÙ ΩÙ®……Æ“ ∫……∆∫EfiÚ i…EÚ {…Æ∆{…Æ… EÚ…‰ ∫…®…Z…x…‰ EÚ… BEÚ V…“¥…∆i… ={……n˘…x… ΩËÙ *
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E‰Ú¥…±… ‘x… n˘™……ƒ’ +…ËÆ +x™… ¶……Ë i…EÚ ∫…∆{…n˘…+…‰∆ E‰Ú EÚ…Æh… ΩÙ“ ΩÙ®… =∫…‰ +{…x…“ +®…⁄±™… x… v… x…ΩÙ”
®……x…i…‰, ¥…Æx…¬ =∫…x…‰ ¶……Æi…“™… v…®…«, ∫…∆∫EfiÚ i… i…l…… V…x… ∫…®…÷n˘…™… EÚ…‰ +n¬¶…÷i… Æ“ i… ∫…‰ |…¶…… ¥…i…
EÚ™…… ΩËÙ * +…ËÆ <∫…∫…‰ ¶…“ + v…EÚ §…b√“ §……i… i……‰ ™…ΩÙ ΩËÙ EÚ ‘‘¥…ΩÙ ΩÙ®……Æ‰ +∆i…Æi…®… E‰Ú ∫……l… BEÚi¥…
∫……v…‰ Ω÷ÙB ΩËÙ * ¥…ΩÙ ΩÙ®……Æ… |…ΩÙÆ“ ΩÙ“ x…ΩÙ”, ΩÙ®……Æ“ +∆i…Æ…i®…… EÚ… + ¶…z… +∆M… ¶…“ ΩËÙ *’’
ΩÙ®……±…™… E‰Ú ∫……l… {……¥…«i…“ +…ËÆ M…∆M…… EÚ… ¶…“ +x…x™… ∫…∆§…∆v… ΩËÙ * ¶……M…“Æl…“ M…∆M…… E‰Ú¥…±…
n˘…‰ EÚx……Æ…Â E‰Ú §…“S… §…ΩÙx…‰¥……±…“ V…±…v……Æ… ΩÙ“ x…ΩÙ” ΩËÙ, + {…i…÷ ¥…ΩÙ ΩÙ®……Æ“ V…“¥…x…“ ∂… HÚ ΩËÙ *
ΩÙ®… ‘¶……Æi…¥…… ∫…™……Â’ E‰Ú ±…B ¥…ΩÙ ={…™……‰M…“ ∫…‰ + v…EÚ {……¥…x… ΩË * C™……Â EÚ ‘‘∫…§… E÷ÚUÙ EÚ…‰ +{…x…‰
+…{… ®…Â {…S…… ±…‰x…‰ E‰Ú §……n˘ ¶…“ ¥…ΩÙ {… ¥…j… ΩËÙ *’’ +…ËÆ <∫… ±…B u˘¥…‰n˘“ V…“ ®……x…i…‰ ΩÈÙ EÚ
‘‘ ΩÙ®……±…™… EÚ“ ™…ΩÙ n‰˘x… EÚ∫…“ |…EÚ…Æ ¶……Æi…“™… ¶…⁄ ®… +…ËÆ ¶……Æi…“™… V…x…®……x…∫… ∫…‰ {…fil…E¬Ú x…ΩÙ”
EÚ“ V…… ∫…EÚi…“ *’’
+…S……™…« u˘¥…‰n˘“V…“ E‰Ú x…§…∆v……Â ®…Â x…∞Ò {…i… ‘¶……Æi…“™… ∫…∆∫EfiÚ i… E‰Ú ¥…Ë ∂…π]¨ E‰Úxp˘“’ V……‰
|…®…÷J… ®…÷q‰˘ ∫{…π]Ùi…& =¶…Æi…‰ ΩÈÙ, ¥…ΩÙ <∫… |…EÚ…Æ ΩÈÙ&
(1)
i™……M… +…ËÆ ∫…®…{…«h… EÚ“ ¶……¥…x…… *
(2)
∫…®…x¥…™…∂…“±…i…… *
(3)
EÚ®…«°Ú±… EÚ… ∫…r˘…∆i…
(4)
x…¥… ®……x…¥…¥……n˘“ nfi˘ π]ÙEÚ…‰h…
(5)
®……i…fi¶…⁄ ®… +…ËÆ n‰˘∂…|…‰®…
1.
i™……M… +…ËÆ ∫…®…{…«h… EÚ“ ¶……¥…x……: i™……M…, ¶……Æi…“™… ∫…∆∫EfiÚ i… EÚ… ¥…∂…‰π… ®…⁄±™… ΩËÙ * ‘i…‰x…
i™…H‰Úx… ¶…÷∆ V…l……&’ - |……S…“x… EÚ…±… ∫…‰ ΩÙ®……Æ“ ∫…∆∫EÚ…ÆM…i… {…Æ∆{…Æ… ΩËÙ * ‘+ i… l… n‰˘¥……‰ ¶…¥…&’ EÚ“
+… i…l™…-¶……¥…x…… ¶…“ <∫…“ EÚ… ΩÙ“ BEÚ +∆M… ΩËÙ * ΩÙ®……±…™… ΩÙ®…Â =∫…“ EÚ… ∫…∆n‰˘∂… n‰˘i…… ΩËÙ * <∫…E‰Ú
∫……l… ΩÙ“ ∫……l… ΩÙ®……Æ“ x……x…… ¥…v… ¶……Ë i…EÚ ∫…®…fi r˘ ®…Â ¶…“ =∫…“ EÚ… ™……‰M…n˘…x… ÆΩÙ… ΩËÙ* ΩÙ®……±…™…
¶……Æi…“™… V…x…V…“¥…x… E‰Ú n˘…∂…« x…EÚ i…l…… ±… ±…i… n˘…‰x……Â ΩÙ“ {…I……Â EÚ…‰ ∫…®…fir˘ EÚÆx…‰ ®…Â §…b√… ΩÙ“
={…EÚ…ÆEÚ ÆΩÙ… ΩËÙ * <∫…“ ±…B {…∆ bi…V…“ E‰Ú ∂…§n˘…Â ®…Â -- ‘‘ ΩÙ®……±…™… ΩÙ®……Æ“ ∫…∆∫EfiÚ i… EÚ… ΩÙ“
x…ΩÙ”, + ∫i…k¥… EÚ… ¶…“ ®…‰∞Òn∆˘b ΩËÙ * ¥…ΩÙ ΩÙ®……Æ“ +x…… n˘EÚ…±… ∫…‰ S…±…“ +…i…“ ∫……∆∫EfiÚ i…EÚ {…Æ∆{…Æ…
EÚ“ =i∫…¶…⁄ ®… ΩËÙ * ¶……Æi…¥…π…« EÚ… V……‰ E÷ÚUÙ ∏…‰π`Ù ΩËÙ, ®…ΩÙ…x… ΩËÙ, M……ËÆ¥…|…n˘ ΩËÙ, ¥…ΩÙ =∫…“ EÚ… +…∏…™…
ΩËÙ *’’
¶……Æi…“™… ∫…∆∫EfiÚ i… ®…Â ∫…®…{…«h… EÚ“ ¶……¥…x…… +i™…∆i… |…§…±… ∞Ò{… ®…Â {……™…“ V……i…“ ΩËÙ * <∫…
¶…⁄ ®… ®…Â ®……x…¥…-∫…¶™…i…… E‰Ú ¥…EÚ…∫… E‰Ú +…Æ∆¶… ∫…‰ ΩÙ“ +{…x…‰ {… Æ¥……Æ, ∫…®……V…-V…… i…, Æ…π]≈ i…l……
¥™……{…EÚ ¥…Ë ∑…EÚ ∫i…Æ i…EÚ +{…x…… ∫…¥…«∫¥… x™……‰UÙ…¥…Æ EÚÆx…‰ +l…¥…… ∫¥……{…«h… EÚÆx…‰ {…Æ §…±… n˘™……
M…™…… ΩËÙ * ®……x…¥…V…“¥…x… EÚ“ S… Æi……l…«i…… ΩÙ“ ¥……∫i…¥… ®…Â =∫… i™……M… +…ËÆ ∫…®…{…«h… ®…Â ΩËÙ, V…∫…®…Â
+{…x…… ∫…¥…«∫¥… ∫…§…E‰Ú EÚ±™……h… E‰Ú ±…B n‰˘ n˘™…… V……B * ™…ΩÙ“ +…i®…§… ±…n˘…x… ΩËÙ, ™…ΩÙ“ ∫¥……{…«h…
ΩËÙ * V……‰ ¶……Æi…“™… V…“¥…x… EÚ“ S…Æ®… ∫……l…«EÚi…… ΩËÙ, ¶……Æi…“™… ∫…∆∫EfiÚ i… EÚ“ +®…Æ n‰˘x… ΩËÙ *
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2.
∫…®…x¥…™…∂…“±…i……: ¶……Æi… EÚ“ ∫…∆∫EfiÚ i… ∫…®…x¥…™…|…v……x… ΩËÙ * <∫…“ EÚ…Æh… ™…ΩÙ…ƒ ¶……Ë i…EÚi……
B¥…∆ +…v™…… i®…EÚi……, |…¥…fi k… +…ËÆ x…¥…fi k…, ∏…‰™… i…l…… |…‰™…, ¶……‰M… B¥…∆ i™……M…, M…fiΩÙ∫l…“ +…ËÆ ¥…ËÆ…M™…
+… n˘ ∫…¶…“ E‰Ú +∆i…M…«i… ∫…®…x¥…™… ∫l…… {…i… EÚÆx…‰ EÚ… §…b√… ΩÙ“ ∫…÷∆n˘Æ |…™…ix… n˘J……<« n‰˘i…… ΩËÙ*
¶……Æi…“™… ∫…∆∫EfiÚ i… E‰Ú ∫…®…x¥…™……i®…EÚ ∫¥…∞Ò{… EÚ“ +…‰Æ ∫…∆E‰Úi… EÚÆi…‰ Ω÷ÙB u˘¥…‰n˘“V…“ ±…J…i…‰ ΩÈÙ
- ‘‘¥…Ë n˘EÚ ™…÷M… ∫…‰ ±…‰EÚÆ <«∫…… EÚ“ 19¥…” ∂…i…“ i…EÚ x…Æ∆i…Æ ∫…®…x¥…™… EÚ“ S…‰π]Ù… ΩÙ“ ¶……Æi…“™…
∫…∆∫EfiÚ i… EÚ… < i…ΩÙ…∫… ΩËÙ *’’ ∫…®…x¥…™… EÚ…‰ V…“¥…x…®…∆j… ®……x…EÚÆ +…S…Æh… ®…Â V…“x…‰¥……±…… ¥™… HÚ
ΩÙ“ ¶……Æi…¥…π…« ®…Â V…x…x……™…EÚ E‰Ú M……ËÆ¥… EÚ…‰ |……{i… EÚÆ ∫…EÚi…… ΩËÙ * u˘¥…‰n˘“V…“ EÚΩÙi…‰ ΩÈÙ - ‘‘¶……Æi…
¥…π…« EÚ… ±……‰EÚx……™…EÚ ¥…ΩÙ“ ΩÙ…‰ ∫…EÚi…… ΩËÙ, V……‰ ∫…®…x¥…™… EÚÆ ∫…E‰Ú * C™……Â EÚ ¶……Æi…“™… ∫…®……V… ®…Â
x……x…… ¶……∆ i… EÚ“ {…Æ∫{…Æ ¥…Æ…‰ v…x…“ ∫…∆∫EfiÚ i…™……ƒ, ∫……v…x……Bƒ, V…… i…™……ƒ, +…S……Æ x…π`Ù… +…ËÆ ¥…S……Æ
{…r˘ i…™……ƒ |…S… ±…i… ΩÈÙ * §…÷r˘n‰˘¥… ∫…®…x¥…™…EÚ…Æ“ l…‰, M…“i…… ®…Â ∫…®…x¥…™… EÚ… <∆ M…i… ΩËÙ +…ËÆ ®…v™…EÚ…±…
®…Â M……‰∫¥……®…“ i…÷±…∫…“n˘…∫… i…l…… ®…ΩÙ…i®…… EÚ§…“Æ EÚ… V…“¥…x…-¥™… HÚi¥… ∫…®…x¥…™…¥…… n˘i…… E‰Ú ∏…‰π`Ù
=n˘…ΩÙÆh… ΩÈÙ, V……‰ +∫J… ±…i… +…ËÆ + ¥… SUÙz… ∞Ò{… ∫…‰ |…¥…ΩÙ®……x… ¶……Æi…“™… {…Æ∆{…Æ… E‰Ú =n˘…ΩÙÆh…
ΩÈÙ *’’ <xΩÙ” |…®……h……Â ∫…‰ ™…ΩÙ |…i…“i… ΩÙ…‰i…… ΩËÙ EÚ ΩÙ®……Æ“ ∫…∆∫EfiÚ i… EÚ… ∫…§…∫…‰ |…§…±… ∫¥…Æ ®……x…¥…
|…‰®… EÚ… ΩËÙ * ™…ΩÙ…ƒ ∫…nË˘¥… ®…x…÷π™…i…… EÚ…‰ ΩÙ“ ∫…¥……ÊSS… ∫l……x… |…n˘…x… EÚ™…… M…™…… ΩËÙ *
Æ¥…“xp˘x……l…x…‰ V…∫…‰ ‘®…ΩÙ…®……x…¥…’ EÚΩÙ… ΩËÙ, ¶……Æi…“™… ∫…∆∫EfiÚ i… EÚ“ =∫…“ ∫…®…x¥…™…∂…“±…i……
EÚ… ¥…∂±…‰π…h… EÚÆi…‰ Ω÷ÙB u˘¥…‰n˘“V…“ x…‰ ¶……Æi…¥…π…« EÚ…‰ ∫…∆∫EfiÚ i…™……Â EÚ… ∫…∆M…®… ∫l…±… EÚΩÙ… ΩËÙ*
{…∆ bi…V…“ EÚ“ nfi˘ π]Ù ∫…‰ ¶……Æi…“™… ∫…∆∫EfiÚ i… EÚ“ <∫… ∫…®…x¥…™……i®…EÚi…… EÚ… EÚ…Æh… =∫…E‰Ú EÚ i…{…™…
x…Ë i…EÚ ®…⁄±™……Â, ®…ΩÙi…“ {…Æ∆{…Æ… B¥…∆ v…®……«S…Æh… ΩËÙ * |…‰®…, {…Æn÷˘&J… EÚ…i…Æi……, EÚ∞Òh……, i™……M…, n˘™……
i…l…… +…∂……¥……n˘ B‰∫…‰ ΩÙ“ ®…⁄±™… ΩÈÙ, V…∫…x…‰ ∫…®…™… ∫…®…™… {…Æ +…x…‰¥……±…“ +x…‰EÚ V…… i…™……Â EÚ…‰ x…
E‰Ú¥…±… ∫¥…“EÚ…Æ EÚ™……, §… ±EÚ +…i®…∫……i…¬ ¶…“ EÚÆi…‰ S…±…‰ ΩÈÙ * <x… ®…⁄±™……Â ®…Â ‘|…‰®…’ EÚ… ∫l……x…
∫…¥……« v…EÚ ®…ΩÙk¥…{…⁄h…« ΩËÙ, V…∫…E‰Ú u˘…Æ… ΩÙ®…x…‰ +x…‰EÚ…x…‰EÚ +…M…∆i…÷EÚ ¥…n‰˘∂…“ V…… i…™……ƒ +…ËÆ EÚ§…“±……Â
EÚ…‰ V…“i…… ΩËÙ *
3.
EÚ®…«°Ú±… EÚ… ∫…r˘…xi…: ¥…∫i…÷i…& n‰˘J…… V……™… i……‰ ™…ΩÙ §……i… ™…÷M……Â ∫…‰ ΩÙ®… ¶……Æi…“™…
V…x…∫…®…÷n˘…™… EÚ“ V…“¥…x…“ ∂… HÚ +…ËÆ Æ“ i… EÚ… ¥…Ë ∂…π]¨ ®……x…“ V……i…“ ÆΩÙ“ ΩËÙ * u˘¥…‰n˘“V…“ ¶……Æi…“™…
∫…∆∫EfiÚ i… EÚ“ ∫…®…x¥…™……i®…EÚi…… EÚ“ V…§… §……i… EÚÆi…‰ ΩÈÙ, i……‰ EÚ®…«°Ú±… E‰Ú ∫…r˘…∆i… EÚ…‰ =∫…EÚ“
+x™…i…®… {…ΩÙS……x… §…x……i…‰ ΩÈÙ * ¥……∫i…¥… ®…Â <∫…“ ∫…r˘…∆i… E‰Ú EÚ…Æh… ¶……Æi…“™… ∫…∆∫EfiÚ i…
∫…®…x¥…™……i®…EÚi…… EÚ…‰ +{…x……i…“ Ω÷Ù<« ΩÙV……Æ…Â ¥…π……Á ∫…‰ +{…x…… + ∫i…k¥… §…x……™…‰ Ω÷ÙB ΩÈÙ *
BEÚ |…EÚ…Æ ∫…‰ ™…ΩÙ ΩÙ®……Æ… V…“¥…x… n˘∂…«x… ΩËÙ * +…M…∆i…÷EÚ V…… i…™……Â E‰Ú ±…B |……Æ∆¶… ®…Â ¶…±…‰
ΩÙ“ ™…ΩÙ ∫¥…“EÚ…™…« x… ÆΩÙ… ΩÙ…‰, EÚxi…÷ ¶……Æi… EÚ“ |……™…& ∫…¶…“ V…… i…™……Â ®…Â <∫… ∫…r˘…∆i… x…‰ M…ΩÙÆ…
|…¶……¥… UÙ…‰b√… ΩËÙ * ‘V…Ë∫…… §……‰+…‰M…‰, ¥…Ë∫…… °Ú±… {……+…‰M…‰’ EÚ… +i™…∆i… ΩÙ“ ∫…“v…… +…ËÆ ∫…Æ±… V…“¥…x…
n˘∂…«x… ΩËÙ ™…ΩÙ ! ®…x…÷π™… EÚ…‰ +{…x…‰ EÚ™…‰ Ω÷ÙB EÚ®…« EÚ… °Ú±… ¶……‰M…x…… ΩËÙ - ™…ΩÙ ®……x…EÚÆ S…±…x…‰ {…Æ
|…i™…‰EÚ ¥™… HÚ +{…x…“ V…… i…M…i… ∫……®…… V…EÚ ∫l… i… E‰Ú ∫……l… i……±…®…‰±…{…⁄¥…«EÚ ÆΩÙi…… ΩËÙ *
|……Æ§v…EÚ®…« +…ËÆ ∫…∆ S…i…EÚ®…« EÚ… ™…ΩÙ ∫…r˘…∆i… v…“Æ‰-v…“Æ‰ <∫… ¶…⁄ ®… E‰Ú ∫…¶…“ x…¥…… ∫…™……Â {…Æ +{…x……
|…¶……¥… EÚ∫…“ x… EÚ∫…“ ∞Ò{… ®…Â UÙ…‰b√i…… ÆΩÙ… ΩËÙ *
4.
x…¥… ®……x…¥…¥……n˘“ nfi˘ π]ÙEÚ…‰h…˘: u˘¥…‰n˘“V…“ EÚ“ ÆS…x……+…‰∆ ®…Â x…∞Ò {…i… ®……x…¥…¥……n˘“ nfi˘ π]ÙEÚ…‰h…

+…S……™…« ΩÙV……Æ“|…∫……n˘ u˘¥…‰n˘“ E‰Ú x…§…∆v……Â ®…Â ∫…∆∫EfiÚ i…- S…xi…x…
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E‰Ú {…“U‰Ù ¶……Æi…“™… ∫…∆∫EfiÚ i… EÚ“ +…n˘∂…«¥……n˘“ {…Æ∆{…Æ… EÚ… ∫…∆§…±… i……‰ ÆΩÙ… ΩÙ“ ΩËÙ, i…l…… {… <∫…
®……x…¥…¥…… n˘i…… E‰Ú x…¥…∫…∆∫EÚÆh… i…l…… {… Æ®……V…«x… EÚ… x… ®…k… §…x…i…… ΩË - ∂……∆ i… x…E‰Úi…x… !
±…M……i……Æ n˘…‰ n˘∂…EÚ i…EÚ u˘¥…‰n˘“ V…“ ∂……∆ i… x…E‰Úi…x… ®…Â ÆΩ‰Ù, +…ËÆ ™…ΩÙ…ƒ {…Æ ±…M…¶…M… §……ÆΩÙ-{…∆p˘ΩÙ
¥…π……Á i…EÚ =xΩÂÙ ¥…∑…EÚ ¥… Æ¥…“xp˘ EÚ… ∫x…‰ΩÙ ∫…HÚ i…l…… |…‰Æh……n˘…™…“ ∫…… z…v™… |……{i… ÆΩÙ… * EÚ¥…“xp˘
EÚ“ nfi˘ π]Ù, {……∂S……i™… V…M…i… ®…Â §…f√ ÆΩÙ“ ™……∆ j…EÚi…… +…ËÆ ¶……Æi…¥…π…« {…Æ {…b√x…‰¥……±…‰ =∫…E‰Ú + x…¥……™…«
|…¶……¥… {…Æ l…“* ®…∂…“x……Â EÚ“ x…™…“ n÷˘ x…™…… ®…Â =xΩÙ…Âx…‰ ®……x…¥…“™… ∫…∆¥…‰n˘x…… EÚ… n˘®… P…÷]Ùi…‰ n‰˘J…… l……
+…ËÆ =x…EÚ“ ÀS…i…… l…“ EÚ B‰∫…‰ ®…Â ®……x…¥… E‰Ú >Òv¥…«®…÷J…“ ¥…EÚ…∫… E‰Ú ±…B EÚ…‰<« +¥…EÚ…∂… x… ΩÙ…‰M……
* =x…EÚ“ nfi˘ π]Ù ®…Â ®……x…¥… EÚ… ∫l……x… ∫…¥……Ê{…Æ“ ΩËÙ * <∫… |…EÚ…Æ ∂……∆ i… x…E‰Úi…x… ®…Â M…÷ØÒn‰˘¥…
Æ¥…“xp˘x……l… `Ù…E÷ÚÆ E‰Ú P… x…π]Ù ∫…®{…E«Ú i…l…… =x…EÚ“ +∫……v……Æh… |… i…¶…… B¥…∆ V…“¥…x…n˘∂…«x… E‰Ú
|…¶……¥… ∫¥…∞Ò{… {…∆ bi…V…“ E‰Ú ÀS…i…x… +…ËÆ ±…‰J…x… ®…Â x…¥… ®……x…¥…¥……n˘ E‰Ú |… i… +…∫l…… {……™…“ V……i…“
ΩËÙ * =x…E‰Ú ∫…®…O… ±…‰J…x… ®…Â ®……x…¥…- ΩÙi…-ÆI…… ΩÙ“ ∫…¥……Ê{…Æ“ ±… I…i… ΩÙ…‰i…“ ΩËÙ * <∫… ∫…∆§…∆v… ®…Â =x…E‰Ú
¥…S……Æ ∂……∫j……‰HÚ +…π…« ¥…v……x… - ‘‘x… ΩÙ ®……x…÷π……i…¬ ∏…‰π`Ùi…Æ∆ ÀEÚ S…i…¬’’ ∫…‰ §…Æ…§…Æ ®…‰±… J……i…‰ ΩÈÙ *
¥…∫i…÷i…& u˘¥…‰n˘“V…“ ¥…∑…EÚ ¥… ]ËÙM……‰Æ E‰Ú |…¶……¥… ®…Â ‘‘∫…§……Æ >Ò{…Æ ®……x…÷π… ∫…i™…, i……ΩÙ…Æ >Ò{…Æ x……<«’’
E‰Ú {…Æ®… ={……∫…EÚ ΩÈÙ * =xΩÙ…Âx…‰ ®…x…÷π™… EÚ…‰ ∫…§…∫…‰ ∏…‰π`Ù i…l…… ∫…§…E‰Ú >Ò{…Æ ®……x…… ΩËÙ * ∫…i™… ∫…‰
¶…“ ∏…‰π`Ù +…ËÆ ∫…i™… ∫…‰ ¶…“ >Ò{…Æ ! =x…E‰Ú ¥…S……Æ ®…Â ∫…®…⁄S…‰ ∫…… ΩÙi™… EÚ…‰ ®……x…¥… EÚ±™……h… E‰Ú ±…B
x…™……‰ V…i… EÚÆx…‰ EÚ“ S…‰π]Ù… +…V… V…i…x…“ |…§…±… ΩËÙ, =i…x…“ EÚ¶…“ x…ΩÙ” l…“ * ( x…§…∆v…& ‘∫…… ΩÙi™…
∫…ΩÙS…Æ’) <∫… |…EÚ…Æ - E÷Ú±… ®…±……EÚÆ ®…x…÷π™… E‰Ú ∫……®…⁄ ΩÙEÚ EÚ±™……h… V…Ë∫…‰ ®…ΩÙn¬˘ =q‰˘∂™… ∫…‰
{… ÆS…… ±…i… u˘¥…‰n˘“V…“ EÚ… ™…ΩÙ ¥…±…I…h… ÀS…i…x… =xΩÂÙ x…¥… ®……x…¥…¥……n˘“ ∫……∆∫EfiÚ i…EÚ ÀS…i…EÚ E‰Ú
∞Ò{… ®…Â ∫l…… {…i… EÚÆi…… ΩËÙ * ‘¶……Æi…“™… ∫…∆∫EfiÚ i… EÚ“ n‰˘x…’ x…§…∆v… ®…Â +…{… EÚΩÙi…‰ ΩÈÙ--‘‘< i…ΩÙ…∫…
¥…v……i…… EÚ… ∫{…π]Ù <∆ M…i… <∫…“ +…‰Æ ΩËÙ EÚ ®…x…÷π™… ®…Â V……‰ ‘®…x…÷π™…i……’ ΩËÙ, V……‰ =∫…‰ {…∂…÷ ∫…‰ +±…M…
EÚÆ n‰˘i…“ ΩÙË, ¥…ΩÙ“ +…Æ…v™… ΩËÙ *
5.
®……i…fi¶…⁄ ®… +…ËÆ n‰˘∂…|…‰®…: <∫… ¶……¥… EÚ…‰ ±…‰EÚÆ {…∆ bi…V…“ EÚ“ EÚ<« ÆS…x……+…‰∆ ®…Â ¥…∂…‰π… ∞Ò{…
∫…‰ Æ…M……i®…EÚ x…∞Ò{…h… {……™…… V……i…… ΩËÙ, V……‰ ∫…ΩÙV… +…ËÆ +{…‰ I…i… ®……x…… V……BM…… u˘¥…‰n˘“V…“ E‰Ú ±…B
! ‘‘V…x…x…“ V…x®…¶…⁄ ®…∂S… ∫¥…M……«n˘ {… M… Æ™… ∫… *’’ EÚΩÙEÚÆ ΩÙ®……Æ‰ ∂……∫j……Â ®…Â ®……i…fi¶…⁄ ®… EÚ…‰ ∫¥…M…«
∫…‰ ¶…“ §…f√EÚÆ §…i……™…… M…™…… ΩËÙ * ¶……Æi…¥…π…« ®…Â ∫¥…¶…⁄ ®… M……ËÆ¥… +…ËÆ ∫¥…n‰˘∂…|…‰®… EÚ“ ¶……¥…x…… EÚ…‰
+i™… v…EÚ ®…ΩÙk¥… n˘™…… M…™…… ΩËÙ * ΩÙ®……Æ“ ™…ΩÙ =n˘…k… ¶……¥…x…… BEÚ ¶……Æi…“™… E‰Ú x……i…‰ ΩÙ®……Æ“
V…x®…∫l…±…“ E‰Ú n⁄˘Æn˘Æ…V… E‰Ú ∫…÷ ¥…v…… ¥… ΩÙx… ™…… +±{… ∫…÷ ¥…v……+…‰∆ ¥……±…‰ EÚ∫…“ UÙ…‰]‰Ù ∫…‰ M……ƒ¥… ™……
EÚ∫§…‰ ∫…‰ ±…‰EÚÆ V…… i…-∫…®…÷n˘…™… +…ËÆ Æ…π]≈ E‰Ú ∞Ò{… ®…Â ¶……Æi…¥…π…« i…EÚ ¥…EÚ ∫…i… ΩÙ…‰x…… ∫…ΩÙV… {……™……
V……i…… ΩËÙ * ΩÙ®……Æ‰ ±…B ¥…i…x…-¶…⁄ ®… EÚ“ ®…^Ù“ - ®…ΩÙV… BEÚ ¶…⁄J…∆b ™…… ®……®…⁄±…“ ∫l…±… x… ΩÙ…‰EÚÆ
E‰Ú ¥…ΩÙ ®……i…fi¶…⁄ ®… ΩËÙ, v…Æi…“ ®……i…… ΩËÙ * ¥…ΩÙ“ +x…x™… +…∫l…… EÚ… ∞Ò{… ¥™……{…EÚ Æ…π]≈Ù“™… ∫i…Æ {…Æ
‘¶……Æi…®……i……’ EÚ“ M… Æ®…… |……{i… EÚÆi…… ΩËÙ * <∫…“ ¶……¥…x…… E‰Ú S…±…i…‰ EÚ∫…“ ¶…“ ¶……Æi…¥……∫…“ ®…Â
+{…x…“ ®……i…fi¶…⁄ ®… E‰Ú |… i… V…“¥…x…{…™…»i… +n¬¶…÷i… ÀJ…S……¥… i…l…… BEÚ |…EÚ…Æ EÚ… ‘ ¥…±…I…h… Æ…M…’ {……™……
V……i…… ΩËÙ * u˘¥…‰n˘“V…“ E‰ x…§…∆v… ‘®…‰Æ“ V…x®…¶…⁄ ®…’ ®…Â <∫…“ Æ…M……i®…EÚi…… E‰Ú n∂…«x… ΩÙÙ…‰i…‰ ΩÈÙ - ‘‘®…‰Æ‰
<∫… UÙ…‰]‰Ù ∫…‰ M……ƒ¥… ®…Â ¶……Æi…¥…π…« EÚ… §…Ω÷Ùi… §…b√… ∫……∆∫EfiÚ i…EÚ < i…ΩÙ…∫… {…f√… V…… ∫…EÚi…… ΩËÙ * ®…‰Æ‰
M……ƒ¥… ®…Â V……‰ V…… i…™……ƒ §…∫…“ ΩÈÙ, ¥…‰ EÚ∫…“ =V…b√‰ ®…ΩÙ±… ™…… M……b√“ Ω÷Ù<« <«∆]Ù…Â ∫…‰ EÚ®… ®…ΩÙk¥…{…⁄h…« i……‰
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ΩËÙ ΩÙ“ x…ΩÙ”, + v…EÚ ®…ΩÙk¥…{…⁄h…« ΩÈÙ * ®…‰Æ‰ M……ƒ¥… ®…Â ¶…b√¶…⁄V…‰ EÚ… {…‰∂…… EÚÆx…‰¥……±…“ ‘EÚ…∆n⁄˘’ V…… i… ΩËÙ,
V……‰ ∫…∆∫EfiÚi… ‘EÚ…∆n˘ ¥…EÚ’ ∂…§n˘ ∫…‰ ∫…®§…r˘ ΩËÙ*... ‘E∆Ún⁄˘’ <xΩÙ” EÚ…∆n÷˘+…‰∆ E‰Ú ¶……b√ EÚ… x……®… ΩËÙ * EÚ…Ëx…
x…ΩÙ” V……x…i…… EÚ ¶…b√¶…⁄V…‰ EÚ“ ¶…÷x…“ Ω÷Ù<« ∫……®…O…“ ∫{…∂…«n˘…‰π… ∫…‰ Æ ΩÙi… ΩÙ…‰i…“ ΩËÙ *......... ®…‰Æ‰ M……ƒ¥…
EÚ“ ∫…§…∫…‰ ®…x……‰Æ∆V…EÚ V…… i… V…÷±……ΩÙ…Â EÚ“ ΩËÙ * <x…E‰Ú {…÷Æ…‰ ΩÙi… ¶…“ ®…‰Æ‰ M……ƒ¥… ®…Â ΩÈÙ * ®…Èx…‰ ‘EÚ§…“Æ’
x……®…EÚ +{…x…“ BEÚ {…÷∫i…EÚ ®…Â V…÷±……ΩÙ…Â E‰Ú ∫……l… x……l… {…Æ∆{…Æ… E‰Ú ™……‰M… EÚ… =±±…‰J… EÚ™…… ΩËÙ
* V…÷±……ΩÙ…Â E‰Ú {…÷Æ…‰ ΩÙi… ™…ΩÙ…ƒ ‘∫……<«∆’ EÚΩ‰Ù V……i…‰ ΩÈÙ * ‘∫……ƒ<«∆’ +l……«i…¬, ∫¥……®…“ *......... ™… n˘ ®…÷Z…‰ +{…x…‰
M……ƒ¥… EÚ“ ∫……∆∫EfiÚ i…EÚ {…Ë®……<∂… EÚÆx…‰ EÚ“ ∫…÷ ¥…v…… |……{i… ΩÙ…‰ i……‰ ®…‰Æ… ¥…∑……∫… ΩËÙ EÚ E÷ÚUÙ x… E÷ÚUÙ
®…ΩÙk¥…{…⁄h…« B‰ i…ΩÙ… ∫…EÚ ∫……®…O…“ +¥…∂™… ΩÙ“ |……{i… ΩÙ…‰ ∫…EÚi…“ ΩËÙ * J…ËÆ...... ΩÙ®……Æ‰ M……ƒ¥… EÚ“
¥… ¥…v… V…… i…™……ƒ ™…ΩÙ ∫…r˘ EÚÆx…‰ EÚ…‰ {…™……«{i… ΩÈÙ EÚ i…l……EÚ l…i… V…… i…|…l…… EÚ…‰<« °Ú…Ë±……n˘“ f…ƒS……
x…ΩÙ” ΩËÙ, =∫…®…Â +x…‰EÚ =i……Æ-S…f√…¥… ΩÙ…‰i…‰ ÆΩ‰Ù ΩÈÙ, +…ËÆ ΩÙ…‰i…‰ ÆΩÂÙM…‰ *’’
™…ΩÙ“ ¶……¥…, ¥™……{…EÚ ∫i…Æ ‘Æ…π]≈|…‰®…’ ®…Â {… Æh…i… ΩÙ…‰i…… ΩËÙ * ™…ΩÙ…ƒ +…∫…‰i…÷ ΩÙ®……±…™…-<∫…
¶…⁄ ®… E‰Ú ∫…®{…⁄h…« ¥…x…, {…¥…«i…, x…n˘Ù-x…n˘“, x…M…Æ i…l…… M……ƒ¥……Â EÚ…‰ +{…x…‰ +∆M… ®…Â ∫…®…‰]‰Ù Ω÷ÙB BEÚ
¶……Æi…®……i…… EÚ“ EÚ±{…x…… EÚ“ M…<« ΩËÙ, V…∫…EÚ“ M……‰n˘ ®…Â ∫……Æ‰ n‰˘∂…¥……∫…“ {…±…i…‰ ΩÈÙ * V…∫…x…‰ ΩÙ®…Â
v…x…-v……x™… n˘™…… ΩËÙ, V…∫…EÚ“ Æix…M…¶……« ∂…∫™… ∫™……®…±…… v…Æi…“ ΩÙ®…Â ¶……‰V…x… i…l…… ¥…∫j… |…n˘…x…
EÚÆE‰Ú +{…x…‰ ‘¥…∫…÷∆v…Æ…’ x……®… EÚ…‰ ∫……l…«EÚ EÚÆ ÆΩÙ“ ΩËÙ * <∫…“ +x…÷∫…∆v……x… ®…Â u˘¥…‰n˘“ V…“ ∫{…π]Ù
∞Ò{… ∫…‰ §…i……i…‰ ΩÈÙ EÚ ΩÙ®…Â +{…x…‰ n‰˘∂… EÚ…‰ +{…x…“ +…ƒJ……Â ∫…‰ n‰˘J…x…… ΩËÙ * V…§… i…EÚ ΩÙ®… <∫… ¥…∂……±…
+…ËÆ ®…ΩÙ…x… n‰˘∂… EÚ…‰ =∫…EÚ“ ∫…®…⁄S…“ J…⁄ §…™……Â E‰Ú ∫……l… x…ΩÙ” {…ΩÙS……x…i…‰ i…§… i…EÚ <∫…E‰Ú |… i…
ΩÙ®……Æ… |…‰®… ®……Ë J…EÚ +…ËÆ I…h…∫l……™…“ ΩÙ…‰M…… * <∫… EÚl…x… E‰Ú u˘…Æ… u˘¥…‰n˘“V…“ x…‰ ∫¥…n‰˘∂… |…‰®… E‰Ú
∫……l…-∫……l… ∫¥…¶……π……, ∫¥…¶…⁄ ®… i…l…… ∫¥…{… Æ¥…‰∂… +… n˘ ∫…¶…“ E‰Ú |… i… +∫…“®… |…‰®… +…ËÆ ∫…n¬¶……¥… EÚ…
+…O…ΩÙ ÆJ…… ΩËÙ +…ËÆ ™…ΩÙ“ ¶……¥…x…… ¶……Æi…“™… ∫…∆∫EfiÚ i… EÚ“ ®…⁄±…¶…⁄i… ¶……¥…x…… ΩËÙ*
<∫… |…EÚ…Æ x……x…… +…™……®……Â EÚ…‰ ∫…®…‰]Ùi…‰ Ω÷ÙB u˘¥…‰n˘“V…“ E‰Ú x…§…∆v… x… ∂S…i… ΩÙ“ ¶……Æi…“™…
∫…∆∫EfiÚ i… EÚ“ ®…⁄±… |…¥…fi k…™……Â ∫…‰ {… Æ{…⁄h…« {……™…‰ V……i…‰ ΩÈÙ * +…ËÆ <∫… nfi˘ π]Ù ∫…‰ {…∆ bi…V…“ ¶……Æi…“™…
∫…∆∫EfiÚ i… E‰Ú E‰Ú¥…±… +…J™……i…… ΩÙ“ x…ΩÙ”, + {…i…÷ ‘∫…∆∫EfiÚ i… E‰Ú |…i…“EÚ’ ¶…“ ΩÈÙ *
*************
*

‘M…÷V…Æ…i… ΩÙxn˘“ ∫…… ΩÙi™… +EÚ…n˘®…“’ u˘…Æ… +…™……‰ V…i… ‘{…∆ bi… ΩÙV……Æ“|…∫……n˘ u˘¥…‰n˘“
V…x®…∂…i…“ ∫…∆M……‰ π`Ù’ ®…Â |…∫i…÷i… +…±…‰J… *
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EÚ±{…±…i……
+…±……‰EÚ{…¥…«
¶……π……, ∫…… ΩÙi™… +…ËÆ n‰˘∂…

( x…§…∆v… ∫…∆O…ΩÙ) ±…‰.+….ΩÙV……Æ“|…∫……n˘ u˘¥…‰n˘“
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Concept of Abhava (Non-Existence)
in Mimamsa Philosophy with Special
Reference to Bhatt School
Dr. (Mrs.) Sunanda Y. Shastri*

C

5

oncept of Abhava (Non-existence) is one of the
most debated topics in the field of Indian
philosophy. There are two views regarding the
concept of Abhava. Prabh~kara and Buddhists do not accept
abh~va as an independent category or reality. Ny~y~
VaiÑesikas, Kum~rilabhatta and Ved~ntins accept Abh~va as
an independent category Ny~ya-VaiÑesikas not only accept
Abh~va as an independent category, but claim that is subject
of perception. Kum~rilabhatta, though, accepts it as an
independent category, but do not agree with Naiy~yikas. He
states that Abh~va is apprehended through Anupalabdhi
pram~na (Non-apprehension).
Kum~rila - M§m~msakas and Ny~ya VaiÑsesikas prove,
that, non- existence (Abh~va) is an independent category or
reality against Prabhakara and Buddhists.
Prabh~kara refuses to accept non-existence as reality
or an independent category. He says, when the non-existence
of a jar on the ground (¶…⁄i…±…‰ P…]ı…¶……¥…:) is experienced, it is
nothing but the experience of the vacant condition of the
ground (+ v…EÚÆ˙h… EËÚ¥…±™…®…¬) and not that of a positive reality. In
all such cases, according to pr~bh~kara, what happens is
that, `the jar is not comprehended and not that its nonexistence is comprehended'. (P…]ı…‰ Ω˛ x… |…i…“™…i…‰ x… i…÷ i…n˘¶……¥…:
|…i…“™…i…‰ * x™……™…®…∆ V…Æ˙“. part I, P. 58) mere locus (+ v…EÚÆ˙h… EËÚ¥…±™…) is
accepted category as substance (p˘¥™…), therefore, there is no
necessity to accept `abh~va' as an independent category.
Acceptance of abh~va as an independent category leads to
M……ËÆ˙¥…n˘…π‰ … (imagining more than what is necessary). It is nothing
but P…]ı ¥… ¥…HÚi……, i.e., non-existence is nothing but existence of
substratum without jar. In other words, apprehension of non-
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existence of a jar is nothing but, knowledge of the ground bereft of jar. (P…]ı ¥… ¥…HÚ
p. 327).
Further, Pr~bh~kara argues that a positive object exists in one of the two
states (+¥…∫l……), i.e. it can exist `alone' (BEÚ…EÚ“ +¥…∫l……) or it may be associated with
another object. (∫… u˘i…“™……¥…∫l……). Of these two states that `of being alone', is the nature
of the object which is said to be solitary - (BEÚ…EÚ“). (=H‰Ú S… |……¶……EÚÆË˙: - x… ¶……¥…… i… Æ˙HÚ…‰

¶…⁄i…±……‰{…±…®¶… * ∂……∫j…n˘“ {…EÚ…,

+¶……¥……‰ - +R¬ÛM…“ GÚ™…i…‰ ¶……¥… B¥… i…÷ BEÚ…EÚ“ ∫… u˘i…“™…∂S…‰ i… u˘™…“®…-+¥…∫l……®…¬-+x…÷¶…¥…i…‰, i…j…--BEÚ…EÚ“
¶……¥…: ∫¥…Ø˚{…®……j…®…÷S™…i…‰ * ¶…⁄i…±…… n˘ ¶……¥……x……®…¬ - +¥…M… i…: - BEÚ… i……¥…n¬˘ ¶……¥……xi…Æ˙∫…∆∫…fiπ]ı ¥…π…™……, ™…… {… S…
∫…… i…n‰˘EÚ ¥…π…™…… §…÷ r˘˘; ∫…… S… u‰˘v…… - i…n˘x™…‰π…÷ |… i…™……‰ M…π…÷ §…÷ r˘: ∫…Ë¥… i…‰π……∆ |… i…™……‰ M…x……®…¬-+¶……¥… <i™…÷S™…i…‰ *
+i……‰ o˘∂™…|… i…™……‰ M… ¥…π…™…… i…n‰˘EÚ…‰{…±…Œ§v…Æ‰˙¥… ¥…Æ∆˙®…¶……¥……‰∫i…÷ * (∂……∫j…n˘“ {…EÚ… - |…EÚ…∂… ¥™……J™…… by
∫…÷n˘∂…«x……S……™…« ∂……∫j…“, ¥…t… ¥…±……∫… |…‰∫…, EÚ…∂…“ v.s. 1964, p. 326) The cognition of that state at
given time, when a perceptible thing like a jar is also desired to be grasped, causes
the expression of non-existence of the jar. That means, solitary state of the
substratum is called non- existence of jar. (Ny~ya Kan~dali, p. 229)
Even, those who accept the reality of non-existence will have to admit that
comprehension of the ground is the cause of comprehension of non-existence. The
comprehension of non-existence is not possible without comprehension of the
ground. If the ground has been cognised with thorns on it, then, one cannot
comprehend that there are no thorns on the ground. The comprehension of the ground
is qualified by the non-existence of thorns. Cognition of that ground is the cause of
cognition of non-existence of thorns. But the comprehension of the ground as
qualified by a particular non-existence can be possible, only when that particular
non-existence has been comprehended. That non-existence will be comprehended
only when the ground as qualified by that particular non-existence has been
comprehended.
It means that the self same thing is to be held to be its own cause. Even the
opponent have to accept that, there is a certain vacant state of the ground, which is
other than non-existence and which has no relation with counter reality (|… i…™……‰M…“). The
comprehension of the vacant state causes the comprehension of non-existence.
Therefore, according to prabhakara, the same vacant condition is the cause of the
notion on non-existence (+¶……¥…¥…… n˘x……‰% {… ¶…⁄i…±… O…Ω˛h…®…¶……¥…|…i…“ i… EÚ…Æ˙h…®…¬ * +|…i…“i…‰ ¶…⁄i…±…‰

i…j……¶……¥…|…i…“i…‰Æ˙™……‰M……i…¬ * i…j… x… i……¥…i…¬ EÚh]ıEÚ… n˘ ∫… Ω˛i… ¶…⁄i…±……‰{…±…®¶……i…¬ EÚh]ıEÚ…‰ x……∫i…“ i… |…i…“ i…: *
+¶……¥… ¥… ∂…π]ı¶…⁄i…±…O…Ω˛h…∫™… +¶……¥… |…i…“ i…Ω‰i˛ …÷i¥…‰, i…n˘¶……¥…O…Ω˛h…‰ i…n˘¶……¥… ¥… ∂…π]ı¶…⁄i…±…O…Ω˛h…®…¬ * i…n˘¶……¥… ¥… ∂…π]ı…n¬˘
¶…⁄i…±…O…Ω˛h……SS……¶……¥… O…Ω˛h… ®… i… ∫¥…™…®…‰¥… ∫¥…∫™… EÚ…Æ˙h…®…¬-+¶™…÷{…M…i…∆ ∫™……i…¬ * i…∫®……n¬˘¶……¥…¥™… i…n˘HÚ…
|… i…™……‰ M…∫…∆∫…M…«¥™… i…Æ‰˙ EÚh…“ ¶…⁄i…±…∫™… i¥…™…… {… EÚ… S…n‰˘EÚ… EÚi¥…-+¥…∫l……- +¶™…÷{…M…xi…¥™…… ™…∫™……: |…i…“i……Ë+¶……¥…|…i…“ i…: ∫™……i…¬ ∫… B¥… +∫®……E∆Ú x……Œ∫i…-<« i… ¥™…¥…Ω˛…Æ∆˙ |…¥…i…«™… i… < i… * x™……™… E∆Ún˘±…“, p. 229)
Prabhakara does not accept non-existence as an entity or reality, therefore,
accepting Abh~va as an independent means of knowledge does not arise. Still, he
argues against Kum~rila, that abh~va cannot be means of valid knowledge. He says
that, in the case of conception `the jar is not here' all that is meant is, jar would have
been perceived it it had been here. What one perceives is the bare place. This is an
ordinary positive cognition. Pure perception in this case. In this way it can be shown
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that, there is nothing that could be cognized through Abh~va - non-apprehension.
Therefore, Abh~va cannot be regarded as means of cognition. (Brhati - r. juvimala, p.
118).
According to Prabh~kara, the word `Pramanabhava' means the absence of
cognition. This definition clearly implies that, what is proposed to be defined, is not a
means of cognition. There is no reasonable basis for holding Abh~va as the sixth
means of cognition. There is nothing that confirm the objective of this means of
cognition, nor can it have the character of a real means of cognition.
There is another reason to reject abh~va as regular means of cognition. Regular
means of cognition brings about definite cognition of object in the form of `this'. This
cognition implies exclusion of all other things, when one indicates object saying
`this'. The definite cognition is the effect of regular means of cognition. When such
effect is not perceived, then one says, `this does not exist.' This much is sutticient to
understand the notion of non-existence of things. It is wrong to regard Abh~va as the
means of cognition, as it does not bring about a definite cognition. (Pãrvam§m~ms~
in its Souvres, p. 162.)
Kum~rilabhatta accepts Abh~va as independent category (∫¥…i…∆j…: {…n˘…l…«:) refutes
Prabh~kara's views. According to Kum~rila, Abh~va is of four kinds, vis., (1) Prior
non-existence (|……M…¶……¥…), i.e., the non existence of curd and other milk products in
fresh milk, (2) Posterior non- existence (|…v¥…∆∫……¶……¥…), or non-existance after destruction.
The example is, non-existence of milk in curds and in other milk products; (3) Mutual
non-existence (+x™……‰x™……¶……¥…) - negation of cow in the horse and vice versa, and (4)
Absolute non-existence, eg., the non-existence of horns on the head of a donkey
(I…“Æ‰˙ n˘v™…… n˘ ™…z……Œ∫i… |……M…¶……¥…: ∫… =S™…i…‰ *

x……Œ∫i…i…… {…™…∫……‰ n˘ŒPx… |…v¥…∆∫……¶……¥… <«π™…i…‰ **
M… ¥… ™……‰%∑……t¶……¥…∫i…÷ ∫……‰%x™……‰x™……¶……¥… =S™…i…‰ *
∂…Æ˙∫……‰%¥…™…¥…… x…®x…… ¥…fi r˘EÚ… `ˆ¯x™…¥…ÃV…i……: **
∂…∂…∂…fiR¬ÛM…… n˘ ∞¸{…‰h… ∫……‰%i™…xi……¶……¥… =S™…i…‰ ** ∂±……‰EÚ¥……Ãi…EÚ, +¶……¥…|…EÚÆ˙h… 2-4)
All these kinds of Abh~vas cannot be mere non-entities or mere negation. They
must be regarded as real entities (¥…∫i…÷). Abh~va is classified into above four kinds.
Such classification would not have been possible if Abh~va was non-entity. (∂±……‰EÚ¥……Ãi…EÚ
- +¶……¥… 8) Another thing is, negation or Abh~va must be an entity like cow etc.
because it is capable of forming the object of the nottions of collective attirmation
and differentiation, because it is an object of cognition. (∂±……‰EÚ¥……Ãi…EÚ - +¶……¥… 9). The
notion that `jar does not exist' is not possible without some sort of comprehensive
notion of things. There can be no cognition without an objective substratum.
(∂±……‰EÚ¥……Ãi…EÚ +¶……¥… 16).
Kum~rila M§m~msakas and Ny~ya-VaiÑesikas further refute Pr~bhakara's
views who holds that the non-existence is nothing but a vacant condition of the
ground. They say that, if the vacant condition were the nature of the ground, nonexistence of the jar should be comprehended even when it is brought there. Since the
nature of the ground will persist even then. If on the other hand, the vacant condition
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is different from the ground, then the reality of non- existence is accepted in another
form. (™…∫i…÷ ¥…ËS……i™……n¬˘ "¶…⁄i…±…|…i…“ i… ¥™… i…Æ‰˙E‰Úh… P…]ı…‰ x……Œ∫i…-< i… B¥…∆ ¥…v…… |…i…“ i…Æ‰˙¥… x……Œ∫i…' < i… ¥…n˘ i…,

∫… ¶…⁄i…iEÚ… n˘ |…i…“ i…®…{™…%{…xΩ÷˛¥…“i…, + ¥…∂…‰π……i…¬ * P…]ı…‰%j… ¶…⁄i…±…‰ x……∫i…“ i… ¥™…¥…Ω˛…Æ˙∫™… ÀEÚ EÚ…Æ˙h…®…¬ ? o˘∂™…‰
P…]‰ı ™…¶n⁄˘i…±…®……j… ¥…π…™…∆ Y……x…∆ i…n˘∫™… EÚ…Æ˙h… ®… i… S…‰i…¬, i…l…… ∫… i… {…]ı¥…n¬˘¶…⁄i…±……‰{…±…®¶…‰ P…]ı…‰ x……∫i…“ i…
¥™…¥…Ω˛…Æ˙…‰ x… ∫™……n¬˘ ¶…⁄i…±…®……j……‰{…±…®¶……¶……¥……i…¬ * P…]ı ¥… ¥…HÚ¶…⁄i…±……‰{…±…®¶… < i… S…‰i…¬, EÚ…‰%™…∆ P…]ı ¥…¥…‰EÚ: * ™… n˘
¶…⁄i…±…∞¸{…®…‰¥…, P…]ı¥…i™… {… |…∫…∆R¬ÛM…: * P…]ı∫…∆™……‰M……¶……¥…∂S…‰i…¬, +ŒR¬ÛM…EfiÚi…: i…ÃΩ˛ +¶……¥…: *
- ∂……∫j…n˘“ {…EÚ… - +¶……¥… - p. 327)
Kum~rilas argue that, `when you take the ground away from the non- existence
of the jar, what do you mean by the word `vacant' ? Vacant ground is supposed to be
the object-support of the cognition of an object non-existent.
If Prabhakaras say that `Vacantness' is the state of loneness (BEÚ…±……‰i¥…) of the
ground, then the question is, `what is loneness (BEÚ… EÚi¥…) ? Is it the state devoid of
counter - reality (|… i…™……‰M…“) or is it the number denoted by oneness, (∫…∆J™…… - cardinal
number one). If it is number (∫…∆J™……) "oneness', then it (∫…∆J™……) exists as long as its
substratum exists. BEÚi¥… ∫…∆J™…… - oneness number becomes nature of the ground and
if you bring another object on it, it still will remain one. Then after keeping `jar on it,
one must say that jar does not exist.' If you say that natural `oneness' means being
devoid of counter - reality, then, other reality (i.e. non-existence) stands accepted by
you. (∫¥……¶…… ¥…E∆Ú ™…n‰˘EÚi¥…∆ ¶……¥…∫™… i…n‰˘¥… BEÚ… EÚi¥… ®… i… S…‰i…¬, EÚ®…‰EÚi¥…®…¬ ? |… i…™……‰ M…Æ˙ Ω˛i…i¥…®…¬ BEÚi¥…∫…∆J™……

¥…… * BEÚi¥…∫…∆J™…… i……¥…n¬˘- ™……¥…n¬˘-+…∏…™… ¶…… ¥…x…“ ¶……¥…∫™… ∫… u˘i…“™……¥…∫l……™……®…¬ - + {… - +x…÷¥…i…«i…‰ * +l…
|… i…™……‰ M…Æ˙ Ω˛i…i¥…∆ ∫¥……¶…… ¥…EÚ®…‰EÚi¥… ®…÷S…™…i…‰ ∫…r∆˘ |…®…‰™……xi…Æ˙®…¬ ** Ny~y~ Kandali, p. 229.)
Ny~y~-vaiÑesikas and Kum~rila refute Prabh~kara's argument that, `the
comprehension of vacant state causes the comprehension of non- existence.' This is
not the correct view, since, the cognition of non- existence cannot occur when the
ground is comprehended with something else (counter reality - |… i…™……‰M…“). The reason
is, like the comprehension of the ground, the contact of the sense with nonexistence is also included in the causes of comprehension of non- existence. For
example, if ground is with thorns/jar etc., then non- existence of thorns/jar, is not
possible. In such situation ground is comprehended and not the abh~va is
comprehended. (i…n˘ {…-+™…÷HÚ®…¬ * ¶…⁄i…±…-∫¥…∞¸{…O…Ω˛h…∫™… - B¥… +¶……¥…|…i…“ i… Ω‰˛i…÷i¥……i…¬ * x… S…

∫… u˘i…“™…O…Ω˛h…‰ + {… Bi…i…¬ |…i…“ i…|…∫…R¬ÛM…: ¶…⁄i…±… O…Ω˛h…¥…n¬˘-+¶……¥…-<«Œxp˘™…∫… z…EÚπ……Ê% {…-+¶……¥…O…Ω˛h… ∫……®…O…“
EÚh]ıEÚ… n˘∫…¶n˘…¥…‰ i…n˘¶……¥……‰ x……∫i…“ i… ¥…π…™…‰Œxp˘™… ∫… z…EÚπ……«¶……¥……i…¬ ∫…i™… {… ¶…⁄i…±…O…Ω˛h…‰ x… +¶……¥…|…i…“ i…: *
Ny~ya Kandali, p. 229.)
Shr§dhara argues against Prabh~kara. He says, `what is the basis or support
(+…±…∆§…x…) of the cognition of non-existence ? If you say that it is nothing, then, you
yourself lent a helping hand to Mah~yanists (VijnaZav~dins), who hold that ideas
have no external basis'. (x……Œ∫i… < i… ∫…∆ ¥…n˘: EÚ®……±…®§…x…®…¬ < i… x… EÚŒ\S…i…¬, n˘k……‰ ∫¥…Ω˛∫i……‰
x…Æ˙…±…®§…x…∆ ¥…Y……x… ®…SUÙi……∆ ®…Ω˛…™…… x…EÚ…x……®…¬ * x™……™…E∆Ún˘±…“ p. 229)
P~rthas~rathi MiÑra argues in similar way that, if the non-existence of the jar is
the nature of the ground, it should be cognized even when the jar is present there.
(x……Œ∫i…-<Ω˛ ¶…⁄i…±…‰ P…]ı: < i…-B¥…∆ ={…V……™…®……x…∫™… Y……x…∫™… EÚ®…¬ +…±…®§…x…®…¬ ? x… ¶…⁄i…±…∆, ∫…i™… {… P…]‰ı
|…∫…R¬ÛM……i…¬ * - ∂……∫j…n˘“ {…EÚ… - p. 325)
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Jayanta Bhatta expresses his sense of shame that the M§m~msakas like
Prabh~kara - who is realist does not accept Abh~va as reality. (™…Ë∫i…÷ ®…“®……∆∫…EËÚ: ∫…Œn¬˘¶…;
+¶……¥……‰ x……¶™…÷{…‰™…i…‰, |…®……n‰˘x……®…÷x…… i…‰π……∆ ¥…™…®… {… +t ±…ŒVV…i……: * x™……™…®…∆ V…Æ˙“ - I, p. 57)
Abh~va is independent means of knowledge
Naiyayikas not only accept Abh~va as independent category/Reality, but state
that it is subject of perception. Abh~va is directly perceived by the senses like all
other external objects.
Pr~bhakara, as seen before, does not accept Abhava as an independent reality
and outrightly rejects it as an independent means of knowledge.
Kumarila on the other hand, holds that, `non-existence cannot be perceived by
the senses. It is known through separate means of knowledge (|…®……h…) called `nonapprehension' (+x…÷{…±…Œ§v…) i.e., absence of apprehension (={…±…¶™… +¶……¥…). Kum~rila
points out that, Abh~va being of negative nature, should also be known or
comprehended by a negative means of knowledge, viz., non-apprehension (+x…÷{…±…Œ§v…).
It means that the negation of comprehension by any means of knowledge. (|…i™…I……n‰˘:

+x…÷i{… k…: |…®……h……¶……¥… <π™…i…‰ * ∂±……‰EÚ¥……Ãi…EÚ - +¶……¥… - 11)
Kum~rila further argues that, Abh~va is not subject of perception. For instance,
a certain thing `does not exist,' can not be apprehended by sense organs. The sense
organs can have contact only with a positive entity. In the case of cognition that `jar
does not exist', the observer perceives the positive entity in the shape of the ground.
He, then, remembers the counter entity (|… i…™……‰M…“), which would have been seen, if it
were there (eg. jar). Jar is not there, so he cognises the non- existence of it. This is
purely mental cognition. This cognition is totally independent of the functioning of
sense organs. (M…fi Ω˛i¥…… ¥…∫i…÷∫…¶n˘…¥…®…¬, ∫®…fii¥…… S… |… i…™……‰ M…x…®…¬ * ®……x…∫…∆ x……Œ∫i…i……Y……x…∆ V……™…i…‰%I……x…{…‰li…™……

** ∂±……‰EÚ¥……Ãi…EÚ - +¶……¥… - 27)
The cognition of non-existence is also not subject of inference. There is no
perception of inferential indicative and other factors necessary for inference. (x…

S……{™…j……x…÷®……x…i¥…∆ ±…R¬ÛM……¶……¥……i…¬ |…i…“™…i…‰ * ∂±……‰EÚ¥……Ãi…EÚ - +¶……¥… - 29)
It is also not known through verbal testimony (∂…§n˘|…®……h…). There is no such royal
command that the means of cognition must be positive. (∂±……‰EÚ¥……Ãi…EÚ-+¶……¥… - 47).
Thus the cognition of non-existence takes place through negative means of knowledge,
i.e., Abh~va. This negative means of cognition is not operative towards positive
entities. In the same manner, positive means of knowledge (perception etc.) are not
operative towards negative entities. (∂±……‰EÚ¥……Ãi…EÚ - +¶……¥… - 45, 46)
The absence of other five means of cognition differs from sense perception etc.
It is denoted by the word `negation'. The objects of five means of cognition are
positive entities, whereas, object of negation is negative. Secondly, negation (+¶……¥…)
is cognized by similar means of knowledge, i.e., negative (+¶……¥…), Since, Abh~va
also is an object of cognition, just like positive entities. (∂±……‰EÚ¥……Ãi…EÚ - +¶……¥… - 54, 55).
Abhava is not subject of perception in many cases. As kum~rila and his
followers explain, that, one sees mere form or location. Later he remembers little of it.
If he is asked about non-presence of some object on that location, then, he becomes
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aware of the non-presence of that object on the said location, by means of `negation'
which is pure and simple.

(∫¥…∞¸{…®……j…∆ o˘π]¬ı¥……% {… {…∂S……i…¬ EÚŒ\S…i…¬ ∫®…Æ˙z… {… *
i…j…-+x™…-x……Œ∫i…i……∆ {…fiπ]ı: i…nË˘¥… |… i…{…ti…‰ ** ∂±……‰EÚ¥……Ãi…EÚ - +¶……¥… - 28)
This is explained by giving an example. It goes as follows - one person goes to
some place in the morning and does not see any tiger there. Therefore, he does not
remember tiger and thus does not apprehend its absence. He apprehends only the
location. Later in the day someone asks him, `did the lion o tiger came there in the
morning ?' At the moment of the question he is not on that location and only
remembers it and at once becomes cognizant of the absence of lion/tiger, which he
did not cognized previously. This example is neither case of direct perception, nor
memory.
The main argument of Ny~yavaiÑesika school is, Abh~va is directly perceived
by the senses. Jayantabhatta argues, when one open eyes, he perceives the ground
as well as non-existence of the jar. When one closes eyes, he does not see either.
Both the cognitions are consequent of opening of eyes. There is no reason to accept
cognition of ground as the subject of sense perception and deny coynition of
absence of jar as non-sense perception. (¶…⁄|…n‰˘∂…∆ S… P…]ı…¶……¥…∆ S… ¥…∫°Ú… Æ˙i…‰ S…I…÷ π… x…Æ˙“I……®…Ω‰˛,

x…®…“ ±…i…‰ i…Œ∫®…x…¬ i…™……‰Æ˙x™…i…Æ˙®… {… x… {…∂™……®…: * i…j… ∫…®……x…‰ S… i…n˘¶……¥…¶…… ¥…i…‰ ¶…⁄|…n‰˘∂…Y……x…∆ S……I…÷π…,
+¶……¥…Y……x…∆ i…÷ x… S……I…÷π… ®… i… E÷Úi……‰ ¥…∂…‰π…®…¬ - +¥…M…SUÙ…®…: * x™……™…®…∆ V…Æ˙“ - I - p. 46)
Sridhara says, non-existence is also grasped by the senses as much as
existing positive objects. Here, function of senses is clearly observed. Therefore,
some form of sense-object contact should be assumed in the case of Abh~va, as
well (¶……¥…¥…n¬˘ +¶……¥……‰% {… <Œxp˘™…O…Ω˛h…™……‰M™… B¥…, EÚ…™…«n˘∂…«x……n¬˘ - B¥… S… +∫™… <Œxp˘™… ∫…∆§…xv……‰% {… EÚ…Œ∂S…i…¬
EÚ±{… ™…π™…i…‰ * x™……™… E∆Ún˘±…“ - I, p. 46)
This sense contact is assumed in the form of an attribute of the locus. ( ¥…∂…‰π™…:
¥…∂…‰π…h…¶……¥…∫…∆ x…EÚπ…«) Non-existence is held to be the attribute of the ground, which is
connected with the sense, and therefore the contact is called ∫…∆™…÷HÚ ¥…∂…‰π…h…¶……¥…
∫…∆ x…EÚπ…«, When the ground is perceived, its attibute is also (i.e. Abh~va) cognized.
The position of Ny~ya VaiÑesikas is refuted by Kum~rila and his followers. They
argue that, though, the non-existence of a jar and (existing) ground is simultaneously
cognized by the senses. Bh~va (non-existence of a jar) cannot be a sense-object,
since, it is devoid of colour and form (rãpa) and secondly, it can have not contact with
senses. (∞¸{…∫™… +∫…∆§…r˘˘∫™… S… S……I…÷π…i¥…∆ +¶……¥…∫™… EÚl…∆ +… ¶…v…“™…i…‰ * x™……™…®…∆ V…Æ˙“ - I, p. 48).
Again, the relation of substantive and attribute ( ¥…∂…‰π…h… ¥…∂…‰π™…¶……¥…) is also not
possible, or not a form of contact. Contact is possible either, through conjuction
(∫…∆™……‰M…) or inherence (∫…®…¥……™…) or one of there combinations (∫…∆™…÷HÚ ∫…®…¥……™…). Moreover,
an object which is attribute of some other object, is related to it either by `conjunction'
or by inherence. For example, `a man with stick' (n˘hb˜“ {…÷Ø˚π…:) or `blue lotus' (x…“±…EÚ®…±…).
Non-existence being a non-substance, (+p˘¥™…), can have no relation with the
ground in the form of conjunction (∫…∆™……‰M…). Abh~va is different from positive categories
like avalities and action, it cannot have relation of inherence (∫…®…¥……™…) with the ground
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(∫… z…EÚπ……Ê

Ω˛ ∫…∆™……‰M…∫…®…¥……™…∫¥…¶……¥…: i…i|…˙¶…¥…¶…‰n˘…‰ ¥…… ∫…∆™…÷HÚ∫…®…¥……™…… n˘ Æ˙Ω˛ x……∫i™…‰¥… * ∫…∆™…÷HÚ ¥…∂…‰π…h…
¶……¥……‰% {… x… ∫…∆¶…¥… i… E÷Ú®¶……¶……¥…∫™… ¶…⁄|…n‰˘∂… ¥…∂…‰π…h…i¥……¶……¥……i…¬, x… Ω˛ +-∫…∆™…÷HÚ∫…®…¥…‰i…∆ ¥…… EÚŒ\S… u˘∂…‰π…h…∆
¶…¥… i… ∫…∆™…÷HÚ∫™… n˘hb˜…n‰˘: ∫…®…¥…‰i…∫™… ∂…÷C±…M…÷h……n‰˘: i…l…… ¶……¥…n˘∂…«x……n¬˘ +¶……¥…∫™… x… E‰Úx…… S…i∫…∆n÷˘V™…i…‰
+p˘¥™…¶……¥……i…¬, CEÚ S…i∫… ∫…®…¥…Ë i… M…÷h…… n˘¥…Ë±…li…h™…… n˘ i… * x™……™…®…∆ V…Æ˙“ - I, p. 46)

KeshavamiÑra quotes the argument of M§m~sakas to show that the so called
relation of attribute and substantive ( ¥…∂…‰π…h… - ¥…∂…‰π™…¶……¥…) is not a relation at all,
because it is devoid of characteristic of a relation, A relation has its own characteristics
- A relation is - (1) different from the objects related; (2) it resides in both the related
objects, and (3) it is one. ( ¥…∂…‰π…h…- ¥…∂…‰π™…¶……¥…∂S… ∫…∆§…∆v… B¥… x… ∫…∆¶…¥… i…, ¶…z… - =¶…™…… ∏…i…BEÚi¥…¶……¥……i…¬ * Tarka Bh~sa - p. 51)
The relation of attribute and substantive is - (1) not an entity different from
them, because, the relation of the substantive is identical with the substantive and
the relation of attribute with the attribute. (2) It does not reside in both the related
objects, because substantiveness ( ¥…∂…‰π™…¶……¥…) resides only in the substantive and
attributeness ( ¥…∂…‰π…h…¶……¥…) resides only in attribute. (3) The so called relation is not
one entity, it is two kinds, - substantiveness and attributness - (ibid - p. 51). Thus,
very basis of perception, i.e., the sense object contact is not possible in the present
case, Therefore, Abhava must be accepted as separate means of knowledge.
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6

Education is an important index of human development. Along
with economic growth and empowerment, it forms the core
of every social and human development doctrine. Among
various levels of education, higher education has pervasive
and influential impact on development. Since it empowers the
individual with necessary skills and competence for achieving
important personal and social goals and thereby contributing
to the social development. Higher education is needed as a
vital tool for intellectual, cultural and aesthetic development
and means for achieving wider social aspirations. The
phenomena of liberalisation and globalisation of the Indian
economy coupled with revolution in information technology
have brought new challenges to higher education.
In initiative of the developed countries like USA, and Japan
and international institutions, namely, International Monitory
Fund (IMF), World Bank (WB) and General Agreement on
Trade and Tariff (GATT) and its successor world Trade
Organisation (WTO). General Agreement on Trade and Tariff
(GATT) was negotiated in 1947 and came into force on
January 1st 1948. It was concemsus among 23 nations
including India and its membership increased to 117 countries
as on 31st December 1994, the date it ceased to exist.
World Trade Organisation (WTO)
The Uruguay Round (on 15th December 1993) agreement was
signed in Morocco to establish the WTO. It came into force
on 1st January 1995, as a successor to the GATT, with its
head quarters in Geneva, Switzerland. The WTO comprises
of 146 members as on January 2002, which accounts for over
97% of world trade. The developing countries make up over
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three quarters of the WTO membership. India is a founder member. WTO is now
the third economic pillar of worldwide dimensions along with the IMF and WB.
General Agreement on Trade in Services (GATS)
The General Agreement on Trade in Services (GATS) came into force in 1996, as
result of the Uruguay round negotiations, with establishment of WTO. The
main object of GATS is to create a credible and reliable system of international
trade rules to ensure fair and equitable trade in services. It provides legal rights
to trade in all services, except those provided entirely by the government. However,
when the services have been provided either by the government partially or some
prices are charged, or provided by the private players, they shall fall under the
agreement by seeking to create a predictable policy environment wherein the
member countries voluntarily undertake to bind their policy-regimes relating to trade
in services.
Why Trade in Educational Services ?
Precedence for trade in educational Services goes back to the ancient times. In
the Golden Age of India, there were world’s famous universities at Nalanda and
Takshshila, attracting students from foreign countries. In fact, universities by
definition, denote an international character, since they are Vishwa Vidyalayas. Prior
to independence, children of the rich and students earning fellowships did go to
UK for higher education and returned with wider world view of things. Now Trade
in educational services requires attention due to the following :
Ø Potential Growth : There is a huge potential of growth for educational
services, since significant contribution comes from government.
Ø Paucity of Funds : The paucity of funds points out the fact that capital
is a scarce factor an human resource an abundant factor in India.
Ø Benefits of Knowledge : Countries can be benefit through the knowledge
generated by the other countries. For example, India was benefited from
the knowledge generated by other countries through the use of Alarm clock,
zero-watt electricity bulb.
Ø Utilisation of available resources : Many of the developed countries have
sophisticated infrastructure which is not properly utilized. The efforts of WTO
to include education in the GATS agreement should be helpful to the home
country and the host country.
Ø Generation of Employment : Trades in services generates jobs directly
and indirectly for both home and host country.
Ø Additional Income Generation : Liberalisation of trade in services sector
generates additional income for the developed and developing countries.
Foreign education institutions operating in India will contribute significantly
to India’s Gross Domestic Product.
Educational Services Covered Under GATS :
In WTO, the objective of GATS was to establish a multilateral framework for services
similar to trade in goods involving reduction in tariff and non-tariff barriers to trade.
In the GATS scheduled educational serices have been divided into five categories
(a) Primary Education Services (b) Secondary Education Services (c) Higher
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Education Services (including Postsecondary Technical and Vocational Education
Services) (d) Adult Education Services; and (e) Other Education Services (Testing
and Certification).
Opportunities for India :
Ø Export of Educational Services : India can export education services to
the global counter parts, since majority of the signatories (members) of WTO
charter are importers of educational services except, US, UK, Australia,
Canada, New Zealand and France. Our reputed IIMs and IIT 35 are capable
enough to attract foreign student to India and to export educational services.
Ø Improvement in present formal Education : India’s Gross National
Product may improve through the exports of educational services on a
contractual basis and foreign educational institutions operating in India will
contribute to India’s Gross Domestic Product. Skilled persones who can
contribute in education to up lift national needs.
Ø Improvement in Accessibility and Quality : Through the GATTS member
countries will export educational services (private participation), that create
competition among educational institutions that allows students to access
many courses that were not accessible prior to GATS and the quality of
services also improves.
Ø National Development in terms of Human Capital : Any country’s
development depends on the development of education in the country. The
greatest impact of WTO control over higher education would occur in
developing countries like our country. These countries’ need academic
institutions that contribute to national development, produce research
relevant to local needs and participate in the strengthening of civil society.
Which may ultimately develop HUMAN CAPITAL.
Challenges to Universities :
Indian universities have following problems that may be called challenges :
Ø Poor Infrastructure Facility : The basic physical infrastructure e.g. lecture
halls, well-equipped laboratories, adequate library resources, facilities for
sports, recreation facilities and special living facilities with good
environment, that motivate students to learn. We all are aware of our
infrastructure facilities available in higher education. The picture is very very
gloomy.
Ø Poor Hospitality : India may be able to attract foreign students through
minimum infrastructure but the poor hospitality may not allow them to come
to India. Of course Indian educational institutions may have hostels but they
are not up to the world standard.
Ø Unmatched Syllabus : The syllabus was prepared to suit only Indian
industry, not the foreign industry. Our doctor has to under go special
examinations when he migrate to other counties. It means that our syllabus
does not match with the syllabus of other countries.
Ø Lack of Talented Faculty : Quality education depends on the talent of the
faculty, who truly add value to the student. As per Kothari Commission,
Technical Education is facing the main difficulty of getting faculties,
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Ø
Ø

because their first choice is industrial job and last one is to be a faculty
in the Enginneing College. Cream goes to industry and residue enters as
a faculty.
Shortage of core faculty : A number of education institutions are operating
with skeletal staff of five to six faculty members.
Lack of Sufficient funds : Non availability of sufficient funds to provide
infrastructure (physical and intellectual) for many private institutes, except
old ones as compared to the global counter parts. Institutions need to raise
funds through innovative ways, like live education projects and obtaining
funds from the education institution. Hence, raising funds is a challenge.

Recommendations :
The Task Force on GATS with reference to higher education in our country, makes
the following recommendations apropos higher education.
v All ‘requests’ and ‘offers’ regarding higher education received by the
government from the WTO members should be made publicly available with
full details, to the public at large.
v An impact assessment of these proposals should be carried out by several
groups of experts having different ideological backgrounds.
v Unhindered growth of education in India may be treated as pre-requisite for
reaching the stage of a developed national by 2020.
v There should be a regulatory mechanism to moniter and control foreign
service providers to function in India through available enactments.
v To facilitate higher education for those who intrinsically long for higher
education, Universities of Distance Education and virtual campuses be
established.
v Sufficient care should be taken at national level, so that the people may
not become fool on the name of international institutions.
Conclusion :
Indian Universities and educational institutes must realize the impending threats
from the global counterparts in educational services and try to convert the
weaknesses to opportunities. India has to take the lead on behalf of the developing
countries by using WTO as a forum and a world-class B.Ed. or M.Ed. education
as the weapon to demand its due share of the huge education market.
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A Study of Achievement Motivation
of Student with Relation to their
Gender and Educational
Achievement
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Abstract :

7

The aim of the study is to know the relationship of
student’s achievement motivation with their gender and
educational achievement. The sample comprised of 120
students of Ahmedabad city of Gujarat. ‘Achievement Motivation
Scale’ adopted by Mishra is used for data collection. The result
reveals that gender is significantly related to achievement
motivation. There is more achievement motivation in girls than
boys.
INTRODUCTION :
Some people have a compelling drive to succeed. They’ve
starving for personal achievement rather than the rewards of
success per se. They have a desire to do something better or
more efficiently than it has been done before (Robbins, 2005).
Mc Clelland’s book ‘The Achieving Society’ (1961) ends with
the scientist’s traditional hope that the knowledge so
painstakingly collected will some how be useful in helping man
to shape his destiny. The need to achieve seemed to be a
relatively stable personality characteristic rooted in experiences
in middle age childhood (Mc Clelland, 1971).
High and low creative students did not differ significantly
from each other with respect to their motivation (Verma, 1992).
Motivation comes out as a positively related variable to
scholastic achievement (Baskaran, 1971). Agrawal (1988)
states that males were found to be highly motivated in economic
gains, while females were highly motivated for increasing their
ability. Mistry (2006) showed that higher secondary students
have more achievement motivation than secondary students.
Jansari (2006) concluded that there is more achievement
motivation in girls than boys.
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Hypothesis :
(i)
There is no significant mean difference between boys and girls with relation to
their achievement motivation.
(ii) There is no significant mean difference between high and low educational
achievement of students with relation to their achievement motivation.
Method
Sample :
The sample consisted of 120 higher secondary students - high and low educational
achievers with equal number of boys and girls in Ahmedabad city of Gujarat.
Tool :
Achievement Motivation Scale (AMS) adapted in Hindi by Mishra (1988) was
used to measure achievement motivation of students. It is a standard and easily
administered scale. it can be used as a group or individual test. It takes about 15 to
20 minutes to complete all twenty four items of the test. It’s test-retest and split-half
reliability is 0.80 and 0.82 respectively. An attempt has also been made to validate
the test by showing that recognized high achievers score high on this test.
Procedure :
The students who were studying in secondary schools of Ahmedabad were
randomly selected and Achievement Motivation Scale was given and data was
collected. The obtained data from 120 students were analysed with the help of mean,
S. D. and ‘t’ test (Levin, 1986) to study the relationship of achievement motivation
with gender and educational achievement.
Results and Discussion :
Table-1
Mean, S. D. and t-value of achievement motivation scores of high and low
educational achievers :
Achievement

Sample

Mean

S.D.

High
Low

60
60

1.47
1.27

0.84
0.67

T-Score

Level of
Significant
Not Signi.

1.80

Table-1 showes that there is no significant relationship between educational
achievement and need for achievement. There is no difference between high and low
educational achievers with relation to their achievement motivation.
Table-2
Mean, S.D. and ‘t’ ratio of achievement motivation of girls and boys :
Gender

Sample

Mean

S.D.

‘t’ ratio

Girls
Boys

60
60

2.02
1.35

0.81
0.72

2.35

Level of
Signi.at
(Signi.at)
0.5
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Table-2 shows that there is significant effect of gender on achievement motivation.
The t-ratio 2.25 has been found significant at 0.5 level. From Table-2, it could also be
observed that the mean scores for girls and boys are 2.02 and 1.35 respectively. The
difference between two mean is .67. The result thus, further showes that girls have
more achievement motivation than boys.
The reasons for more achievement motivation in girls may be due to social
change. Girls may be starving for the gender equality. The teachers’ positive attitude
towards girls’ learning capacity results in high level of motivation and aspiration among
them. Parental encouragements and pressure at home may motivate them for high
achievement. In the competitive society, the girls want to prove their worth, this may
be additional factor causing for high achievement motivation. (Chaudhary, 1997).
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Dehydration Technology for some
Selected Ornamental plant
species
Goral Jani and Archana Mankad*

ABSTRACT
The study deals with the ability and quality of dehydration
in three important ornamental plant species viz. Cosmos
bipinnatus, Cosmos sulphureus and Zinnia elegans. The freshly
harvested flowers were brough to the laboratory and were
subjected to different drying techniques like air drying,
embedding in sand and silica gel, oven drying and press drying.
The flowers dried by embedding them in sand were found to be
good as compared to other treatments. Press drying was also
found to be quite effective and further can be used in preparing
various floral crafts.

8

INTRODUCTION
Cut flowers are highly perishable and vulnerable to large
post harvest losses. Datta (1999) stated that the foliage is lost
due to microbial activities and biochemical changes. Thus,
they can be retained only for a few days in vase even following
the best technique of post harvest management. This led the
flower lovers to shift to paper or artificial flowers. Even though
this serves the purpose but the flower lovers always miss the
natural look of fresh flowers. This introduced the concept of
dry flowers for prolonging their shelf (vase) life and make these
available throughout the year. The charm of the dried ornamental
plant parts can be maintained from few months to years with
lesser cost, if protected from the damage of high humidity as
in dried flowers the microbial activities in the again process
comes to a standstill. The main characteristics of dried flowers
include novelty, longevity, aesthetics, flexibility and year round
availability (Joyce, 1998). Thus, the present study was
undertaken with the aim to determine the duration, ability and
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quality of 3 important ornamental plant species, Cosmos bipinnatus, C. Sulphureus
and Zinnia elegans.
MATERIALS & METHODS
Flowers of the three ornamentals were chosen at random and were harvested
when fully open. They were then brought to the laboratory and were subjected to
different drying techniques at room temperature like air drying, embedding in sand
and silica gel. Oven drying was also tried along with silica gel and sand. In air drying
the flowers were hung upside down in bunches. Enough space was left between
bunches to provide appropriate air exchange. For embedded dehydration, the flowers
were embedded in a container using embedding materials i.e. sand and silica gel. A
thin layer of embedding material i.e. sandor silica gel was placed at the bottom of the
container. Then the drying material is kept over this thin layer. Now, the embedding
material is built on top of it till the bloom is completely covered. One such set was
kept at room temperature and other was placed in oven for faster drying. In press
drying, any water droplets on the surface are carefully removed first. Then a layer of
blotting paper is interspersed with thick layers of newspaper in between two plywoods.
Now, the cut flowers are placed on the blotting paper such that they do not touch
each other. Flowers of same thickness are selected for each layer so that they press
evenly. Flowers are covered with another layer of blotting paper then several yers of
newspaper. Then, the top of the press is put and the bolts are tightened. The duration
for drying in each technique is recorded and depending upon the quality of dehydration
the dired samples were given scores on 5 point scale with reference to the ornamental
value comparable to fresh sample on the basis of colour, shape and texture.
RESULTS & DISCUSSION
In all the three ornamental plant species, air drying was not found to be good as
compared to the other drying techniques (Table-1) even though time required for
drying in air was less (Table-2). Air drying resulted into shrinking and crumpling of the
petals in all the three flowers. This was possibly due to fast moisture loss in air
because of which the overall flower appearance was bad. Sand drying was found to
be good in all the three flowers (Table-1). However, it gave excellent results in flowers
of Zinnia elegant though it took little longer period for drying (Table-2). The colour of
the flowers were retained more properly and the petal size and shape were also
maintained. This is because embedding materials conduct the heat of the solar energy
as well as absorb the liberated moisture of water vapour from the flowers and thereby
overcomes the problem of shrinkge. Silica drying at room temperature also gave
good results in all the three flowers but time required for drying was comparatively
little more than sand drying. Though the petal size and shape were well retained but
as compared to sand drying technique the colour appeared to be little dull. It is
generally believed that fast drying of flowers will retain more colours. So when sand
drying and siica drying was done in oven it was found that the results were good and
fast but the quality of embedded dehydration at room temprature was found to be
better (Table-1). Press drying gave best results for flowers of Cosmos bipinnatus. It
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was also found to be pretly good for C. sulphureus. Among all the dehydration
techniques used, press drying required more time and care. The dried materials using
this technique appeared very attractive and further can be used in preparing various
floral crafts.
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Table-1 Dehydration quality of cut flowers (in terms of keeping quality)
under different techniques
Dehydration technique
Name of the
Air
Sand Silica Sand
Silica Press
Sr. flower
drying drying drying drying drying drying
No.
in oven in oven
1.
Cosmos bipinnatus
+
++++
+++
+++
+++ +++++
2.

Cosmos sulphureus

+

++++

+++

+++

+++

+++

3

Zinnia elegans

+

+++++

++++

+++

+++

+++

+ - Poor
++ - Satisfactory
+++ - Good
++++ - Very Good
+++++ - Excellent
Table-2 Approximate time required (in days) for
complete dehydration of cut flowers
Sr. Name of the
No. flower

Dehydration technique
Air
Sand Silica Sand
Silica Press
drying drying drying drying drying drying
in oven in oven

1

Cosmos bipinnatus

1

7-8

8-9

2

2-3

9-10

2

Cosmos sulphureus

1

6-7

7-8

2

2-3

8-9

3

Zinnia elegans

1

8-9

8-9

3

3-4

10-12
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ABSTRACT
The present paper gives general information on plant
species which are used for their aesthetic value. People
cultivate them as indoor plants in pots or as outdoor plants
around their residence, in schools, college campus, garden,
for beautification, landscaping etc. Enumeration of plant species
was done and about 217 species were observed which are
cultivated for their aesthetic values. These are also divided
into herbs, shrubs, climbers and trees (as per their habit life
forms). Such species have either attractive flowers with good
colour and / or fragrance and / or have attractive foliage.
Keywords : Ornamentals, aesthetic value, Herbs, Shrubs,
Climbers, Succulent.
INTRODUCTION
Flowers symbolize beauty, love and tranquility. They form
the soul of a garden and convey the message of Nature to
man. The hobby of cultivating ornamental plants not only
beautifies the locations but also balance the ecosystem, O2
(oxygen) and CO2 cycles of environment; in addition such plants
are also increasing faunal (insect, birds etc.) diversity because
of their beautiful and fragrant flowers especially for pollination,
honey etc. People with emotional and mental problems have
been helped to cure when exposed to ornamental plants. For
the visually impaired, floriculture activities can be enjoyed by
touching the plant part and enjoying the sweet scents !! All
over the world, flowers are sanctified and are commonly used
for worship in homes and temples e.g. The holy basil, Pagoda
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trees. We are intimately associated with flowers and ornamental plants and on all
festive occasions, marriages, religious ceremonies and social functions. Flowers are
offered from birth to death. The practice of offering of flowers, bouquets and garlands
has become almost essential. (Swarup, 1995). Plants are also used for beautification
in Rashtrapati Bhavan, Mughal gardens etc. Moreover, autumn coloration has been
fascinating in the temperate countries where the tourists flock and enjoy the various
beautiful colours of the leaves.
HISTORY :
Gardening has been popular in India from ancient time. In Ramayana, mention
is made of the Ashok vana; in which Sita was held captive. ‘Ashoka’ trees - Saraca
ashoka were predominant in this garden. A description of the layout of gardens and
parks and artificial lakes in the city of Indraprastha is given in the Sabhaparva of the
Mahabharata. The planting of roadside avenue trees (margeshuvriksha) was an
important contribution of the King Ashoka (233 B.C.) Similarly, Shudraka (100 B. C.)
has also given an account of gardens and flowers in the Mrichhakatikam. Vatsyayana
(300-400 A.D.) has also grown interesting accounts of four kinds of gardens, namely
Pramadodyan, Udyan, Urikshavatika and Nandanvana (Swarup, 1995). Muslim rulers,
Moghuls were also fond of gardens. e.g. Shalimar garden in Srinagar. In fact, Babar
has brought to India the Chiner tree - Platanus occidentalus L.
PRESENT STUDY :
Here the projected area of the study, Gandhinagar city ‘The Capital of Gujarat’
is very rich in its phytodiversity (Gadani, 2003) and is also ‘the Greenest capital of
Asia’. Besides, Gandhinagar has been developed on the pattern of ‘Grid Iron’ like
modern city Chandigardh. The lay out is well planned and each sector has a
characteristic of its well-developed gardens. Visitors are also attracted to Gandhinagar
because of its well-developed roads with systematic plantation on both the sides and
landscaping at cross-road circles which are recently developed by Gandhinagar Urban
Development Authority (GUDA) and forest department and other private NGO’s Citizens
of Gandhinagar also cultivate ornamental plants in their residential premises, school,
colleges as well as government buildings like sachivalaya, vidhan saba, Deputy
Superintendent of Police HQ, Indian Air Force Office Campus, Police Bhavan etc.
Akshardham, Panchdev temple, Gayatri temple, Prathna Mandir are the examples of
religious centres which have very beautiful garden and landscaping in their campus
with many ornamental plants. The present communication reports on Aesthetic plants
of Gandhinagar planted for beautifying the city.
METHOD
Different areas of Gandhinagar city were visited frequently during (2001-2005)
and floristic data was collected. Plant species were identified referring to Flora of
Maharashtra (Almeida, 2003), Flora of Bombay Presidency (Cooke, 1903), Flora of
Gujarat (Shah, 1978) and Systematic Botany (Sutaria, 1958). From identified plant
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species, ornamental plant list was also prepared separately. From the same list, the
plant species were also classified under different life form categories i.e. herbs. shrubs,
trees and climbers as well as succulents. Efforts were also made to identify variety
of the different species (Rao, 2004).
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The vegetation of the Gandhinagar city is so rich that Gandhinagar has acquired
the status of ‘The Greenest capital of the Asia’. There are some good protected
places like Ayurvedic Udyan, Van-chetana Kendra, Indroda Nature Park etc. where
economically important plant Species and a number of ornamentals are nicely
cultivated and used for landscaping which imparts beauty to the area. About 780
species of angiosperms were recorded (Gadani, 2003) from which many species are
commonly cultivated because of their aesthetic value. Such species are separated
out and categorized as per their life forms (Table-1).
Table-1 : Ornamental plant species as per their life forms
LIFE FORM
Herbs
Aquatic Herbs
Succulent Herbs
Climbers/Twiners
Shrubs
Trees
Total Species

NUMBER OF SPECIES
83
3
8
36
26
61
217

Above table indicates that herbaceous ornamentals are dominant with regard to
total number of species because herbaceous plants can be easily grown in pots or as
beds e.g. Coleus aromaticus Benth., C. blumei Benth., Snapdragon (Antirrhinum
majus Linn.), Gerbera ( Gerbera jamesonii Bolus.), Verbena venosa Gill, Phlox (Phlox
drummondi L.), Dianthus cryophyllus Linn., Indian Poppy (Papaver orientale L.),
Nasturium (Tropaeolum majus L.), Larkspur (Delphinium ajacis L.), Vinca (Catharanthus
roseus L.), Rose (Rosa indica Hook. f.), Marigold (Tagetes patula L.), Candytuft (Iberis
umbellata L.), Balsam (Impatiens balsamina L.), Cosmos (Cosmos bipinnatus Cav.)
Zinnia (Zinnia elegans Jacq.) Gladiolus sp., Hollyhock (Althea rosea (L.) Cav., Mirabilis
jalapa L. (Four o’clock plant), Canna indica L., Sanseviera bracteata Baker., S.
cylindrica Bojer., S trifaciata Prain., Crinum asiaticum L., Aralia balfouriana,
Eranthemum bicolor Schrk., Thunbergia erecta, Anders., Portulaca grandiflora Hook.,
P. quadrifida L., varieties of Croton etc. Some ornamental grasses like Cyperus
alternifolius L., Saccharum munja Roxb. also beautify the surroundings. Various varieties
of cacti in Indroda Nature Park & Van-chetana Kendra are also adding to the beauty of
the area with their various shapes, size and flower. Due to lack of sufficient places
people satisfy their hobbies and affection towards plants by cultivating beautiful
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ornamental herbaceous plant in pots. It was observed that ornamental trees e.g.
Asopalav (Polyalthia longifolia var.pendula Hort.), Undi (Calophyllum inophyllum L.),
Paras pipalo (Thespesia populnea), Palash (Butea monosperma), Heterophragma
quadriloculare, Panarva (Erythrina suberosa), Glericidia, Pink Cassia ( Cassia
Javanica), Garmalo Cassialfistula), Kanchnar (Bauhinia purpurea), Gulmohor (Delonix
regia) Bottle plam (Roystonia regia), Varano (Crateva reliogiosa), Bombax ceiba,
Putranjiva roxburghii, Lagerstroemia speciosa, Spathodea campanulata, Caryota
urens, Milletia peguensis, Bottle brush (Callistemon lanceolatus), Rukhdo (Adansonia
digitata), Cork Tree (Milingtonia hortensis), Couroupita guianensis, Colvillea recemosa,
Tebubuia rosea, Artabotrys odoratissimus, Sterculia urens, S. foetida, Adenanthera
pavonica, Cochlospermum religiosum, Ravenala madegascrarensis (Traveller’s Tree
plam ) etc. and ornamental shrubs e.g. Pili Karen (Thevetia peruviana ),
Galphinia( Thryallis glauca ), Galtoro( Caesalpinia pulcherrima ), Chinai
mehendi(Lagerstromia indica), Hamelia(Hamelia patens), different lxora sp., Tecoma
sp., Chandi (Tabernamontana diverticata), Michelia champaca, Cordia(Cordia
sebestena), Dombeya (Dombeya acutangula), Kamini (Murraya Paniculata),
Damayanti(Duranta erecta), Euphorbia pulcherrima, E. splendens, Dracaena sp.,
Pandanus odoratissimus (Kevdo), Yucca gloriosa, Musa paradisica, Nerium, Champo,
Alpinia nutans, Hibiscus rosa-sinensis, H. schizopetalous, Dodonia sp., Bixa orellena
etc. were mainly raised in sectorial gardens. Rose garden situated in sector - 17 has
numbers of varieties of roses which is also point of attraction for visitors.
Some tree species are exclusively used for road side plantation. e.g. Karanj
(Pongamia pinnanta), Sirish (Albizia lebbeck), Neem (Azadirachta indica), Peltophorum
(Peltophorum pterocarpum), Babul (Acacia nilotica), Kashid (Cassia siamea), Garmalo
(Cassia fistula), Kigelia pinnata etc.
These trees provide not only beautiful appearance to the roads of the city but
also provide shade. In additon to this they are also medicinally useful. Many private
as well as government nurseries provide ornamental plants. Presence or occurrence
of wide diversity of plants suggests that people are very fond of ornamental plants.
Some beautiful climbers with attractive flowers were also observed in private bung
lows and in Indroda Nature Park like Alamanda cathartica, Alamanda violacea, Madhavi
lata (Hiptage benghalensis), Garani(Clitoria ternatea), Rangoonvel(Quisqualis indica),
Krishna Kamal(Passiflora edulis), Bignonia unguis-kati,Ipomoea Pyrostegia venusta,
Tecoma radicans, Combretum coccineum, Jacquemontia violacea, Clerodendrum
splendens, Pothos scandens, Monstera sp., Jasminum sp., Allamanda sp., Icecrem creeper (Antigonon leptopus), Lasan vel (Adanocalima alliacium) etc. Soma
beautiful climbers like Petrea volubilis, Ipomoea pectinata, Ipomoea palmata, Abrus
prectorius, were also found to be present in sectorial gardens.
CONCLUSION
In Gandhinagar, number of Angiospermic species as well as varieties which are
cultivated by people for their showy appearance or for their fragrance flowers, depend
upon available species. People cultivate herbaceous ornamentals, shrubs, climbers
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and even trees. It was also observed during field study that in residential premises
herbaceous ornamental plants are commonly raised by the people in the pots like
Sansiveria bracteata, S. cylindrica, Aloe vera, Bryophyllum calycinum, Portulaca
grandiflora, P. quadrifida, Rosa indica, Calendula officinalis, Chrysanthemum indicum
(Shevanti), Dahlia variabilis etc. In common plots, in gardens, in government company
premises and in premises of religious places, beautiful tree species like varieties of
palms, Bamboos, Lagerstroemia speciosa, Casuarina equisetifolia, Delonix regia,
Peltophorum pterocarpum, Derris indica, Bauhinia purpurea are commonly cultivated.
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A Natural but Non-Standard
Proof of Continuity of Metric
A. K. Desai*

ABSTRACT :
Here we provide an alternative way of looking at the continuity
of the metric. The write-up and the style of presentation emphasize the mathematical pedagogy related with such types
of problems and questions.
Keywords: Metric, Continuity, Point-set
Topology

Introduction:

10

We learn and relearn several things. Each time our frame
of mind is different and our background keeps on changing.
Often we face the same standard problems and questions
repeatedly at different levels and in varied situations. New ideas
and techniques elude us, just because we are too attached to
the things we have already learned, mastered and are reluctant
to carry out to the full logical end, the ideas that enter our
minds. It is the teachers’ pleasant duty to help and encourage
students, when such situations arise. The following is the true
classroom experience, wherein the whole class discussed at
length, a natural (but non-standard) suggestion of a student
leading to a different proof. The author intends to share this
experience. The write up is a little more verbose, since the
author attaches great pedagogical value to such experiences
in science education.
At some point of time, one encounters the axiomatic
definition of Metric. This may be as early as in the first course
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of calculus, may be during a course in advanced calculus or analysis, or it may be
late enough to find a place in a course in Point-Set Topology. More or less a standard
proof is available for the continuity of the metric X ´ X ® R, wherein one uses the

inequality |d(x,a) - d(y,a) | £d (x,y).
When one takes (or gives) a course in Point-Set Topology (open sets,
basic open sets and every thing else also in terms of these sets!), one may
tend to think that, if not the whole of mathematics, at least ‘Analysis’ is going
to be simplified in terms of and by this magical word ‘OPEN’!.
It was in this background and frame of mind that I told my students in one of the
tutorial classes “…..you must know that any metric d : X ´ X ® R is a continuous

function.” Looking at their faces and just to increase their confidence I further
asked, “….ok, what should one prove in order to prove the continuity?” Prompt
came the answer, “inverse image of an open interval under d is open...” This
natural reaction of the students, because of the lectures in Point-Set Topology
course, was quite understandable.
However, I myself was not prepared to answer the question, in the
suggested way!
I continued, informing my students, that the standard way to prove the
continuity of d : X ´ X ® R is not through the natural way that they have
suggested. Yet, we decided to think loudly and collectively – and to try to
develop a proof sticking to their suggestion.
When the students were getting frustrated making some obvious, standard and
uniform mistakes, I interrupted and instructed them to consider the special case as
X=R with d(x,y) |x - y|. This, of course, most of the students ultimately could

decide as:
Special Case:
So now, we have R ´ R ® R, with d(x, y) = |x - y|. For any real numbers r
and s with r < s, we have to look at d-1 ((r,s). IF s £ 0, then d-1 ((r,s)) = f. In
case s > 0, we either have r £ 0 or r > 0.
In the first case, that is when r < 0 and s> 0, we have:
d-1 ((r,s)) = d-1([0,s)) = {(x, y) E R x r| y - s < x < y + s}.
In the latter case, that is when r > 0 and s > 0, we have:
d-1((r,s)) = {(x,y)|r<|rv\x-y\<s}
= {(x,y)/x - s < y < x - r} È {(x, y) / x + r < y < x + s}
The sets in the above two cases are shown in igure 1 and Figure 2.
This indedde is too special a case.
Figure 1
d-1((r,s)) if r £ 0,
(is the open region enclosed between the two dotted lines.)
Figure 2
d-1((r,s)) if r > 0,
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(is the open region enclosed between two pairs of dotted lines)
General Case :
nalyzing the above special case, in the proper abstract way, one is led to the
following general argument:
Suppose d : X x X --> R. If (x0, y0) E d-1 ((r,s)), then
(x0, y0) E Bd (x0, r0) x Bd (y0, ro) Cd-1 ((r,s)),
where r0 = min #

Such journeys are exciting (both for students and also for teachers)
and they teach a lot, in particular it tells how considering a special case is
exciting, interesting and fruitful. We had a proof, which is not very standard,
but natural if one is in that frame of mind.
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Quadrupole Radiation
V. H. Gandhi*

ABSTRACT :

A

s a model for electric quadrupole, consider two
oppositely oriented oscilating electric dipole,
separated by a distance d, keeping only term of
first order in d. Find the power radiated by it.
INTRODUCTION
As shown in the figure consider two oppositely oriented
oscillating electric dipole separated by distance d, þ0 is the
electric dipole mement of both the dipoles.
P

Z
q+
r+

+ þ0 cos wt

r

q

d
y
rq-

11

- þ0 cos wt
As the both dipoles are oriented in the opposite direction

þ0 cos (w)t and - þ0 cos(w)t are respective dipole moments of
both. (w) is the frequency of oscillation.
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The known result of Scalar and Vector Potential of a single dipole which is
oscillating with frequency (w), place at the origin in such a way that origin is midpoint
of the dipole, are (David J. Griffith (1991))
V (r ,θ,t) =

− þϑ ω co sθ
r

si n ω  t − 
4πε 0 c r
c


.............................. (1)

r
−µ ϑ þ0 ω
 r
si n ω  t −  k ˆ
A (r ,θ,t) =
.............................. (2)
4πr
 c
First find Scalar and Vector Potential in the radiation zone. Second step is to
r
r
r
find electric field E and magnetic field B from them. Fanally find poynting vector S
and power radiated P.
r
q,t) AND A (r,q
q,t) :
CALCULATION OF SCALAR POTENTIAL V (r,q
Now from equation (1)
V + (r ,θ,t) =

− þ0 ω co sθ+
 r 
si n ω  t − + 
4πε 0 c
r+
c


.............................. (3)

þ0 ω co sθ−
 r 
si n ω  t − − 
4πε 0 c
r−
c


.............................. (4)

and
V − (r ,θ,t) =

and Vtotal (r,q,t) of the system is
Vtotal (r,q,t) = V+ + V--

r co sθ −
cosq+ =

d
2

r+
r co sθ +

cosq-- =

.............................. (5)

d
2

r−

d
d
r + = r +   − 2 r   co sθ
 2
 2
2

2

d << r

 d

∴ r + = r  1− co sθ 
r



1

d


= r  1− co sθ 
 2r


2
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d

2
and ∴ r − = r  1 + co sθ 
r


d


= r 1 +
co sθ 
2r


1 1
d

= 1 ±
co sθ 
r± r 
2r

Use above result for
∴

d   1
d


∴ co sθ± = r  co sθ +     1 ±
co sθ 
2r   r  
2r


= co sθ +

d
si n 2 θ
2r

r 

si n ω  t − ± 
c


r 
d

co sθ  
= si n ω  t −  1 +
c
2r



ωd


r
co sθ where t 0 = t −
= si n ωt 0 ±
2c
c


 ωd

 ωd

co sθ  ± co sωt 0 si n 
co sθ  ,
= si n ωt 0 co s 
2c
2c





(d << λ

 ωd 
≈ si n ωt 0 ± 
 co sθ co sωt 0
 2c 
Substitute all the above result in
V± = +

r 
þ0 ω co sθ±

si n ω  t − ± 
4πc∈0 r ±
c


∴ V± = +

þ0 ω 
ωd
d
d



co sθ   co sθ +
si n2 θ   si n ωt 0 ±
co sθ co sωt 0  
 1 ±
4πcr ∈0 
2r
2r
2c




∴V± = +

þ0 ω 
ωd
d

co s2 0 co sωt 0 ±
(co s2 θ − si n2 θ) si n ωt 0 
 co sθ si n ωt 0 ±
4πcr ∈0 
2c
2r

.............................. (6)

Now use equation (5)
V to tal (r ,θ,t) =

− þ 0 ω2 d  2
c

(co s2 θ − si n 2 θ) si n ωt 0 
co s θ co sωt 0 +
2
ωr
4πc r ∈0 
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For radiation zone r >> l, the Scalar Potential is
−þ0 ω2d
r

co s2 θ co sω  t − 
.............................. (7)
2
c
4πc r ∈0

In the same manner use equation (2) and all above result, Vector Potential of
the system for the radiation zone is
r
A to tal(r ,θ,t) = A + + A −
V to tal (r ,θ,t) =

r
µ p ω2d
r

A to tal (r ,θ,t) = − 0 0
co sθ co sω  t −  k ˆ
4πrc
c


r
r
CALCULATION OF E AND B :

.............................. (8)

r
r
∂A
Now E = − ∇V −
∂t
r
r
and B = ∇ × A
Use equation (7) and (8) for the radiation zone

r
αω
 r
E =−
si n θ co sθ si n ω  t −  θˆ
cr
 c
r
1 αω
 r
B =−
si n θ co sθ si n ω  t −  ϕˆ
c cr
 c

.............................. (9)

.............................. (10)

Where

α=−

µ 0ω2 p 0 d
4π

r
CALCULATION OF POYNTING VECTOR S AND POWER RADIATED

Poynting Vector
r
r
1 r
S=
(E × B )
µ0
2
r
1  αω
 r  ˆ
si
n
co
s
si
n
t
∴ S=
θ
θ
ω
−

 c  r
µ 0 c  cr



Now

.............................. (11)
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T
r
1 r
S = ∫ Sdt
T 0

1  αω

si n θ co sθ  rˆ

2µ 0 c  cr

2

∴ S =

.............................. (12)

Now for the power radiated by the quadrupole is
r r
P = ∫ S .da

r
da = r 2 si n θ dθ dϕ ˆr
1  αω 
∴P =


2µ 0 c  c 

2 2π π

∫ ∫ si n

θ co s2 θ si n θ dθ dϕ

0 0

1  αω 
(2π) ∫ (l − co s2 θ) co s2 θ si n θ dθ
2µ 0 c  c 
0
2

∴P =

2

x

1  αω 
 4
(2π)  
2µ 0 c  c 
 15 
2

=

P =

1  µ0 2
 ω2
4
−
ω p o d  2 (2π)  

2µ 0 c  4π
c
 15 


P =

µ 02
1
ω6
4
(p 0 d)2 2 (2π)  
2
2µ 0 c 16π
c
 15 

P =

µ0
(p 0 d)2 ω6
60πc3

2

.............................. (13)

CONCLUSION :
As the calculation of the dipole radiation goes as (w 4) but in case of quadruepole
radiation goes as w 6.
REFERENCE :
David Griffith (1991) Second edition, Introduction to electrodynamics.
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European Penetration in Gujarat
during the Seventeenth and the
Eighteenth Centuries :
A Study of Western
Proto-Industrialization

Dr. Abhay Kumar Singh*
There is no dearth of historical literature on the way in
which the Indian economic development took place during the
seventeenth and the eighteenth centuries. It is well known that
western Europe which had evolved aggressive mercantilism
during the seventeenth century tried to penetrate the Asain
and African countries and by the end of the eighteenth century
they established their colonies in these regions. The objective
of this paper is to focus on the nature of European protoindustrialization in the context of the economy developed by
Gujarat during the period covered in this Paper. I have selected
Gujarat because of the fact that it was the most urbanised and
industrialized region in the Indian subcontinent.

12

Indigenous original sources especially in Sanskrit bear
the testimony of the different indigenous industrial centres
producing commodities for export by Asian, African and
Venetian merchants before the seventeenth century. Diamonds,
precious stones, pearls,1 and cloths of different varieties were
produced at many commercial centres of Gujarat. Scents,
scented oils, rose water, and chemical medicines were also
produced in Gujarat for export.2 During seventeenth century
places like Ahmedabad, Surat, Baroda, Cambay, Broach,
Navsari, Bulsar and so on become very significant centres of
industrial production.3 All those industrial and commercial
centres specialised in one or the other trades of industrial
production. For example Navsari and Bulsar specialized in
chintz, linen, muslin (sanvagagis) and betillas or organdy cloth
(orgagis).4 Baroda was a cotton textile centre whereas
Ahmedabad specialised in silken stuffs, gold and silver
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tapestries and other mixed with silk; saltpetre, sugar, ginger, both candied and plain,
tamarinds and indigo cakes.5
Indigo, cotton, textiles and cotton yarn found a most prominent place in the
export lists of Dutch records.6 Dutch East India Company’s official Geleynssen de
Jongh mentions that around Sarkhej located twenty five principal villages and small
towns that had 2898 small places producing indigo and selling them.7 But this indigo
from Sarkhej failed to satisfy the needs of indigenous as well as foreign merchants.
Consequently, the prices of Bayana indigo went up considerably from 45 to 56 on 28
April 1636.8 In June 1642, for instance, 800 packs of Bayana indigo belonging to the
king reached Surat and were made over to the English and Dutch Companies at the
rate of Rs. 50 per man of 34 1/2/3 lbs. as against the normal price of 38 to 40 rupees.9
Cotton textile formed another important article of commerce. Kristof Glamenn
worked on this theme and categorised it as a very profitable article in VOC’s
commerce.10 It seems appropriate to assert that since 1650s the demand for Indian
cotton increased immensely which is evident from the data quoted in the Dutch
records from 1681 to 170011 as a result of the change in the fashion and by the
increasing purchasing capacity of Europe.12 By 1700, Gujarat became the principal
mart for supplying cotton textiles not to the Amsterdam market13 but also to the
British and French markets.14 In this lists, Birampur’s, Surat’s and Sironj's chintz
occupied an eminent position.
Cotton yarn constituted another important item of export from Gujarat. Our
sources are not explicit till 1636. But from 1641 onwards we do have regular statistical
data in Dutch documents and from this source it is possible to compute and tabulate
the share of Gujarat in this trade.15 Up to 1660s Gujarat had a near monopoly as an
exporter of cotton yarn. After that, competition emerged from Malabar, Coromandel,
Bengal and Java.16 Java entered into this competitive trade in 1695 and almost
captured the whole cotton yarn market up to the year 169717 but its products were
much more defective which was later realised by the European companies. Java
cotton yarn lacked the action of the right hand straight action from the twin; becoming
too firm and too crinkling to produce an even cotton yarn. In Dutch merchants words,
Surat cotton yarn did not possess this defect. That is why, that in 1700, 20,000 lbs of
cotton yarn was demanded from Gujarat to avoid the competitors to enter into this
market to keep prices low to thrive profit from this commodity.
This international maritime commerce in and around the Indian Ocean contributed
subtantially to the emergence and diversification of three interconnected activities.
Merchant community, financial institutions and maritime transportation.
The merchant community in Gujarat consisted of Jaina, Vaishnava, Muslim
and Hindu castes and operated as traders, brokers, sharrafs or currency dealers,
bankers, insurance agents and shipowners.19
Jain merchant community of Gujarat can be recognised as the richest class
among the merchant communities of Gujarat. Shantidas Javeri of Ahmedabad and
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Vriji Bohra of Surat are case inpoint. Prof. A. J. Mehta holds that most of the Jain
ascetics like Hirvijay Suri, Sidichandra, Vijaysen Suri, Vivekharsha, Shantichandra
Upadhyaya and Lakshmisagarsur who had close relations with political and
administrative authorities under Akbar and Jahangir were either merchants themselves
earlier in their career or they had business family background before they turned
ascetics.20 The contemporary Gujarati sources demonstrate without doubt that there
was a close collaboration between the Jain monks and businessmen21 and the Jain
business community used religion not as just a simple affair rather an important
instrument to organise actions for the attainment of collectively significant goals at
various levels for which the mechanism of the mahajans and the religion provided an
eminent leverage to the Jain businessmen to play influential roles in sixteenth and
seventeenth century politics.
A formidable segment of the Gujarati banias or mahajans comprised the
valshanava banias who migrated to different commercial, industrial and port cities of
Gujarat perhaps during sixteenth century if not earlier. These vaishnava banias of
Gujarat in general and Surat in particular were operating as shahukars, brokers and
merchants at the same time but they were not huge capital accumulators like Vriji
Vora and Shantidas Jhaveri. They possessed professional skills and business acumen
as accountants, brokers and sharafs and served as a bockbone of commercial
transactions that led them to remain in the mainstream of Gujarati oceanic and port
to port trade. Bhatia and Parikh belonged to this group. Bhatia banias of Gujarat
contributed considerably to the Afro-Asian centric trade by opening up shops in the
Persian Gulf, Red Sea and east-African ports. Careri is of the opinion that Bhatias
refined pearls in the persian ports and shipped them to Surat.22 He observed Sindhi
while they were celebrating divali in Gombroon. Bhatias sold fruits, seeds, roots, and
rose waters.23 This point is further supported by the fact that in the Persian and the
Arabian ports, they erected Vishnu temples especially at Gambroon, Congo and
Hormur. Many European travellers of these ports observed the bania’s women’s sexual
habits and sexual relations with Brahmin priests, a typical practice widely prevalent
among the pushti-Margi Vaisnavs of Gujarat.24 In course of time, they became so
large in number and powerful politically that they organised two most important strikes
of Gujarat one on 23 and 24 Sep. 1677, created such a tense situation in Surat that
the political authorities were forced to change their stand. The secon strike was
declared in 1702 to lodge their protest against the extortions committed by the ruling
elites. They also lodged their protests through petitions to governors, king and
company’s directors.25
In Gujarat, money changing, extending loans on interest both on short and
long-term basis, undertaking business insurance, providing hundi facilities, and to
some extent, accepting deposits from their clients were well in vogue during the 17th
and the eighteenth centuries. Sharafs were highly skilled accountants and their main
business was the conversion of currency. They were closely connected with Surat
mint. European sources especially the Dutch and the French focus ample light on
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this. During first few decades of the seventeenth century Dutch factors in Gujarat
faced financial problems to make advances to primary producers due to inadequate
supply of capital that created a demand for short-term loans. Batavia (1628) also
discouraged borrowing of money.26 Geleynssen de Jongh borrowed considerable
amount to the tune of 9,330 ropias at the rate of 1.50 per cent per month against the
prescribed interest rate of 1.25 per cent per month. This was because of the delays
made in minting bullion in local currency27 and the increasing demand for the
merchandise ordered by the company. Another explanation of this problem probably
and possibly lays in the inherent nature of trade in bullion around this period. Export
of bullion from Holland was delayed at two points of time and place : once in Holland
when bullion was contested into currency; secondly, in Gujarat when it was converted in Indian currency. Hence, borrowing loans on interests became compulsory.28
Dutch factors in Gujarat, borrowed loans in the months called the actual trading
seasons i.e. September to May, when their strips arrived in Gujarat in the month of
April and May and by June-July they exhausted the money in purchasing commodities.
For the trading seasons, they lacked the capital. Since the demand of loans during
this period was very intense, the sharafs charged a high interest rate.
India had a very ancient maritime tradition in the Indian Ocean.29 During the
seventeenth century, Muslim merchants of Gujarat in general and the Surat merchants
in particular dominated the shipping business. The English factory records mentions
the names of Haji Zahid Beg his son Mirza Masura and his grandson Mahumud Araff
as ship owners and merchants. Mirza Mahumud, the owner of Taufiqi and Mahmudi
was an immmensely rich merchant having influential contacts among the ruling and
the business circles. Mirza, Mauzzam, Abdul Kadir, Haji Kadir, Agha Jafar, Haji Abdul
Nabi, and Mir Nizami were among other ship owners of seventeenth century Surat,
Sheikh Ahmid Sheikh Abdulla owned nine ships, while Abdul Ghafur owned not less
than 20 ships. Among the Muslims the members of the Vohra community played an
important role in Surat's commercial life and some of the ship-owners and merchants
like Abdul Ghafur, Kasimbhai, Haji Kadir and Haji Kasim hailed from that community.
Hindu as merchants and traders in Gujarat, in real professional language, were
in minority. During seventeenth century, quite a few banias of Surat had a non-Vaishya
professional background. For example, Somji Chitta and Chhotadas Takur, who served
the English as brokers for nearly three decades were Rajputs.30 Similarly, Dayaram,
a nagarbrahmin of Surat, was a broker and merchant.31 Presumably, the Europeans
considered it more appopriate at this juncture to appoint those persons as their brokers
who knew English or Persian or both and it is likely that the nagarbrahmin were found
most suitable on this score-both by the Dutch and the English. The English factory
records refer to brokers who knew several languages.32 Travadi Shrikrishna Arjunji
Nathji, a nagarbrahmin, financed the English Company’s trade to the tune of several
lakh of rupees in the late 18th or early 19th centuries.33
This brief analogy and survey of the business and entrepreneurial structure of
Gujarat comprehensively suggests that during the 18th century, Gujarat was on the
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brink to compel Gujarat to transform its economy into modern industrialization proper.
But, this scanario never became a thing of practice. This is the issue at slake here.
Many European economic histrians and sociologists have made concerted effort in
near past to analyse appropriately the economic and social forces at work during the
seventeenth and eighteenth centuries Gujarat that hindered such a transformation.
Their analogies are faulty and partial. The widely acceptable solution to this burning
problem can be offered by applying the tenets of proto-industrialization in the root
causes of de-industrialisation of Gujarat. But before focusing light on the modern
world system, proto-industrialisation must be discussed briefly.
The period from the fifteenth to the nineteenth century saw the development of
a new economic organization occuring in the many regions in which production could
be quantitatively increased by expanding the rural putting-out system without major
changes in the techniques or scale of production.34 As early as 1954, E.J. Hoosbawm
put the emerging rural industries in the context of the seventeenth century crisis and
of the movements of concentration which it produced.35 This development phase has
been called the ‘Proto-industrialization’ which was first propounded by Freudenberger
and Redlich in the 1960s.36
The systematic, defined and refined usage of the term proto-industialization
had been introduced in the vocabulary of socio-economic history in the years 19721982 by Franklin F. Mendels.37 Since 1970s a small but growing number of researches
have been carried out by historians in Europe and America to the testing of one part
or another of the set of hypothesis enunciated by F. F. Mendels in 1972.38 Since the
etymology of ‘proto’ of Greek origin, signifies first in time, the earliest, original, primitive
or less commonly, first in rank or importance or chief or principal,39 then protoindustrialization as ‘First industrialization’ has been used by others. E. L. Jones and
S. J. Woolf have used the term to denote the advances in European agriculture but
without systematic usage let alone a definition.40 Herman Freudenberger and Firstz
Redlich had utilised the term ‘Proto-factory’ to speak of early forms of factory before
the intoduction of modern machinery.41 Similarly, Frank Perlin very recently suggests
that the relevant unit of analysis for the study of the transition from feudalism to
capitalism is the world economy, and that the concept we should use is ‘protocapitaliser.’42
During 1970s and 1980s, Mendels’s definition of proto-industrialization had
undergone several stages of refinement. In 1969, the term had originally been defined
in his dissertation as ‘an expansion of manufacturing activities principally the countryside.’43 Mendels, in course of time, enlarged the scope of proto-industrialization by
interpreting that manufacturing qualified as ‘proto-industry’ if the ‘overwhelming majority’
of the labour force (was) composed of landed pasants and landless agricultural
labourers. Whether landed or not, essential is that their summers were devoted to
activities other than the manufacturing of linen, generally agricultural.44 In his path
breaking research paper in 1972 mendels made the definition more complex by
emphasizing the agrarian dimension.
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"By proto-industrialization we understand an essentially regional phenomenon,
hence one that should be observed in regions not at the national level, where some of
the critical interactions that constitute the process of proto-industrialization can be
masked."45
Proponents of the proto-industrial theory have not assigned a uniform and
universal model for the origins and development of proto-industrialization,
industrialization and de-industrialization in different parts of the globe. protoindustrialization, therefore, began and ended at different times in different places,
appearing in more places, at least briefly as early as the fifteenth century.46 Protoindustrialization is primarily based on Mendels’s study of the linen industry in Flanders,
Rudolk Braun’s study of the cotton industry in the Canton of Zurich and David Levine’s
study of the knitting industry in Leicestershire, England.47 The resultant similarities of
these three studies of the three different regions of Europe procured a picture of
proto-industrialization to which it was expected other regions would inevitably conform.
According to these studies proto-industrialization was to occur almost essentially in
subsistence or pastoral farming regions with large population and fragmented land
holdings which were being driven out of urban grain markets by richer coiled, more
prosperous regions. But two most recent researches of proto-industrialization in Russia
have produced pertinent proof to challenge the validity of the findings of these studies.48
The central thesis of Richard Rudolph’s researches is that the serf system was not
moribund in Russia in the sense of being an obstacle to economic development
rather instrumental in promoting manufacturing especially in the development of the
so called Kustar (peasant handicraft and cottage industry). In the eighteenth century
Russia, Primarily the unfree peasant, either on rent or labour services was the vital
element in preliminary phases of Industrial Revolution or proto-industrial development, the degree of development provided by the peasant service to mercantile and
entrepreneurial activities, in both agriculture and in industry is unparallel in Euope. In
fact, in the middle of the nineteenth century more than half of the industrial production
was still accounted for by the Kustar (peasant handicraft).49 Edgar Melton in his
study of proto-industrialization in two estates in the nineteenth century Russia have
observed that most of the wealthy peasant industrialists and traders were seigneurial,
rather than state or crown peasants and most of the proto-industrial centres had
emerged on large estates. The estate owners and aristocratic Patronage played a
major part in promoting proto-industrialization and explains why many of these protoindustries emerged on large estates.50
In 1982, Mendels and Deyon, in Eighth International Congress of Economic
History, Budapest, revised and re-defined proto-industrialization ‘as the regional
combination of three Phenomena’.
Firstly, proto-industrialization involves a type of industry whose market was
located outside the region and often even outside the national border. Hence, protoindustrialization is quite different from the traditional handicrafts and the petty industry, that were local and rural oriented. Secondly, protoindustrialization involves the
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participation of peasant populations in handicraft production for the market to
supplement their families' subsistence and the payment of various dues imposed
upon them on part time or seasonal basis or during agricultural off season except
however when proto-industrialization had reached at its zenith where entire families
occupied in handicrafts on a full time basis. Yet proto-industrialization was associated
in a variety of complex system with diverse forms of urban handicrafts and centralised
manufactures. It was generally in the towns that the most sophisticated stages of
product transformation were accomplished that required perfection in that skill on
the part of artisans spread in towns or concentrated in workshops with a moderate
investment in fixed capital. Therefore, the entire handicraft sector was organised or
co-ordinated from the town. Finally, by proto-industrialization we understand the
association of commercial agricultural surplus producers with a peasantry which was
unable to self-sufficiency on its small plots. Income from agricultural self-employment
was not only augmented by handicraft activity but also by seasonal wage work on
the big farms at certain times of the year when a supplement of labour was required
on the latter. Thus, according to Mendels and Deyon, proto-industrialization is defined
as the simultaneous occurrence of three ingredients within the framework of a region
: ‘rural industries, external destination and symbiosis of rural industry with the regional
development of a commercial agriculture’. But all three elements of protoindustrialization are not sufficient to transform proto-industrialization into industrialization.
Proto-industrialization, therefore, could make transition to Industrialization only
where certain favorable state policies and institutional conditions prevailed. In absence
of these pre-conditions stagnation or de- industrialization occurs.
Domestic demand alone was not capable of launching proto-industrialization
due to its low elasticity. Home demand, therefore, had to be assisted and supplemented
by a relative increase in international demand which, though perhaps not working as
the ‘engine of growth’ certainly acted as ‘handmaiden of growth’.51 Under contemporary
circumstances, the ‘appropriation of foreign purchasing power’ provided perhaps the
only possibility of overcoming the limitations of domestic markets,52 that helped in
increasing the demand for proto-industrial products. This is applicable in case of
those countries where agriculture failed to generate income effects during the crisis
of the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries as well as for England. Indeed, precisely
this combination between the relatively well developing domestic demand and the
ever expanding demand for the proto- industrial products of England in oversees
markets accounted for England’s lead over other European countries. Supported by
an ever increasing, diversifying and strong home market, English proto-industry was
immunized and far better preserved and protected against the vagaries of the foreign
markets. In the long-run perspective, international demand catalysed the expansion
of total demand while in the short term perspective, it at least, partially and temporarily
immunized proto-industry against the catastrophic effects of the crisis of the ‘type
ancien’. The cyclical contraction of home demand, brought about temporarily by harvest
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failures, lost or reduced the intensity of some of their destructive impact in the regions
with highly intensified international market for the export of the larger portion of their
proto-industrial products. On the contrary, short-term disruptions in international trade
(which were not subject to economic calculation) could only be compensated by
corresponding aggrandizement of home demand. Hence, foreign and domestic
demands had a mutual supporting role to play, both in long-term as well as shortterm perspective. Countries which, like Britain, possessed not only potentially
expanding foreign market but also a stable, developing and diversifying domestic
market had all the pre-requisites for the rapid progress of proto-industrialization.
Proto- industrialization is closely connected with the creation and extension of
a ‘world market’ or ‘overseas market53 indeed, to the development of a ‘world system’
dominated by those metropolitan countries of western Europe which had advanced
far ahead on the road to capitalism and, therefore, constituted its core.54 Undoubtedly,
proto-industrialization here did not originate the world system. To the contrary, the
world system and especially the ‘new colonialism’ characterised by the plantation
economy and the salve trade, most suitably be envisag as a contributing factor to
the formation of rural industrial regions. But, with the diversification of the world
system, the domain of proto-industrial activity was further enlarged and extensified.55
Thus in the preliminary phase of the progress of a world-wide economic network of
asymmetric relationships, the contribution of proto-industrialization was undoubtedly
considerable, which later - when the metropolis or the core had adopted the factory
production - made it inevitable that the backwardness of the periphery was continuously
and massively reinforced by the economic progress of the core. Finally, it is argued
that prior to the modern era, world system were a highly unstable structures which
tended either to be converted into empires or to disintegrate. It is a truism that the
modern world system survived for 500 years without transforming in an empire and
yet has not come to be transformed into a world empire - a peculiarity that is the
secret of its strength.56
The factory and mechanised production of the metropolis had keen competition
with the proto-industrial production of the periphery, which imposed strict restrictions
upon its horizon of development. The political including administrative and economic
domination of the metropolis and of international free capital confined peripheral protoindustrial production to certain labour intensive processes only.57 The west European
metropolis, imposed upon the periphery, a division of labour that functionally far more
suited to the reproduction process of the west European economies that led them to
prevent their (perphiphery) autonomous development. The periphery, now, reduced to
a subordinate position that limited the periphery to the production of raw materials to
feed west european factories, (food and precious metals) involving the utmost utilization
of servile and slave labour, while the metropolis monopolized the production of
manufactures by utilising free labour. As a consequence of these diametrically opposed
systems of labour organisation on the periphery and at the metropolis, the division of
labour which developed between them brought forth a relationship of unequal and
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uneven exchange and development.58 ‘The inclusion of eastern Europe and Hispanic
America into European world economy not only provided capital’ but also played a
vital role in liberating some labour in the core areas for specialization in other taksks.
The occupational range of tasks in the core areas was a very complex one. The trend
in the core areas was towards variety and specialization while the trend in the periphery
was towards monoculture. Since the volume of trade with the periphery constituted a
small share of total trade and a tiny percentage of gross product, its impact (on
specialization, innovation, instituional change and other factors promoted growth as
the core) ‘would have been in proportion to its relationship to total economic activity’. 59
Therefore, in volumes I and II of The Modern world System, Wallerstein proposes
and develops a set of interdependent criteria to distinguish between peripheral areas
within the European world economy and areas external to it. First, external areas in
most of the cases supplied Europe with luxuries, that are turned as preciosities in
wallerstein’s terminology, which were generally low-volume, high value-goods not
essential for daily use; whereas peripheral areas supplied the European metropolis or
core with large guantities of basic commodities such as foodstuffs, timber or bullion.
Second, west European influence remained of limited importance to the economic
organisation of external areas, whereas European demands were basic to the
conditions of agriculture and mineral production, trade and the appropriation of surplus
in peripheral areas. Third, the external zone retained a far more higher degree of
political and cultural autonomy than peripheral areas. Only in the later - in cases of
Latin America, the Caribbean and parts of eastern Europe - were state structures
penetrated, subverted, and deracinated by the west European connections so as to
facilitate external economic control.60
During the sixteenth century, few of the products manufactured in the protoindustries of European metropolis found their way overseas, even though the periphery
was gradually gaining importance as a market for proto-industrial goods of the core.
Nef is of the opinion that by 1547 England was ‘industrial in a back water compared
with most continental countries including france”.61 Wallerstein traces a ‘major shift
and hence destination of England’s export trade’. England started participating in
export trade as supplier of raw materials - cereals, wool, and to a lesser extent
metals and leather. By the sixteenth century, the share of these items in the export
had reduced relatively and cloth had become the major export of England.62 England
dominated the market for heavy cloth. Cloth exports increased by 81 per cent during
1498-1502 and 1550-1552, then diminished and stabilized at 110,500. The bulk of the
exported English cloth went to central Europe and, increasingly to the Baltic region
as well as to the Mediterranean countries during the second half of the sixteenth
century.63 The Englsish textile industry, at this point of time, had two very important
features for the emergent world-economy. It was more and more a rural industry in
England and it involved England in a search of wide spread export markets.64
Trade with Europe was adversely affected by the crisis of the seventeenth
century. The share of the east - central Europe in the volume of multilateral international
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trade had diminished rapidly. The Mediterranean countries which had traditionally
been a region of growth either stagnated or declined. Italy, Portugal and Spain looked
forward to tape the peripheral resources. Now, the centre of activity of the world
market shifted to north-western Europe. It was only since the turn of the eighteenth
century that the sings of a renewed upswing became more visible with Leipzig
becoming the focal point of the west-east trade in central Europe and through these
fairs west and central European textiles found their ways to the east.
Nevertheless, the velocity of the crisis of seventeenth century was palliated
significantly by the surge in the Atlantic trade that in its turn, helped stimultate the
upswing of the eithteenth century. The Atlantic system, based on theft, plundering,
unequal exchange, uneven development and open violence, originated in the sixteenth
century and matured and delineated in the seventeenth century, as plantation
economies developed in Brazil and the west Indian islands, as well as settler colonies
in America. Western and central Europe furnished finished products, means of transportation and capital equipment; Africa contributed slaves necessary for labourintensive plantations of America; tropical America purveyed tobacco, sugar, and since
the eighteenth century - cotton; North America supplied with timber, cattle, grain and
furs.65 Russia and Asia comparatively lately joined modern world system as periphery
in a subordinate status and since the eighteenth century, these were also much more
exposed and subjected to the reproduction needs of the west European metropolis.66
In course of time, it become very hard for countries staying outside the orbit of westEuropean dominated modern world system to develop autonomously and according
to laws of their own.
The overseas trade of the European core countries was at first determined by
the re-export of colonial products which in the course of the eighteenth century, lost
their pride of place to the export of finished proto-industrial products shipped to
America, Africa and Asia. In 1699-1701 only 16.4 per cent of the English home
export of finished goods went to those continents; in 1772-1774 this rose up to 55 per
cent. The export of English finished goods to the European continent that comprised
82.2 per cent of the country’s total domestic export in 1699-1701, stagnated because
English cloth had to compete with growing national ‘textile’ industries. 67
Critics of proto-industrialization maintain that international trade eventually occupy
an increasingly important place for English industrialization only after about 1800;
but for earlier period this argument seems least pertinent and convincing. Export was
an unstable variable for modern industrialization proper in the eighteenth century,
highly prone to fluctuations especially in time of war. The possibility and potentiality
of expansion in the volume of foreign export trade was certainly limited by the
purchasing power of British colonial customers, which in its turn was constrained by
what they could earn from exports to Britain. Periods of accelerated growth of
international trade were associated with adverse shifts in the terms of trade. Before
the late eighteenth century, a low proportion of home industrial product was commonly
exported. The rate of expansion of exports was actually diminishing after 1745, while
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the growth of net imports was marked by increase.68 For these reasons, in recent
years the economic historical research strategy has shifted to an assessment of the
regional, class and even sexual specificity of the home market especially in the
agricultural sector.
Proto-industry backed by new world markets played a prominent part in
prostrating the traditionally by restricted demand for labour, old limitations on the age
of marriage and the rise of the landholding. Consequently, population increased and
land fragmented. Peasants soon discovered the inability of agricultural production in
yielding them the mere subsistence; the need of an evenue for supplemental income
to maintain subsistence was indispensably realized which could be had through protoindustrial commodity production. This peasantry were integrated were into a larger
‘intralocal pool of labourers through which bulky mass produced goods transported
across the western Europe commercial world’.69 Although these proto-industrial workers
remained tied to the community, yet they were virtually rootless because their conditions of life were almost completely determined by the international and not by the
local economy. Their wages were dependent on the international value of their produce.
Their occupational engagement became more and more subject to commercial rather
than harvest fluctuations with enforced idleness during the periods of changes in
fashions, interruptions in foreign trade and an economic cycle moving according to
the laws of boom and slump. Merchant employers controlled the proto-industrial
workers’ access to markets; against the backdrop of international markets, therefore,
regulated wages forcibly for lower generally below those customarily acceptable to
urban workers and more usually below subsistence.
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(•……qˆ∂……æ˙ ∂……æ˙Wæ˙…≈{……) ∂……ª…{…HÌ…≥{…‡ ©…y´…HÌ…±…“{… ß……≠˜l…{……‡ ª…÷¥…i…«´…÷N…
N…i…¥……©……≈ +…¥…‡ UÔ,‡ +‡ W ≠˜“l…‡ N…÷W≠˜…l…{…… ª……‡±…≈HÌ“-¥……P…‡±……HÌ…±…“{… ∂……ª…{…HÌ…≥
(>.ª…. 942 o…“ 1304){…‡ ~…i… +… qˆ≠˜VX‡ +…~…¥……©……≈ +…¥…‡±… UÔ‡.
ª……©……{´…l…: ª…÷¥…i…«´…÷N… +‡`Ú±…‡ ª……¥…« m…HÌ K…‡m…‡ ª… uˆª…ß…≠˜ ª…©…´…N……≥…‡. +‡
xˆŒ∫`Ú+‡ ©…⁄±…¥…l……≈ N…÷W≠˜…l…{…… +… ∂……ª…HÌ…‡+‡ ~…i… +‡¥…“ ª… uˆ æ˙…≈ª…±… HÌ≠˜“
æ˙l…“. +… °…N… l… +≈l…N…«l… +…¥…l…“ ª……≈ªHfiÌ l…HÌ ª… uˆ+…‡ ¥…∂…‡∫… y´……{……HÌ∫…«HÌ
Wi……> UÔ‡. l´……≠˜ •……qˆ ©…÷Œª±…©… ∂……ª…{…HÌ…±…“{… (>.ª…. 1304 o…“ 1760)
N…÷W≠˜…l…©……≈ ~…i… +… °…¥…fi n… ~…⁄¥…«¥…l…√ S……±…÷ ≠˜æ‡˙l……≈, HÌ±……¥…‰ß…¥…{……‡ W‡ ¥……≠˜ª……‡
+…~…i…{…‡ ©…≤´……‡ l…‡{…‡ X‡>{…‡ +…W‡ ~…i… q‡ˆ∂…- ¥…q‡ˆ∂…{…… °…¥……ª…“+…‡ + ß…ß…⁄l…
o…´…… ¥…{…… ≠˜æ‡˙l…… {…o…“. ¥……ªl…¥…©……≈ +…¥……≈ ªo……~…l´…HÌ…©……‡ o…HÌ“ W +…~…i……
N…÷W≠˜…l…{……‡ ª……≈ªHfiÌ l…HÌ ¥……≠˜ª……‡ ≠ ≥´……l… •…{´……‡ UÔ‡.
A~…≠˜…‡Gl… ªo……~…l´… HÌ…©……‡ ~…‰HÌ“{……≈ ¥……¥… ªo……~…l´……‡{…÷≈ ¥…∂…‡∫…l… N…÷W≠˜…l…
+{…‡ ≠˜…Wªo……{…©……≈ L……ª… ©…æ˙n¥… UÔ‡. +…©… l……‡ l…‡ +‡HÌ W≥…∂…´… ©……m… UÔ‡,
~…≠≈˜l…÷ +‡ A~…´……‡N… A~…≠˜…≈l… ªo……~…l´… HÌ±……{…… +‡HÌ +…N…¥…… +≈N… l…≠˜“H‡Ì l…‡{…÷≈
+Œªl…l¥… +{…‡ ©…æ˙n¥… {……·y…~……m… N…i…“ ∂…HÌ…´… l…‡¥…÷≈ UÔ‡. +‡ ª…≈X‡N……‡©……≈ +…~…i…‡
+… "¥……¥…' ∂…÷≈ UÔ‡ ? l…‡ ª…©…Y ±…>+‡. "¥……¥…' ∂…•qˆ ¥……ªl…¥…©……≈ ª…≈ªHfiÌl…{……
"¥…… ~…HÌ…' ∂…•qˆ ~…≠˜o…“ Cl…≠˜“ +…¥´……‡ UÔ‡. +… ªo……~…l´… HÌ…©… +≈N…‡ ª……¥… ª…≠˜≥
+{…‡ ª…©…X´… l…‡¥…“ ¥´……L´…… +…~…l……≈ HÌæ‡˙¥…÷≈ H‡Ì "¥……¥… +‡`Ú±…‡ ~…N… o…´……≈¥……≥…‡
H⁄Ì¥……‡' +‡ ~…´……«~l… {…o…“. l…‡o…“ ¥……¥…{…“ ª……¥… ª……©……{´… ~… ≠˜ß……∫…… +…~…l……≈ HÌæ˙“
∂…HÌ…´… H‡Ì - ¥……¥… +‡`Ú±…‡ ~…N… o…´……≈{…“ ©…qˆqˆo…“ UÔ‡HÌ W≥ªl…≠˜ ª…÷y…“ +‡HÌ H‡Ì l…‡o…“
¥…y…÷ ©……i…ª……‡ +‡HÌ ª……o…‡ Cl…≠˜“{…‡ ~……‡l……{…“ l…fi∫…… l…fi~l… HÌ≠˜“ ∂…H‡Ì l…‡¥……‡ H⁄Ì¥……‡.
+‡`Ú±…÷≈ W {…æ˙” ~…i… l´……≈{…“ c≈ÛeÙHÌ©……≈ •…‡ª…“{…‡ •…æ˙…≠˜{…… l……~…-`Ú…hı H‡Ì °…¥……ª…{……
o……HÌ©……≈o…“ o……‡eÙ“HÌ ¥…∏……Œ{l… ©…‡≥¥…“ ∂…H‡Ì +{…‡ G¥… S…l…√ l…‡{…… HÌ±……-ªo……~…l´…{…‡
{…æ˙…≥“ +…{…≈qˆ °……~l… HÌ≠˜“ ∂…H‡Ì l…‡¥…“ +‡HÌ ¥… ∂…∫`Ú WN´……, +‡©… HÌæ‡˙¥…÷≈ ¥…y…÷
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´……‡N´… N…i……∂…‡. +… l…•…I‡Ì °…∑{… +‡ o……´… H‡Ì N…÷W≠˜…l…©……≈ +…¥……≈ •……≈y…HÌ…©…{……‡ °……≠≈˜ß… G´……≠˜o…“ o…´……‡ ? l…‡
~…≠˜ ª…æ‡˙W {…W≠˜ HÌ≠˜“ ±…>+‡ :
N…÷W≠˜…l…©……≈ ©…‰m…HÌ HÌ…≥ (>.ª…. 470 o…“ 788) qˆ≠˜ ©…´……{… ª……‰ °…o…©… ¥……¥… "ª……‰≠˜…∫`ƒÚ{…“
1
]Ò“±……i…“ (>.ª…. 550) +{…‡ ©…≈W÷∏…“ (>.ª…. 650)' •…≈y……> æ˙…‡¥……{……‡ A±±…‡L… ©…≥‡ UÔ‡, ~…≠≈˜l…÷ l…‡{…‡
±…N…l…“ +{´… ¥…N…l……‡ A~…±…•y… {…o…“. +…©… ©…‰m…HÌ HÌ…≥o…“ W N…÷W≠˜…l…©……≈ •…≈y……¥……≈ ∂…∞˜ o…´…‡±……≈, +…¥……≈
¥……¥…ªo……~…l´……‡, ª……‡±…≈HÌ“-¥……P…‡±…… HÌ…≥©……≈ ~……‡l……{…“ ª…¥……‚lHfiÌ∫`Ú HÌK……+‡ ~…æ˙…S· ´……≈ +{…‡ l´……≠˜ •……qˆ ©…÷Œª±…©…∂……ª…{…
HÌ…≥ qˆ≠˜ ©…´……{… ~…i… ~…⁄¥…«¥…l…√ S……±…÷ W ≠˜¬…≈. ©……`‡Ú W H‡Ì`Ú±……HÌ ¥…wˆ…{……‡ l…‡{…‡ ~…÷≠˜…±…´……‡, ©…æ˙…±…´……‡,
q‡ˆ¥……±…´……‡, W≥…∂…´……‡, q÷ˆ N……‚ +{…‡ Av…{……‡{…“ ©……£ÌHÌ {…N…≠˜“´… ªo……~…l´…{……‡ +‡HÌ ß……N… N…i……¥…‡ UÔ‡. ~……∑S……l´…
HÌ±…… ¥…¥…‡S…HÌ •…W‚ª… +{…‡ HÌ…‡ª…‡{ª… (burges and cousens) +… ª…≈qˆß…‚ {……·y…‡ UÔ‡ H‡Ì, "{……N… ≠˜HÌ
ªo……~…l´…©……≈ ¥……¥…{…“ ≠˜S…{…… +‡HÌ ¥… ∂…∫`Ú °…HÌ…≠˜{…“ N…i……´… UÔ‡, +‡`Ú±…÷≈ W {…æ˙” ~…i… P…i…‡ +≈∂…‡ N…÷W≠˜…l…
2
+{…‡ ≠˜…Wªo……{…©……≈ W ¥…HÌ…ª… ~……©…‡±… UÔ‡.' +… ¥…y……{…{…‡ l…~……ª…l……≈ Wi……¥…¥…÷≈ ≠˜¬÷ H‡Ì N…÷W≠˜…l… +{…‡
≠˜…Wªo……{… ~……i…“ ©……`‡Ú L…·S… +{…÷ß…¥…l……≈ ≠˜…V´……‡ UÔ‡, l…‡o…“ l´……≈{…… +≈l… ≠˜´……≥ +o…¥…… Xæ‡˙≠˜ ©……N……‚ ~…≠˜
+…¥…‡±……≈ ªo…≥…‡+‡ +…¥……≈ •……≈y…HÌ…©……‡ ª… ¥…∂…‡∫… •…{…‡±……≈ Wi……´… UÔ‡. qˆ….l…. : "°……S…“{… ª……‰≠˜…∫`ƒÚ (ª…÷≠˜…∫`ƒÚ) {…‡
≠˜…∫`ƒÚ“´… y……‡≠˜“©……N…« ª……o…‡ X‡eÙl……≈, An…≠˜©……≈ +i… æ˙±…~…÷≠˜-~……`Úi… o…>{…‡ ]Ò”]÷Ò¥……eÙ…{…… ≠˜ªl…‡ y……≈N…z……,
©……‡≠˜•…“, X‡ eÙ´……, X©…{…N…≠˜ +{…‡ wˆ…≠˜HÌ… Wl……≈ (+‡HÌ ©……N…«), V´……≠‡˜ (•…“X ©……N…‚) y……‡≥HÌ… o…>{…‡
y…≈y…÷HÌ…, ¥…±…ß…“~…÷≠˜{…‡ ≠˜ªl…‡ °…ß……ª…~……`Úi…, ¥…‡≠˜…¥…≥ ~……‡≠˜•…≈qˆ≠˜ +{…‡ wˆ…≠˜HÌ… Wl……≈ ≠˜…∫`ƒÚ“´… y……‡≠˜“ ©……N…« ~…≠˜
3
ß…⁄l…HÌ…≥{…“ +‰ l…æ˙… ª…HÌ HÌo…{…“ HÌæ‡˙l…“ HÌ“©…l…“ +¥…∂…‡∫…∞˜~…“ ¥……¥……‡ {…W≠‡˜ ~…e‡Ù UÔ‡.' ©……`‡Ú W Xi…“l……
4
¥…wˆ…{… ≠˜l{…©… i…≠˜…¥… ß…“©…≠˜…¥… X‡`‡Ú l…‡{…‡ "N…÷W≠˜…l…{…“ L……ª… ¥…∂…‡∫…l……' N…i……¥…‡ UÔ‡. N…÷W≠˜…l…©……≈
©…÷L´…l¥…‡ ≠˜…X-≠˜…i…“+…‡, ∏…‡∫cÛ“+…‡, qˆ…l……+…‡, ©…æ˙…W{……‡, ¥´……~……≠˜“+…‡ +{…‡ G¥… S…l…√ ¥…i…]Ò…≠˜…+…‡ wˆ…≠˜…
+…¥……≈ •……≈y…HÌ…©……‡ HÌ≠˜…¥…¥……©……≈ +…¥…‡±……≈ UÔ‡. W‡{…“ ~……UÔ≥ ©…æ˙qˆ√+≈∂…‡ l…fi∫……l…÷≠˜ ©……i…ª…{…“ l…fi∫…… •…÷X¥…“ ~…÷i´…
HÌ©……> ±…‡¥……{……‡ +…∂…´… ≠˜æ‡˙±……‡ X‡¥…… ©…≥‡ UÔ‡. +…y…÷ {…HÌ ~… ≠˜°…‡K´…©……≈ ¥…S……≠˜“+‡ l……‡ +… ¥……¥… ªo……~…l´……‡{…‡
+…~…i…‡ W≥¥´…¥…ªo……~…{…{……≈ AlHfiÌ∫`Ú Aqˆ…æ˙≠˜i… l…≠˜“H‡Ì N…i……¥…“ ∂…HÌ“+‡. ¥…π… W≥ª…≈HÌ`Ú +{…‡ ¥´…¥…ªo……~…{…K…‡m…‡
HÌ…©… HÌ≠˜l…“ +…≈l…≠˜≠˜…∫`ƒÚ“´… ª…≈ªo……+…‡+‡ +… ª…≈qˆß…‚ ©……S…«, 2002©……≈ {…‡y…≠˜±…‡{eÙ{…… e‡Ù{…æ‡˙N… {…N…≠˜ L……l…‡
"¥…±e«Ù ¥……Ë`Ú≠˜ £Ì…‡≠˜©…' +≈l…N…«l… +…´……‡ Wl… HÌ≠‡˜±… +‡HÌ ¥…±e«Ù HÌ…Ë{£Ì≠˜{ª…©……≈ °……. ª…÷ß……∫… ¶…¡ß…aÚ (+…S……´…«,
+‡S…. H‡Ì. +…`√Úª…« HÌ…Ë±…‡W-+©…qˆ…¥……qˆ){…‡ ~…i… +…©…≈m…i… ©…≤´…÷≈ æ˙l…÷≈. l´……≈ l…‡©…i…‡ +eÙ…±…W (+©…qˆ…¥……qˆ){…“
¥……¥…{…“ HÌ…∫cÛ °… l…HfiÌ l…, HÌ…Ë{£Ì≠˜{ª…{…… +y´…K… +{…‡ ≠˜ ∂…´……{…… ~…⁄¥…«¥…eÙ… ©…L……>±… N……‡•……ËS……‡¥…{…‡ ß…‡`Ú
y…≠˜“{…‡, N…÷W≠˜…l…‡ °……S…“{…HÌ…≥o…“ W≥-¥´…¥…ªo……~…{… K…‡m…‡ qˆ…L…¥…‡±… ª…⁄]Ò-•…⁄]Ò{……‡ L´……±… +…~´……‡, l´……≠‡˜
A~…Œªo…l… ª…¥…‚ ©…æ˙…{…÷ß……¥……‡+‡ l…‡{…‡ l……≥“+…‡o…“ ¥…y……¥…“ ±…“y……‡ æ˙l……‡. 5 +‡ qˆ∂……«¥…‡ UÔ‡ H‡Ì +… ¥……¥… ªo……~…l´…{…÷≈
©……m… N…÷W≠˜…l… H‡Ì ß……≠˜l…©……≈ W {…æ˙” ~…i… ¥…‰ π…HÌ HÌK……+‡ ~…i… ©…æ˙n¥…~…⁄i…« ªo……{… UÔ‡. +…¥…… ¥…‰ß…¥…“
HÌ±……¥……≠˜ª……{…‡ £Ì≠˜“ ±……‡HÌ©……{…ª…©……≈ Y¥…≈l… HÌ≠˜“ ±…‡¥……{…“ +…~…i…“ ª……‰{…“ £Ì≠˜W{…… ß……N…∞˜~…‡ +m…‡ +‡{…“
A~…´……‡ N…l……, ≠˜S…{……, ©…æ˙n……, HÌ±……¥…‰ß…¥…, l…‡©…W <˚ l…æ˙…ª…{…‡ ±…N…l…“ o……‡eÙ“HÌ ©…… æ˙l…“ ©…‡≥¥…“∂…÷≈.
eÙ…Ë. +‡S…. Y. ∂……ªm…“ +{…‡ °……. ~…≠˜“L… ¥……¥…{…“ A~…´……‡ N…l…… ª…≈qˆß…‚ {……·y…‡ UÔ‡ H‡Ì "N…÷W≠˜…l…≠˜…Wªo……{…{……‡ °…q‡ˆ∂… °……S…“{… ª…©…´…o…“ W ¥´……~……≠˜-¥…… i…V´… ª……o…‡ ª…≈HÌ≥…´…‡±… UÔ‡ (~…⁄¥…‚ V´……≠‡˜) ©……±…y……≠˜“¥…i…]Ò…≠˜…{…“ ~……‡cÛ…‡ +‡HÌ ªo…≥o…“ •…“W‡ ªo…≥‡ {…≠≈˜l…≠˜ ªo…≥…≈l…≠˜ HÌ≠˜l…“ (+‡¥…… ª…©…´…‡) ¥…‡≠˜…{… °…q‡ˆ∂…©……≈
(~…“¥…… ©……`‡Ú) ©…“c÷≈Û ~……i…“ ©…≥“ ≠˜æ‡˙ l…‡ ©……`‡Ú +{…‡HÌ {…W«{… ªo…≥…‡+‡, l…‡©…W N……©…{…… N……≈qˆ≠‡˜ c‡Û≠˜ cÛ‡Ú≠˜ ¥……¥……‡
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•…≈y……´…‡±… ©…≥“ ≠˜æ‡˙ UÔ‡. N…÷W≠˜…l…{…… °……S…“{… ¥´……~……≠˜{…… æ‡˙l…÷ ©……`‡Ú y……‡≠˜“ ©……N……‚ ~…≠˜ +©…÷HÌ +≈l…≠‡˜
W≥…∂…´……‡ •…≈y……l……≈. ª……¥…«W {…HÌ ~…≠˜©……o…« ©……`‡Ú l…‡{…÷≈ {…©……«i… ~…÷i´…°…qˆ ~…⁄l…«y…©…« N…i……l……‡.' 6
+…©… X‡l……≈, +…¥…“ ¥……¥……‡ •……≈y…¥…… ~……UÔ≥{……‡ +…∂…´… +{…‡ l…‡{…“ A~…´……‡ N…l…… ª…©…Y ∂…HÌ…´… l…‡©… UÔ‡.
æ˙¥…‡ l…‡{…“ ≠˜S…{…… ~…≠˜ y´……{… +…~…“+‡ : +‡©……≈ +‡¥…“ ≠˜S…{…… æ˙…‡´… UÔ‡ H‡Ì, ±…≈•…S……‡≠˜ª… ¥……¥…{…… UÔ‡e‡Ù H⁄Ì¥……‡ æ˙…‡´…
+{…‡ +‡ H⁄Ì¥……{…“ ª……©…‡{…… UÔ‡e‡Ùo…“ ~……i…“{…“ ª…~……`Ú“ l…≠˜£Ì Cl…≠˜¥……{……≈ ~…N… o…´……≈ æ˙…‡´…; W‡o…“ +‡©……≈
ª…æ‡˙±……>o…“ Cl…≠˜“ ∂…HÌ…´…'7. l…‡{…“ ¥…∂…‡∫… ª…©…W +…~…l……≈ HÌæ˙“ ∂…HÌ…´… H‡Ì, "W‡ WN´……+‡ H⁄Ì¥……‡ HÌ≠˜¥……{……‡
æ˙…‡´… l…‡{……o…“ +©…÷HÌ +≈l…≠‡˜ W©…“{… ~…≠˜ °…o…©… +‡HÌ ~…“ cÛHÌ… •……≈y…¥……©……≈ +…¥…‡ UÔ‡. l…‡{…“ +‡HÌ •……W÷+‡
S……‡IÌª… HÌqˆ{…… ~…N… o…´……≈{…“ ª…“eÙ“¥……≥“ ≠˜S…{…… HÌ≠˜¥……©……≈ +…¥…‡ UÔ‡. JÌ©…‡ JÌ©…‡ +‡ ~…N… o…´……≈ ~…‡±…… H⁄Ì¥……{…“ +‡HÌ
qˆ“¥……±…{…‡ UÔ‡q‡ˆ UÔ‡... ~……i…“{…“ ª…~……`Ú“+‡ ~…æ˙…·S…¥…… ©……`‡Ú ~…N… o…´……≈ Cl…≠˜{……≠˜ ¥…N…«{…‡ ¥…y…÷ ∏…©… {… ~…e‡Ù +‡
©……`‡Ú +≈l…≠‡˜ +≈l…≠‡˜ {……{…… HÌqˆ{…… {…‡ ¥…SS…‡ ¥…SS…‡ ©……‡`Ú… HÌqˆ{…… ~…eÙo……≠˜ •……≈y…¥……©……≈ +…¥…‡ UÔ‡. +‡ ≠˜“l…‡ ¥……¥…{……
H⁄Ì¥……{…‡ ~…æ˙…·S…¥…… m…i…-S……≠˜ ~…eÙo……≠˜o…“ {…¥… {…¥… ~…eÙo……≠˜ ª…÷y…“{…“ ´……‡W{…… HÌ≠˜¥……©……≈ +…¥…‡ UÔ‡. +… ©…÷L´…
~…eÙo……≠˜{…“ •…}…‡ •……W÷+‡ qˆ“¥……±…{…‡ +h‡ı±…“{…‡ ß…“l…“ªo…≈ß……‡ (H⁄Ì`Úªo…≈ß……‡) l…o…… ¥…S…©……≈ U⁄Ô`Ú… ªo…≈ß……‡ ~…≠˜ +‡HÌ
~…UÔ“ +‡HÌ `‡ÚHÌ¥…‡±… ©…W±……{…“ ≠˜S…{…… HÌ≠˜¥……©……≈ +…¥…‡ UÔ‡. ~…eÙo……≠˜{…“ •…}…‡ •……W÷+‡ qˆ“¥……±……‡©……≈ N…¥……K…
(N……‡L…±……) ´……‡Y{…‡ l…‡©……≈ q‡ˆ¥…-q‡ˆ¥…“+…‡{……≈ ∂…±~……‡ l…‡©…W ª…÷∂……‡ß…{……‡ ¥…N…‡≠‡˜ ©…⁄HÌ¥……©……≈ +…¥…‡ UÔ‡. +…©… H⁄Ì¥……{……
~……i…“{…“ ª…~……`Ú“+‡ ~…æ˙…·S…l……≈ ª…÷y…“©……≈ ¥……¥…©……≈ m…i…, ~……≈S… H‡Ì ª……l… ©……≥ ª…÷y…“{…“ ´……‡W{…… +…~……‡+…~… o…>
X´… UÔ‡. ªo……~…l´…{…“ ~… ≠˜ß……∫……©……≈ +… ©……≥{…‡ "H⁄Ì`Ú' HÌæ‡˙ UÔ‡ H⁄Ì`Ú{…“ qˆ“¥……±…{…“ +…ª…~……ª… +N…≠˜l……‡ •…}…‡
•……W÷+‡ H⁄Ì¥……©……≈ ª…æ‡˙±……>o…“ Cl…≠˜“ ∂…HÌ…´… l…‡ ©……`‡Ú qˆ“¥……±…©……≈ m……≈ª…“ H‡Ì ¥…l…÷«≥…HÌ…≠˜ ª…“eÙ“{…“ ´……‡W{……
HÌ≠˜¥……©……≈ +…¥…‡ UÔ‡. H‡Ì`Ú±…“HÌ ¥……¥……‡{…“ ©…y´…©……≈ H⁄Ì¥……‡ ≠˜…L…“{…‡ l…‡{…“ m…i…‡ •……W÷+‡ Cl…≠˜“ ∂…HÌ…´… +‡ °…HÌ…≠‡˜
~…N… o…´……≈{…“ ≠˜S…{…… æ˙…‡´… +‡¥…… ~…i… qˆ…L…±…… X‡¥…… ©…≥‡ UÔ‡.'8
¥……¥… ªo……~…l´…{…“ ≠˜S…{……{…“ ©……‡`Ú… ß……N…{…“ •……≠˜“HÌ…>+…‡ X‡´…… ~…UÔ“ æ˙¥…‡ +…~…i…‡ l…‡{…… °…S… ±…l…
+‡¥…… ¥… ¥…y… °…HÌ…≠˜…‡ ~…≠˜ +‡HÌ {…W≠˜ HÌ≠˜“+‡, l……‡ Wi……´… UÔ‡ H‡Ì ∂……ªm…O…≈o……‡+‡ ¥……¥…{…… H÷Ì±… S……≠˜ °…HÌ…≠˜
{…≈qˆ…, ß…rˆ…, W´…… +{…‡ ¥…W´…… N…i……¥´…… UÔ‡. +… l…©……©… °……HÌ≠˜…‡{…“ ∂……ªm…“´… ª…©…W +…~…l……≈ {……·y…“ ∂…HÌ…´…
H‡Ì "+‡HÌ ©…÷L… +{…‡ m…i… £›Ì`Ú{…“ ¥……¥…{…‡ "{…≈qˆ…', •…‡ ©…÷L… +{…‡ •…‡ £›Ì`Ú{…“ ¥……¥…{…‡ "ß…rˆ…, m…i… £›Ì`Ú +{…‡ m…i…
©…÷L…{…“ ¥……¥…{…‡ "W´……' l…o…… S……≠˜ ©…÷L… +{…‡ S……≠˜ £›Ì`Ú{…“ ¥……¥…{…‡ " ¥…W´……' HÌæ‡˙¥……´… UÔ‡. N…÷W≠˜…l…©……≈
+…~…i…{…‡ W‡ °……S…“{… ¥……¥……‡ X‡¥…… ©…≥‡ UÔ‡, l…‡©……≈{…“ ©……‡`Ú… ß……N…{…“ +‡HÌ ©…÷L…{…“ +o……«l…√ "{…≈qˆ…' °…HÌ…≠˜{…“
( ¥…∂…‡∫…) UÔ‡. +… ¥……¥…©……≈ £›Ì`Ú{…“ ª…≈L´……{…÷≈ HÌ…‡> ˚ {… ∑S…l… y……‡≠˜i… ≠˜¬÷≈ {…o…“. ¥…≥“ H‡Ì`Ú±…‡HÌ ªo…≥‡ HÌ…`ÚL…⁄i……
P……`Ú{…“ ¥……¥… ~…i… X‡¥…… ©…≥‡ UÔ‡. +…¥…“ +‡HÌ ª…÷≈qˆ≠˜ +{…‡ +±…≈HfiÌl… ¥……¥… ©……‡eÙ…ª……©……≈ UÔ‡, ~…≠≈˜l…÷ ∂……ªm……‡©……≈
+‡{…÷≈ ¥…∂…‡∫… ¥…¥…≠˜i… X‡¥…… ©…≥l…÷≈ {…o…“.'9
¥……¥… ªo……~…l´… +≈N…‡ +…`Ú±…“ °……o… ©…HÌ ©…… æ˙l…“ ©…‡≥¥…“ ±…“y…… ~…UÔ“ æ˙¥…‡ N…÷W≠˜…l…{…“ H‡Ì`Ú±…“HÌ
°……S…“{… l…‡©…W °…S… ±…l… ¥……¥……‡{…“ S…S……« æ˙…o… y…≠˜“∂…÷≈. +‡ JÌ©…©……≈ ª……‰ °…o…©… ~……`Úi… (A.N…÷.){…“ ≠˜…i…HÌ“ ¥……¥…
H‡Ì ≠˜…i…“{…“ ¥……¥…{……‡ L´……±… ©…‡≥¥…“+‡ :
≠˜…i…“{…“ ¥……¥… (~……`Úi… - An…≠˜ N…÷W≠˜…l…)
N…÷W≠˜…l…©……≈ ~…lo…≠˜{…“ HÌ±……l©…HÌ, +±…≈HfiÌl… +{…‡ ª…÷≈qˆ≠˜ +‡¥…“ W‡ ¥……¥……‡ W≥¥……> ≠˜æ˙“ UÔ‡, l…‡©……≈ ª……‰
°…o…©… +… ¥……¥…{……‡ A±±…‡L… HÌ≠˜¥……‡ ≠˜¬…‡. "N…÷W≠˜…l…{……‡ ª……≈ªHfiÌ l…HÌ <˚ l…æ˙…ª…' {……©…{…… O…≈o…{…÷≈ +…±…‡L…{…
HÌ≠˜l…“ ¥…‡≥…+‡ ¥…wˆ…{… ±…‡L…HÌ ≠˜l{…©… i…≠˜…¥… ß…“©…≠˜…¥… X‡`‡Ú +‡ l…‡{…“ ªo…≥ l…~……ª… HÌ≠˜“{…‡ (>.ª…. 1945)
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{……·y… ©…⁄HÌ“ æ˙l…“ H‡Ì "~……`Úi…{…“ +… ≠˜…i…“¥……¥… +‡HÌ ¥…L…l…{…“ ß…¥´… +{…‡ ª…÷≈qˆ≠˜ ¥……¥…{……‡ {…©…⁄{……‡ æ˙∂…‡, ~…i…
+…W l……‡ l´……≈ +‡HÌ ¥…∂……≥ L……eÙ…‡ ©……m… UÔ‡'10 l´……≠˜ •……qˆ "N…÷W≠˜…l…{……‡ ©…y´…HÌ…±…“{… ≠˜…W~…⁄l… <˚ l…æ˙…ª…'
(ß……N…-1, 2) {……©…{……‡ O…≈o… ±…L…l…“ ¥…‡≥…+‡ Xi…“l…… ±…‡L…HÌ q÷ˆN……«∂…≈HÌ≠˜ ∂……ªm…“+‡ ~…i… (1953©……≈)
V´……≠‡˜ l…‡{…“ ªo…≥ ~…≠˜{…“ ©…÷±……HÌ…l… ±…“y…“, l´……≠‡˜ l…‡©…i…‡ ~…i… ∏…“ X‡`‡Ú{…‡ ©…≥l……‡ W + ß…°……´… ≠˜W⁄ HÌ´……‚
æ˙l……‡, ~…≠≈˜l…÷ l…‡ ~…UÔ“ ß……≠˜l… ª…≠˜HÌ…≠˜{…… ~…÷≠˜…l…n¥… L……l…… l…≠˜£Ìo…“ +æ˙” L……‡qˆHÌ…©… +{…‡ ª…©……≠˜HÌ…©… æ˙…o…
y…≠˜…l……≈ (1986), ¥…∫……‚o…“ HÌ…≥{…… +≈y……≠˜…©……≈ qˆ`Ú…´…‡±…… +… ªo……~…l´…≠˜l{…{…… HÌ±……¥…‰ß…¥…{……‡ ©……m…
N…÷W≠˜…l… {… æ˙, ~…i… q‡ˆ∂…- ¥…q‡ˆ∂…{…… +{…‡HÌ HÌ±……≠˜ ª…HÌ…‡ +{…‡ l…W[……‡{…‡ ±……ß… ©…≥¥…… ~……©´……‡ UÔ‡. "~…oo…≠˜©……≈
H≈ÌeÙ…≠‡˜±… HÌ…¥´…HfiÌ l… ª…©…“ +… ªo……~…l´… ≠˜S…{…… N…÷W≠˜…l…{…“ HÌ±…… °…´…l…… +{…‡ ª……Âqˆ´…« {…∫cÛ…{…÷≈ +…•…‡æ⁄˙•…
°… l…À•…•… ~……e‡Ù UÔ‡. +… WeÙ ~…oo…≠˜…‡ N…≠˜¥…… N…÷W≠˜…l…“+…‡{…“ ª……Âqˆ´…«]≈ÒL…{…… +{…‡ ©…{…÷∫´…{…“ HÌ±……
ß……¥…{……{……≈ Y¥…≈l… °…l…“HÌ…‡ UÔ‡. +… ¥……¥… HÌ±……≠˜ ª…HÌ…‡ +{…‡ ª……Âqˆ´…«{…… W[……ª…÷+…‡ ©……`‡Ú{…÷≈ +‡HÌ +{…÷~…©…
l…‡©…W {…´…{…≠˜©´… HÌ…±…y……©… UÔ‡.'11 +… ¥……¥… ~……`Úi… ( W. ~……`Úi…) ∂…æ‡˙≠˜{…“ An…≠˜ qˆ∂……+‡ •…‡ HÌ.©…“.
ª…≠˜ª¥…l…“ {…qˆ“l…`‡Ú +…¥…‡±… UÔ‡. l…‡{…“ ª…©…“~…‡ ~……`Úi…{…… °……S…“{… q÷ˆN……‚ +{…‡ ª…æ˙ªm…À±…N… l…≥…¥…{…… +±…≈HfiÌl…
UÔl……≈ ß…N{… +¥…ªo…… y…≠˜…¥…l…… +¥…∂…‡∫……‡ {…W≠‡˜ ~…e‡Ù UÔ‡. "+… ¥……¥… N…÷W≠˜…l…{…… S……‰±…÷G´… (ª……‡±…≈HÌ“)
¥…≈∂…“≠˜…W¥…“ ß…“©…q‡ˆ¥… °…o…©… (>.ª…. 1022)'{…“ ≠˜…i…“ Aqˆ´…©… l…+‡ •…≈y……¥…“ æ˙…‡¥……{…… A±±…‡L……‡
©…‡≠÷˜l…÷≈N…HfiÌl… "°…•…≈y…ÀS…l……©… i…'©……≈o…“ ©…≥“ ≠˜æ‡˙ UÔ‡. +… ¥……¥…{…÷≈ •……≈y…HÌ…©… ~…⁄¥…«-~… ∑S…©… qˆ∂……©……≈ ¥…ªl…≠‡˜±…÷≈
UÔ‡. l…‡{……≈ •……≈y…HÌ…©… ª…©…´…‡ l…‡ H÷Ì±… UÔ H‡Ì ª……l… H⁄Ì`Ú (©…W±……) y…≠˜…¥…l…“ æ˙…‡¥……{…÷≈ Wi……´… UÔ‡. W‡o…“ +…~…i…‡
l…‡{…‡, (ªo……~…l´… HÌ…±… ¥…qˆ…‡{…… ¥…¥…≠˜i… +{…÷ª……≠˜) ß…rˆ… °…HÌ…≠˜{…“ ¥……¥… HÌæ˙“ ∂…HÌ“+‡. ¥…l…«©……{… ª…©…´…‡ +…
ªo…≥‡ S…hı-Al…≠˜{…“ ª…÷N…©…l……¥……≥…≈ ~…N… o…´……≈ y…≠˜…¥…l…… °…¥…‡∂… l…‡{…“ •…}…‡ •……W÷+‡ qˆ“¥……±……‡ ∂……‡ß……©…≈eÙ~…,
H⁄Ì`Ú{…“ ~……UÔ±…“ qˆ“¥……±… +{…‡ H÷Ì±… ~……≈S… H⁄Ì`Ú W≥¥……´…‡±… +¥…ªo……©……≈ X‡¥…… ©…≥‡ UÔ‡. qˆ“¥……±…©……≈ ª……l… ~…eÙo……≠˜
UÔ‡. qˆ“¥……±…©……≈ {…“S…‡o…“ A~…≠˜ l…≠˜£Ì X‡l……≈ UÔ ©…W±…… ª…÷y…“ ¥… ¥…y… ∂…±~……‡{……‡ ∂…i…N……≠˜ {…W≠‡˜ S…e‡Ù UÔ‡. +‡{……‡
°…o…©… ©…W±……‡ ß…N{… +¥…ªo……©……≈ UÔ‡. +‡{…“ H÷Ì±… ±…≈•……> ±…N…ß…N… 65 ©…“`Ú≠˜, ~…æ˙…‡≥…> 20 ©…“`Ú≠˜ +{…‡
DeÙ…> 28 ©…“`Ú≠˜ W‡`Ú±…“ UÔ‡. ¥……¥…{…“ ∂…±~… ª…©…fi uˆ©……≈ ∂…‰¥…, ∂……Gl…, ¥…‰∫i…¥… +{…‡ ©……{…¥…{…‡ ±…N…l……≈
∂…±~……‡ {…W≠‡˜ ~…e‡Ù UÔ‡.'12
+… ¥……¥…{…… ß…N{……¥…∂…‡∫……‡ X‡l……≈ l…‡{…“ ªo……~…l´…HÌ±……{…“ ª…©…fi uˆ{……≈ +·y……i… ©…≥“ ≠˜æ‡˙ UÔ‡. ©……‡`Ú…
ß……N…{…… HÌ±…… ¥…¥…‡S…HÌ…‡+‡ l…‡{……≈ ß…≠˜~…‡`Ú ¥…L……i… HÌ´……» UÔ‡. ªo……~…l´…HÌ±……, ∂…±~…HÌ±…… +{…‡ L……ª… HÌ≠˜“{…‡ ¥……¥…
ªo……~…l´…{…… l…W[……‡ ~…‰HÌ“{…… H‡Ì`Ú±……≈HÌ{…‡ ©…l…‡ +…O……{…… l……W©…æ‡˙±… W‡¥…÷≈ +…qˆ≠˜~……m… ªo……{… ~……`Úi…{…“ +…
≠˜…i…“¥……¥…{…÷≈ ~…i… UÔ‡. +æ˙”o…“ °……~l… o…l……≈ ∂…±~……‡{…÷≈ HÌ…‡l…≠˜HÌ…©… +q√ˆß…÷l… +{…‡ An…©… °…HÌ…≠˜{…÷≈ UÔ‡. +‡{……
]Ò∞˜L……+…‡{…… `‡ÚHÌ…©……≈ ª…÷≈qˆ≠˜ {…l…«HÌ“+…‡, +~ª…≠˜…+…‡ +{…‡ q‡ˆ¥…q‡ˆ¥…“+…‡{……≈ ∂…±~……‡ UÔ‡. +… ∂…±~……¥…∂…‡∫…{…“
ª…©…fi uˆ ~…≠˜o…“ +‡ N…÷W≠˜…l…{…“ ª…¥……‚n…©… HÌ…‡l…≠˜i…“¥……≥“ ¥……¥… æ˙…‡¥……{…÷≈ °…N…`Ú o……´… UÔ‡.13
≠˜…i…“{…“ ¥……¥…{…“ +… ∂…±~…ª…©…fi uˆ{…“ ¥…N…l……‡©……≈ Cl…≠˜“ ]Ò“i…¥…`Úß…´…÷» +¥…±……‡HÌ{… HÌ≠˜“+‡ l……‡ l…‡{…“
¥…∂…‡∫…l……+…‡, •……≠˜“HÌ…>+…‡ +{…‡ L…⁄•…“+…‡ ª……£Ì Wi……> +…¥…‡ UÔ‡. "+æ˙”{……≈ H‡Ì`Ú±……≈HÌ ∂…±~……‡ y´……{…~…⁄¥…«HÌ
+{…‡ +K…÷ii… +¥…ªo……©……≈ ª…S…¥……´…‡±……≈ X‡¥…… ©…≥‡ UÔ‡. +æ˙”{……≈ ∂…±~……‡©……≈ ∂…¥…- ~……¥…«l…“{…… ´…÷N…±… ª¥…∞˜~…,
>∂……{…, N…i…‡∂…{……≈ ¥… ¥…y… ª¥…∞˜~……‡ l…‡©…W ~… ≠˜¥……≠˜ q‡ˆ¥…l……+…‡{…… ¥…‰∫i…¥… ª…≈°…qˆ…´…{……≈ ª¥…∞˜~……‡©……≈ ¥……¥…{……
m…“X +{…‡ S……‡o…… ~…eÙo……≠˜©……≈ ¥…∫j{…… S……‡¥…“ª… +¥…l……≠˜…‡{…“ ©…⁄Ãl…+…‡ ª…≥≈N… ~…‡{…±…©……≈ N……‡cÛ¥…‡±…“ X‡¥…… ©…≥‡
UÔ‡. ª……o…‡ qˆ∂……¥…l……≠˜{……≈ ∂…±~……‡©……≈ ¥…≠˜…æ˙{…“ ∂……ªm……‡Gl… ¥…y……{…¥……≥“ ©…⁄Ãl…, ¥……©…{…Y{…“ S…n……HÌ∫…«HÌ ©…⁄Ãl…
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l…‡©…W ≠˜…©…•…±…≠˜…©… l…o…… •…÷uˆ +{…‡ HÌ±HÌ“ +¥…l……≠˜{…“ P……‡e‡Ùπ……≠˜ °… l…©……+…‡ +{……‡L…÷≈ +…HÌ∫…«i… Cß…÷≈ HÌ≠‡˜
UÔ‡. A~…≠˜…≈l… ±…K©…“{……≠˜…´…i…{…“ •…‡c‡Û±…“ l…‡©…W Cß…‡±…“ ©…⁄Ãl…+…‡, ª…æ˙ªm…qˆ±… ~…s y…≠˜…¥…l……≈ ~…s…ª…{…©……≈
•…‡c‡Û±… ©…æ˙…±…K©…“{…“ AlHfiÌ∫`Ú °… l…©……+…‡, A~…≠˜…≈l… ¥…π…∞˜~… ¥…∫j{…“ °… l…©…… ¥…∂…‡∫… y´……{… +…HÌ∫…‚ l…‡¥…“
UÔ‡.'14
A~…≠˜…‡HÌl… l…©……©… ∂…±~……‡{…… N…¥……K…{…“ •…≈{…‡ •……W÷+‡ ©…⁄H‡Ì±……≈ +~ª…≠˜…+…‡{……≈ ¥… ¥…y… JÌ“eÙ…©…N{…
∂…±~……‡ q‡ˆ∂…- ¥…q‡ˆ∂…{…… °…¥……ª…“+…‡{…‡ ©…≈m…©…÷Ny… HÌ≠˜“{…‡ •…“Y W q÷ˆ {…´……©……≈ ±…> X´… l…‡¥……≈ UÔ‡. +…©……≈o…“
H‡Ì`Ú±……≈HÌ ∂…±~……‡{…÷≈ +…±…‡L…{… HÌ´……« ¥…{…… l…‡{…“ HÌ±……{……‡ ≠ª……ª¥……qˆ ±…> ∂…HÌ…´… l…‡©… {…æ˙” æ˙…‡¥……o…“ +m…‡
ª…≈ K…~l…©……≈ ¥…i…«{… HÌ≠˜¥……{…“ ≠˜X ±…B.
≠˜…i…“{…“ ¥……¥…{……≈ H‡Ì`Ú±……≈HÌ ∂…±~……‡ ~…‰HÌ“{…÷≈ +‡HÌ AlHfiÌ∫`Ú ∂…±~… UÔ‡ ª…vª{……l…… ªm…“{…÷≈. +… ∂…±~…©……≈
~……‡l……{…“ HÌ±……{……‡ {…S……‡eÙ +…~…l……≈ HÌ±……HÌ…≠‡˜ (ª{……{…o…“) ~…≠˜¥……≠˜“{…‡ +‡HÌ {…¥…´……‰¥…{…… ~……‡l……{…… ©…‡P… ∂……
H‡Ì∂…HÌ±……~…{…‡ HÌ…‡≠˜…‡ HÌ≠˜¥…… ©…o…l…“ qˆ∂……«¥…“ UÔ‡. +‡ qˆ≠˜ ©…´……{… +… P…{…∂´……©… (HÌ…≥…¥……qˆ≥ W‡¥……≈)
H‡Ì∂…HÌ±……~…©……≈o…“ `Ú~…HÌl……≈ W≥À•…q÷ˆ+…‡{…‡ l…fi∫……l…÷≠˜ S……l…HÌ~…K…“ (¥……qˆ≥©……≈o…“ `Ú~…HÌl……≈ ¥…∫……« À•…q÷ˆ+…‡
ª…©…Y{…‡) ~……‡l……{…“ S……≈S…©……≈ ~…HÌeÙ“ ±…‡¥…… +…l…÷≠˜ o…´…‡±… Wi……´… UÔ‡. +…¥…… •…“X-+‡HÌ ∂…±~…©……≈ +‡HÌ
{…¥…´……‰¥…{…… ~……‡l……{…… +‡HÌ æ˙…o… o…HÌ“ ~…¥…{…o…“ ª…≠˜HÌ“ Wl……≈ ¥…ªm……‡ wˆ…≠˜… ~……‡l……{……≈ ~…÷∫cÛ +≈N…-A~……≈N……‡{…‡
hı…≈HÌ¥…… ¥…fio…… °…´……ª… HÌ≠˜l…“ qˆ∂……«¥…“ UÔ‡. V´……≠‡˜ +{´… +‡HÌ ∂…±~…©……≈ l……‡ HÌ±……HÌ…≠‡˜ ~……‡l……{…“ HÌ±……{……‡ ∏…‡∫cÛ
°…´……‡N… HÌ≠˜l……≈ °… l…HÌ…≠˜…l©…HÌ ≠˜“l…‡ o……‡eÙ…©……≈ P…j≈ HÌæ˙“ q‡ˆ¥……{…“ ~……‡l……{…“ ¥… ∂…∫`Ú +…¥…eÙl…{……≈ qˆ∂…«{… HÌ≠˜…¥´……≈
UÔ‡. +‡ ∂…±~…{…‡ X‡ y´……{…o…“ X‡¥……©……≈ H‡Ì ª…©…W¥……©……≈ {… +…¥…‡ l……‡ +‡{…“ ©…]Ò… ©…≠˜“ X´… l…‡©… UÔ‡. +‡©……≈
+‡HÌ ¥…≠˜ æ˙l…… {…¥…´……‰¥…{…… ~……‡l……{…… ¥…q‡ˆ∂…N……©…“ ~…´…÷{…‡ ´……qˆ HÌ≠˜“{…‡ +≈N…eÙ…> ±…> ≠˜æ˙“ UÔ‡. +‡{…“ L…÷±±…“
+{…‡ ©……≈ª…±… X≈P… ~…≠˜ +‡HÌ {……{…HÌeÙ…‡ ¥…fi ∂S…HÌ •…l……¥…“{…‡ HÌ±……HÌ…≠‡˜ +… ∂…±~… o…HÌ“ l…‡{…“ HÌ±~…{……©……≈{…“
´…÷¥…l…“{…… ∂…≠˜“≠˜©……≈ HÌ…©…q‡ˆ¥… wˆ…≠˜… ©……≠˜¥……©……≈ +…¥…l…… e≈ÙL…, l…‡{…‡ ¥…”UÔ“ W‡¥…“ HÌ…≠˜©…“ ¥…‡qˆ{…… +…~…l…… æ˙…‡´…
l…‡©… qˆ∂……«¥´…÷≈ UÔ‡. +… l…©……©… ß……¥……‡ +… ∂…±~…{…… S…æ‡˙≠˜… ~…≠˜ `Ú…≈HÌ“{…‡ HÌ±……HÌ…≠‡˜ æ˙qˆ HÌ≠˜“ {……≈L…“ UÔ‡. +…
A~…≠˜…≈l… {…fil´……≠≈˜ß…‡ ~…N…©……≈ {…⁄~…÷≠˜ •……≈y…l…“ ªm…“ l…‡{…… H÷Ìqˆ≠˜l…“ ∂…fi≈N……≠˜{…‡ ©…÷Ny…l…… +{…‡ {…qˆ…‚∫…l…… wˆ…≠˜…
ª…X¥…“{…‡ X‡{……≠˜…{…… ª…©…O… S…‡l…{……l…≈m…{…‡ ªl…•y… HÌ≠˜“ q‡ˆl…“ Wi……´… UÔ‡ ¥…≥“ ~…m…±…L…l…“ HÌ{´……, qˆ~…«i…©……≈
~……‡l……{…÷≈ ª……Âqˆ´…« X‡>{…‡ ¥……≠˜“ Wl…“-æ˙≠˜L……l…“ ª…÷HÌ{´……, +≈W{…∂…±……HÌ… wˆ…≠˜… ~……‡l……{…… HÌ©…≥ W‡¥……≈ {…´…{……‡©……≈
ª…÷≠˜©……‡-HÌ…W≥ +…≈Wl…“ {…¥…´……‰¥…{……, ¥…N…‡≠‡˜ l…©……©… ∂…±~……‡©……≈ {……≠˜“ q‡ˆæ˙{…“ HÌ©…{…“´…l……, ©……qˆHÌl……,
HÌ…‡©…≥l……, ©…÷Ny…l…… +{…‡ +‡ •…y……≈ A~…≠˜…≈l… S…æ‡˙≠˜… ~…≠˜ H≈ÌeÙ…≠‡˜±…… ß……¥… X‡> HÌ…‡> ~…i… °…¥……ª…“ ß……¥… ¥…ß……‡≠˜
o…´…… ¥…{…… ≠˜æ˙“ ∂…H‡Ì W {…æ˙” +‡©… Wi……´… UÔ‡.
+…¥……≈ ª…÷≈qˆ≠˜ {……≠˜“- ∂…±~……‡ A~…≠˜…≈l… ªl…≈ß……‡ l…‡©…W qˆ“¥……±……‡©……≈ •…{……¥…‡±… ~…i…«H÷≈Ìß…, +©…≠˜¥…‡±…, o…HÌ,
HÌ“Ãl…©…÷L… +{…‡ HÌ±~…¥…fiK…{…÷≈ ∂…±~……≈HÌ{… ~…i… +q√ˆß…÷l… UÔ‡. °……S…“{… ß……≠˜l…“´… ©…æ˙…HÌ…´… Àª…æ˙{…… qˆ…≈l…
N…i…¥……{…“ °…¥…fi n… qˆ∂……«¥…l…÷≈ ∂…±~… ¥…N…‡≠‡˜ ª…uˆæ˙ªl… HÌ±……HÌ…≠˜…‡{…“ HÌ±……{…… ~…÷m… ß…≠˜l… wˆ…≠˜… +~……´…‡±…
¥´……L´…… +…~…l……≈ HÌæ‡˙¥…÷≈ H‡Ì "¥……¥… +‡`Ú±…‡ ~…N… o…´……≈¥……≥…‡ ¥…‰ ¥…y´… +{…‡ l…‡©…{…‡ ~……‡∫…l…… ≠˜…X-≠˜…i…“+…‡{…“
HÌ±……©…©…«[…l……, HÌ±……≠˜ ª…HÌl……{……≈ ª…uˆæ˙ªl… HÌ±……HÌ…≠˜{…“ HÌ±…… ª… uˆ{…÷≈ ª……‡~……{… N…i……´… UÔ‡. ª……S…‡ W +…
≠˜…i…“¥……¥… ~…oo…≠˜©……≈ H≈ÌeÙ…≠‡˜±… ©……{…¥… ª……Âqˆ´…«{…÷≈ ©…æ˙…HÌ…¥´… UÔ‡.'15 ~…≈.q÷ˆ.H‡Ì. ∂……ªm…“+‡ ~…i… +… ª…≈qˆß…‚ {……‡y´…÷≈
UÔ‡ H‡Ì "+… ¥……¥…{…“ qˆ“¥……±……‡{…… l…o…… o……≈ß…±……+…‡{…… P…i…… ~…o…≠˜…+…‡ A~……eÙ“ W¥……©……≈ +…¥´…… UÔ‡. HÌ{…«±…
`Ú…‡eÙ{…… ¥…i…«{… ~…≠˜o…“ ∂…æ‡˙≠˜©……≈ +‡HÌ H⁄Ì¥……‡ •……≈y…¥……©……≈ +… ª……©……{… ¥…~…≠˜…´……‡ æ˙…‡¥……{…÷≈ Wi……´… UÔ‡. l…‡ ~…≠˜o…“
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l…~……ª… HÌ≠˜l……≈ ∂…æ‡˙≠˜{…“ +≈qˆ≠˜ +…¥…‡±… •…æ˙…q÷ˆ≠˜ Àª…{…æ˙“ ( m…HÌ©… •……≠˜…‡`Ú){…“ ¥……¥… •……≈y…¥……©……≈ +…
≠˜…i…“¥……¥…{…… ~…o…≠˜…+…‡ ¥…~…≠˜…´…… UÔ‡, l…‡©… Xi…¥…… ©…≤´…÷≈ UÔ‡. +… ¥……¥…{…“ ±…≈•……> +‡{…… +{…‡HÌ +…‡≠˜eÙ…+…‡
A~…≠˜{…÷≈ HÌ…‡l…≠˜HÌ…©… ¥…N…‡≠‡˜{……‡ ª…©…O…l…´…… ¥…S……≠˜ HÌ≠˜l……≈ Wi……´… UÔ‡ H‡Ì ≠˜…i…“¥……¥… V´……≠‡˜ +…•……qˆ æ˙∂…‡ l´……≠‡˜
N…÷W≠˜…l…©……≈ +‡{…… W‡¥…“ ¥……¥… ß……N´…‡ W æ˙∂…‡.'16 +‡©… ±……N´…… ¥…{…… ≠˜æ‡˙l…÷≈ {…o…“. ~……`Úi… L……l…‡ +…¥…‡±…“
+… ¥……¥… +≈N…‡ Xi…“l…… ~…÷≠˜…l…n¥… ¥…qˆ +{…‡ ©….ª…. ´…÷ {…¥…Ãª…`Ú“, ¥…eÙ…‡qˆ≠˜…{…… ~…÷≠˜…l…n¥… ¥…ß……N…{…… ~…⁄¥…«
+y´…K… eÙ…Ë. +…≠˜. +‡{…. ©…æ‡˙l…… ~…i… Wi……¥…‡ UÔ‡ H‡Ì "ª……‡±…≈HÌ“HÌ…±…“{… ¥……¥……‡©……≈ +… ¥……¥… {…≈•…≠˜ +‡HÌ UÔ‡. +…
¥……¥… W‡¥…“ ∂…±~… ª…©…fi uˆ +{…‡ HÌ…‡l…≠˜HÌ…©… ß……≠˜l…{…“ (+{´… HÌ…‡>) ¥……¥…©……≈ ß……N´…‡ W X‡¥…… ©…≥‡ UÔ‡.'17
≠˜…i…“{…“ ¥……¥…{…… +…`Ú±…… ¥…ªl…fil… ¥…i…«{… ~…UÔ“ æ˙¥…‡ ª……‡±…≈HÌ“ ¥……P…‡±…… HÌ…±…“{… N…÷W≠˜…l…{……≈ +{´…
¥……¥… ªo……~…l´……‡{……‡ ª…≈ K…~l…©……≈ +ß´……ª… HÌ≠˜“∂…÷≈. +‡ JÌ©…©……≈ +…N…≥ ¥…y…l……≈ X‡> ∂…HÌ…´… H‡Ì qˆ K…i…
N…÷W≠˜…l…©……≈ L…‡eÙ… W±±……{…… ©…÷L´…{…N…≠˜ "{… eÙ´……qˆ{…“ e÷Ù©…≠˜…±… ß……N……‡≥©……≈ +…¥…‡±… ¥……¥… S……≠˜ H⁄Ì`Ú
(©…W±……) y…≠˜…¥…‡ UÔ‡. l…‡ ª…uˆ≠˜…W{…“ ©……l…… ©…{…≥q‡ˆ¥…“+‡ ¥….ª…≈. 1152 (>.ª…. 1095)©……≈ •…≈y……¥…“
æ˙…‡¥……{…÷≈ ©…{……´… UÔ‡. ¥…≥“ HÌ~…eÙ¥…≈W{…… l……‡≠˜i… ~……ª…‡ +…¥…‡±… H÷≈ÌeÙ {…YHÌ{…“ Wi…«- ∂…±~……‡ y…≠˜…¥…l…“ l…o…… ©……‡`‡Ú
ß……N…‡ qˆ`Ú…> N…´…‡±… ¥……¥… ª…uˆ≠˜…W‡ •…≈y……¥…“ æ˙…‡¥……{…÷≈ ©…{……´… UÔ‡.'18
+‡ W ≠˜“l…‡ •…{……ª…HÌ…≈cÛ… W±±……{…… +{…‡ •…{……ª… {…qˆ“ l…`‡Ú +…¥…‡±…… ¥……´…eÙ N……©…{…“ ¥……¥… ~…i…
ª……‡±…≈HÌ“ HÌ…≥{…“ UÔ‡. +‡ ±…N…ß…N… 120 £›Ì`Ú ±……≈•…“ +{…‡ ~……≈S… HÌ…‡cÛ…{…“ UÔ‡. l…‡©……≈ {…“S…‡ Cl…≠˜¥…… ©……`‡Ú
ª…≥≈N… ~…N… o…´……≈ UÔ‡. ¥…SS…‡ ¥…SS…‡ qˆ≠‡˜HÌ HÌ…‡c‡Û ª…÷≈qˆ≠˜ ªl…≈ß……‡{…… `‡ÚHÌ… ©…⁄HÌ¥……©……≈ +…¥…‡±…… UÔ‡. qˆ≠‡˜HÌ HÌ…≈c‡Û •…}…‡
•……W÷+‡ N……‡L…©……≈ ª…÷≈qˆ≠˜ ∂…±~……‡ ©…⁄HÌ¥……©……≈ +…¥…‡±……≈ UÔ‡. +æ˙” +≈y…HÌ…ª…÷≠˜{……‡ ¥…y… HÌ≠˜l…… ∂…¥…{…“ +‡HÌ ª…÷≈qˆ≠˜
©…⁄Ãl… +…¥…‡±…“ UÔ‡.'19
+… A~…≠˜…≈l… "+‡HÌ ª…÷≈qˆ≠˜ ¥……¥… ª……‰≠˜…∫`ƒÚ©……≈ ¥…hı¥……i… ∂…æ‡˙≠˜{…“ ©…y´…©……≈ +…¥…‡±… UÔ‡. +… ¥……¥… ¥…∂…‡
q≈ˆl…HÌo…… °…S… ±…l… UÔ‡ H‡Ì ¥……¥…©……≈ ~……i…“ {… +…¥…l……≈ +‡HÌ q≈ˆ~…l…“{……‡ ß……‡N… +…~…¥……©……≈ +…¥…‡±……‡, +‡ ~…UÔ“ W
~……i…“ +…¥´…÷≈ æ˙l…÷≈. ±……‡HÌHÌo…… °…©……i…‡ +… ¥……¥… ¥……P…‡±…… ≠˜…W¥…“ HÌi…«q‡ˆ¥…{…… ©…≈m…“ ©……y…¥…‡ •…≈y……¥…‡±… ©…{……´…
UÔ‡. +‡©……≈o…“ ª…≈. 1350 (>.ª…. 1294){……‡ ±…‡L… ©…≥“ +…¥´……‡ UÔ‡.'20 A~…≠˜…‡Gl… "±…‡L… A~…≠˜o…Ô“ {……N…≠˜
[…… l…{……≈ HÌ…‡> ˚Àª…y…÷ H‡Ì l…÷∫…©…… q‡ˆ¥…“{……‡ +… ¥……¥… ª……o…‡ HÌ…‡>HÌ ª…≈•…≈y… æ˙…‡´… l…‡©… Wi……´… UÔ‡. N…÷W≠˜…l…{…“ +…
+‡HÌ An…©… ¥……¥… UÔ‡. +… ¥……¥…{…… H⁄Ì¥…… ~…≠˜ ]⁄Ò±…l……‡ ]Ò≠÷˜L……‡ UÔ‡. l…‡{…… °…¥…‡∂…wˆ…≠˜o…“ +…W÷•……W÷{…“
X≥“+…‡©……≈ ª…÷≈qˆ≠˜ {…HÌ∂…“HÌ…©… X‡¥…… ©…≥‡ UÔ‡. ¥……¥…{…… ªl…≈ß… S……‡≠˜ª… P……`Ú{…… UÔ‡. ¥……¥… ª……l… HÌ…‡cÛ…{…“ UÔ‡.
¥……¥…©……≈ ß…“l…“ªl…≈ß……‡ ~…i… +…¥…‡±…… UÔ‡. °…¥…‡∂…wˆ…≠˜{…“ ∂……L……+…‡ +{…‡ +…‡l…≠≈˜N…©……≈ q‡ˆ¥…q‡ˆ¥…“+…‡ l…o……
©……{…¥…±…“±……{…… H‡Ì`Ú±……≈HÌ ∂…±~……‡ H≈ÌeÙ…≠˜¥……©……≈ +…¥…‡±… UÔ‡. •…“X≈ H‡Ì`Ú±……≈HÌ ª…÷≈qˆ≠˜ ∂…±~……‡ W‡¥……≈ H‡Ì ª…~l…©……l…fiH Ì…,
{…¥…O…æ˙, qˆ∂……¥…l……≠˜, ¶…¡…, ∂…¥…, ¥…∫j ¥…N…‡≠‡˜ ~…i… +m…‡ X‡¥…… ©…≥‡ UÔ‡.'21
¥…hı¥……i…{…“ +… ¥……¥… +≈N…‡ ∏…“ +‡S…. Y. ∂……ªm…“ {……·y…‡ UÔ‡ H‡Ì "¥…hıÛ¥……i…{…“ N…≈N…… +{…‡ ©……y……¥……¥…
l…‡©…W ≠˜…WHÌ…‡`Ú ~……ª…‡{…… ª…‡WHÌ~…÷≠˜o…“ UÔ ©……>±… q⁄ˆ≠˜ +…¥…‡±… y……{…qˆ±…~…÷≠˜©……≈ ~…i… +…W °…HÌ…≠˜{…“ +‡HÌ
ª…÷≈qˆ≠˜ ¥……¥… +…¥…‡±…“ X‡¥…… ©…≥‡ UÔ‡. ©……y……¥……¥…{…… °…o…©… H⁄Ì`Ú{…‡ ª…≈±…N{… +‡HÌ ª…÷≈qˆ≠˜ l……‡≠˜i… +…¥…‡±… UÔ‡. +…
l……‡≠˜i… ~…≠˜ +{…‡HÌ q‡ˆ¥…q‡ˆ¥…“+…‡{……≈ ∂…±~……‡ H≈ÌeÙ…≠‡˜±……≈ UÔ‡. ªl…≈ß……‡{…“ ∂…≠˜…¥…`Ú“©……≈ HÌ“Ãl…©…÷L……‡{…“ HÌ…‡l…≠˜i…“ UÔ ‡.
+… ¥……¥… HÌi…« ¥……P…‡±……{…… ©…≈m…“ ©……y…¥…‡, ~……‡l……{……≈ ©……l……- ~…l……{…… ª©…≠˜i……«o…‚ •…≈y……¥…“ æ˙l…“.' 22
+…©… ª……‡±…≈HÌ“-¥……P…‡±……HÌ…±…“{… N…÷W≠˜…l…{…“ °……S…“{… ¥……¥…{…‡ ±…N…l…“ A~…≠˜…‡HÌl… ©…… æ˙l…“ ©…‡≥¥…“ ±…“y……
~…UÔ“, æ˙¥…‡ N…÷W≠˜…l…©……≈ ©…÷Œª±…©… ∂……ª…{…HÌ…≥ qˆ≠˜ ©…´……{… •…≈y……´…‡±…“ ¥……¥……‡ ~…≠˜ ~…i… +‡HÌ {…W≠˜ HÌ≠˜“∂…÷≈. +…
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ª…©…´…{…“ ¥……¥……‡{…“ L…… ª…´…l… l…≠˜£Ì +≈N…⁄ ±… {…q‚ˆ∂… HÌ≠˜l……≈ ∏…“ +‡S…. Y. ∂……ªm…“ +{…‡ ∏…“ +…≠˜. ª…“. ~…≠˜“L…
{……·y…‡ UÔ‡ H‡Ì "ª…±l…{…l…HÌ…≥{…“ ¥……¥……‡{…“ +…´……‡W{……©……≈ Àæ˙q÷ˆ ∂……ªm……‡{……‡ °…ß……¥… W∞˜≠˜ UÔ‡, ~…i… l…‡{…“ {…HÌ±…
{…o…“.'23 +o……«l…√ +… ª…©…´…{…… ¥……¥… ªo……~…l´…©……≈ l…‡{…÷≈ ©……‰ ±…HÌ HÌ±……-HÌ…‰∂…±… ª……£Ì q‡ˆL……> +…¥…‡ UÔ‡.
+… ª…≈qˆß…‚ +m…‡ ª…±l…{…l… ª…©…´…{…“ H‡Ì`Ú±…“HÌ L……ª… ¥……¥……‡ +≈N…‡ S…S……« HÌ≠˜“∂…÷≈.
©……l…… ß……{…“{…“ ¥……¥… (+©…qˆ…¥……qˆ)
+©…qˆ…¥……qˆ{…… +ª……≠˜¥…… ¥…ªl……≠˜©……≈ +…¥…‡±… +… ¥……¥… ª…±l…{…l…HÌ…±…“{… æ˙…‡¥…… +≈N…‡ o……‡eÙ“HÌ ∂…≈HÌ… UÔ‡.
H‡Ì`Ú±……HÌ{…‡ ©…l…‡ +… ¥……¥… l…‡ ~…⁄¥…‚{…“ æ˙…‡¥…“ X‡>+‡. HÌ±…… ¥…¥…‡S…HÌ •…W‚ª…{…‡ ©…l…‡ "+‡{…“ •……≈y…i…“ æ˙HÌ“HÌl…©……≈
+… ¥…L…l…{…“ ~…÷≠˜¥……≠˜ HÌ≠‡˜ UÔ‡ H‡Ì l…‡ ∂…æ‡˙≠˜ (+©…qˆ…¥……qˆ) ¥…ª…l……≈ ~…æ‡˙±……≈ •……≈y…‡±… UÔ‡. +‡{…÷≈ S…hı…i… ª…“y…÷≈
æ˙…‡¥……o…“ l…‡{……≈ ~…N… o…´……≈ ª…“y……≈ {… •…{……¥…l……≈ o……‡e‡Ù UÔ‡`‡Úo…“ HÌ…~…“{…‡ +…eÙ…≈ HÌ´……» UÔ‡.' 24 +… ©…l… wˆ…≠˜… ¥…wˆ…{…
¥…¥…‡S…H‡Ì l…‡{…… ≠˜S…{……HÌ…≥ +≈N…‡ ª~…∫`Ú {…q‚ˆ∂… HÌ≠˜“ qˆ“y…‡±… UÔ‡. ©…y´…HÌ…±…“{… <˚ l…æ˙…ª…{…“ Xi…HÌ…≠˜“ ©……`‡Ú{…“
+…y……≠˜ß…⁄l… ª…… æ˙l´… ª……©…O…“ ª…©……{… O…≈o… " ©…≠˜…l…‡ +‡æ˙©…qˆ“'©……≈ ~…i… +… ¥……¥…{……‡ A±±…‡L… X‡¥…… ©…≥‡ UÔ‡.
•……≈y…HÌ…©…{…“ xˆŒ∫`Ú+‡ X‡l……≈, +… ¥……¥…{…÷≈ •……≈y…HÌ…©… ∂…æ‡˙≠˜{…“ ªo……~…{…… ~…æ‡˙±……≈{…÷≈ W UÔ‡. +‡{…“ ≠˜S…{…… ~…uˆ l…
+{…‡ •……≈y…HÌ…©… X‡l……≈ ±……N…‡ UÔ‡ H‡Ì +‡{……‡ ª…©…´… ª…≈ß…¥…l…: >.ª…. 14©…“ ª…qˆ“ æ˙…‡> ∂…H‡Ì. +‡{…“ ≠˜S…{…… Àæ˙q÷ˆ
•……≈y…HÌ…©… ~…uˆ l…{…‡ ¥…y…÷ +{…÷H⁄Ì≥ UÔ‡. W‡©……≈ ¥……¥…{……‡ ¥…ªl……≠˜ +…‡UÔ“ WN´…… ≠˜…‡H‡Ì UÔ‡. +‡`Ú±…“ WN´……+‡ De÷≈Ù
•……≈y…HÌ…©… HÌ≠˜¥……©……≈ +…¥…‡ UÔ‡. (+… +N……A{…“ ¥……¥……‡) HÌ≠˜l……≈ ª…±l…{…l…HÌ…±…“{… ¥……¥…{…“ ≠˜S…{…… ~…uˆ l… W≠˜…
W÷qˆ“ +{…‡ ¥…∂…‡∫… ª…±……©…l… UÔ‡. ª…±l…{…l…HÌ…±…“{… ¥……¥… •……≈y…{……≠˜…+…‡+‡ +N……A{…“ ¥……¥…{…“ {…•…≥…>+…‡{……‡
L´……±… +…¥…“ N…´……‡ æ˙…‡> l…‡©…i…‡ ¥……¥…{…÷≈ ±…≈•……i… ¥…y……´…÷» +{…‡ JÌ©…‡ JÌ©…‡ De‡Ù Cl…≠˜¥…… W¥……{…“ ´……‡W{…… HÌ≠˜“.
+… ´……‡W{……©……≈ l…‡+…‡ ª……‰ °…o…©… H⁄Ì¥……‡ L……‡qˆ“ ±…‡l……. ~…UÔ“ +©…÷HÌ DS……>+‡ ~……i…“{…“ ª…~……`Ú“{…“ {…YHÌ{…“
UÔ‡±±……©……≈ UÔ‡±±…“ W‡ DS……> æ˙…‡´… {…‡ V´……≈o…“ ~……i…“ +…¥…l……≈ •……W÷{…… H÷≈ÌeÙ©……≈ ª…≈O…æ˙…´… l´……≈o…“ °…¥…‡∂…{…÷≈
+≈l…≠˜ {…IÌ“ HÌ≠˜“ ¥…SS…‡ N……≥… ≠˜…L…“ L……‡qˆHÌ…©… De÷≈Ù Al……≠˜l…… Wl……. +…¥…… +‡HÌ N……≥…{…÷≈ L……‡qˆHÌ…©… ~…⁄≠÷≈˜
o…l……≈ ª…~……`Ú W©…“{… ≠˜…L…“ l…‡{…… ~…≠˜ •……≈y…HÌ…©… HÌ≠˜“ ±…‡l……, ~…UÔ“o…“ hı…‡≥…¥…¥……≥÷≈ L……‡qˆHÌ…©… HÌ≠˜l…… +{…‡
~…N… o…´……≈ N……‡cÛ¥…l……≈, ªl…≈ß……‡ ¥…N…‡≠‡˜ X‡eÙ“ q‡ˆl……. +…W÷•……W÷{…“ ß…”l……‡©……≈ ~…oo…≠˜…‡ De‡Ù ª…÷y…“ W¥…… q‡ˆl…… +{…‡
`‡ÚHÌ…o…“ •…≠˜…•…≠˜ ]ÒHÌeÙ“ ≠˜…L…l……. ~… ≠˜i……©…‡ ¥……¥…{…“ ±…≈•……> ¥…y…l…“ ~…i… +‡ ¥…y…÷ `ÚHÌ…A +{…‡ W¥……
+…¥…¥……{…“ ª…≠˜≥l……¥……≥“ •…{…l…“. +eÙ…±…W +{…‡ •……> æ˙≠˜“≠˜Ì{…“ ¥……¥…©……≈ +… ª…÷ ¥…y…… ¥…y…÷ ª~…∫`Ú q‡ˆL……´…
UÔ‡.'25
+…©…, ©…‰m…HÌ +{…‡ L……ª… HÌ≠˜“{…‡ ª……‡±…≈HÌ“-¥……P…‡±…… HÌ…±…“{… ¥……¥…-ªo……~…l´… +{…‡ ©…÷Œª±…©… (L……ª… HÌ≠˜“{…‡
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+… ¥……¥… +©…qˆ…¥……qˆo…“ ©…æ‡˙ª……i…… (A.N…÷W.) l…≠˜£Ì W¥……{…… ≠˜…∫`ƒÚ“´… y……‡≠˜“ ©……N…« ~…≠˜ +©…qˆ…¥……qˆo…“
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Àæ˙q÷ˆ +{…‡ ©…÷Œª±…©… ªo……~…l´…{…“ ∂…‰±…“+…‡{……‡ •…‡X‡eÙ ª…©…{¥…´… o…´…‡±……‡ UÔ‡. +eÙ…±…W{…“ ¥……¥…{…… ¶…‡H‡Ì`Ú
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(ªl…≈ß…{…… `‡ÚHÌ…)o…“ ª…™……`Ú +HÌ•…≠˜ +‡`Ú±…… °…ß…… ¥…l… o…´…‡±…… H‡Ì £Ìl…‡~…÷≠˜ ª…JÌ“©……≈ ~…i… +… - +eÙ…±…W{……
•……≈y…HÌ…©…{…… {…©…⁄{…… q‡ˆL……´… UÔ‡ ! +eÙ…±…W{…“ ¥……¥…{…“ +≈qˆ≠˜ ∂…±~…HÌ±……{……≈ Xi…‡ A~…¥…{… UÔ‡ ! +±…≈HfiÌl…
+…‡`Ú±……, UÔm…“+…‡, ]Ò∞˜L……+…‡, ©…æ‡˙±…{…‡ ∂…≠˜©……¥…‡ l…‡¥…… HÌ…‡l…≠˜HÌ…©…¥……≥… ªl…≈ß……‡, ª…·HÌeÙ…‡ æ˙…o…“+…‡ +{…‡
£›Ì±…, ~……{…, ~…∂…÷ l…o…… ~…K…“{……≈ ∂…±~……‡¥……≥“ +… ¥……¥… q÷ˆ {…´……{…… ªo……~…l´…{……‡ +‡HÌ +©…⁄±´… L…X{……‡ UÔ‡. +…
¥……¥…{…… ~…oo…≠˜…‡©……≈ W‡ ª…‡{eÙª`Ú…‡{… (¥…~…≠˜…´…‡±…) UÔ‡ l…‡©……≈ ∂…±~…{…“ HÌ≥…, +¥…HÌ…∂…{……‡ l…H«Ì +{…‡ ª…fiŒ∫`Ú{…… +o…«
¥…∂…‡{…“ ¥……l……‡ H≈ÌeÙ…≠‡˜±…“ UÔ‡. S…JÌ…HÌ…≠˜ ª…“eÙ“+…‡ y…≠˜…¥…l…“ +eÙ…±…W{…“ ¥……¥… m…i… ©…÷L… y…≠˜…¥…l…“ W´……
(°…HÌ…≠˜{…“) ¥……¥… UÔ‡. l…‡{…… H⁄Ì¥……{……‡ ¥´……ª… ª……l… ©…“`Ú≠˜ UÔ‡. l…‡{…… ªl…≈ß… ß…rˆHÌ (S……‡≠˜ª…) +…HÌ…≠˜{…… UÔ‡. l…‡
An…≠˜ qˆ K…i… (H⁄Ì¥……-°…¥…‡∂…wˆ…≠˜) +{…‡ ª…“y…… {…“S……i…¥……≥“ ~…N…o……≠˜ y…≠˜…¥…‡ UÔ‡. l…‡{…… ©…÷L´… ªo…~… l… ©……≠˜{…
(∏…“©……≥“) æ˙l……. °……S…“{… ß……≠˜l…{…“ ªo……~…l´… ∂…‰±…“+…‡{…“ +‡HÌ ]Ò±…HÌ +eÙ…±…W©……≈ X‡¥…… ©…≥‡ UÔ‡. +æ˙”{……≈
∂…±~……‡ N…÷~l…´…÷N…{…“ ´……qˆ +~……¥…‡ UÔ‡. +eÙ…±…W l……‡ l…‡{……‡ +‡HÌ ~…eÙP……‡ UÔ‡. l…‡{…‡ X‡¥……o…“ ß……≠˜l…{…÷≈ °……S…“{…
ªo……~…l´… +{…‡ HÌ≥… H‡Ì¥……≈ DS…“ HÌK……{……≈ æ˙∂…‡ l…‡{……‡ L´……±… +…¥…‡ UÔ‡.'26 +… ¥……¥…©……≈ m…i… •……W÷+‡ °…¥…‡∂…
+{…‡ ~…N… o…´……≈{…“ ¥´…¥…ªo…… HÌ≠˜¥……©……≈ +…¥…‡±… UÔ‡. W‡ qˆ∂……«¥…‡ UÔ‡ H‡Ì l´……≈ +…¥…¥……{…… m…i… ≠˜ªl…… æ˙∂…‡.
"+eÙ…±…W{…“ +… ¥……¥…©……≈ ¥…SS…‡ 22 1/2{……‡ ©…≈eÙ~… UÔ‡ l…‡{…… A~…≠˜ P…÷≈©…`Ú æ˙…‡¥……{……‡ ª…≈ß…¥… UÔ‡. ©…≈eÙ~…{…“
•……W÷©……≈{……≈ ]Ò≠÷˜L……+…‡ l´……≈ •…‡ª…“{…‡ +…¥…l…… Wl…… ±……‡HÌ…‡{…‡ {…æ˙…≥¥…… ©……`‡Ú{…“ An…©… •……≠˜“ W‡¥…… UÔ‡. +…
¥……¥… +ª……y……≠˜i… ª…÷≈qˆ≠˜ ≠˜“l…‡ ∂…i…N……≠‡˜±…“ UÔ‡. ¥……¥…{…… N……‡L… ~…i… HÌ…‡l…≠˜i…“¥……≥… UÔ‡. +‡©……≈ H≈Ì>HÌ +≈∂…‡
l…lHÌ…±…“{… ª…©……WY¥…{…{…‡ ≠˜W⁄ HÌ≠‡˜±… UÔ‡. {…¥…O…æ˙, ~…±…≈N…, ~……i…“, HÌ©…±……HfiÌ l… ¥…N…‡≠‡˜ Àæ˙q÷ˆ °…l…“HÌ…‡ +‡©……≈
HÌ…‡l…≠‡˜±……≈ UÔ‡. ¥……¥…{…“ ±…≈•……> 251 £›Ì`Ú UÔ‡. UÔ‡e‡Ù •…≈{…‡ •……W÷+‡ S…JÌ…HÌ…≠˜ ª…“eÙ“+…‡ UÔ‡, W‡ UÔ‡HÌ ~……i…“ ª…÷y…“
±…> X´… UÔ‡. +‡ ~…≠˜o…“ ~……i…“{…“ ª…~……`Ú“ G´……≈ ª…÷y…“ ª……©……{´…~…i…‡ ≠˜æ‡˙l…“ æ˙∂…‡ +‡ Xi…“ ∂…HÌ…´… UÔ‡.
¥……¥…{…… ±…‡L…©……≈ Wi……¥´…… ©…÷W•… +… ¥……¥… ª…≈. 1555 (l……. 16 X{´…÷. 1499{…… ≠˜…‡W)©……≈ ª…÷±…l……{…
©…æ˙©…qˆ{…… ≠˜…V´…©……≈ q≈ˆeÙ…æ˙“{…… ¥……P…‡±…… ≠˜…X ©……‡HÌ±…Àª…æ˙{…… ¥…≈∂…W ¥…“≠˜Àª…æ˙{…“ ~…l{…“ ∞˜eÙ…q‡ˆ¥…“+‡
~……‡l……{…… ~… l…{…… ~…÷i´……o…‚ HÌ≠˜…¥…“ æ˙l…“. +‡{…… {…©……«i…{…÷≈ L…S…« 50,011 `ÚHÌ… o…´…÷≈ æ˙l…÷≈.'27 +‡¥……‡ ª~…∫`Ú
A±±…‡L… (¥……¥…{…… ∂…±……±…‡L…©……≈o…“) ©…≥“ ≠˜æ‡˙ UÔ‡.
+… ª…≈qˆß…‚ +eÙ…±…W{…“ ¥……¥…©……≈ +…¥…‡±…… A~…≠˜…‡Gl… ∂…±……±…‡L…{…… ∑±……‡HÌ {…≈. 15 +{…‡ 16©……≈ +…
¥…¥…≠˜i… HÌ…¥´……l©…HÌ ∂…‰±…“©……≈ +…~…‡±… UÔ‡, W‡ A~…≠˜…‡Gl… ¥…¥…≠˜i…{…‡ ©…≥l…“ +…¥…l…“ +…y……≠˜ß…⁄l… ©…… æ˙l…“
+…~…‡ UÔ‡.28
+eÙ…±…W{…“ +… ¥……¥…{…“ ≠˜S…{…… l…o…… ªo……~…l´… HÌ±……{…“ ]Ò“i…¥…`Úß…≠˜“ ¥…N…l……‡ +…~…l……≈ eÙ…Ë. +‡S….
Y. ∂……ªm…“ +{…‡ eÙ…Ë. +…≠˜. ª…“. ~…≠˜“L… Wi……¥…‡ UÔ‡ H‡Ì " ¥……¥…{…“ ≠˜S…{……©……≈ ª…°…©……i…l…… +…¥…¥……{…÷≈ HÌ…≠˜i…
+‡©……≈ ¥…~…≠˜…´…‡±… ªl…≈ß……‡{…“ •…‡ª…i…“{…… HÌqˆ{…÷≈ ~…qˆ UÔ‡. +‡©……≈ 1/2, 2,3,4 {…“ ±……N…i…“{…‡ +…y……≠‡˜
+…´……‡W{… o…´…‡±… UÔ‡. l…‡{…“ L…⁄•…“ +‡ UÔ‡ H‡Ì ß…”l…©……≈ ©…⁄H‡Ì±… ~…oo…≠˜ ~…i… {… ∑S…l… ªH‡Ì±…{…… +{…‡ ©……~…{…… UÔ‡.
W‡o…“ +…L…“´… ¥……¥…{…÷≈ +…´……‡W{… +‡HÌqˆ©… ~…⁄i…« +{…‡ ª…©……´…÷Gl… •…{…‡ UÔ.‡ ¥……¥…©……≈ W‡{…‡ H⁄Ì`Ú H‡Ì HÌ…‡cÛ… HÌæ˙“+‡
UÔ“+‡ l…‡{……‡ L´……±… ¥……¥……‡©……≈ ≠˜…L…¥……©……≈ +…¥…l…“ L……±…“ WN……{…… +…y……≠‡˜ N…i……l……‡ æ˙…‡´… UÔ‡. ¥……¥…{……
©……≥{……‡ +…y……≠˜ l…‡ H‡Ì`Ú±…“HÌ DeÙ“ X´… UÔ‡ l…‡{…… °…©……i…©……≈ æ˙…‡´… UÔ‡. ª…±l…{…l… HÌ…≥ ~…æ‡˙±……≈{…“ ¥……¥…©……≈
ª¥……ß…… ¥…HÌ (≠˜“l…‡ W) ¥…y……≠‡˜ ©……≥ ≠˜æ‡˙l……, V´……≠‡˜ +… HÌ…≥©……≈ ±…≈•… °…ªl……≠˜ ¥…y……≠‡˜ æ˙…‡> +‡ °…©……i…©……≈
UÔ“UÔ≠˜“ +{…‡ +…‡UÔ… ©……≥¥……≥“ •…{…‡ UÔ‡. UÔl……≈ +æ˙” ≠˜S…{……©……≈ ª……≠˜“ +‡¥…“ S……‡HÌª……> ≠˜L……´……{…‡ HÌ…≠˜i…‡ +‡
¥…y…÷ ª…±……©…l… ≠˜æ˙“ UÔ‡. ~…N… o…´……≈ X‡eÙl…“ ¥…‡≥…+‡ ~…i… ~…N… o…´……≈{…… +≈l… - ß……N…{…‡ ª…“y……‡ {… ≠˜…L…l……≈
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L……≈S……¥……≥…‡ ≠˜…L´……‡ UÔ‡, W‡o…“ y…≠˜l…“H≈Ì~… H‡Ì •…“X HÌ…‡> qˆ•……i…o…“ +‡HÌ ~…i… ß……N… +…N…≥ {… +…¥…“
∂…H‡Ì.'29
+…©…, +… ¥……¥… ª…¥……»N… ª…÷≈qˆ≠˜ ªo……~…l´… HÌ±……{……‡ +‡`Ú±……‡ An…©… {…©…⁄{……‡ UÔ‡ H‡Ì ¥……¥…{…… A~…≠˜…‡Gl…
+ ß…±…‡L…{…… ∑±……‡HÌ {…≈. 11 +{…‡ 12©……≈ HÌ ¥…+‡ ~……‡l……{…“ HÌ±~…{…… ∂…ŒGl…{……‡ ~… ≠˜S…´… +…~…l……≈ Wi……¥´…÷≈ UÔ‡
H‡Ì "+… ¥……¥… l……‡ qˆ¥´… ©……{…ª…≠˜…‡¥…≠˜ H‡Ì "ª¥…N…«N…≈N……' UÔ‡ H‡Ì H‰Ì±……ª… UÔ‡ ? q‡ˆ¥……≈N…{……+…‡o…“ + y…Œ∫cÛl…
¥……l……´…{……‡ ¥…e‡Ù +‡ ª¥…N…« H‡Ì q‡ˆ¥…±……‡HÌ æ˙…‡¥……{……‡ ®…©… Cß……‡ HÌ≠‡˜ UÔ‡ !'30
•……> æ˙≠˜“≠˜ (qˆ…qˆ… æ˙≠˜“){…“ ¥……¥… - (+©…qˆ…¥……qˆ)
+eÙ…±…W{…“ ¥……¥…{…“ A~…≠˜…‡Gl… l…o…… ¥…ªl…fil… ©…… æ˙l…“o…“ ¥……H‡Ì£Ì o……´… ~…UÔ“ æ˙¥…‡ +… JÌ©…©……≈ UÔ‡±±…‡
+…~…i…‡ •……> æ˙≠˜“≠˜{…“ ¥……¥…{…“ S…S……« HÌ≠˜“∂…÷≈.
"©……l…… ß…¥……{…“ ¥……¥…o…“ o……‡e‡Ù q⁄ˆ≠˜ qˆ…qˆ… æ˙≠˜“{…“ ¥……¥…{…‡ {……©…‡ Xi…“l…“ +… ¥……¥… +…¥…‡±…“ UÔ‡. ©…æ˙©…qˆ
•…‡N…eÙ…{…… +≈l…:~…÷≠˜{…“ ª…¥……« y…HÌ… ≠˜i…“ æ˙≠˜“≠˜ {……©…{…“ •……>+‡ l…‡ •…≈y……¥…‡±…“ UÔ‡. +‡¥…÷≈ +‡{…… ∂…±……±…‡L… ~…≠˜
Wi……¥…‡±… UÔ‡. +… ¥……¥… +©…qˆ…¥……qˆ{…“ >∂……{…‡ >.ª…. 1556{…… ~……‡∫… ª…÷qˆ 13{…‡ ª……‡©…¥……≠‡˜ (15
eÙª…‡©•…≠˜, 1499) æ˙ ≠˜~…÷≠˜…©……≈ 22,900/- ©…æ‡˙©…⁄qˆ“ (∞˜ ~…´……) L…S…‘{…‡ •…≈y……¥…“ UÔ‡, +‡©… ~…i… ±…‡L…©……≈
Wi……¥´…÷≈ UÔ‡.'31
+… ¥……¥… ª…≈qˆß…‚ ¥…wˆ…{……‡ {……·y…‡ UÔ‡ H‡Ì "+… ¥……¥… Àæ˙q÷ˆ ªo…~… l…+‡ ©…÷ª…±…©……{… +©…±…qˆ…≠˜{…“ q‡ˆL…≠‡˜L…
{…“S…‡ •…≈y……¥…‡±… UÔ‡. l…‡©……≈ +…~…¥……©……≈ +…¥…‡±… +… ¥……¥…{…… {…©……«l……+…‡{…“ {……©……¥… ±… ~…≠˜o…“ +… HÌ…≥{……
•……≈y…HÌ…©…{…… ªo…~… l…+…‡ ©……‡`‡Ú ß……N…‡ Àæ˙q÷ˆ æ˙…‡¥…… ¥…∂…‡ ª…≈ß……¥…{…… ≠˜W⁄ HÌ≠˜“ ∂…HÌ…´… UÔ‡. +… ¥……¥…{…“ ±…≈•……>
141/2 UÔ‡. +≈qˆ≠˜{…… ©…≈eÙ~… 16 {…… UÔ‡. +∫`ÚHÌ…‡i… H⁄Ì¥……{……‡ S……‡≠˜ª… ß……N… 24{……‡ UÔ‡. ©…≈eÙ~… DS…… {…o…“.
o……≈ß…±…… ª……qˆ… UÔ‡. qˆ≠‡˜HÌ L…≈eÙ©……≈ ©…ŒªWqˆ{…“ W‡©… N……‡L… ©…⁄H‡Ì±…… UÔ‡. ¥……¥… HÌ…‡l…≠˜i…“o…“ ~…⁄i…« UÔ‡. UÔ‡HÌ ~……i…“
ª…÷y…“ Wl…“ •…‡ {……{…“ N……‡≥ S…JÌ…HÌ…≠˜ ª…“eÙ“+…‡ UÔ‡. •…‡ª…¥……{…÷≈ HÌK……ª…{… ª…÷≈qˆ≠˜ ≠˜“l…‡ HÌ…‡l…≠‡˜±… UÔ‡. ¥……¥…{……
•……≈y…HÌ…©…{…“ ´……‡W{……©……≈ ©…÷L´… (+‡HÌ©…) o……≈ß…±……{…“ •…‡ª…i…“{……‡ ¥…ªl……≠˜ UÔ‡. +‡{…… +…y……≠‡˜ 2, 3, 4 {……
N…÷i……HÌ…≠˜©……≈ WN´…… L……±…“ ≠˜…L…“ UÔ‡. l…‡o…“ l…‡{……‡ ªH‡Ì±… L…⁄•… W ©…{…©……‡æ˙HÌ •…{…‡ UÔ‡. ¥…≥“ l…‡{…“ DS……>©……≈
~…i… +… W ~…qˆ{……‡ N…÷i……HÌ…≠˜ A~…´……‡N…©……≈ ±…“y……‡ UÔ‡, W‡{…… HÌ…≠˜i…‡ ª…©…O… ¥……¥…{…÷≈ +…´……‡W{… ª…≠˜≥ UÔl……≈
ª…°…©……i… •…{…‡ UÔ‡. ~…N… o…´……≈{…÷≈ ©……~… ~…i… DS……>©……≈ +… ~…qˆo…“ +y…÷» +{…‡ ª…~……`Ú UÔ‡. +…©…, L…⁄•… W
¥´…¥…Œªo…l… ≠˜“l…‡ •…≈y……´…‡±… +… ¥……¥…{…‡ ≠˜. ß…“. X‡`‡Ú+‡ ß…rˆ… Xl…{…“ ¥……¥… HÌæ˙“ UÔ‡.'32
{…∫HÌ∫…« : +…©…, A~…≠˜…‡HÌl… l…©……©… ¥……¥……‡{…“ ]Ò“i…¥…`Úß…≠˜“ ¥…N…l……‡ X‡´…… ~…UÔ“ +S…⁄HÌ~…i…‡ +‡
{…∫HÌ∫…« ~…≠˜ ~…æ˙…·S…“ ∂…HÌ“+‡ UÔ“+‡ H‡Ì °……S…“{… HÌ…≥o…“ N…÷W≠˜…l… +{…‡ ≠˜…Wªo……{…©……≈ •…≈y……l…“ +…¥…l…“ +…
¥……¥……‡, ¥……ªl…¥…©……≈ ªo……~…l´…HÌ±……{…… AlHfiÌ∫`Ú {…©…⁄{……+…‡ l……‡ UÔ‡ W, ~…≠≈˜l…÷ l…‡{…“ ª……o…‡ ª……o…‡ W≥ ¥´…¥…ªo……~…{…
+{…‡ ±……‡HÌHÌ±´……i…{…“ ß……¥…{…… l…o…… W∞˜≠˜l…©…≈qˆ…‡{…“ W∞˜ ≠˜´……l… ~…⁄≠˜“ HÌ≠˜“{…‡ ~…÷i´……‡~……ÃWl… HÌ≠˜¥……{…“
N…÷W≠˜…l…{…… qˆ…{…¥…“≠˜ +{…‡ qˆ´……≥÷ qˆ…l……{…“ Aqˆ…n… ß……¥…{……{…… °…l…“HÌ ª…©……{… ~…i… UÔ‡. ¥……ªl…¥…©……≈ "¥……¥……‡
qˆ K…i… N…÷W≠˜…l… ª…¥……´… +…L……´… N…÷W≠˜…l…©……≈ •…≈y……´…‡±…“ UÔ‡. +æ˙” (N…÷W≠˜…l…)o…“ ∂…“L…“{…‡ ≠˜…Wªo……{…
+{…‡ UÔ‡HÌ qˆ±æ˙“ ª…÷y…“ +… ¥……¥……‡ •…{…‡±…“ UÔ‡, ~…≠≈˜l…÷ N…÷W≠˜…l…{…“ ¥……¥……‡ ªo……~…l´…{…“ xˆŒ∫`Ú+‡ •…‡X‡eÙ UÔ‡ +{…‡
+‡©……≈´… +eÙ…±…W l…o…… ~……`Úi…{…“ ¥……¥……‡ l……‡ ∏…‡∫cÛl…©… UÔ‡. +… ¥……¥…-ªo……~…l´… +…L…“ q÷ˆ {…´……©……≈ +…`Ú±……
¥…HÌ ª…l… ∞˜~…©……≈ ©……m… N…÷W≠˜…l…©……≈ W X‡¥…… ©…≥‡ UÔ‡.'33 +‡`Ú±…÷≈ W {… æ˙ ~…i… +… ¥……¥…{…“ ≠˜S…{……{……‡
W{…Y¥…{… ~…≠˜ H‡Ì`Ú±……‡ DeÙ…‡ °…ß……¥… UÔ‡, l…‡ +…~…i…{…‡ N…÷W≠˜…l…-≠˜…Wªo……{…{…“ "¥…i…]Ò…≠˜“ ¥……¥…' {…‡ ±…N…l…“
°…S… ±…l… ±……‡H-ÌHÌo……+…‡{…“ ±……‡HÌ °…´…l…… ~…≠˜o…“ Xi…¥…… ©…≥‡ UÔ‡. ¥……¥… ©……`‡Ú ª…≈ªHfiÌl…©……≈ ¥…~…≠˜…l…… ∂…•qˆ
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"¥……~…“' ~…≠˜o…“ qˆ K…i… N…÷W≠˜…l…{…… {…N…≠˜{…÷≈, l…‡©…W An…≠˜ N…÷W≠˜…l…{…… ©…æ‡˙ª……i…… l…o…… •…{……ª…HÌ…≈cÛ…
W±±……{…… +{…÷JÌ©…‡ ¥……~…“ (ª…≈. ¥…… ~…HÌ…) +{…‡ ¥……¥… {……©…{……≈ N……©……‡{…… {……©…… ß…y……{… ~…≠˜o…“ ~…i… l…‡{……
W{…©……{…ª… ~…≠˜{…… °…ß……¥…{……‡ L´……±… +…¥…“ X´… UÔ‡. æ˙¥…‡ +‡HÌ W≥…∂…´… H‡Ì ªo……~…l´… HÌ≥…{……‡ {…©…⁄{……‡ æ˙…‡¥……
A~…≠˜…≈l… +… ¥……¥……‡ ªo…… {…HÌ ±……‡HÌ…‡{…“ y……Ã©…HÌ-ª……©…… WHÌ ©……{´…l……+…‡ ~…≠˜ H‡Ì¥……‡ °…N……hı °…ß……¥… y…≠˜…¥…‡ UÔ‡, l…‡
X‡>+‡ : "+…W{…“ l……≠˜“L…©……≈ ~…i… +eÙ…±…W{…“ ¥……¥… +‡HÌ y……Ã©…HÌ ªo…≥ ª……‰ °…o…©… UÔ‡. ~…`‡Ú±… ª…©……W{……
±……‡HÌ…‡ +æ˙” ±…N{… •……qˆ l…≠˜l… W UÔ‡eÙ… UÔ…‡eÙ¥……{…“ ¥… y… ©……`‡Ú +…¥…‡ UÔ‡. +‡ W ≠˜“l…‡ cÛ…HÌ…‡≠˜ ª…©……W{…… ±……‡HÌ…‡
~…i… +æ˙” l…‡©…{…“ ¥……P…‡π…≠˜“ ©……l…… (+≈•……Y){…“ +…≠˜…y…{…… HÌ≠˜¥…… +…¥…‡ UÔ‡. W‡ +æ˙” +‡HÌ ]Ò≠÷˜L……©……≈
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wˆ…≠˜… ª…ß…… ª…≠˜P…ª… ¥…e‡Ù ª…≠˜HÌ…≠˜{…‡ {…©……¥…“ ∂……≈l… {…:∂…ªm… °… l…HÌ…≠˜{……‡ N…÷W≠˜…l…‡ ≠˜…∫`ƒÚ{…‡ S…≠˜i…‡ y…≠‡˜±……‡
+… •…“X‡ °…ª…≈N….
14 {…¥…‡©•…≠˜ 1860©……≈ ~…⁄i…‡©……≈ +…¥…HÌ ¥…‡≠˜… ¥…≠˜…‡y…“ l……‡£Ì…{……‡ o…´……≈. ª…÷≠˜l…©……≈ 3000 ±……‡HÌ…‡+‡
•…÷≠˜æ˙…{… ~…÷≠˜{…“ ß……N……‡≥‡ +‡HÌcÛ… o…>{…‡ l´……≈ ª…÷y…“ +…¥…HÌ¥…‡≠˜… ~…m…HÌ…‡ {… ß…≠˜¥…… V´……≈ ª…÷y…“ £‡Ì≠˜ ¥…S……≠˜i……
{… o……´…. ±……‡HÌ…‡+‡ æ˙eÙl……±… ~……eÙ“. ª…≠˜HÌ…≠‡˜ ±…∂HÌ≠˜{……‡ A~…´……‡N… HÌ´……‚ l…o…… +©…±…qˆ…≠˜…‡{…“ ©…qˆqˆo…“ l……‡£Ì…{……‡
eÙ…©…¥……{……‡ °…´…l{… HÌ´……‚. 30{…“ y…≠˜~…HÌeÙ o…>. 5{…‡ U⁄Ô`Ú… HÌ´……«. ∞˜. 50{……‡ q≈ˆeÙ 1 {…‡ o…´……‡, •……HÌ“{……{…‡
UÔ ©……ª…{…“ H‡Ìqˆ o…>. +… +…≈qˆ…‡±…{…{…‡ qˆ…•…“ q‡ˆ¥…… `Ú…<©ª…‡ ª…≠˜HÌ…≠˜ ~…≠˜ £›Ì±… ¥…‡´……«. <ª`Ú <˚Œ{eÙ´……
H≈Ì~…{…“ N…> +{…‡ ª…≠˜HÌ…≠˜{…÷≈ ª…“y…÷≈ ∂……ª…{… æ˙`Ú…¥……´…÷≈ æ˙…‡¥……o…“ ª…≠˜HÌ…≠˜{…‡ ª…£Ì≥l…… ©…≥“.
ª…÷≠˜l…{…“ °…X+‡ 1878©……≈ £Ì≠˜“ +‡HÌ ¥……≠˜ ~…≠˜¥……{…… HÌ≠˜{……≈ ª…≈qˆß…«©……≈ +…≈qˆ…‡±…{… HÌ´…÷». "≠˜…ªl…
N……‡£Ìl……≠'˜ ~…m…©……≈ qˆ…qˆ…ß……>+‡ +… ±…eÙl…{…÷≈ ©…≈N…±……S…≠˜i… HÌ´…÷». l……. 27©…“ £‡Ì¶…÷+…≠˜“ 1878©……≈ ª…÷≠˜l…{……
{…N…≠˜∂…‡cÛ wˆ…≠˜HÌ…qˆ…ª…, {…≠˜…‡n…©…qˆ…ª…, {…≠˜Àª…æ˙qˆ…ª… l…≠˜£Ìo…“ Xæ‡˙≠˜L…•…≠˜ UÔ~……¥…“ "±……<ª…{ª… `‡ÚGª…{……‡
¥…≠˜…‡y…', 28©…“+‡ Xæ‡˙≠˜ ª…ß…… o…>. l…‡©……≈ +©…qˆ…¥……qˆ, ©…÷≈•…>, ~…⁄{……+‡ ª……o… +…~´……‡. 1±…“ +‡ °…±…o…“
5 qˆ¥…ª…{…“ æ˙eÙl……±… ~…eÙ“. qˆ≠˜ ©…´……{… W±±…… ©…Ë Wª`ƒ‡Ú`Ú +{…‡ ¥…‡~……≠˜“ +…±…©…{…… +O…i…“+…‡ ¥…SS…‡
¥……`Ú…P……`Ú…‡{…… +≈l…‡ UÔ‡±±…… qˆ¥…ª…‡ ¥…eÙ…+…‡+‡ P…‡≠˜…‡ P……±´……‡. ª…≠˜HÌ…≠‡˜ qˆ©…{…HÌ…≠˜“ ~…N…±……≈ ±…“y……≈. N……‡≥“•……≠˜©……≈
•…‡ ©……´……« N…´……. •…‡{…‡ N…≈ß…“≠˜ >X o…>, 100{…“ y…≠˜~…HÌeÙ o…>. 5©…“+‡ ±……‡HÌ…‡ +{…‡ ~……‡±…“ª… ¥…SS…‡
©……≠˜…©……≠˜“ ≠˜…ªl… N……‡£Ìl……≠˜ ~…m…‡ +… •…{……¥…{…“ L……ª… HÌ≠˜“{…‡ ≠˜…‡´…±… +‡G`Ú Xæ‡˙≠˜ HÌ´……« ¥…{…… N……‡≥“•……≠˜
HÌ´……‚ l…‡o…“ `Ú“HÌ… HÌ≠˜“ l…‡©…W <SUÔ…≠˜…©… ª…⁄´…«≠˜…©… q‡ˆª……>+‡ ~……‡l……{…… "ª¥…l…≈m…l……' ~…m…©……≈ `Ú“HÌ… HÌ≠˜“
H‡Ì l…‡+…‡ ±……<ª…{ª… `‡ÚGª…{…… ¥…≠˜…‡y…©……≈ UÔ‡. {……N… ≠˜HÌ…‡{…“ y…≠˜~…HÌeÙ o…>. W‡©……≈ N…÷±……•…qˆ…ª…ß……> ¥…HÌ“±…,
W‡¥…S…≠˜…©… m…¥…‡qˆ“, <SUÔ…≠˜…©… ª…⁄´…«≠˜…©… +‡©… UÔ q‡ˆ∂…ß…Gl……‡ ~…≠˜ H‡Ìª… S…±……¥´……‡. £Ì≠˜…‡W∂……æ˙ ©…æ‡˙l……
L……ª… H‡Ìª… ±…eÙ¥…… ©…÷≈•…>o…“ +…¥´……. 3Y W÷±……> 1878{…… ≠˜…‡W ª…÷≠˜l…{…… S……‰qˆ {……N… ≠˜HÌ…‡+‡ ©…÷≈•…>{…“
æ˙…>HÌ…‡`«Ú©……≈ +Ë £Ìe‡Ù ¥…`Ú ≠˜W⁄ HÌ≠˜“. £Ì≠˜…‡W∂……æ‡˙ UÔ´…‡´…{…‡ {…qˆ…‚∫… c‡Û≠˜¥´……. S……‡o…“ ¥……≠˜ ª…÷≠˜l…{…“ °…X+‡
ª¥…l…≈m…l……{…“ ß……¥…{…… ¥´…Gl… HÌ≠˜“.
>.ª…. 1889©……≈ HÌ…ÈO…‡ª…{…… + y…¥…‡∂…{…©……≈ ß…∞˜S… +{…‡ ª…÷≠˜l… W±±……{…… °… l… {… y… l…≠˜“H‡Ì
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≠˜…´…•…æ˙…q÷ˆ≠˜ æ˙ ≠˜±……±… æ˙∫…«qˆ≠˜…´… z…÷¥…, ©……y…¥…±……±… {…≈qˆ±……±… N…´…‡±…… l´……≠‡˜ ¶… `Ú∂…≠˜…‡+‡ ¥……≈y……‡ ±…“y……‡
HÌ…≠˜i…H‡Ì l…‡+…‡ ¥…eÙ…‡qˆ≠˜… ≠˜…V´…{……≈ {´……´…y…“∂… æ˙l……≈1. ~…UÔ“ 1907©……≈ ª…÷≠˜l…©……≈ + y…¥…‡∂…{… ß…≠˜…´…÷≈ W‡©……≈
+y´…K…~…qˆ ©……`‡Ú l…HÌ≠˜…≠˜ o…>. +≈l…‡ qˆ…qˆ…•……> {…¥…≠˜…‡Y +y´…K… •…{´……2, +{…‡ {…≠˜©…qˆ≥-N…≠˜©…qˆ≥
•…{´……. +≠˜À¥…qˆ l…o…… `Ú≥HÌ{…… ß……∫…i……‡+‡ ª…÷≠˜l…©……≈ y…⁄©… ©…S……¥…l……≈ +≠˜À¥…q‡ˆ ß……∫…i… HÌ´…÷» H‡Ì >.ª….
1907{…÷≈ +… ¥…∫…« +…~…i…… ß…… ¥…©……≈ ~… ≠˜¥…l…«{… ±……¥…{……≠˜ {…“¥…eÙ∂…‡. +… P…`Ú{……{…‡ ´…q÷ˆ{……o… ª…≠˜HÌ…≠‡˜
+‰ l…æ˙… ª…HÌ •…l……¥…“. 1885©……≈ ªo…~……´…‡±…“ HÌ…ÈO…‡ª… W‡©……≈ 1906 ª…÷y…“ •…÷ uˆ¥……qˆ“+…‡{…÷≈ °……•…±´… ≠˜¬÷≈
æ˙l…÷≈ l…‡ L…l…©… o…´…÷≈ l…‡{…÷≈ ª…÷HÌ…{… ©…y´…©…¥…N…‘ ∂… K…l……‡{……≈ æ˙…o…©……≈ +…¥´…÷≈. ª…÷≠˜l…{…“ HÌ…ÈO…‡ª…{……≈ ª¥…´…≈ª…‡¥…HÌ…‡{……‡
N…i…¥…‡∂… ª¥…q‡ˆ∂…“ æ˙l……‡. ª…÷≠˜l…, {… eÙ´……qˆ l…o…… +©…qˆ…¥……qˆ©……≈ L……qˆ“ ß…≈eÙ…≠˜…‡ ªo…~……´…….
+… A~…≠˜…≈l… 1907 ~…UÔ“{…“ °…¥…fi n…+…‡©……≈ ª¥…q‡ˆ∂…“ +…≈qˆ…‡±…{… æ˙…‡©…≠÷˜±…, +ª…æ˙HÌ…≠˜{…÷≈ +…≈qˆ…‡±…{…
¥…N…‡≠‡˜ °…¥…fi n…©……≈ •……Ë©•… °…¥…fi n…+…‡, ~… m…HÌ… ¥…æ·˙S…i…“©……≈ ª…÷≠˜l…{…… {……´…•… ~……‡ ±…ª… ª…÷ °…`‡Ú{eÙ{`Ú ∏…“
∂…≠˜ N……≈¥…HÌ…≠˜, ß…∞˜S…{…… N…÷±……•… S…≈q‡ˆ, •……Ë©•… °…¥…fi n…©……≈ ª…÷≠˜l…{…… {…fiÀª…æ˙…S……´…‚ ª¥…q‡ˆ∂…“ +…≈qˆ…‡±…{…©……≈
1917{…“ æ˙…‡©…Æ¯±… °…¥…fi n… qˆ≠˜ ©…´……{… ∏…“ {…≠˜Àª…æ˙ ¥…ß……HÌ≠‡˜ ¥…≈q‡ˆ©……l…≠˜©…√ N…÷W≠˜…l…“©……≈ Al……´…÷» +{…‡
°…HÌ`Ú HÌ´…÷». ∏…“ W©…{……qˆ…ª… ©……y…¥…Y ©…æ‡˙l……, •…‡ ≠˜ª`Ú≠˜ W©…{……qˆ…ª… wˆ…≠˜HÌ…qˆ…ª…, ©……¥…Y N……‡À¥…qˆY
∂…‡cÛ, B©…≠˜ ª……‡•……Y, HÌ{…‰´……±……±… ©…÷{…∂…“+‡ N…÷W≠˜…l…©……≈ ®…©…i… HÌ≠˜“ +… +…≈qˆ…‡±…{… ±……‡HÌ °…´… •…{……¥…l……≈
ª…÷≠˜l…{……≈ "N…÷W≠˜…l… ©…m…' q‰ˆ {…HÌ©……≈ ¥…≈q‡ˆ©……l…≠˜©…√{…‡ ~…÷{…: ©…÷ rˆl… HÌ≠˜¥……©……≈ +…¥´…÷≈. {…¥…ª……≠˜“ °……{l…{……
W±……±…~……‡≠˜ l……±…÷HÌ…{…… HÌ≠˜…eÙ“{……≈ ~……≈S…… ~…`‡Ú±…‡ +‡HÌ±…¥…“≠˜ •…{…“{…‡ 1921-22©……≈ ¶… `Ú∂… ª…≠˜HÌ…≠˜ ª……©…‡
+‡HÌ±…¥…“≠˜ •…{…“{…‡ W©…“{…{…÷≈ ©…æ‡˙ª…⁄±… {… ß…≠˜“{…‡ l…‡ W©…“{… L……±…ª…… o…¥…… qˆ“y…“ æ˙l…“. ß…∞˜S…{…… W≈•…÷ª…≠˜
l……±…÷HÌ…+‡ 1920-45 qˆ≠˜ ©…´……{… ~… m…HÌ…+…‡ wˆ…≠˜… AO… ±…eÙl… S……±…¥…‡±…“, ">{HÌ±……•…' +{…‡ ≠˜…Wrˆ…‡æ˙
~… m…HÌ…+…‡, q‡ˆ∂…“ ¥…{…ª~… l…{…“ qˆ¥……+…‡, ">π…≠˜{……‡ <{HÌ…≠˜' W‡¥…“ UÔ‡l…≠˜…©…i…“ {……©…… ß…y……{… ¥……≥“
~… m…HÌ…+…‡ {…¥…ª……≠˜“o…“ °…{`Ú o…l…“ l…‡©……≈ •……Ë©•… •…{……¥…¥……{…“ °…¥…fi n…{…“ ¥…N…l… +~……l…“.
+ª…æ˙HÌ…≠˜{…… +…≈qˆ…‡±…{… •……qˆ qˆ K…i… N…÷W≠˜…l…©……≈ •……≠˜eÙ…‡±…“ ª…l´……O…æ˙{……‡ °…ª…≈N… Cß……‡ o…´……‡.
N……≈y…“Y+‡ 1921{…“ +ª…æ˙HÌ…≠˜{…“ ±…eÙl… q‡ˆ∂…¥´……~…“ •…{……¥…“, l´……≠‡˜ •……≠˜eÙ…‡±…“©……≈ 1922©……≈ {……HÌ≠˜{…“
±…eÙl… S……±…÷ HÌ≠˜¥……{……‡ ~……‡l……{……‡ >≠˜…qˆ…‡ æ˙…‡¥……{……‡ ~…m… N……≈y…“Y+‡ ¥……<ª…≠˜…Ë´…{…‡ ±…L´……‡. +æ˙” °…o…©…
~…ª…≈qˆN…“ Al……≠˜“ - HÌ…≠˜i…H‡Ì •……≠˜eÙ…‡±…“©……≈ qˆ K…i… +… §ÌHÌ…o…“ ~……UÔ… £Ì≠‡˜±…… l…‡©…{…… ª……o…“ ©…m……‡ æ˙l……≈.
l…‡+…‡ ≠˜“ l…o…“ ~… ≠˜ S…l… æ˙l…….3
©…÷≈•…>{…… l……‡£Ì…{……‡{…‡ HÌ…≠˜i…‡ •……≠˜eÙ…‡±…“©……≈ ©…≥‡±…“ HÌ…≠˜…‡•……≠˜“ ª… ©… l…+‡ ª……©…÷qˆ… ´…HÌ ª… ¥…{…´…
ß…≈N… ©……‡H⁄Ì£Ì +{…‡ £Ìª……´…‡±…… æ˙{qˆ“ ª…‡¥…HÌ…‡+‡ 1928©……≈ W©…“{… ©…æ‡˙ª…⁄±… ¥…y……≠˜…{…… °…∑{…©……≈ ª…≠˜HÌ…≠˜{…‡
~…eÙHÌ…≠˜ +…~…¥……{…“ l…HÌ ]ÒeÙ~…“.
©…÷≈•…> >±……HÌ…©……≈ qˆ≠˜ m…“ª… ¥…∫…‚ L…‡e⁄Ùl……‡{…“ +…Ão…HÌ Œªo… l…{…“ l…~……ª… HÌ≠˜“ W©…“{… ©…æ‡˙ª…⁄±…{…“
+…HÌ…≠˜i…“ +{…‡ ª…÷y……≠˜…‡ HÌ≠˜¥……{…“ ≠˜“l… °…S… ±…l… æ˙l…“. UÔ‡±±…“ +…HÌ…≠˜i…“ 1896 •……qˆ 1926©……≈
N…÷W≠˜…l…{……≈ H‡Ì`Ú±……HÌ l……±…÷HÌ…+…‡©……≈ W©…“{… ©…æ‡˙ª…⁄±…{…“ +…HÌ…≠˜i…“ HÌ≠˜“ l…‡ ©…÷W•… {…¥…“ W©……•…≈y…“ £Ì≠˜“
HÌ≠˜¥……{…“ æ˙l…“ l…‡ ª…©…´…‡ •……≠˜eÙ…‡±…“ ª…÷≠˜l…©……≈ •…{… +{…÷ß…¥…“ e‡Ù~´…÷`Ú“ HÌ±…‡G`Ú≠˜ W´…HÌ≠˜ ª…‡`Ú±…©…‡{`Ú +…Ë £Ìª…≠˜
æ˙l……≈. +æ‡˙¥……±…©……≈ 30 `ÚHÌ… ª…÷y……≠˜…‡ ª…÷S…¥……´……‡. l…‡ ©…÷≈•…> ª…≠˜HÌ…≠˜{…… ª…‡`Ú±…©…‡{`Ú HÌ ©…∂…{…≠˜, +‡{eÙ≠˜ª…{…‚
©……‡HÌ±´……‡. l…‡i…‡ +…L…… +æ‡˙¥……±…{…“ ]Ò…`ÚHÌi…“ HÌ…hı“. N…i……‡l…{…‡ ~……´……©……≈ ≠˜…L…“ {…¥…÷≈ W y……‡≠˜i… +~……¥´…÷≈.
ª……l… ¥…∫…«{…… N…i……‡l…{…‡ +‡HÌ ¥…∫…«{…÷≈ N…i……‡l… N…i…“{…‡ V´……≈ ©……m… 15 `ÚHÌ… W‡`Ú±…“ W©…“{… N…i……‡l…{…‡
+~……l…“ æ˙l…“ l´……≈ +eÙy……‡+eÙy… W©…“{… N…i……‡l…{…‡ +~……´… UÔ‡. +…©… N…i…“ £‡Ì≠˜ +…HÌ…≠˜i…“ HÌ≠˜“ ª…≠˜HÌ…≠˜{…‡

ª¥……l…≈m´… ª…≈O……©… qˆ≠˜ ©…´……{… qˆ K…i… N…÷W≠˜…l…{…… ª…l´……O…æ˙…‡
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l…‡{……≈ •…‡ +æ‡˙¥……±… ©……‡HÌ±……´……≈. ª……S…“ ~… ≠˜Œªo… l…{……‡ l……N… HÌ…hı¨… ¥…N…≠˜ ª…≠˜HÌ…≠˜“ + y…HÌ…≠˜“+…‡+‡
N…¥…{…«©…‡{`Ú{…‡ ≠˜~……‡`«Ú +…~´……‡ +{…‡ ª…≠˜HÌ…≠‡˜ 20 `ÚHÌ… ¥…y……≠˜…‡ ©…≈W⁄≠˜ HÌ´……‚. ª…≠˜HÌ…≠‡˜ ¥…y…‡±…… ß……¥…{…“
qˆ±…“±… 30 `ÚHÌ…{……‡ ¥…y……≠˜…‡ ©……{´… ≠˜…L´……‡. ª…‡`Ú±…©…‡{`Ú HÌ ©…∂…{…≠˜{…“ ª…⁄S…{…… °…©……i…‡ N……©……‡{…÷≈ {…¥…÷≈
¥…N…‘HÌ≠˜i… •…æ˙…±… ≠˜…L´…÷≈. 29 `ÚHÌ…{……‡ ¥…y……≠˜…‡ ª…⁄S…¥´……‡, 23 N……©……‡{…‡ {…“S…±…… ¥…N…«©……≈o…“ A~…≠˜
S…eÙ…¥…¥……©……≈ +…¥´……. N……©……‡ ~…≠˜ ¥…y……≠˜…{…“ ©…æ‡˙ª…⁄±… +{…‡ ¥…y……≠‡˜±…… HÌ≠˜{……‡ •…‡¥…eÙ…‡ •……‡X‡ l……±…÷HÌ…{…÷≈ ©…æ‡˙ª…⁄±…
29 `ÚHÌ… +N……A ∞˜. 5, 14, 76/- æ˙l…÷≈ l…‡ ∞˜. 6, 72, 273/- o…´…÷≈ l…‡o…“ l……±…÷HÌ…©……≈ ß……≠‡˜
Aæ˙…~……‡æ˙ o…´……‡.
°…X+‡ £‡Ì≠˜l…~……ª…, +…≈HÌi…“{…“ ©……≈N…i…“ HÌ≠˜“{…‡ l…‡{……‡ {…i…«´… HÌ≠˜¥……{…÷≈ HÌ…©… ª…≠˜qˆ…≠˜{…‡ ª……·~´…÷≈.
~…≠≈˜l…÷ ª…≠˜qˆ…≠‡˜ °…o…©… ±……‡HÌ…‡{…“ ~……ª…‡ ∂…~…o… ±…‡¥…eÙ…¥´……. l´……N… HÌ≠˜¥……{…“ ª…≈~…⁄i…« l…‰´……≠˜“ •…l……¥…¥…“, ¥…y……≠˜…{…÷≈
W {…æ˙” ~…≠≈˜l…÷ ~…⁄≠‡˜~…⁄≠÷≈˜ ©…æ‡˙ª…⁄±… {… ß…≠˜¥……{…“ ±……‡HÌ…‡{…“ l…‰´……≠˜“ æ˙…‡´… l……‡ +… °…∑{… æ˙…o… ±…‡∂…‡. (201-1928) +{…‡ L…÷∂……±…ß……>, H÷≈Ì¥…≠˜Yß……>, HÌ±´……i…Yß……> W‡¥…… HÌ…´…«HÌ≠˜…‡+‡ ±……‡HÌ…‡{…“ ©……≈N…i…“ +{…‡
ª…≠˜HÌ…≠˜ ª……©…‡ ±…eÙ“ ±…‡¥…… ±……‡HÌ…‡{……‡ W÷ªª……‡ ¥…y……´……‚. ±……‡HÌ…‡{…‡ ±…eÙl… qˆ≠˜ ©…´……{… +…¥…“ ~…eÙ{……≠˜ q÷ˆ:L…,
W÷±…©…, X‡L…©……‡ +{…‡ +l´……S……≠˜{……‡ ¥…S……≠˜ HÌ≠˜¥……{…“ ª……l… qˆ¥…ª…{…“ ©…÷qˆl… +…~…“.
±……‡HÌ…‡+‡ c‡Û≠˜ c‡Û≠˜ UÔ…¥…i…“+…‡ {……≈L…“ ß…≠÷˜S…{……≈ eÙ…Ë. S…≈q÷ˆ±……±… q‡ˆª……>, ª…÷≠˜l…{……≈ eÙ…Ë. P…´…… ¥…N…‡≠‡˜+‡
UÔ…¥…i…“+…‡ ª…≈ß……≥“, l……±…÷HÌ…©……≈ 138 N……©……‡ æ˙l……≈. 200 ª…‰ {…HÌ…‡ W‡©……≈ ªo…… {…HÌ 30, •……≠˜eÙ…‡±…“{……≈
30, 140 •…æ˙…≠˜{……≈ æ˙l……≈.
°…X{…‡ ©……N…«qˆ∂…«{… +{…‡ +…≈qˆ…‡±…{…{…“ L…•…≠˜…‡ W÷N…l…≠˜…©… qˆ¥…‡+‡ "ª…l´……O…æ˙' ~… m…HÌ… wˆ…≠˜… •…æ˙…≠˜
~……eÙ“ +{…‡ ª……‰≠˜…∫`ƒÚ{…… £›Ì±…S…≈qˆß……>+‡ ≠˜S…‡±…… ´…÷uˆN…“l……‡ ±……‡HÌß……‡N´… •…{……¥´……. {…‡l……+…‡©……≈
HÌ±´……i…Yß……>, H÷≈Ì¥…≠˜Yß……>, +••……ª… ª……æ‡˙•…, qˆ≠˜•……≠˜ ª……æ‡˙•…, ©……‡æ˙{…±……±… ~…≈eÙ¨…, ≠˜ ¥…∂…≈HÌ≠˜
©…æ˙…≠˜…W, eÙ…Ë. S…≈q÷ˆß……> ˚q‡ˆª……>, N……‡≠˜y…{…qˆ…ª… S……‡L……¥……±……, >©……©… ª……æ‡˙•…, eÙ…Ë. ¥…ª…≈l… ª…÷©…{…, H÷Ì.
©… i…•…‡{… ~…`‡Ú±…, ∏…“©…l…“ ß…ŒGl…±…K©…“ q‡ˆª……> æ˙…W≠˜“ +…~…l……≈. ±…eÙl…{…… N…“l……‡ N……l…… +{…‡ ±……‡HÌ…‡{……‡
W÷ªª……‡ ¥…y……≠˜l……≈.
ª…≠˜HÌ…≠‡˜ ©…æ‡˙ª…⁄±… ¥…ª…⁄±……l… ©……`‡Ú +i…{…©… ~…N…±……≈ ±…“y……≈. •…y…… +i…{…©… ≠˜¬…, W‡©……≈ H‡Ì`Ú±……H‡Ì
ß…´…o…“ ©…æ‡˙ª…⁄±… ß…´…÷», ª…©……W©……≈ l…‡{…‡ æ˙… {… o…>. °……´… ∑S…l… ∞˜~…‡ l…‡+…‡+‡ ª…l´……O…æ˙ £≈ÌeÙ©……≈ {……i……≈
ß…´……«. ±……‡HÌ…‡{…“ W©…“{… L……±…ª…… o…>. hı…‡≠˜{…“ WŒ~l…, æ˙≠˜…Y qˆ¥…ª……‡ ª…÷y…“ hı…‡≠˜ hı…≈L…≠˜ ª……o…‡ P…≠˜©……≈
~…⁄≠˜…> ≠˜æ‡˙¥……{…“ •……•…l……‡©……≈ ª…æ˙{…∂…ŒGl… +{…‡ W÷ªª……‡ q‡ˆL……eÙ¨…‡. ©…“c÷•…‡{…, ¥…≠÷˜, ß…ŒGl…±…K©…“•……>+‡
ªm…“+…‡©……≈ ∂…⁄≠˜…l…{… S…eÙ…¥´…÷≈.
UÔ…¥…i…“©……≈ HÌ±…‡G`Ú≠˜, HÌ ©…∂…{…≠˜ ~…`‡Ú±…, e‡Ù~´…÷`Ú“ HÌ±…‡G`Ú≠˜, ~……‡±…“ª… ª…÷ °…`‡Ú{eÙ{`Ú, {´……´……y…“∂…,
+©…±…qˆ…≠˜…‡, ≠˜~……`«Ú≠˜…‡ l…o…… ~……‡±…“ª……‡ æ˙l…….
ª…≠˜HÌ…≠‡˜ +… ±…eÙl…{…‡ HÌ…•…⁄©……≈ ±…‡¥…… ~…cÛ…i……‡{…‡ ≠˜…‡G´……, +‡HÌ •……W÷ ~…cÛ…i……‡{……‡ +©…´……« qˆl… W÷±…©…
l……‡ •…“Y •……W÷ ª…l´… +Àæ˙ª……{…÷≈ q‰ˆ¥…“ l…n¥…, W{…l…… ~…K…‡ æ˙l…÷≈. °…X{…‡ "{…¥…Y¥…{…' +{…‡ "´…≈N… <˚Œ{eÙ´……',
q‡ˆ∂…“ UÔ…~……+…‡+‡ ª…æ˙HÌ…≠˜ +…~´……‡, l……‡ `Ú…<©ª… +…‡£Ì <Œ{eÙ´……+‡ ª…≠˜HÌ…≠˜{…‡ ©…qˆqˆ HÌ≠˜“.
17©…“ £‡Ì¶…÷+…≠˜“+‡ ª…≠˜HÌ…≠‡˜ ª…≠˜qˆ…≠˜{…… ~…m…{……‡ W¥……•… +…~´……‡. W‡©……≈ N…÷W≠˜…l… •…æ˙…≠˜{…… ±……‡HÌ…‡
ª……o…‡ AO… ¥…≠˜…‡y… qˆ∂……«¥´……‡. ª…≠˜HÌ…≠˜ ª…Ll… æ˙…o…‡ HÌ…©… ±…‡∂…‡. ©…æ‡˙ª…⁄±…{…“ +…≈HÌi…“ +{…‡ ¥…y……≠˜…{…÷≈ ©…æ‡˙ª…⁄±…
¥……W•…“ UÔ‡. l…‡¥……‡ W ~…m… ©…æ‡˙ª…÷±… ©…≈m…“ ª©……>o…‡ ~…i… ±…L´……‡.
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ª…≠˜qˆ…≠‡˜ +… ~…m… °…X ©……`‡Ú Xæ‡˙≠˜ HÌ´……‚. ~……‡l……{…‡ l…o…… ±……‡HÌ…‡{…‡ •…æ˙…≠˜{…… N…i…¥…… •…qˆ±… AO…
¥…≠˜…‡y… qˆ∂……«¥´……‡, l…`Úªo… ~…≈S…{…“ ©……≈N…i…“ HÌ≠˜“, {…≠˜“+‡ ©…æ‡˙ª…⁄±… ¥…y……≠˜…{…“ {…“ l… ª……©…‡ +…l©… ¥…π……ª…{……‡
cÛ≠˜…¥… y……≠˜…ª…ß……©……≈ ≠˜W⁄ HÌ´……‚. ª…‡`Ú±…©…‡{`Ú HÌ ©…∂…{…≠˜ +‡{eÙ≠˜ª…{…‡ ß……∫…i…©……≈ ª…≠˜HÌ…≠˜{……‡ •…S……¥… HÌ´……‚.
•……≠˜eÙ…‡±…“{…“ W~l… W©…“{… ¥…‡S…“ {……≈L…¥……{…“ y…©…HÌ“ +…~…“.4
ª…≠˜qˆ…≠‡˜ y…“≠˜W, ∂……≈ l… +{…‡ ´……l…{……+…‡ ª…æ˙{… HÌ≠˜¥…… ±……‡HÌ…‡{…‡ ª…±……æ˙ +{…‡ ª…⁄S…{……+…‡ N……©…‡N……©… +…~…“. UÔ…¥…i…“+…‡©……≈ ß…W{…, HÌl…«{…, ≠˜…∫`ƒÚN…“l……‡ N…¥……´… +{…‡ ª…≠˜HÌ…≠‡˜ ©…æ‡˙ª…⁄±… ß…≠˜“ q‡ˆ¥……{…“
{……‡ `Úª… •…æ˙…≠˜ ~……eÙ“ l…‡ {… ß…≠˜l……≈ W©…“{…{…“ W~l…“ o…>. +…N…‡¥……{……‡{…‡ ª…©…X¥…¥……©……≈ +…¥´……. ±……‡HÌ…‡{…‡
y…©…HÌ“ +~……>. °… l…[……~…m……‡ ß…≠˜…´……. ª…≠˜HÌ…≠‡˜ ¥… i…HÌ…‡ ~…≠˜ æ˙±±……‡ HÌ´……‚ (15 £‡Ì¶…÷+…≠˜“). ¥……±……‡eÙ,
•……W÷~…÷≠˜…{…… 15 ¥… i…HÌ…‡{…‡ 10 qˆ¥…ª…©……≈ ©…æ‡˙ª…⁄±… ß…≠˜¥……{…“ {……‡ `Úª… +…~…“, ©……±…qˆ…≠˜…‡{…“ W~l…“
©……`‡Ú P…≠‡˜ P…≠‡˜ ©…æ‡˙ª…⁄±… AP…≠˜…¥…¥…… ©……‡HÌ±´……. ¥… i…HÌ…‡{…“ y…≠˜~…HÌeÙ o…>. ª…l´……O…æ˙“+…‡+‡ ©…æ‡˙ª…⁄±… {…
ß…≠˜¥……{…“ °… l…[…… ±…“y…“. l…‡+…‡+‡ UÔ…¥…i…“{…‡ ∞˜. 800/- qˆ…{… +…~´…÷≈.
N……≈y…“Y+‡ ª…≠˜HÌ…≠˜{…÷≈ qˆ©…{… ª…æ˙{… HÌ≠˜¥……{…“ ª…±……æ˙ qˆ…‡≠˜¥…i…“ "{…¥…Y¥…{…'©……≈ +…~…“. "N…÷{……‡
HÌ≠˜{……≠˜{……‡ •…y…‡ˆ W •… æ˙∫HÌ…≠˜ o……´… UÔ‡.' N……©…‡ N……©… {……‡ `Úª……‡{…“ ~…“≥“ ~… m…HÌ…+…‡ ©……‡HÌ±…“. ±……‡HÌ…‡{…‡
¥…‡ cÛ´…… ~……ª…‡ W~l…“HÌ…©…©……≈ W~l…“{…“ ¥…ªl…÷ {… A~……eÙ¥……{……‡ cÛ≠˜…¥… HÌ≠˜…¥´……‡. •……W÷~…÷≠˜…{…… ¥…“≠˜S…≈qˆ N…‡h‡ı
ª…≠˜HÌ…≠˜{…‡ ¥…“≠˜l……ß…´……‚ ª…i…ª…i…l……‡ W¥……•… +…~´……‡. ±……‡HÌ…‡©……≈ Àæ˙©…l… +…¥…“.
ª…≠˜qˆ…≠‡˜ •……≠˜eÙ…‡±…“ l……±…÷HÌ…©……≈ ¥…S…≠˜i… HÌ´…÷» l´……≠‡˜ >{……©…“ W©…“{…{…÷≈ ©…æ‡˙ª…⁄±… ß…≠˜¥…÷≈ H‡Ì {…æ˙”
l…‡ ©…÷tˆ…‡ A~…Œªo…l… o…´……‡ l…‡ ß…≠˜“ q‡ˆ¥……{…“ ª…±……æ˙ ª……o…‡ L…‡±… qˆ±…“ qˆ∂……«¥…“ ≠˜HÌ©… ∞˜. 8756-120 æ˙l…“. +… N……≥…©……≈ S……≠˜ y……≠˜…ª…ß´……‡ qˆ…q÷ˆß……> ˚q‡ˆª……>, ˚ ∂…¥…qˆ…ª……{…“, ≠˜…. •…. ß…“©…ß……>, eÙ…Ë.
qˆ K…l…‡ •……≠˜eÙ…‡±…“{…“ ©…÷±……HÌ…l… ±…“y…“. ±……‡HÌ…‡{…“ ©…IÌ©…l…… +{…‡ ¥……W•…“~…i……{…“ Xæ‡˙≠˜…l… HÌ≠˜“.
HÌ±…‡G`Ú≠‡˜ •……≠˜eÙ…‡±…“{…“ ©…÷±……HÌ…l… ±…“y…“ W{…Y¥…{… L……‡≠≈˜ß……´…‡±…÷≈ X‡>{…‡ +æ‡˙¥……±… +…~´……‡. L…‡e⁄Ùl……‡
©…æ‡˙ª…⁄±… ß…≠˜¥…… l…‰´……≠˜ UÔ‡. ~…≠≈˜l…÷ ª…≠˜HÌ…≠˜“ {……‡HÌ≠˜…‡{…“ ≠≈˜XeÙ, X‡≠˜, W÷±©…{…… ±…“y…‡ ß…≠˜“ ∂…HÌl……≈ {…o…“.
+… +æ‡˙¥……±… "`Ú…<©ª… +…Ë£Ì <Œ{eÙ´……'©……≈ UÔ~……¥´……‡.
≠˜ ¥…∂…≈HÌ≠˜ ©…æ˙…≠˜…W, S…“©…{…±……±… UÔ•…“±…qˆ…ª…, ª…{©…÷L…±……±… N……‡≠˜y…{…qˆ…ª… ¥…N…‡≠‡˜+‡ y…≠˜~…HÌeÙ
¥…æ˙…‡≠˜“. ©…÷≈•…>©……≈ {…≠˜“©……{…‡ +{…‡ ©…“c÷•…æ‡˙{…‡ ~…H‡ÌÀ`ÚN… HÌ´…÷». ~……≠˜ª…“{…“ W{…l……+‡ ±…eÙl… °…l´…‡ ª…æ˙…{…÷ß…⁄ l…
qˆ∂……«¥…“. ª…≠˜HÌ…≠‡˜ HÌ ©…∂…{…≠˜{…‡ ª…÷≠˜l…{……≈ eÙ…Ë. +‡æ˙±… •…æ‡˙≠˜…©… ~……ª…‡ ~…m… ±…L……¥…“{…‡ ©…æ‡˙ª…⁄±… ß…≠˜“ q‡ˆ¥……{…“
ª…±……æ˙ +…~…“. ª…≠˜qˆ…≠‡˜ l…‡{……≈ W¥……•…©……≈ •……≠˜eÙ…‡±…“{…… L……l…‡qˆ…≠˜…‡{…“ ª…ß…… •……‡±……¥…“. ©…÷≈•…>©……≈ HÌ…ÈO…‡ª…{…“
HÌ…≠˜…‡•……≠˜“ ª… ©… l… ©…≥“. ±…eÙl…{…‡ `‡ÚHÌ…‡ +…~´……‡. ª…≠˜HÌ…≠˜{…‡ HÌ ©…∂…{…≠˜ ~……ª…‡{……‡ HÌ…N…≥ ©…≈N……¥……{…“ {…∫~…K…
+{…‡ ª¥…l…≈m… ~…≈S… {…©…¥……{…“ ©……≈N…i…“ HÌ≠˜“. y……≠˜…ª…ß´……‡+‡ ±…eÙl…©……≈ ª……o… +…~…¥…… ≠˜…Y{……©……≈ +…~´……≈.
HÌ{…‰´……±……±… ©…÷{…∂…“+‡ ≠˜…Y{……©…÷≈ +…~…“{…‡ N…¥…{…«≠˜{…‡ ©…≤´……≈. +… ~… ≠˜~…m…{…“ ©……≈N…i…“ HÌ≠˜“. ©…÷{…∂…“
l…~……ª… ª… ©… l…{…… °…©…÷L…~…q‡ˆ +{…‡ ©…≈m…“~…q‡ˆ •……•……ª……æ‡˙•… L…‡≠˜ ≠˜¬…≈. l…‡+…‡+‡ •……≠˜eÙ…‡±…“ l……±…÷HÌ…{……
126 ª……K…“+…‡{…“ l…~……ª… HÌ≠˜“ l…‡{……o…“ ±…eÙl…{…÷≈ ¥´……W•…“~…j≈ l…`Úªo…~…i…‡ ª…… •…l… o…´…÷≈. l…‡{…“ l…~……ª…
¿˙qˆ´…{……o… H÷≈ÌW≠÷˜, cÛIÌ≠˜•……~…… ¥…N…‡≠‡˜ W‡¥…… ß……≠˜l…“´… ª…‡¥…HÌ ª…≈P…{…… ª…ß´……‡+‡ HÌ≠˜“. ¥… {…l……‡ ª…°…÷ •…‡ª…{`‡Ú
"ª`‡Ú`Úª…©…Ë{…' "~……´……‡ {…´…≠˜' UÔ…~……+…‡©……≈ ±……‡HÌ…‡{…“ ±…eÙl… °…l´…‡ ª…æ˙…{…÷ß…⁄ l… qˆ∂……«¥……>.
ª…≠˜HÌ…≠‡˜ ±……‡HÌ…‡, hı…‡≠˜ ~…≠˜ W÷±…©… N…÷X´……‚. AO…©…l… ª……o…‡ L…‡e⁄Ùl……‡{…“ W~l… W©…“{… ¥…‡S…¥…… ©……≈eÙ“
l´……≠‡˜ {…¥…ª……≠˜“ °……{l…‡ ~…eÙ…‡∂…“ y…©…« •…X¥…“{…‡ ±…eÙl… °…l´…‡ ª… JÌ´… ©…qˆqˆ HÌ≠˜“.
©…÷≈•…>o…“ `Ú…<©ª…‡ ~……‡l……{……‡ +‡HÌ °… l… {… y… •……≠˜eÙ…‡±…“ ©……‡HÌ±´……‡. `Ú…<©ª…©……≈ ±…‡L……‡ +…~´……≈.

ª¥……l…≈m´… ª…≈O……©… qˆ≠˜ ©…´……{… qˆ K…i… N…÷W≠˜…l…{…… ª…l´……O…æ˙…‡
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•……≠˜eÙ…‡±…“©……≈ L…‡e⁄Ùl…{……‡ •…≥¥……‡, •……≠˜eÙ…‡±…“©……≈ "•……‡±ª…‡ ¥…]Ò©……≈ +… ±…‡L……‡{…“ +ª…≠˜ =N±…‡{eÙ©……≈ o…>.
+Ëe√Ù¥……´…≠‡˜ HÌeÙHÌ +©…±… ©……`‡Ú ª…⁄S…{… HÌ´…÷». ©…÷≈•…>©……≈ +©…±…qˆ…≠˜…‡{…“ ~… ≠˜∫…qˆ ©…≥“. N…¥…{…«≠‡˜ ¥……>ª…
N…¥…«{…≠˜{…‡ ©…≥¥…… •……‡±……¥´……. l…‡+…‡ 18 W÷±……>+‡ ª…÷≠˜l… +…¥´……. l…‡©……≈ L…‡e⁄Ùl……‡ l…o…… ª…≠˜qˆ…≠˜{…‡ +…©…≈m…i…
+…~´…÷≈. ª…≠˜qˆ…≠‡˜ ~……‡l……{…“ ª……o…‡ •…æ˙…≠˜{…… Wi……l……≈, +••……ª… ª……æ‡˙•…, HÌ±´……i…Yß……>, ∂……≠˜qˆ…•…æ‡˙{…,
©…“c÷Û•…æ‡˙{…, ß…ŒGl…±…K©…“•……{…‡ ±…“y……≈.
ª…≠˜HÌ…≠˜{…“ ∂…≠˜l…©……≈ ©…æ‡˙ª…⁄±… l…÷≠˜l… ß…≠˜¥…÷≈. ±…eÙl… •…≈y… ≠˜…L…¥…“, +… +©…±… ~…UÔ“ +…HÌ…≠˜i…“{…“
l…~……ª… o…∂…‡ +{…‡ l…‡ ©…æ‡˙ª…⁄±… ª……o…‡ ª…≈•…≈y… {… y…≠˜…¥…l……≈ +©…±…qˆ…≠˜…‡ wˆ…≠˜… o…∂…‡. ª…≠˜qˆ…≠˜{…“ ∂…≠˜l……‡©……≈
H‡Ìqˆ“+…‡{…‡ ©…÷Gl… HÌ≠˜¥……, L……±…ª…… W©…“{……‡ ©…⁄≥ ©…… ±…HÌ…‡{…‡ ~……UÔ“ +…~…¥…“, ¥…‡S…‡±…“ ß…·ª……‡{…“ ÀHÌ©…l…
•…X≠˜{…… ß……¥… ©…÷W•… ©…… ±…HÌ…‡{…‡ +…~…¥…“. •…≠˜l…≠˜£Ì“ H‡Ì ª…X ~……UÔ“ L…·S…¥…“, l…~……ª… ß…±…‡ ª…≠˜HÌ…≠˜“
+©…±…qˆ…≠˜…‡ wˆ…≠˜… o……´… ~…i… l…‡ {…∫~…K…, l…`Úªo…, {´……´…“ +qˆ…±…l…{…… °…HÌ…≠˜{…“ ±……‡HÌ…‡{…… ~…K…{…“ ≠˜W⁄+…l…
HÌ≠˜¥……{…“, +…¥…HÌ…´…« ©……≈N…i…“+…‡ ©…⁄HÌ¥…“, L……±…ª…… W©…“{… m…“X ~…K…{…‡ ¥…‡S…¥…“ l…‡ ¥…‡S……i… ~…≠˜
ß……≠˜l…©…≈m…“{…“ ©…æ˙…‡≠˜ ©……≠˜¥…“. +…¥…‡±…“ W©…“{… ~……UÔ“ L…‡e⁄Ùl……‡{…‡ +…~…¥…“ l…‡ ª……o…‡ N…¥…{…«≠˜ ª…≈©…l… {…
o…´……. ©…÷≈•…>©……≈ `Ú…<©ª… ª…¥……´…{…… l…©……©… ~…‡~…≠˜…‡+‡ ª…≠˜HÌ…≠˜{…… ¥…±…i…{…“ `Ú“HÌ… HÌ≠˜“.
©…÷≈•…>{…“ y……≠˜…ª…ß……©……≈ ª…l´……O…æ˙“+…‡{…‡ y…©…HÌ“ +…~…l…÷≈ ß……∫…i… o…´…÷≈. ª…≠˜HÌ…≠˜{…… •…‡æ⁄˙qˆ…~…i……
+{…‡ y…©…HÌ“o…“ y……≠˜…ª…ß´……‡ +HÌ≥…´…… +{…‡ ±……‡HÌ…‡+‡ ±…eÙl… S……±…÷ ≠˜…L…“.
2Y +…ËN…ª`‡Ú N……≈y…“Y+‡ •……≠˜eÙ…‡±…“{…“ ©…÷±……HÌ…l… ±…“y…“. N…¥…«{…≠˜∏…“ HÌ…AŒ{ª…±…≠˜ S…÷{…“±……±…‡
ª…©……y……{…{…“ ¥……l… HÌ≠˜“. 3-4 +…ËN…ª`‡Ú S…÷{…“±……±…{…… {…¥……ª…ªo……{…‡ ¥……`Ú…P……`Ú…‡ o…>. S…÷{…“±……±…, qˆ…q÷ˆß……>
©…÷{…∂…“, ∂…¥…qˆ…ª……{…“ A~…≠˜…≈l… ª…≠˜qˆ…≠˜, ©…æ˙…q‡ˆ¥…ß……>, ª¥……©…“ +…{…≈qˆ æ˙…W≠˜ ≠˜¬….
©…ª…±…l…{……≈ ~… ≠˜i……©…‡ W~l… W©…“{……‡ ~……UÔ“ +…~…¥…“, ª…l´……O…æ˙“+…‡{…‡ H‡Ìqˆ©…÷Gl… HÌ≠˜¥……,
•…≠˜l…≠˜£Ì“+…‡{…‡ ~……UÔ… ±…‡¥……, l…~……ª… ª… ©… l… ~…UÔ“ ©…æ‡˙ª…⁄±… ß…≠˜¥……{…÷≈ {…IÌ“ o…´…÷≈.
•…≈{…‡ ~…K…{…“ ©……≈N…i…“+…‡{……‡ ª¥…“HÌ…≠˜ o…´……‡. qˆ©…{…{…… HÌªª…… l…~……ª…{…“ ©……≈N…i…“ W‡ {…æ˙…‡l…“ ª¥…“HÌ…≠˜“
l…‡ ª…≠˜HÌ…≠‡˜ ª¥…“HÌ…≠˜“.
12 +…ËN…ª`‡Ú •……≠˜eÙ…‡±…“{…“ ¥…∂……≥ ª…ß……©……≈ N……≈y…“Y+‡ ±……‡HÌ…‡{…‡ + ß…{…≈qˆ{… +…~´…… +{…‡ +…{……o…“
ª…≈l……‡∫… {… ©……{…l…… +…]Ò…qˆ“{…“ ±…eÙl… ©……`‡Ú{…“ l…‰´……≠˜“ HÌ≠˜¥…“ l…‡¥…“ ∂…“L… +…~…“.
©…÷≈•…>{…… `Ú…<©ª…‡ •……≠˜eÙ…‡±…“{…“ +…£Ìl… æ‡˙cÛ≥ ±…‡L… ±…L´……‡. "ª…≠˜qˆ…≠‡˜ ±…eÙl… £Ì≠˜“ S……±…÷ HÌ≠˜¥……
©……`‡Ú ª…‰ {…HÌ…‡ ≠˜…L´…… UÔ‡' +‡¥…… L……‡`Ú… +…K…‡~…{……‡ ~…`‡Ú±…‡ L…÷±……ª……‡ ©……≈N´……‡. e‡Ù ¥…ª…{…… •…qˆ±…‡ •…⁄©… ª…±eÙ
©…‡JÌ+¥…‡±…{…“ {…©…k¸HÌ o…>.
S……‡o……>{…… q≈ˆeÙ •……•…l… ª…≠˜HÌ…≠˜{…‡ Wi……¥´…÷≈ +{…‡ S……‡L…¥…`Ú HÌ≠˜¥…… ª…⁄S…¥´…÷≈. ~…⁄{……©……≈ ¥……`Ú…P……`Ú…‡
•……qˆ S……‡o……> q≈ˆeÙ ©……`‡Ú e‡Ù ¥…ª…{……‡ +…O…æ˙ Wl……‡ HÌ´……‚.
18 +…ËG`Ú…‡•…≠˜{…“ l…~……ª… ª… ©… l… ª…≠˜qˆ…≠˜ l…≠˜£Ìo…“ {…≠˜æ˙ ≠˜ ~…≠˜“L…, ©…æ˙…q‡ˆ¥…ß……> ˚q‡ˆª……>,
≠˜…©…{……≠˜…´…i… ~……cÛHÌ, ±……±……HÌ…HÌ…, H÷≈Ì¥…≠˜Yß……>, L…÷∂……±…•……>, ©……‡æ˙{…±……±… ~…≈eÙ¨…, HÌ±´……i…Y ©…æ‡˙l……,
N……‡≠˜y…{…qˆ…ª… S……‡L……¥……≥… ¥…N…‡≠‡˜{…“ ≠˜W⁄+…l…©……≈ ª…l´……O…æ˙“+…‡{…“ £Ì ≠˜´……qˆ ª……S…“ cÛ≠˜“.
L……‡`Ú… N…i……‡l…{…‡ HÌ…hı“ {……≈L…¥……{…“, +¥……¥…≠÷˜ H⁄Ì¥…… ~…≠˜{……‡ HÌ≠˜ ≠˜qˆ, A~…´……‡N…©……≈ {… +…¥…l…“ G´……≠˜“{…“
W©…“{…{…‡ W≠˜…´…l…… N…i…¥……{…“, P……ª…, •……¥…≥ æ˙…‡´… l…‡¥…“ W©…“{… •……N……´…l… {… N…i…¥……{…“ ¥…N…‡≠‡˜ ª~…∫`Ú
ß…±……©…i……‡ HÌ≠˜“.
ª…≠˜HÌ…≠˜“ +©…±…qˆ…≠˜…‡ +{…‡ W‡£Ì≠˜ª…{… +‡{eÙ≠˜ª…{…{…“ •…‡qˆ≠˜HÌ…≠˜“ +{…‡ L……‡`Ú“ ß…±……©…i……‡, ª…≠˜HÌ…≠˜
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ª…©…K…{…“ ≠˜W⁄+…l…©……≈ ~……‡HÌ≥l…… ª…… •…l… o…>. •……≠˜eÙ…‡±…“ ª…l´……O…æ‡˙ q‡ˆ∂…{…“ +…]Ò…qˆ“{……‡ ©……N…« ©……‡HÌ≥…‡
HÌ´……‚.
±…eÙl…©……≈ 151 HÌ…´…«HÌl……«+…‡+‡ ß……N… ±…“y……‡, 16 y……≠˜…ª…ß´……‡+‡ ≠˜…Y{……©……≈ +…~´……≈, 1500
ª¥…´…≈ª…‡¥…HÌ…‡ æ˙l……≈. 28 HÌ…´…«HÌl……«+…‡{…“ y…≠˜~…HÌeÙ o…>. 126 {……©… ©……‡`Ú“ W~l…“+…‡ o…>. W©…“{… L……±…ª……
HÌ≠˜…¥…¥…… 6 æ˙X≠˜o…“ ¥…y…÷ {……‡ `Úª……‡ HÌ…hı“. qˆ…‡≠˜…•…Y >ª©……>±… N…•……, æ˙“≠˜S…≈qˆ N…‡{……Y ∂…æ˙“qˆ o…´…….
16 æ˙X≠˜o…“ ¥…y…÷ ß…·ª……‡{…“ W~l…“ o…>. 122 ~…`‡Ú±……‡©……≈o…“ 84 +{…‡ 45 l…±……`Ú“+…‡©……≈o…“ 19
≠˜…Y{……©……≈ +…¥´……≈. L……±…ª…… W©…“{… ≠˜…L…{……≠˜…©……≈ N……eÙ…«, ©…{……Y ~……≠˜ª…“, +‡≠˜S…∂……, HÌ±´……i…ª…≈N… l…o……
©…“≠˜]Ò… æ˙l……5.
E ©…“cÛ… ª…l´……O…æ˙
qˆ…≈eÙ“ ª…÷≠˜l… W±±……{…… {…¥…ª……≠˜“ l……±…÷HÌ…o…“ 11 ©……>±… q⁄ˆ≠˜ qˆ ≠˜´……HÌ…≈cÛ…{…÷≈ ©…“cÛ…{…… +N…≠˜{…÷≈
ªo…≥ UÔ‡.
N……≈y…“Y+‡ ¥……<ª…≠˜…Ë´… >≠˜…´…ª…‡{…{…‡ ~…m…©……≈ 11 ©…÷tˆ…+…‡ - ©…æ‡˙ª…⁄±… P…`Ú…eÙ…‡, qˆ…∞˜•…≈y…“,
©…“cÛ…¥…‡≠˜…{…“ {……•…⁄qˆ“, ~…≠˜q‡ˆ∂…“ HÌ…~…eÙ ~…≠˜ +…‡UÔ“ WHÌ…l…, ≠˜…WHÌ“´… H‡Ìqˆ“+…‡{…“ ©…÷ŒGl… ¥…N…‡≠‡˜ l…‡©…Wˆ
+… ©…÷tˆ…+…‡{…“ ¥…S……≠˜i…… o…∂…‡ {…Àæ˙ l……‡ ©……≠‡˜ ª… ¥…{…´… HÌ…{…⁄{… ß…≈N… HÌ≠˜¥……{…“ £Ì≠˜W ~…eÙ∂…‡ +{…‡ ©……≠˜…
+…∏…©…¥……ª…“+…‡ ª……o…‡ æ÷≈˙ ©…“cÛ…{……‡ HÌ…´…qˆ…‡ l……‡eÙ“∂… +‡¥…“ S…‡l…¥…i…“ ª……o…‡ +… ª…l´……O…æ˙ +Àæ˙ª…HÌ +{…‡
+≈O…‡X‡ °…l´…‡{…… ¥´…ŒGl…N…l… w‡ˆ∫…ß……¥… ¥…{…… o…∂…‡ +‡¥…“ ª~…∫`Úl…… HÌ≠˜“ æ˙l…“.
qˆ…≈eÙ“{…“ ~…ª…≈qˆN…“{…÷≈ ©…÷L´… HÌ…≠˜i… +‡ æ˙l…÷≈ H‡Ì N……≈y…“Y N…÷W≠˜…l…{…… O……©´… ¥…ªl……≠˜…‡©……≈o…“ ~…ª……≠˜
o…>{…‡ ª…÷≠˜l… W±±……{…… qˆ ≠˜´……HÌ…≈c‡Û V´……≈ H÷Ìqˆ≠˜l…“ ©…“c÷≈Û ~……H‡Ì UÔ‡ l´……≈ HÌ…{…⁄{…ß…≈N… HÌ≠‡˜ l…‡{…“ +ª…≠˜ ª…©…O…
N…÷W≠˜…l…©……≈ o……´…. H⁄ÌS… ±…≈•……¥…¥……o…“ æ˙{qˆ©……≈ l…‡{……‡ °…S……≠˜ o……´…. HÌ±´……i…Yß……>{……‡ +… ¥…S……≠˜
qˆ´……≥Yß……> ˚q‡ˆª……>, H÷≈Ì¥…≠˜Yß……> ©…æ‡˙l……, HÌ{…‰´……±……±… q‡ˆª……>, ©…“c÷•…æ‡˙{… ~…“`Ú“`Ú{…‡ ~…ª…≈qˆ +…¥´……‡.
HÌ±´……i…Yß……>+‡ +©…qˆ…¥……qˆ W>{…‡ ¥…±±…ß…ß……> ~…`‡Ú±…{…‡ ¥……l… HÌ≠˜“. N……≈y…“Y+‡ ©…æ˙…q‡ˆ¥…ß……>
˚q‡ˆª……>{…… W{©…ªo……{…, qˆæ‡˙i… 1921{…… ß…eÙ ª…l´……O…æ˙“ ~……≈S…… ~…`‡Ú±…{…÷≈ HÌ≠˜…‡eÙ“ qˆ…≈eÙ“ y…≠˜…ª…i……, Aqˆ¥……eÙ…,
¥…N…‡≠‡˜{…“ ©…÷±……HÌ…l… ±…‡¥…… HÌ±´……i…Yß……>, {…≠˜æ˙ ≠˜ß……> ~…≠˜“L…, ±…K©…“qˆ…ª…{…‡ Wi……¥´…÷≈. UÔ‡¥…`‡Ú qˆ…≈eÙ“{…“
~…ª…≈qˆN…“ o…>.
N……≈y…“Y+‡ 23©…“ £‡Ì¶…÷+…≠˜“+‡ ß…∞˜S…©……≈ W{…XN…fi l… +{…‡ ª…≠˜HÌ…≠˜“ HÌ≠˜ l…o…… +…¥…{……≠˜ +…£Ìl…
ª……©…‡ ±…eÙ¥…… ©……`‡Ú W÷ªª……ß…´…÷» ß……∫…i… HÌ´…÷». 2Y ©……S…‚ N……≈y…“Y+‡ ¥……>ª…≠˜…‡´…{…‡ ~…m…©……≈ Wi……¥´…÷≈ H‡Ì
X‡ ª…æ˙…{…÷ß…⁄ l…ß…´……‚ W¥……•… {…æ˙” ©…≥‡ l……‡ 12©…“ ©……S…«o…“ ª…l´……O…æ˙{……‡ +…≠≈˜ß… o…∂…‡. +… ~…m…©……≈
+≈O…‡W ª…≠˜HÌ…≠˜{…… •…‡æ˙qˆ L…S……«, ß……≠˜l…{…“ N…≠˜“•…“, +Àæ˙ª…… wˆ…≠˜… ¶… `Ú∂…≠˜…‡{……‡ ¿˙qˆ´…~…±…`Ú…‡ HÌ≠˜¥……{…“
ª…l´……O…æ˙“{…… ª…≠˜≥ +{…‡ ~… ¥…m… y…©…«{…… ~……±…{… +≈N…‡{……‡ ~…m… ≠‡˜ W{……‡±eÙ ª……o…‡ ©……‡HÌ±´……‡, W¥……•…©……≈
¥……<ª…≠˜…Ë´…‡ ©…≈m…“ HÌ {…N…qˆ…ª… wˆ…≠˜… Wi……¥´…÷≈ H‡Ì ª…l´……O…æ˙o…“ ª…÷±…‡æ˙ ∂……≈ l…{……‡ ß…≈N…, HÌ…´…qˆ…{…… +{……qˆ≠˜{……‡
ß…≈N… UÔ‡. N……≈y…“Y+‡ {…¥…Y¥…{…©……≈ 9-3-30{…… ≠˜…‡W ±…‡L… ±…L´……‡. >π…≠˜HfiÌ~…… æ˙∂…‡ l……‡ æ÷≈˙ 12©…“
©……S…‚ H⁄ÌS… HÌ≠˜¥…… ©……≈N…÷≈ U÷≈Ô. N……≈y…“Y{…‡ ß……≠˜l…ß…≠˜©……≈o…“ æ˙X≠˜…‡ L…l… ©…≤´……. 78©……≈o…“ 38 N…÷W≠˜…l…{……
•……HÌ“{…… q‡ˆ∂…{…… ¥… ¥…y… °…q‡ˆ∂……‡{…… æ˙l……≈. ª……•…≠˜©…l…“{…… ¥…∂……≥ l…`Ú ¿˙qˆ´…H÷≈ÌW, qˆ y…S…“{…… +…‡¥……≠‡˜,
q⁄ˆy…‡π…≠˜{…… HÌ{……≠‡˜ °……o…«{…… ª…ß…… o…>. N……≈y…“Y+‡ ß…“∫©…°… l…[…… ±…“y…“ H‡Ì "HÌ…N…eÙ…, H÷Ìl…≠˜…{…… ©……‡l…‡
©…≠˜“∂… ~…i… ª¥…≠˜…W ±…“y…… ¥…{…… +…∏…©…©……≈ ~……UÔ…‡ {…æ˙” £≠÷≈˜.' °…X{…‡ ∂…⁄≠˜…l…{… S…eÙ…¥…l…÷≈ ß……∫…i… HÌ´…÷».
{……≠˜…´…i…≠˜…¥… L…≠‡˜+‡ ß…W{… N……´…÷≈ - ∂…⁄≠˜ ª…≈O……©… HÌ…‡ q‡ˆL… ß……N…‡ {… æ˙, æ˙ ≠˜{……‡ ©……≠˜N… UÔ‡ ∂…⁄≠˜…{……‡,

ª¥……l…≈m´… ª…≈O……©… qˆ≠˜ ©…´……{… qˆ K…i… N…÷W≠˜…l…{…… ª…l´……O…æ˙…‡
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≠˜P…÷~… l… ≠˜…P…¥… ≠˜…X ≠˜…©…{…“ y…⁄{… •……‡±……¥……>. HÌªl…÷≠˜•……+‡ ª…l´……O…æ˙“+…‡{…‡ S……≈qˆ±……‡ HÌ≠˜“ ª…÷l…≠˜{…“ +…≈`Ú“
~…æ‡˙≠˜…¥…“ ¥…qˆ…´… HÌ´……«. ª……≈W{…… 6-10 HÌ±……H‡Ì N……≈y…“Y+‡ 61 ¥…∫…«{…“ B©…≠‡˜ ©…æ˙… ß… {…∫HÌ©…i… HÌ´…÷».
+‡ ±…ª… ¶…W{…… ~…÷±… ~…≠˜o…“ ª……•…≠˜©…l…“ +…‡≥≈N…“{…‡ °…o…©… ¥…∏……©… S…≈eÙ…‡≥… l…≥…¥…‡ HÌ´……‚. l´……≈o…“
l……. 13 •……≠‡˜X, 14 ¥……ª…i……, l……. 15 eÙß……i…, l……. 16, •……‡ ≠˜´……¥…“, 17 ©……‰{…¥……≠˜, 18 {……~……eÙ,
~…UÔ“ ≠˜…ª… 21©…“+‡ ©…æ˙“ª……N…≠˜ {…‡ HÌ…≈c‡Û L…‡eÙ… W±±……{……≈ A~…≠˜…‡Gl… N……©……‡{…… ©…÷L…“+…‡+‡ ≠˜…Y{……©……≈
+{…‡ ª…l´……O…æ˙“+…‡{…‡ £Ì…≥… +…~´……≈. +… ¥…L…l…‡ +≈O…‡W ª…≠˜HÌ…≠˜ ©…÷≈•…> ª…≠˜HÌ…≠‡˜ e‡Ù~´…÷`Ú“ HÌ±…‡G`Ú≠˜ ∏…“
q÷ˆ±…«ß…Y q‡ˆª……>{…‡ H⁄ÌS… ª……o…‡ °…¥……ª… HÌ≠˜¥…… +{…‡ N……≈y…“Y{…‡ ©…{……¥…“ ±…‡¥……{……‡ æ÷˙HÌ©… HÌ´……‚. q‡ˆª……>+‡
ª…≠˜HÌ…≠˜{…‡ W¥……•… +…~´……‡ H‡Ì +©…qˆ…¥……qˆ{…… HÌ±…‡G`Ú≠˜ +{…‡ HÌ ©…∂…{…≠‡˜ HÌ…‡>{…“ y…≠˜~…HÌeÙ HÌ≠˜“ {…o…“ l…‡
Xi…“•…⁄]Ò“{…‡ X‡L…©… ∂…… ©……`‡Ú ¥…æ˙…‡≠˜¥…÷≈. H⁄ÌS… H‡ÌHÌ…~…⁄≠˜… ~…æ˙…·S…“ l´……≠‡˜ +©…qˆ…¥……qˆ©……≈ ©…æ˙…ª… ©… l…{…“
•…‡cÛHÌ ~…⁄≠˜“ HÌ≠˜“{…‡ W¥……æ˙≠˜±……±… {…æ‡˙≠÷˜ N……≈y…“Y{…‡ ©…≥¥…… H‡ÌHÌ…~…⁄≠˜… +…¥´……. 22©…“+‡ H⁄ÌS… W≈•…÷ª…≠˜
~…æ˙…·S…“, l´……≈ HÌ…ÈO…‡ª…{…“ HÌ…≠˜…‡•……≠˜“{…“ •…‡cÛHÌ æ˙l…“. W‡©……≈ ©……‡l…“±……±…, W¥……æ˙≠˜±……±…, ª…≠˜…‡ W{…“{…“
æ˙…W≠˜“©……≈ +±±……æ˙…˙•……qˆ{…÷≈ ≠˜…W©…æ‡˙±… W‡¥…÷≈ {…æ‡˙≠÷˜ H÷Ì`÷≈Ú•…{…÷≈ "+…{…≈qˆ ß…¥…{…' ≠˜…∫`ƒÚ{…‡ +~…«i… HÌ≠˜¥……{……‡
ª…≈HÌ±~… +æ˙” o…´……‡.
W≈•…÷ª…≠˜o…“ hı…hı≠˜ {…qˆ“ +…‡≥≈N…“ ª…≈P…{…÷≈ ª¥……N…l… +…©……‡qˆ©……≈ HÌ©…±……q‡ˆ¥…“ S…`√Ú`Ú…‡~……y´……´… ©…æ‡˙≠˜S……±…“,
´…÷o… ±…“N…{…… HÌ…´…«HÌ≠˜…‡+‡ HÌ´…÷», l´……≈o…“ •…÷±……, m……±…ª……, q‡ˆ≠˜…‡±… o…> ª…≈P… ß…∞˜S… +…¥´……‡. S…≈q÷ˆ±……±… q‡ˆª……>{……≈
ß…∞˜S… N……©…©……≈ N……≈y…“Y+‡ X‡≠˜qˆ…≠˜ ß……∫…i… HÌ´…÷». +≈HÌ±…‡π…≠˜ ª…X‡qˆo…“ ©……≈N…≠˜…‡≥, N…´…©……, A©…≠˜…¥…“
o…> ª…÷≠˜l…©……≈ °…¥…‡∂´…… l´……≠‡˜ ª…÷≠˜l… W±±……{…… HÌ…·O…‡ª…{…… °…©…÷L… +{…‡ ª…÷≠˜l…{……≈ Àª…æ˙ qˆ´……≥ß……> ˚q‡ˆª……>
˚•…“©……≠˜ æ˙…‡¥……o…“ A~…°…©…÷L… ©…“c÷•…æ‡˙{… ~…“`Ú“`‡Ú ª…≠˜P…ª…{…÷≈ ª¥……N…l… HÌ´…÷». HÌ{…‰´……±……±… q‡ˆª……>,
HÌ±´……i…Yß……>, H÷Ì≈¥…≠˜Yß……> ©…æ‡˙l……, W÷N…l…≠˜…©… qˆ¥…‡ l´……≈o…“ X‡eÙ…´……. +…‡≠˜o……i……©……≈ N……≈y…“Y+‡ °…¥…S…{…
+…~´…÷≈ H‡Ì æ˙©……±…´…{…“ ´……m…… HÌ≠˜“{…‡ Y¥…l…… ©……‡K…{…‡ •…qˆ±…‡ H⁄ÌS… HÌ≠˜“{…‡ ~…≠˜©…‡π…≠˜{……≈ qˆ∂…«{… HÌ≠˜¥…… ©……≈N…÷≈
U÷≈Ô. æ˙…±… ª…≠˜HÌ…≠˜{…“ qˆ∂…… "ª……~…‡ UU÷≈Ô qˆ≠˜ N…≤´……' W‡¥…“ o…> UÔ‡.
29©…“+‡ +…‡≠˜o……i…o…“ ß…aÚN……©… Wl……≈ ª…÷≠˜l…{……≈ HÌ…´…«HÌ≠˜…‡... N…≈N……•…æ‡˙{…{…“ e‡Ù≠˜“{…÷≈ q⁄ˆy… l…o……
+{´…{…“ ∂……HÌß……Y +{…‡ £Ì≥£Ì≥… qˆ{…“ ª…‡¥…… ª……o…‡ ±…>{…‡ +≈y……≠˜…©……≈ HÌ`Úª…{… ±……>`Ú{……‡ °…HÌ…∂… +…‡UÔ…‡
~…eÙl……‡ æ˙…‡¥……o…“ ª……o…“ HÌ…´…«HÌ≠˜…‡ +‡ ©…W⁄≠˜…‡{…‡ W±…qˆ“ S……±…¥…… ©……`‡Ú £Ì`ÚHÌ…´……« l´……≠‡˜ N……≈y…“Y{…‡ +…l©…N±…… {…
o…l……≈ £Ì≥£Ì≥… qˆ UÔ…‡eÙ¨…≈. 30©…“+‡ ª…≈ y…´……≠˜ ~…æ˙…·S…l…… ±……‡HÌy…©…« ª…©…X¥´……‡. l´……≈o…“ +…‡±…~……eÙ l……±…÷HÌ…{……
q‡ˆ±……eÙ©……≈ UÔ‡±±…“ ª…ß…… HÌ≠˜“ l´……≈ °…¥…S…{…©……≈ Wi……¥´…÷≈ H‡Ì ß……‰ l…HÌ, ª……≈ª…… ≠˜HÌ, ∂……≠˜“ ≠˜HÌ W∞˜ ≠˜´……l……‡
W‡`Ú±…“ +…‡UÔ“ l…‡`Ú±…“ ∂……≈ l… ¥…y……≠‡˜, l…‡©…W ±…eÙl…©……≈ ªm…“+…‡{…‡ ©……‡L…≠‡˜ ≠˜æ‡˙¥……, ª…÷l…≠˜{……≈ l……≈l…i…‡ ª¥…≠˜…W
©…‡≥¥…¥…… +{…‡ qˆ…∞˜•…≈y…“- +… ß……∫…i… +…cÛ æ˙X≠˜{…“ ©…‡qˆ{…“©……≈ +…~´…÷≈. l……~…“ {…qˆ“ ~……ª…‡{…… UÔ…~…≠˜
ß……N… N……©…©……≈ HÌ…≈l…i…{…÷≈ ©…æ˙n¥…, ª…≠˜qˆ…≠˜{…“ W‡±…©…÷ŒGl…{……≈ °…´……ª……‡ +≈N…‡{…÷≈ ß……∫…i… +…~´…÷≈. 6
1±…“ +‡ °…±…{…“ ª……≈W‡ ©……{…¥… ©…æ‡˙≠˜…©…i… ª……o…‡ ª…÷≠˜l…{…… ¥…≠˜…UÔ… ≠˜…‡eÙ ~…≠˜{…… {…o…÷ß……> {……≠˜i…qˆ…ª…
+{…‡ eÙ…¬…ß……> æ˙≠˜N……‡À¥…qˆqˆ…ª…{…… •…≈N…±……©……≈ ≠˜…‡HÌ…i… HÌ´…÷». {…©…«qˆ, <SUÔ…≠˜…©…, ©…æ˙“~…l…≠˜…©…, q÷ˆN……«≠˜…©…,
ª…⁄´…«≠˜…©… W‡¥…… ª…÷y……≠˜HÌ…‡ +{…‡ "ª…æ÷˙ S…±……‡ Yl…¥…… W≈N…' +‡HÌ ±……L…{…“ ©…‡qˆ{…“+‡ +… ∂……‰´…«N…“l… A©…≥HÌ…ß…‡≠˜
N……´…÷≈. HÌ±´……i…Yß……>+‡ ª…÷≠˜l… W±±……{…÷≈ ª…≠˜¥…‰´…÷≈ HÌ…hı¨÷≈ H‡Ì æ˙{qˆ{…“ N…÷±……©…“{…… ~…æ‡˙±……¥…æ‡˙±…… ©…⁄≥ +æ˙”
{…≈L……¥´…… æ˙l……≈. +…~…i…… ~…⁄¥…«X‡{…… ~……~… y……‡¥…… ©……`‡Ú +… W±±……‡ ~…ª…≈qˆ o…´……‡. W±±……{…… 169 ~…`‡Ú±……‡+‡
≠˜…Y{……©……≈ +…~´……≈. ª…‰ {…HÌ…‡©……≈ ∂…⁄≠˜¥…“≠˜…‡ +{…‡ S…≈eÙ“+…‡ UÔ‡. +…‡±…~……eÙ l……±…÷HÌ…{…… ©……‡≠˜…, ª…÷≈¥……≥“, ~…W≠˜l…,
<SUÔ…~……‡≠˜, H÷≈Ì `Ú´……i……, S……‡´……«ª…“ l……±…÷HÌ…{…… ß…“©…≠˜…eÙ, L…X‡qˆ, W±……±…~……‡≠˜{…… qˆ…≈eÙ“ +…‡`Ú, HÌ≠˜…‡eÙ“,
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+…‡W±…, HÌ…≈HÌ≠˜… £Ì ≥´…… UÔ‡. ¥…±…ª……eÙ{…… y…≠˜…ª…i……, D`ÚeÙ“, ©…{……‡qˆ, ©…“cÛ…{…… +N…≠˜…‡ UÔ‡. N……≈y…“Y+‡
ß……∫…i…©……≈ Wi……¥´…÷≈ H‡Ì "≠˜…K…ª…“' ≠˜…V´… q⁄ˆ≠˜ HÌ≠˜¥…÷≈ UÔ‡. +…~…j≈ l…≈m… +…~…i…… æ˙…o…©……≈ ≠˜æ‡˙, HÌ…‡> ~…i…
y…©…«©……≈ ªm…“+…‡ ©…ŒªHÌ{……‡, N…≠˜“•……‡ ~…≠˜ HÌ≠˜{…“ ¥……l… {…o…“. WN…l…©……≈ +…¥……‡ {´……´… ª……≈ß…≤´……‡ {…o…“.
+≈O…‡W ª…≠˜HÌ…≠˜ ~……ª…‡ ±…∂HÌ≠˜, qˆ…∞˜N……‡≥…‡ æ˙…‡¥……o…“ ©…{…‡ S…~…`Ú“©……≈ S……‡≥“ ∂…H‡Ì UÔ‡. æ÷≈˙ eÙ≠˜l……‡ {…o…“. l…©…‡
•…y…… Àæ˙©…l… ≠˜…L…∂……‡. +≈y…HÌ ¥… æ≈˙ª…≠˜…W‡ §ÌeÙ©…{…… ª…⁄≠˜ ª……o…‡ "`Ú…‡~…“¥……≥…{…… `Ú…‡≥… Cl…´……«' N…“l… N……´…÷≈
l´……≈o…“ •…~……‡≠‡˜ ÀeÙeÙ…‡±…“o…“ H÷≈Ì¥…≠˜Yß……> - HÌ±´……i…ß……>{…… ¥…l…{… ¥……≈]Ò ª…÷y…“ ª…≈P… ~…æ˙…·S´……‡. l´……≈ N……≈y…“Y+‡
HÌ¬÷≈ qˆ K…i… +… §ÌHÌ…{…… ©……≠˜… ª……o…“ ©…m……‡ +æ˙”{…… UÔ‡. H⁄ÌS…{…… •…‡ qˆ¥…ª… ~…UÔ“ >π…≠˜ <SUÔ… æ˙∂…‡
l……‡ +…~…i…‡ ∂… {…¥……≠‡˜ qˆ…≈eÙ“©……≈ ©…“c÷≈Û ~…HÌ¥…“∂…÷≈. ª… ¥…{…´… ß…≈N… wˆ…≠˜… ©…“cÛ…{……‡ HÌ≠˜ HÌ…hı¥……‡, ª¥…≠˜…W ©……`‡Ú{…“
±……´…HÌ…l……‡ H‡Ì≥¥…¥…“, 3Y +‡ °…±…‡ y……©…i… Wl……≈ ≠˜ªl……©……≈ ~……‡~…eÙ… HÌo…±…‰´…… N……©…{…… ª…lHÌ…≠˜ ~…UÔ“ ©…”hı…‡≥…
{…qˆ“ ~……≠˜ HÌ≠˜“{…‡ N……´…HÌ¥……eÙ ≠˜…V´…{…… eÙ…ß…‡±…©……≈ eÙ…Ë. ª…÷©…{… ©…æ‡˙l…… l…o…… ©……‰±…¥…“+‡ ª¥……N…l… HÌ´…÷» l…o……
+…Ã∂…¥……qˆ +…~´……. S……‡L…eÙ o…>{…‡ y……©…i… ~…æ˙…·S…l…… l´……≈{…… HÌ•…“≠˜~…≈o… ©……‰±……{…… ≠˜æ‡˙©……{…‡ Aq⁄«ˆ©……≈ ß……∫…i…
+{…‡ +…∂…“¥……«qˆ +…~´……. N……≈y…“Y+‡ HÌ¬÷≈ +æ˙”{…… HÌª…•……©……≈ ©……≠˜… ª……o…“+…‡ +{…‡ +ª…“±……‡ UÔ‡. ¥…eÙ…‡qˆ≠˜…
≠˜…V´…{…… ©……i…ª……‡ ©……≠˜“ `⁄ÚHÌeÙ“©……≈ UÔ‡. W‡ æ˙{qˆ{…‡ ¥…£Ì…qˆ…≠˜ UÔ‡. +æ˙”{…… +l´…≈X‡+‡ qˆ…∞˜l……eÙ“ ©……≈ª…
{… L……¥……{…“ °… l…[…… ±…“y…“.
+æ˙” ~…eÙP…… ¥…‡≠˜…¥…≥ o…> H⁄ÌS… 3Y +‡ °…±…‡ ª……≈W‡ UÔ ¥……N…‡ {…¥…ª……≠˜“ ~…æ˙…·S…“. {…¥…ª……≠˜“{……
q⁄ˆ y…´…… l…≥…¥…©……≈ 25000 ±……‡HÌ…‡{…“ ª…ß…… ß…≠˜…>. l´……≈{……≈ HÌ…´…«HÌ≠˜…‡ N…÷±……•…ß……> ]Ò¥…‡≠˜“
¥……S…{…≠˜…´…l……æ˙©…HÌ≠˜, S……≈qˆ…‡≠˜“HÌ…≠‡˜ ª¥……N…l… HÌ´…÷» +{…‡ l´……≈{…… l…÷±…ª…“qˆ…ª…{…“ S……‡~……>, ≠˜P…÷H÷Ì≥ ≠˜“ l… ª…qˆ…
S…±…“ +…> N…¥……> +æ˙”{…… ß……∫…i…©……≈ Wi……¥´…÷≈ H‡Ì +…~…i…‡ +… S……‡~……>{…“ °… l…[…… ±…“y…“ UÔ‡ +æ˙”o…“
HÌ{…‰´……±……±… ©…÷{∂…“, ±…“±……¥…l…“ ©…÷{∂…“ X‡eÙ…´…….
3o…“ +‡ °…±… ∂…÷JÌ¥……≠‡˜ ª…≈P…‡ ¥…W±…~……‡≠˜©……≈ ©…´……•……>{…“ l…‡±…{…“ ©…±…©……≈ ©…÷HÌ…©… HÌ´……‚. l´……≈
¥…q‡ˆ∂…“©……±…{……‡ •… æ˙∫HÌ…≠˜, ª¥…q‡ˆ∂…“ ¥…ªl…÷+…‡{……‡ +…O…æ˙, ~…⁄i…« ª¥…≠˜…W ©…‡≥¥…¥……{…“ °… l…[…… ±…“y…“.
HÌ≠˜…eÙ“ Wl……≈ æ˙…ª……~……‡≠˜, +‡Æ¯≠˜ {…YHÌ{…… N……©……‡ ~…‡l……i…©……≈ W÷N…qˆ≠˜…©… qˆ¥…‡, ≠˜…{…“~…≠‡˜W{…“ °…X
7
©…≥“.
•……≠˜eÙ…‡±…“{…… +…∏…©…¥……ª…“+…‡+‡ +{…‡ HÌ≠˜…eÙ“{…“ °…X+‡ ©…∂……±… +{…‡ "ª¥…≠˜…W{…“ ª…¥……≠˜“ +…¥…“'
N…“l…o…“ ª…≈P…{…÷≈ ª¥……N…l… HÌ´…÷». 5©…“ +‡ °…±…‡ 241 ©……>±… +{…‡ 24 qˆ¥…ª…{…“ ´……m…… HÌ≠˜“{…‡ ª¥…≠˜…W{…“
qˆ“¥……qˆ…≈eÙ“ ∞˜~… qˆ…≈eÙ“ ª…≈P… ~…æ˙…·S´……‡. l´……≈{…… ©…÷Œª±…©… ´…W©……{… ∂…‡cÛ ª…≠˜…W÷tˆ“{… ¥……ª…“{…… •…≈N…±……©……≈
Al……≠˜…‡ ≠˜…L´……‡. 500o…“ +…‡UÔ“ ¥…ªl…“¥……≥÷≈ +… N……©… ©……{…¥… ©…‡qˆ{…“o…“ Aß…≠˜…l…÷≈ æ˙l…÷≈. •…~……‡≠‡˜ qˆ…≈eÙ“{……
¥…eÙ±…… {…“S…‡ ª…ß…… ß…≠˜…> l´……≠‡˜ °…¥…S…{…©……≈ N……≈y…“Y+‡ HÌ¬÷≈ H‡Ì ∂……≈ l… +{…‡ +Àæ˙ª……{……‡ °…ß……¥… ¥…π…¥´……~…“
UÔ‡. +…L…… ¥…π…©……≈ ¥´……~…HÌ ª… ¥…{…´… ß…≈N… S……±…‡ +{…‡ l…‡{…‡ ª…≠˜HÌ…≠˜ ª……≈L…“ ±…‡ l…‡©……≈ W ©…“cÛ…{…… HÌ…´…qˆ…{……‡
{……∂… UÔ‡. ª…≠˜HÌ…≠˜“ ©……≠˜“ y…≠˜~…HÌeÙ HÌ≠‡˜ l……‡ ~…i… +… ±…eÙl… +`ÚHÌ…¥…¥……{…“ {…o…“. +… o……´… l……‡ ª¥…l…≈m…l……
q‡ˆ¥…“{…÷≈ +~…©……{… o…´…÷≈ UÔ‡. +…l©…∂…÷ uˆ HÌ≠˜“{…‡ ª…≠˜HÌ…≠˜{…‡ {…“eÙ≠˜l…… •…l……¥…¥……{…“ UÔ‡ W‡©…{…“ W‡±…o…“ ©……≈eÙ“{…‡
N……‡≥“ L……¥……{…“ l…‰´……≠˜“+…‡ æ˙…‡´… l…‡ +…¥…‡, •……HÌ“{…… {… +…¥…‡ >∑¥…≠˜-+…~…i…“ ª……o…‡ ≠˜æ‡˙. ª…l´…{……‡
W´… o……+…‡.8
UÔdÛ“ +‡ °…±…{…… ©…≈N…±… °…ß……l…{……‡ °……≠≈˜ß… °……l…:°……o…«{……, "´……l…… ª¥…≠˜… ©…æ˙ qˆ' ∑±……‡HÌo…“ HÌ≠˜“{…‡
L……≈Wi… L…⁄≈qˆl…… •……W HÌ±´……i…Yß……>{…“ ª……o…‡ ©…“cÛ…{…“ S…~…`Ú“ ß…≠˜“. ©…“c÷≈Û S……‡´…÷» ª…¥……≠‡˜ 6-30 ¥……N´…‡.
+… ~…÷ {…l… xˆ∂´…©……≈ N…N…{…ß…‡qˆ“ {……qˆ o…´……‡. "{…©…HÌ HÌ…´…qˆ… l……‡eÙ qˆ´……' N……≈y…“Y+‡ y…“≠˜ N…≈ß…“≠˜ +¥……W‡

ª¥……l…≈m´… ª…≈O……©… qˆ≠˜ ©…´……{… qˆ K…i… N…÷W≠˜…l…{…… ª…l´……O…æ˙…‡
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HÌ¬÷≈. ¶… `Ú∂… ª……™……V´…{…“ <©……≠˜l…{…… ~……´……©……≈ æ÷≈˙ +…Wo…“ ±…⁄i……‡ ±…N……e÷≈Ù U÷≈Ô +{…‡ W‡ <©……≠˜l…{…‡ ±…⁄i……‡
±……N…‡ l…‡ H‡Ì`Ú±……‡ ¥…L…l… `ÚHÌ“ ∂…H‡Ì ?
+… °…ª…≈N… ~…UÔ“ N……≈y…“Y+‡ ª……‰{…‡ ª…≠˜HÌ…≠˜{…“ ª…X ¥…‡cÛ“ ±…‡¥……{…“ ª…±……æ˙ +…~…“. q‡ˆ∂…©……≈ ¥… ¥…y…
ªo…≥…‡ HÌ≠˜…≈S…“, ~…‡∂……¥…≠˜, ©…rˆ…ª…, HÌ±…HÌn…… ¥…N…‡≠‡˜ WN´……+…‡+‡ N……‡≥“•……≠˜ o…´……‡. ª…≠˜HÌ…≠‡˜ +…‡ÃeÙ{…{ª…
•…æ˙…≠˜ ~……eÙ¨… ª…≠˜HÌ…≠˜{…‡ X©…“{…N…“≠˜“ {… +…~…¥……{…‡ ±…“y…‡ {…¥…Y¥…{…‡ ª……´…G±……‡ª`Ú…>±… HÌ…hı“. ©…“c÷≈Û A~……eÙ¨…
~…UÔ“ N……≈y…“Y+‡ ß……∫…i…©……≈ HÌ¬÷≈ +…W‡ ≠˜…∫`ƒÚ“´… ª…~l……æ˙{……‡ °…o…©… qˆ¥…ª… UÔ‡. ©…æ˙…N…÷W≠˜…l…©……≈ HÌ…´…qˆ…{……‡
ß…≈N… >π…≠˜{…… {……©…o…“ o…´……‡ UÔ‡. >π…≠˜{…“ ∂…ŒGl…o…“ +‡HÌ qˆ¥…ª…©……≈ W‡ +…~…i……‡ W{©… ª…uˆ æ˙IÌ UÔ‡
l…‡ ©…≥“ ∂…H‡Ì UÔ‡. 7©…“ +‡ °…±…‡ ª…≠˜HÌ…≠‡˜ N……≈y…“Y ª…¥……´…, ©…÷L´… +…N…‡¥……{……‡{…“ y…≠˜~…HÌeÙ HÌ≠˜“.
ª¥……l…≈m´…¥…“≠˜…‡+‡ q‡ˆ∂…… ß…©……{… ©……`‡Ú ~……‡l……{……‡ ß……‡N… +…~…¥…… l…‰´……≠˜ o…´……. ª…÷≠˜l… W±±……{…… S……‡´……«ª…“
l……±…÷HÌ…{…… ß…“©…≠˜…eÙ N……©…{…… ≠˜…©…qˆ…ª…{…“ `÷ÚHÌeÙ“+‡ 55 ©…i… ©…“c÷≈Û ß…‡N…÷≈ HÌ´…÷». l´……≠‡˜ l…‡©…{…“ y…≠˜~…HÌeÙ
o…>. l……‡ l…‡+…‡+‡ °… l…[…… ±…“y…“ "qˆ…i…S……‡≠˜“{…÷≈ ©…“c÷≈Û +…~…÷≈ +{…‡ ¶… `Ú∂… ª…≠˜HÌ…≠˜{…‡ +æ˙”o…“ q⁄ˆ≠˜ HÌ≠˜¥…“'
+… HÌ…≠˜i…‡ N……≈y…“Y+‡ ¥…±…ª……eÙ W±±……{…… y…≠˜…ª…i…… +N…≠˜ ~…≠˜ y……eÙ ±…> W¥……{……‡ {…i…«´… HÌ´……‚.
7©…“ +‡ °…±…‡ qˆ…≈eÙ“{…… ß……∫…i…©……≈ N……≈y…“Y+‡ HÌ¬÷≈ H‡Ì +…~…i…“ ©……o…‡ ¶… `Ú∂… ª…≠˜HÌ…≠˜ P……‡eÙ… qˆ…‡eÙ…¥…‡,
HÌ…≈e÷≈Ù U⁄Ô`‡Ú, ©…“c÷≈Û {… ¥…U⁄Ô`‡Ú +… HÌ…´…qˆ…{……‡ ß…≈N… HÌ≠˜…‡eÙ…‡ ©……`‡Ú{…÷≈ ª¥…≠˜…W UÔ‡. æ˙{qˆ{…… {…‡l……+…‡ W‡±…©……≈
UÔ‡ l……‡ ª¥…´…≈ª…‡¥…HÌ…‡{…‡ P……´…±… •…‡ß……{… X‡>{…‡, ~…oo…≠˜ W‡¥…“ UÔ…l…“ HÌ≠˜“{…‡ ±…eÙ¥…… l…‰´……≠˜ U÷≈Ô. >π…≠˜{…“
HfiÌ~…… ª…©…W¥…“, ©…“cÛ…{……‡ HÌ…´…qˆ…‡ l……‡eÙ¥…… UÔl……≈ ª…≠˜HÌ…≠{…˜“ {…W≠˜, +æ˙” {…æ˙” ~…e‡Ù l……‡ UÔ…¥…i…“ •…“W‡
{……≈L…“∂…÷≈. ª…≠˜HÌ…≠˜ qˆ≠˜ ¥…∫…‚ UÔ HÌ≠˜…‡eÙ{…÷≈ ©…“c÷≈Û L……> X´… UÔ‡. ª…≠˜HÌ…≠˜{…÷≈ ©…“c÷≈Û {… L……l……≈ P…≠˜ +…≈N…i…{…÷≈
©…“c÷≈Û L……¥…÷≈ l…‡ W qˆ¥…ª…‡ N…÷W≠˜…l…{…… °…‡ª…{…… °… l… {… y…{…“ ©…÷±……HÌ…l…©……≈ N……≈y…“Y+‡ ª…≈q‡ˆ∂……‡ +…~´……‡.
±…eÙl… qˆ≠˜ ©…´……{… ©…“c÷Ûß……> HÌ…‡cÛ…≠˜“ +{…‡ +©…fil…±……±… ∂…‡cÛ{…“ y…≠˜~…HÌeÙ o…> l´……≠‡˜ HÌ…‡cÛ…≠˜“{…… y…©…«~…l{…“{…÷≈
+¥…ª……{… o…´…÷≈ UÔl……≈ l…‡©…{…“ y…≠˜~…HeÙÌ o…>. l…‡+…‡ ≠˜i…K…‡m…‡ S…eÙ¨…. +‡¥…÷≈ ∂……‰´…« N…÷W≠˜…l…{…“ °…X •…l……¥…‡
l……‡ ¥…W´… ~……ª…‡ +…¥…‡.
¥…l…«©……{… ~…m……‡{…… °… l… {… y…+…‡ wˆ…≠˜… ª…©…ªl… æ˙{qˆ{…“ °…X{…‡ N……≈y…“Y{……‡ ª…≈q‡ˆ∂… :
"©…“cÛ…{…… HÌ…´…qˆ…{……‡ æ˙¥…‡ ¥… y…~…⁄¥…«HÌ ß…≈N… o…´……‡ UÔ‡. W‡ HÌ…‡>{…“ V´……≈ ©…“c÷≈Û ~…HÌ¥…¥……{…“ ª…N…¥…eÙ
+{…‡ <SUÔ… æ˙…‡´… l……‡ ~…HÌ¥…“ ∂…H‡Ì UÔ‡. N……©…{…… ±……‡HÌ…‡{…‡ ©…“c÷≈Û ~…HÌ¥…¥…… HÌ…´…qˆ…{……‡ ß…≈N… l…‡{……≈ ~… ≠˜i……©……‡
¥…N…‡≠‡˜o…“ ©…… æ˙l…N……≠˜ HÌ≠˜¥……. +… ±…eÙl… UÔc√ÛcÛ“ +‡ °…±… o…“ 13©…“ +‡ °…±… ª…÷y…“ ≠˜…∫`ƒÚ“Ú´… ª…~l……æ˙
l…≠˜“H‡Ì S…±……¥…¥…“.' ~…≠˜q‡ˆ∂…“ HÌ…~…eÙ{……‡ •… æ˙∫HÌ…≠˜ L……qˆ“{……‡ °…S……≠˜ HÌ≠˜¥……‡. S…≠˜L…… S…±……¥…¥…… •…æ‡˙{……‡
qˆ…∞˜•…≈y…“{…÷≈ HÌ…©… A~……e‡Ù, •…æ‡˙{……‡ ~…÷≠÷˜ ∫……‡ HÌ≠˜l……≈ +Àæ˙ª……{…÷≈ ~……±…{… ª……≠˜“ ≠˜“l…‡ HÌ≠˜“ ∂…H‡Ì. ª…©……W{……
HÌ…´…qˆ…{…÷≈ ~……±…{… HÌ≠˜X‡. +≈O…‡W ¥´…ŒGl… ~…i… +…~…i…“ ª……o…‡ {…:∂…≈HÌ ~…i…‡ +…¥…“ ∂…ksÌ UÔ‡. ª…l´…
+Àæ˙ª……{…÷≈ ~……±…{… +‡ ~……‡l……{……‡ l…o…… ©…æ˙…ª…ß……{……‡ HÌ…´…qˆ…‡ UÔ‡.
ª…l´……O…æ˙“+…‡{…… {…´…©……‡©……≈ ª…l´…, +Àæ˙ª……, ¶…¡S…´…«{…÷≈ ~……±…{… HÌ≠˜¥…÷≈, HÌ…≈l…i… HÌ≠˜¥…÷≈, L……qˆ“
~…æ‡˙≠˜¥…“, ª¥…q‡ˆ∂…“ ¥…ªl…÷+…‡{……‡ +…O…æ˙ ≠˜…L…¥……‡, ª…≠˜HÌ…≠˜{…“ qˆ©…{… °…¥…fi n…+…‡ ª…æ˙{… HÌ≠˜“{…‡ W‡æ˙…qˆ
WN……¥…¥…“. ≠˜S…{……l©…HÌ °…¥…fi n…+…‡ æ˙…o… y…≠˜…>. ˚ ¥…q‡ˆ∂…“ ¥…ªl…÷+…‡{……‡ •… æ˙∫HÌ…≠˜ o…¥…… ±……N´……‡. ≠˜…Œ∫`ƒÚ´…
∂…K…i…{……‡ °…S……≠-°…ª……≠˜ o…´……‡. +ª~…fi∂´…l…… {…¥……≠˜i…{…“ °…¥…fi n… ¥…‡N…¥……{… {…•…“. qˆ…∞˜•…≈y…“{…÷≈ HÌ…©… æ˙…o…
y…≠˜…´…÷≈. ≠˜…∫`ƒÚ¥……qˆ“+…‡+‡ ∂…≠˜…•… l…o…… {…∂…“±…… ~…qˆ…o……‚ ~…≠˜ ~~… l…•…≈y…{…“ ©……≈N…i…“ HÌ≠˜“. ª…≠˜HÌ…≠˜“
{……‡HÌ≠˜“+…‡{……‡ l´……N…, ¥…HÌ“±……‡+‡ ¥…HÌ“±……l…, ~…`‡Ú±……‡+‡ ≠˜…Y{……©……≈, l…±……`Ú“+…‡+‡ {……‡HÌ≠˜“ UÔ…‡eÙ“.9
E y…≠˜…ª…i…… ª…l´……O…æ˙
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N……≈y…“´…÷N…{…… ª…l´……O…æ˙{…“ ±…eÙl……‡©……≈ 1930{…“ y…≠˜…ª…i…… ±…eÙl… N…i…{……~……m… UÔ‡. qˆ…≈eÙ“´……m…… ~…UÔ“
±…eÙl…{…‡ {…∫£Ì≥ •…{……¥…¥…… ¶… `Ú∂… ª…≠˜HÌ…≠‡˜ ~…·l…≠˜…‡ ≠˜S´……‡. N……≈y…“Y ª…¥……´…{…… +…N…‡¥……{……‡{…“ y…≠˜~…HÌeÙ
HÌ≠˜“ ª…l´……O…æ˙“+…‡ ~…≠˜ +©……{…÷∫…“ ±……cÛ“©……≠˜, N……≥…‡{……‡ ¥…≠˜ª……qˆ, +π……‡{…“ qˆ…‡eÙ, N…÷~l……≈N……‡ ~…≠˜ ©…⁄hı
©……≠˜ +{…‡ •…ß…lª… ≠˜“l…‡ ©……≠˜¥……{…“ °…¥…fi n…o…“ N……≈y…“Y+‡ ©…“cÛ…{…… +N…≠˜ ±…⁄≈`Ú¥……{……‡ HÌ…´…«JÌ©… 264-1930{…… UÔ≠˜¥……eÙ…©……≈ y…≠˜…ª…i…… +N…≠˜ ~…≠˜ H⁄ÌS… ±…> W¥……{……‡ {…i…«´… HÌ´……‚. l…‡{……≈ HÌ…´…«JÌ©…{…“ Xi…
¥……<ª…≠˜…‡´…{…‡ ~…m… wˆ…≠˜… HÌ≠˜“. ±…eÙl… ∂…∞˜ o……´… l…‡ ~…æ‡˙±……≈ N……≈y…“Y{…“ y…≠˜~…HÌeÙ HÌ≠˜…eÙ“©……≈o…“ ¶… `Ú∂…
ª…≠˜HÌ…≠‡˜ HÌ≠˜“ (5-5-30), ~…≠≈˜l…÷ ±…eÙl… ¥…‡N…“±…“ •…{…“. ∏…“ +••……ª… l…‰´…•…Y +{…‡ ª…≠˜…‡Y{…“ {……´…e÷Ù+‡
±…eÙl…{…÷≈ ª…÷HÌ…{…“~…qˆ ª…≈ß……≤´…÷≈.
8©…“ ©…‡ ±…eÙl…{…… ª…‡{……~… l… l…≠˜“H‡Ì{…… {…¥…‡qˆ{…©……≈ l…‰´…•…Y+‡ HÌ¬÷≈, ©…“cÛ…{…… HÌ…´…qˆ… ª……o…‡
ª…l´……O…æ˙{…“ ±…eÙl… ∂……≈ l… +{…‡ +Àæ˙ª…HÌ ©……N…‚ 15©…“ {…… ª…¥……≠‡˜ 6-30 ¥……N´…‡ ª…≠˜HÌ…≠˜“ +N…≠˜ ~…≠˜
HÌ•…X‡ ±…‡∂…‡. +… {…i…«´…o…“ +…≈ `Ú´…… {…‡ HÌ…‡cÛ…¥……≥… wˆ…≠˜… ª…÷≠˜l…{…… HÌ±…‡G`Ú≠˜ ¶…‡æ˙…©…‡ l…‰´…•…Y{…‡ ~…m…
©……‡HÌ±´……‡ "©…“cÛ…{…… +N…≠˜ ~…≠˜{……‡ qˆ≠˜…‡eÙ…‡ £Ì…‡Wqˆ…≠˜“ N…÷{……‡, X{…©……±…{…÷≈ {…÷HÌª……{…, ª…≠˜HÌ…≠˜{…… ~…N…±……{…“
N…≈ß…“≠˜ ª¥…∞˜~…{…“ S…‡l…¥…i…“ +…~…“. l…‡{…… W¥……•…©……≈ l…‰´…•…Y+‡ W±±…… ©…Ë Wª`ƒ‡Ú`Ú{…… ¥…¥…‡HÌ •…qˆ±…
+…ß……≠˜ +{…‡ HÌ…´…«JÌ©…©……≈ HÌ…‡> ˚£‡Ì≠˜£Ì…≠˜ {…æ˙” o……´… +‡©… Wi……¥´…÷≈. °…‡ª…{…… °… l… {… y…{…‡ ©…÷±……HÌ…l…©……≈
Wi……¥´…÷≈ H‡Ì y…≠˜…ª…i…… ±…eÙl… y……eÙ {…æ˙” ~…≠≈˜l…÷ ≠˜…∫`ƒÚ“Ú´… ©…±…HÌl…{……‡ HÌ•…X‡ ±…‡¥…… +{…‡ ©…“c÷≈Û ~…HÌ¥…{……≠˜{…‡
¥…≥l…≠˜ l…o…… ª…≠˜HÌ…≠˜{…‡ ©…“cÛ…{……‡ HÌ≠˜ {…æ˙” +…~…“+‡ Wi……¥´…÷≈.
12©…“+‡ 59 ª¥…´…≈ª…‡¥…HÌ…‡ ª……o…‡ l…‰´…•…Y+‡ HÌªl…÷≠˜•…… +{…‡ +{´… •…æ‡˙{……‡{…… H‡Ìª…≠˜ l…±…HÌ
+…∂…“¥……«qˆ ª……o…‡ H⁄ÌS… HÌ≠˜“. l´……≠‡˜ W±±…… ©…‡ Wª`ƒ‡Ú`‡Ú ~……‡±…“ª… ª…÷ °…{`‡Ú{eÙ{`‡Ú 300 æ˙ o…´……≠˜y……≠˜“ ~……‡±…“ª…
ª……l… ©……‡`Ú≠˜{…… HÌ…£Ì±……o…“ ¶…‡æ˙…©…{…… +q‡ˆ≠˜…o…“ ±…eÙl…{…‡ ¥…L…‡≠˜“ {……HÌ… HÌ≠˜…≈eÙ“ {…YHÌo…“ ª…≈P…{…“ 125-1930{…… ≠˜…‡W y…≠˜~…HÌeÙ HÌ≠˜“ : W÷N…l…≠˜…©… qˆ¥…‡, £Ìl……´…… {……´…≠˜, ~…fio¥…“≠˜…W +…ª…≠˜, UÔN…{…±……±…
Xqˆ¥…, ≠˜ ª…HÌ±……±… q‡ˆª……>, ˚ ¥…dÛ±…qˆ…ª… +©…±……{…“, H‡Ì≠˜…¥… ©…æ˙…q‡ˆ¥…, •……≥ HÌ±…‡G`Ú≠˜ S…{rˆHÌ…{l… ~…`‡Ú±…,
HÌ≠˜“©… ¥……‡≠˜…, UÔ…‡`÷Ú ~…`‡Ú±…, +©…fil…±……±… qˆ…‡±…l…, ≠˜…©… ©…æ˙{… æ˙…‡S…, ª…÷≠‡˜{rˆ{……o… N…÷~l……, {……≠˜…´…i… {…‡ l…ª…≈æ˙
¥…N…‡≠‡˜ ~…≠˜ W±……±…~……‡≠˜o…“ HÌ…‡`«Ú©……≈ <˚Œ{eÙ´…{… ~…{…±… HÌ…‡eÙ{…“ HÌ±…©… 143 æ‡˙cÛ≥ N…‡≠˜HÌ…´…q‡ˆª…≠˜ ©…≈eÙ≥“©……≈
ª……©…‡±… o…¥……{…… +…≠˜…‡~…©……≈ ©…Ë Wª`ƒ‡Ú`Ú W÷¥…‡±… ª…©…K… H‡Ìª… S……±´……‡. +••……ª… ª……æ‡˙•…, W÷N…l…≠˜…©… qˆ¥…‡{…‡
6 ©……ª…{…“, 53 ª…‰ {…HÌ…‡{…‡ 3 ©……ª…{…“ ª…X, ¥…dÛ±…qˆ…ª…, ±……±…Y ©…æ˙…¥…“≠˜, •…æ˙…q⁄ˆ≠˜ N… ≠˜, ~…fio¥…“≠˜…W
+…ª…≠˜{…‡ {……{…“ B©…≠˜{…… HÌ…≠˜i…‡ l……HÌ“q‡ˆ UÔ…‡eÙ“ ©…⁄G´……. +••……ª… ª……æ‡˙•…‡ ª…≈q‡ˆ∂…©……≈ Wi……¥´…÷≈ "±……‡HÌ…‡{……
W÷ªª……{…‡ W÷±…©…, qˆ©…{…{…“ l…o…“ ª…≠˜HÌ…≠˜ qˆ•……¥…“ ∂…HÌ∂…‡ {…æ˙”. ~…⁄i…« ª¥…≠˜…W ¥…N…≠˜ æ˙{qˆ©……≈ ∂……≈ l… {…Àæ˙
+…¥…‡. +…~…i…… HÌ…´…«JÌ©…{…‡ S……±…÷ ≠˜…L…“{…‡ ≠˜…∫`ƒÚy¥…W ©……`‡Ú °……i… +~…«i… HÌ≠˜…‡.'
©…÷≈•…>{…“ ©…æ˙…ª…•……{…“ HÌ…´…«¥……æ˙“ ª… ©… l…+‡ y…≠˜…ª…i…… ±…eÙl…{…‡ æ˙{qˆ ¥´……~…“ •…{……¥…¥……{……‡ {…i…«´…
HÌ≠˜“{…‡ ª…≠˜…‡ W{…“ {……´…e÷Ù+‡ ª…÷HÌ…{…“~…qˆ ±…“y…÷≈. l…‡©…i…‡ 14©…“+‡ AqˆeÙ“{…“ UÔ…¥…i…“©……≈ HÌ¬÷≈ : N……≈y…“Y{…“
∂…∞˜ HÌ≠‡˜±…“ ±…eÙl…{…‡ ¥…S……≠˜, ¥……i…“, ¥…l…«{…o…“ +Àæ˙ª……{…“ ß……¥…{……{…‡ ª…~…⁄i…«~…i…‡ X≥¥…“{…‡ £Ìl…‡æ˙ ©…‡≥¥…¥……
ª……‰ +…N…≥ y…~…X‡. ª…÷≠˜l…{…… HÌ±…‡G`Ú≠˜ ¶…‡æ˙…©… +{…‡ ~……‡. ª…÷ °…{`‡Ú{eÙ{`Ú ¥…±ª…{…‡ 50 ª…‰ {…HÌ…‡{…“ ©…qˆqˆo…“
{……´…e÷Ù{…“ H⁄ÌS…{…‡ +`ÚHÌ…¥…“ l´……≠‡˜ ª¥…´…≈ª…‡¥…HÌ…‡+‡ l…HÌ±…“ S…±……¥…“, ©…ª…±…l…©……≈ ª…≠˜…‡ W{…“+‡ Wi……¥´…÷≈ H‡Ì
+©…‡ ß…⁄L´……≈-l…≠˜ª´……≈ +æ˙” ~…eÙ¨… ≠˜æ˙“∂…÷≈. +æ˙”o…“ æ˙`Ú¥……{…… {…o…“. 19 HÌ±……HÌ{…… +≈l…‡ ª¥…´…≈ª…‡¥…HÌ…‡{…‡
W©…¥…… ©…≤´…÷≈.
16©…“{…“ ª…¥……≠‡˜ An…≠˜ W±±……{…… HÌ ©…∂…{…≠˜ ∏…“ N…‡≠‡˜`‡Ú, y…≠˜…ª…i……≈ +…¥…“{…‡ ª…≈P…{…“ HÌæ‡˙¥……l…“

ª¥……l…≈m´… ª…≈O……©… qˆ≠˜ ©…´……{… qˆ K…i… N…÷W≠˜…l…{…… ª…l´……O…æ˙…‡
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y…≠˜~…HÌeÙ HÌ≠˜“{…‡ UÔ…‡eÙ“ ©…⁄G´……≈. 17©…“+‡ {……´…e÷Ù{…… ª…≈P…‡ y…≠˜…ª…i……{…… +N…≠˜ ~…≠˜ ª……©…÷qˆ… ´…HÌ æ˙±±……‡
HÌ´……‚. ª…≠˜HÌ…≠‡˜ +N…≠˜{…÷≈ ©…“c÷≈Û +‡HÌc÷≈Û HÌ≠˜“{…‡ W±±……{…… HÌæ‡˙¥……l…… ª`Ú…‡≠˜©……≈ ©…⁄HÌ“ HÌ…≈`Ú…{…“ ¥……eÙ{…‡ 400
~……‡±…“ª…o…“ ≠˜K…i… HÌ´…÷». l´……≠‡˜ ª¥…´…≈ª…‡¥…HÌ…‡+‡ ©…Ë Wª`ƒ‡Ú`Ú{…… æ÷˙HÌ©…{…‡ +¥…N…i…“{…‡ æ˙±±……‡ HÌ´……‚. ~……‡±…“ª…{……
+©……{…÷∫…“ ¥…l…«{…o…“ P…i……{…‡ >X o…>. ª……≈W‡ 7 ¥……N´…‡ ª¥…´…≈ª…‡¥…HÌ…‡+‡ £Ì≠˜“ æ˙±±……‡ HÌ´……‚. ª…≠˜HÌ…≠‡˜ 19©…“
+‡ ª¥…´…≈ª…‡¥…HÌ…‡{…“ æ˙HÌ…±…“ HÌ≠˜“. ª…÷≠˜l…{…“ `÷ÚHÌeÙ“+‡ ©…“cÛ…{…… +N…≠˜©……≈o…“ ©…“c÷≈Û ©…‡≥¥´…÷≈, l´……≠‡˜ ~……‡±…“ª…{……
+©……{…÷∫…“ ±……cÛ“©……≠˜o…“ P…¥……´…‡±…… ª…l´……O…æ˙“{…“ N…≈ß…“≠˜ æ˙…±…l… X‡>{…‡ ©…“cÛ…{……‡ HÌ•…X‡ ±…‡¥…… ©……`‡Ú
21©…“+‡ ª…‰ {…HÌ…‡{…“ ©……‡`Ú“ ª…≈L´…… ª……o…‡ y…≠˜…ª…i……{…… +N…≠˜ ~…≠˜ ©……‡≠˜S……‡ ±…> W¥……{…“ N……‡cÛ¥…i… o…>.
>©……©… ª……æ‡˙•…{…… {…‡l…fil¥… æ‡˙cÛ≥ {…≠˜æ˙ ≠˜ ~…≠˜“L…, ©… i…±……±… N……≈y…“, ~´……≠‡˜±……±…, 21©…“ ©…‡o…“
ª…¥……≠‡˜ 6-15 H⁄ÌS… HÌ≠˜“ y…≠˜…ª…i……{…… +N…≠˜ ~…≠˜ •…‡ ß……N…©……≈ `÷ÚHÌeÙ“ ¥…æ·˙S……>. °…o…©… `÷ÚHÌeÙ“ ~…≠˜ +©……{…÷∫…“
±……cÛ“©……≠˜ HÌ´……‚. l´……≠‡˜ ]Ò¥…‡≠˜S…≈qˆ ©…‡P……i…“+‡ "≠˜Gl… `Ú~…HÌl…“ ª……‡ ª……‡ ]Ò…‡≥“ ª…©…≠˜…≈N…i…o…“ +…¥…‡', N…“l…
W‡{……‡ æ⁄˙•…æ⁄˙ S…l……≠˜ l´……≈ æ˙l……‡. +… UÔ‡ ª…≠˜ X¥…‡ l……‡ X¥…‡ ~…≠˜ +…]Ò…qˆ“ P…≠˜ +…¥…‡ - ª…⁄m… ~……‡HÌ…´…÷».
ª…≠˜…‡ W{…“ H⁄ÌS…©……≈ {…æ˙…‡l…… ~…≠≈˜l…÷ ±…eÙ…> ©…‡qˆ…{… +…≈ `Ú´……©……≈o…“ l…‡©…{…“ y…≠˜~…HÌeÙ o…>. ©……‡≠˜S……©……≈
ª…l´……O…æ˙“+…‡{…“ æ˙…±…l… qˆ…{…¥…{…… qˆ±… ~…“N…≥‡ l…‡¥…“ æ˙l…“. •…S…‡±…… ª…≈P…‡ H⁄ÌS… HÌ≠˜“ l……‡ l…‡©…{…‡ y…≠˜…ª…i……o…“
æ˙qˆ •…æ˙…≠˜ HÌ´……«. UÔ…¥…i…“©……≈ ©…‡qˆ…{…{……≈ ª…l´……O…æ˙“+…‡+‡ ª…≠˜HÌ…≠˜{……‡ ª…l…©… ª…æ˙{… HÌ´……‚. +…N…‡¥……{……‡{…‡
6 ©……ª… +{…‡ +{´…{…‡ +‡HÌ ©……ª…{…“ ª…X o…>. ˚H‡Ì`Ú±……HÌ{…‡ ¥…≠˜i…“ W‡±…©……≈ ©……‡HÌ±…¥……©……≈ +…¥´…….
22©…“{…… æ˙±±……©……≈ ~……‡±…“ª…{…… •…‡ ª…l…©… ©……≠˜o…“ •……‡≠˜ª…qˆ l……±…÷HÌ…{…… ~……≥W N……©…{…… ß……>±……±…
æ˙…Yß……> ∂…æ˙“qˆ o…´……. y…≠˜…ª…i……{…“ ±…eÙl…©……≈ ª…‰ {…HÌ…‡+‡ HÌ©…≠˜ HÌª…“{…‡ ]⁄ÒHÌ…¥´…÷≈. +©…±…qˆ…≠˜ >ª©……>±…
q‡ˆª……>+‡ 20 ~……‡±…“ª……‡ ª……o…‡ +…¥…“{…‡ ©…æ˙n¥…{…… HÌ…N…≥…‡ W~l… HÌ´……«. {…≠˜æ˙ ≠˜ß……>{…‡ N…≠˜¢l……≠˜ HÌ´……«.
UÔ…¥…i…“{…“ W¥……•…qˆ…≠˜“ +≈•……±……±…ß……>+‡ ±…“y…“. 25©…“+‡ +≈•……±……±… l…o…… eÙ…Ë. m…ß……‡¥…{…qˆ…ª…{…“
y…≠˜~…HÌeÙ o…>, UÔl……≈ ª…l´……O…æ˙“+…‡+‡ H⁄ÌS…{…“ l…‰´……≠˜“ ª……o…‡ l´……≈ W ≠˜¬…≈. 25©…“+‡ ©…÷ {… W{… ¥…W´…Y
∂…‡cÛ ≠˜i…UÔ…‡eÙß……>+‡ 50 ª…l´……O…æ˙“+…‡{…“ `÷ÚHÌeÙ“ ±…> +©…qˆ…¥……qˆo…“ y…≠˜…ª…i…… Wl……≈ •……≠‡˜WeÙ“{…… ª`‡Ú∂…{…‡
l…‡+…‡{…“ y…≠˜~…HÌeÙ o…>. l…‡ W qˆ¥…ª…‡ ¶…‡æ˙…©…‡ Xæ‡˙≠˜ HÌ´…÷» W‡ W©…“{… ~…≠˜ UÔ…¥…i…“ UÔ‡ l…‡ W©…“{…{……‡
A~…´……‡N… ª…≠˜HÌ…≠˜{…“ ©…≈W⁄≠˜“ ¥…N…≠˜ L…‡l…“ ª…¥……´…{…… HÌ…©…©……≈ o…´……‡ æ˙…‡¥……o…“ W©…“{… ©…æ‡˙ª…⁄±…{…… HÌ…´…qˆ…
+{¥…´…‡ L……±…ª…… HÌ≠˜“{…‡ y…≠˜…ª…i……{…“ UÔ…¥…i…“{…‡ L…l…©… HÌ≠˜¥……{……‡ +…q‡ˆ∂… +…~´……‡. •…‡ HÌ±……HÌ©……≈ UÔ…¥…i…“
L…l…©…. cÛIÌ≠˜•……~……{…“ æ˙…W≠˜“©……≈ +©…±…qˆ…≠˜ N…‡≠‡˜`‡Ú ª…‰ {…HÌ…‡ ~…≠˜ ©……‡`Ú≠˜ S…±……¥…¥……{……‡ æ÷˙HÌ©… +…~´……‡ !
~…≠≈˜l…÷ l…‡©… {… HÌ≠˜l……≈ ª…‰ {…HÌ…‡{…‡ P…ª…eÙ“{…‡ •…æ˙…≠˜ HÌ…hı¨…. UÔl……≈ L…÷±±…… ©…‡qˆ…{…©……≈ ª…l´……O…æ˙“ ª…‰ {…HÌ…‡
ª…⁄> ≠˜¬…≈. UÔ…¥…i…“{…… UÔ…´……•…æ‡˙{…‡ ª… ¥…±… ª…W«{… HÌ{…«±… HÌ…©…`‡Ú ¥…±…ª……eÙ{…“ æ˙…ËŒª~…`Ú±…©……≈ ±…> W¥……{…“
ª…N…¥…eÙ HÌ≠˜¥…… Wi……¥´…÷≈ UÔl……≈ ¥´…¥…ªo…… {… o…l……≈, UÔ…¥…i…“{…… ª¥…´…≈ª…‡¥…HÌ…‡+‡ N……©…{…… N……eÙ…©……≈ ª¥…´…≈ª…‡¥…HÌ…‡{…‡
±…> Wl…… æ˙l……, l´……≠‡˜ ~……‡±…“ª…‡ l´……≈{…… N……eÙ…©……≈ P……ª… +{…‡ ª……©……{… AcÛ…¥…“ N…´……. ª…≠˜HÌ…≠‡˜ D`ÚeÙ“,
e÷≈ÙN…≠˜“, y…≠˜…ª…i……, UÔ≠˜¥……eÙ…, A©…≠˜ª……eÙ“ N……©……‡©……≈ 144{…“ HÌ±…©… ±……N…÷ HÌ≠˜“. e÷≈ÙN…≠˜“{…… ª`‡Ú∂…{…‡ ±…∂HÌ≠˜{……‡
~…æ‡˙≠˜…‡ æ˙l……‡. •…“Y •……W÷ 27©…“+‡ ~…÷≠˜…l…{… •…÷S…{…“ `÷ÚHÌeÙ“{…“ N…≠˜£Ìl……≠˜“ o…>. D`ÚeÙ“{…“ UÔ…¥…i…“©……≈o…“
~……‡±…“ª…‡ ~…æ‡˙≠˜…‡ AcÛ…¥…l…… ª…l´……O…æ˙“+…‡‡ 27©…“+‡ l´……≈ ≠˜¬…≈.
+©…qˆ…¥……qˆo…“ •…≥¥…≈l…≠˜…´… 34 ª…‰ {…HÌ…‡ ª……o…‡ D`ÚeÙ“{…“ UÔ…¥…i…“©……≈ +…¥´……. l…©……©…{…“ y…≠˜~…HÌeÙ
HÌ≠˜“{…‡ UÔ…¥…i…“{…“ æ˙qˆ •…æ˙…≠˜ ©…⁄G´……≈. e÷ÙN…≠˜“ +{…‡ •……‡≠˜ª…qˆ{…“ `÷ÚHÌeÙ“ l´……≈ +…¥…“ l´……≠‡˜ y…≠˜…ª…i…… W¥……{……
•…æ˙…{…‡ +æ˙”´……≈ l…©……©…{…‡ N…≠˜¢l……≠˜ HÌ´……« +‡HÌ `÷ÚHÌeÙ“{…‡ ª…÷≠˜l… +{…‡ •…“Y `÷ÚHÌeÙ“{…‡ ©…÷≈•…> ≠˜¥……{……
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HÌ≠˜“. ª…≠˜HÌ…≠˜{…“ L……i…“~…“i…“{…“ ¥´…¥…ªo…… ¥…N…≠˜ ß…⁄L´…… ª…l´……O…æ˙“+…‡+‡ ª…÷≠˜l…{…“ `÷Ú HÌeÙ“ •…±…“©……‡≠˜…o…“
D`ÚeÙ“{…“ UÔ…¥…i…“©……≈ ©…÷≈•…> N…´…‡±…“ `÷ÚHÌeÙ“ ¥…±…ª……eÙ{…“ UÔ…¥…i…“©……≈ X‡eÙ…>. D`ÚeÙ“{…“ UÔ…¥…i…“ l…⁄`Úl……≈
¥…±…ª……eÙ, ß……N…eÙ“, ß…q‡ˆ±…“, •…±…“©……‡≠˜…{…“ {…¥…“ UÔ…¥…i…“+…‡ •…{…“. ´…÷¥……{……‡{…“ ß…≠˜l…“, ©…æ˙…W{……‡{…“
{……i……HÌ“´… ©…qˆqˆ, •…æ‡˙{……‡{…“ ª…‡¥…… X‡> ª…≠˜HÌ…≠‡˜ N……≈eÙ“l…⁄≠˜ •…{…“{…‡ ~…∂…÷l…… •…l……¥…“.
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in the contributions accepted for publication.
(3) Research studentsand fellows should submit their contribution only through
research guides or Head of the Departments.
(4) Two copies of the typescript, typed in double space on A 4 size paper with
necessary margins on all sides should be submitted. The first page should have
the title of the paper and name(s) and designation of author (s) with institutional
background and full address including phone no. (s) and Email address, if any.
(5) The second page should start with the title & abstract of the paper in about 100
words and a list of key words, followed by the text. Name(s) of author(s) should
not apppear any where in this page or the text.
(6) A soft copy of the typescript in PC compatible MS word on CD should be
invariably submitted alongwith the typescript.
(7) All tables, figures, line drawings, charts, graphs, etc. should be given with
sources indicated at the bottom and should be on seperate sheets only. Their
places of insertion in the paper should be indicated in the margin of the
typescript. Diagrams should be drawn in Indian ink on white drawing paper
(perferably British Bristol Board). Figures, Drawings & Lettering should be
approximately twice the printed size. Photographic printsshouid be clear and
on glossy paper.
(8) Footnotes & endnotes should be serially numbered.
(9) Contributions in English should be in Times New Roman fonts of size 11
Contributions in Gujarati should be in GJ. Krishna or other ISM supported fonts
of size 12. Contributions in Hindi / Sanskrit should be in DV-Yogesh or other ISM
supported fonts of size 13. Articles in languages other than English, should as
far as possible, be accompanied by a summary in English not exceeding 100
words.
(10) The style of referancing should be as follows :
Books : Robbins, Stephen P. and Coulter, Mary (2002). Management, New
Delhi : Pearson Education.
Papers in Journals : Mcgregor, D. (1957), `Uneary Look at Performance
Appraisal,' Harvard Business Review, 35(1), 89-94.
(11) A declaration from the authors stating that the paper submitted for publication is
an original work and has not been published elsewhere must accompany the
paper. No paper would be considered for publication without this declaration.
Contributors are requested to take care so as not violate any of the provisions of
the Copy Rights Act and any rules made thereunder. The Gujarat University will
not be responsible for any lapses or violations on the part of contributors.
(12) Contributors will be given one copy of the issue free of charge. The copy right of
all the contributions published in `Vidya' will vest with the Gujarat University.
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